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LETTER OF TrRANMITTA.1..

DEP,RTNI ENT of THE INTERlon.
BUR EAU EDUCATIoN ,

Washingtml, Dect Mb( r 9, 1.912.
For Many years there has been carried Un in the Unit,;(1 St at e*

k. various national and State organizations a vigorous aiiation for
clearyr deRnition and improvennsnt of standards in higher and pro-

fessional education. Commit tees and conunissions bave labored and
reported. Sometimes these reports hae been plIbfiSheil and given'
wide- circulat ion: ill 01 her cases they have been quite inaccessible to
persons engaged in the study of educational standards. The need
for as comprehensive and judicious discussion of the (1,,vdootwot, of
standards in education has beeN keenly felt and often expressed by
inilividnal4, institutions, and licensing or standardizing agencies,
such, as State boards of editcat ion mad of medicine. The history of the
work of the. American NIt4 heal Association and of the Carnegie
Found ation for the Advancement of 'reaching, for example, in elevat-
ing the standards of medical education is illuminating for all who
are concerned with the process of bettering educational standaills,
no null ter what Ow particular field of their effort may be.

Among the organizations laboring for this definition and improve-
ment Of standards in large sections of the country or in the whole
Nation are the National Association of State Universities, the Asso-
ciation of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations,.
the Association of American Universities, Association of American
Medical Colleges, the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools (tpical of sect ional associations), and-the Nat ional
('deference Committee on Stand:tills of ('alleges and Secondary
Schools. in the activities of a71of these 1 4, George Edwin MacLean,.
formerly .chancelha. of. the University of Nel.Waslot and for many

.
years president of the Shiite 1 'Inver:illy of Iowa, had lin import ant part.
Ile has been a leader much of t lie wise and constructive work of
these bodies, and few men in the country are so well equipped as he

-.1iy training, exiasrience, insight, and accurate judgment to present
suet a sun' y as that contained noinuscript which 1 am trans-
mitting. 'cause it is pertinent. to matters now much discussed by
eduentiom workers, and because it contributes valuable information
in pernm cot focal for establishing a better penspective and for

out further progress, I recommend its publication as a ladle,
tin of t his bureau.

Very respect f t P. P. CLAXTON,
C, omen

The SECRETARY OF THE T'NTERIOR.



PRESENT STANDARDS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN
THE UNITED STATES.

INTRODUCTION.

MOVEMENT -FOR STANDARDS.

The battle of standards is perennial. We have thought .it char-
acteristic of our ago. The moment, however, whether in matters
mechanical or spiritual, when the thing passes from the individualistic
to the social stage and a certain degree of development.is reached,
standards are precipitated. In all religions, creed and.orthodbxy
mean standards. In philosophies, principles and systems mean
standards. In government, fundamental laws and codes are estab-
lished standards. In higher education, whose watchword is "free-
dom of thought, of teaching., of learning, and of administration,"
when it 'crystallizes in institutions. standards to he used and not to. ..
be abused become a necessity.

Our age makes standards imperative. The oneness of modern chili-.
zlition brought about by invention. by (lommerce, and Christianity
lots accomplished the beginnings of the realization of a Republic of
I Al tem, if not of the federation of the world. Mechtinical standards
4nust be international. A standard gauge for railway tracks had to'
come. A common monetary basis had to be found. Naturally,
b.pplied education in the professions made the first demand for
standardization. Systems of theology, international law, medicine
us the science of physiology and psychology applied to the preven=
lion and cure of disease, and all the applied sciences ranging the
globe around are driven to standardize.. The world-wide inter-
'Alive Of thought,. exchange of scholars, and migration of students,
last of all, bring the institutions of higher learning to call for recog-
nized standards. . .

WORLD STANDARDS. - ...
. ...... . .

1)r. Ehner.E. Brown; fornier United States Commissioner of Edu-
cation, well anticipates .the " wou d niavement " in standards in the:
Report of the Commissioner of E

1
uoat ion for 1908 (p. 10):

One can not permit the educational standingtof one's own institution or State. or
,, 'Nation to be left in question before the rest of the world, ana if it is not what it should

be to command tlio respect of the world, it must be improved without delay. In, it%
.7



8 PRESENT STANDARDS OF lifGHER EDUCATION.

highest form this sentiment would go further, and demand that our institution or
State or Nation shall have such undoubted educational standing as shall enable it to
do its part in determining the world standard in education, for there can be no doUbt
that we are to have a world standard and that it is already taking shape. This stand-

4 ardizing movement is no more inevitable than is the reaction against it. * * in
the American contribution to the world standard there shall be insistence upon free-
dom for such variability as would ure to a people universal opportunity in the
present and unlimited progress i e futtire. But with this position fully ive('
the need Tar defined stands remains. It is at bottom the permanent need
scholastic honesty. T At dardizing movement in our edueation is the pure-f,:;1
movement in our Opiritual world. It is neceseary indeed to the soundness of our
educational freedom and ezlxrimentatiou.

In pursuance of this policy, CoMmissigner Brown in his report for
1910 (Vol. I, pp. 1-11) sets forth a national programme of education,
and tells of the inauguration within the Bureau of Education of the
work of specialists in school administration, in higher education, and
in land-grant colleges. His views of a world standard, elaborated
in his address "American Standards in Education and 'the World
Standards" (Science, new series No. 30, pp. 417-27), are an initial
classic upon the subject.

The import of standards and the advance of them in higher educa-
tion will appear from a reference to some periods in the history of
standards in certain typical. colleges.

STANDARDS IX COLONIAL COLLEGES.

They were derived directly from England, as the history of Ilan-an]
shows. President Everett said:

Th8 course of studies, limited, it must be owned, was copied we have reason to
think from that which was pursued at the time in the parent country; and the literary
honors of the newly established institution were declared to be conferred I'm more
Acndemiarum Anglicarum. (Addresses at Inauguration of the lion. Edward Everett,
LL.D., April 30, 1840.1

The first entrance requirements of the freshman class at Harvard
are gathered from the laws passed in President Dunster's time
(1642-1646). They read:

When any scholar is able to read Tully or such like claustical Latin authorssiftempore
and make a speech from Latin, in verse and prose tuo (ut aiunt) Matte (as they say,
by his own exertions), and decline a number of paradigms of nouns and verbs in the
Greek tongue, then may he be admitted inttMhe college, nor shall any claim admission
before such gedifications. (Historical sketch of Harvard University, by Wm. It.
Thayer, Cambridge, 1390, p. 31.)

The curriculum was as follows:
The first year.Logic, physics, etymology, syntax, and practice of

the principles of grammar.
. The second year:Ethitt, polities, prosody and dialects, practice of
poetry, aid Chaldee.

41.

1



INTRODI7CTION. 9

The third year. Arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, exercises in
style, compositicat, epitome, both prose and verse, Hebrew and
Syriac.

In every Year and every week of the college course every class was practiced in the
Bible and catechefical divinity. also in history in the wirVier, and nature of plants in
the summer. Rhetoric was gotten by lectures in every year, each student required
o declaim once a month. 'rhe scholars read the Scriptures twice a day; had to

write or epitomize the Sunday serimm, and were frequently examined as to their own
religious state.

Dating front President Dunster's iidministration was the regula-
tidn:

The scholars shall never use their mother 14 mgue except that in public exercises of
oratory or such like they be called 1,1 make them in English. * * They that
expect to prone Bachelors that year he examined of their sUfliticncy according to
the laws of the college; and such as export Ili M.A.proceed M to exhibit their synopsis

. of acts required by the laws of the -Nita)

The requirements for graduation by the same regulation were:,
Every scholar that on proof is found able to read the original of the Old and New

Testament into Latin and resolve them logically, withal being of honest life and
conversation, and at any publir-act hath the approbation of the Overseers and Masters
of the college, may lie invested with his first degree. p. 32.)

The undergraduate three years' course Imes extended to four years
in 1654. The general natTire of the college curriculum remained
unchanged during the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.
In 1726 a report of Tutors Flint, Welsteed, and Princ gives us the
subjects studied, and the textbooks and the program (p. 32).

(I) while the students are freshmen they risaemly recite the grammars (Greek and
Latin) and with these a recitation in Tully, Virgil, and Greek Testament on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday in the morning and forent)on; on Friday morn-
ing Dugard'a or 1,,rnalt;':i Rhetoric, and on Saturday morning Greek, and towards
the end of the year they dispute ott Baum's Definitions, NIonday and Tuesday fore-

(2) Sophomores recite Curgersdicius's Logic and a Ms. called New Logic in the
mornings and forenoons; and toward the Lifter end of the year Ileersboord's Meletemata
and dispute Monday and 1Vsdi'y in forenoon, Continue also to recite the classic
authors with Logic and Philisophy; on Saturday morni4Ithey recitZ1lebitts's

(3) The junior Sophisters recite Heerrboord:s Meletemata, Mr. Norton's Physics,
Moore's Ethics, Geography, Metaphysics, itlioshe mornings and forenoonelKollebius
on Saturday morning, and dispute Mondays and Tuesdays in the forenoon.

(4) Senior Sophisteni.hesides Arithmetic recite Allsted's Geometry, Gassendus's
Astronomy in the morning; go eN t(ite arts toward the lawn end of the ear, Ames's
Medulla on Saturdays, and dispul.e1Cce a Week. .

Jiarvarti represents in all essential particulars the standards of
all the Colonial colleges.



10 PRESENT STANDARDS OF HIGHER EDUCATION.

STANDARDS IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY.

Material changes from the almost stationary standards of the
Colonial colleges appear in the first half of the nineteenth century.
Entrance examinations continued as the method of admission, but
they were mostly oral, and were neither "searching nor extensive. "'

As the practice of speaking Latin fell into desuetude the amount of LartI and
Greek required to be read was greatly increased, and examinations became more
thorough and rigorous. Mathematics was first made a requisite fur admission in 1803,
and then only so much as related to the rudiments of arithmetic. Geography NEI.4
a1'ded in 1807. In 1816 an examination was required in the whole of arithmetic,
and to this was added in 1819 a trifling amount of algebra. l'aeir was first required
for admission in 1836-37. From that year until L866-67 there were only very slight
changes in the requisitions for admission to Ilarvan3. (Ibid.)

The continuance of thelerms for admission of the Colonial col-
leges, with a noteworthy sign of oncoming changes in offering an
option for Greek, appears in the action of the board of trustees in
1793 in opening Williams College. The act reads:

That each person who applies for admission be able to accurately read and parse
and construe to the satisfaction of the president and tutor Virgil's',ErOd, Tully's
Orations, and the Evangelists in Greek. Or if he prefers, to read and pronounce
with a tolerable degree of accuracy Hudson's French Scholar's Guide, Telemachus,
or some other approved French author. (History of Widiams College, by Calvin
Durfee, Boston, 18601 p. 66.)

The laws adopted by the trustees required the following courses
of study "so far as it may be convenient:"

The first year..--English, Latin, Greek, and French languages.
The second year.--The several languages in part, arithmetic,

geography, algebra, geometry, mensurations, conic sections, rhetoric,
and logic.

The third year.Trigonometry, 'navigation survey, natural philos-
ophy, astronomy, and chemistry.

The fourth. year. Metaphysics, ethics, history, natural 1114! civil
polity, and 'theology. (Durfee, pp. 354, 355.)

Almost as much Greek and Latin is now (1860) required for admission as was formerly
required for gradutition. GeoiraOhy, English grammar, and arithmetic formed a part
of the early college course. Geography was dropped in 1831, arithmetic in 1837,
and English grammar in 1839. (Durfee, p. 355.)

The natural sciences received but little attention at Williams
College previous to 1816. Prior to 1812 the college had but little
philosophical and no chemical apparatus. Prof. Silliman earlier at
Yalt had developed laboratory instruction in chemistry. Prof.
Chester Dewey, of Williams, was given, a leave of absence to take a
short course under Prof. Silliman. (Durfee, pp. 357-358.) In 1816.-17

1 Hilt of Higher Ethic. in Mass., by oeorge Gary Bush, Ph. 13., Bu. el Edw. Cir. Inf. No. 6.1891; Conan-
Whim to Amer. Edw. Hist, H. B. Adams, 13. (too. Pr. Oftioe,1M1, p. 161.
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Prof. Dewey began to teach botany, mineralo and geology in
connection with: chemistry. (Ibid., p. 372.) In 1817 lectures on
mineralogy, geology, and botany were giv( a by Eaton to such
members of the college as chose to attend. (Ibi ., pp. 358-360.)
Prof. Eaton was among the first in this country to st dy nature in the
field with his classes. He, prepared the way for piological surveys..
his zeal for popular knowledge as an " itinerating lekurer," organiz-
ing classes in several of the larger towns in New Eitgland and New
York, gives us an anticipation of university extenflion. Following
Dewey and Eaton, Prof. Albert Hopkins, among he first in the
United States, inaugurated as early as 1835 scion lc expeditions
(p. 376).

The fundamental idea of the curriculum of the standard college in
the first half of the nineteenth century, accentuate by President

Mark Hopkins's indi -du is nowhere better stet d than in his
alumni address in . lie says:

An indigenous idea here, as it must have been elsewhere whirs we have of late
attempted to realize is that of making the college studies have th impression and
effort of a system on the mind of the student. Leaving the pox of expression,
whether by writing or speaking, out of the question, we divide our curse into the
languages and mathematics, physical science, and man as he is in hi lt, and in his
relations to his fellow creatures, and to God, pursuing mathematics an languages in
the usual way, also physical sciences, that it be first physical man an, endeavor to
give an idea of every organ and tissue of the body. We then take th intellectual
man and investigate first and classify his severaltaculties; then the gm de of belief
and the processes of the mind in the pursuit of truth, with an expla Lion of the
inductive and deductive logic, then the moral nature, together with in vidual and
polit kat morality, comptising a knowledge of constitutional history and the rights
and duties of American citizens; then the emotional nature as it is and th= rinciples
of fine arts, then net unit theology and the analogy of the natural and the mo 1 govern-
ment of God., kAltunni address by Mark.11opkins,- I). D., Boston, Aug. 6, 1843,
president of the college (Williams), pp. 31-32.)

The progress of standards in the colleges in this period is r erred.
to by William ( ullen Bryant inn letter of his in1850, in which h says:

The standard of scholarship in Williams College at that time [1810, when he e red]
was r far below what. it now is that t think many graduates of those days wou be
no more than prepared for admission as freshmen now.

The diversity of standards in the colleges at this. time, accors g
to popular estimation, is shown by his letter. He speaks of stude is
being dropped him Williams and as admitted to Union. He
one of those not satisfied with the degree of scholarship attained t
,Williams, .and he himself at the end of the sophomore year obtain
an honorable dismissal with the intention of going to Yale.% (Durfee,
p."108.) .

Signs were not lacking of the on-coming in the second half of the
century of the battle concerning the elective system in place of the
required. system that 'had, prevailed. The' prominent causes were
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the increase of student who were not preparing for the ministry,
the prevalence of tint OCt-Revolutionary American spirit, and the
development of the natural and tipplied sciences. At Harvard in
1824 all studies were required, except that instruct() might "choose
as a substitute for 38 less'ons in Hebrew and Syri tween chemistry
and flexions, F nch and Spanish being extra, attendance ripen
them was volut Iffy." By the revised statutes in 18211
a student could at t td any modern language for the first third of the freshman year in
place of remain specified courses in Greek, I,atin, topography, Hebrew, and natural
selectee, and a senior might also substitute natural philosophy for a part. of intellectual
philosolthy.

In practice the one development in which an elective system was
fairly tried was in the French and Spanish languages and literature,
then under the charge of l'rof.,George Ticknor. (Thayer, p. 34.)

The following scheme, adopted in the year 1841, shows the extent
of the elective system (p. 35):
First year.

Prescribed: Mathematics, Greek, Latin, history.
Elective: None.

Sophomore year.
Prescribed: English, grammar and composition, rhetoric and declamation, one

modern language, history.
Elective: Mathematics, Greek, Latin, natural .11istory, history, chemistry, geology,

geography, use of globes, and any modern language. so far as taught
Or' in the university.

Junior year.
Prescribed: English composition, one noxlern language, logic, declamation, physics,

psychology, ethics, forensics, history.
Elective: SUM! as sophomore year and a more extended course in psyclndugy and

ethics,
Senior year.

Prescribed: Rhetoric, English compositimt, political economy, constitutional law,
forensics, tl..ology, history, declamaticm.

Elective: Political ellticsj more extended course in physics and any .f the elective
ot wilier; above enumerated.

At Yale under the elder President Dwight the new learning, that
is, the recognition of English literature as a classic side by side with
the Greek and Latin classics, was a departure that caused much
comment. The standard required curriculum with the slightest
pqssible recognition of options for the period may well be represented
by the course of instruction in the catalogue of Yale for 1822. The
tour years' course is tlii'ided each year into three terms, or sessions.

V
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First term.

Live.
Attains' Rome Antici.
Mebbus' Arithmetic, mvised.
Murray's English Grammar.

INTRODUCTION.

FRESHMAN CLASS.

Socond term.

13

Grara Ma )(wit, historical parts.
Day's Algebra.

Third term.

Grieco Majors, cont.
Morse's tleography. Ism.
Murray's Gnimmar. reviewed.

StiPlItiMORE CLASS.

Morse's Geography. emu.
Mayfair's Euclid, twgun.
Horatse, begwi.

Spherical trigonometry.
t.ritsm Maiont, cont.
Enfield's Milosophy,Legitn.

/wore, tiepin.

Euclid, finished. i
1

Homer's Iliad.
Hare Ce, finished. 1/ay's Mathematics. PI. IV.
Day's Mathetuaths, Pls. II and Conte sections and spherical

III. , geometry.
Cicero de 0 fficiis, begun. : Jamison's Rhetoric.

i Ciro de ()nits, he Senectute,
and De Amicitia.

JCNIOR CLASS.

Criem Majors. Vol. I, finished. ?afield's Astronotni.
Entlelit.,', Philosophy, cont. Tyler's History.
Cicero I Iratorv. NAIL , Flux ions, criik, or Hebrew, at
Tacitus, onut Annals. . option.

"RENIOR ('LASS.
- -

1141:hedge's
logic. Stuart's Phihmphy of Mini. Pak Y's Evidences of Christianity.

ut's Rhetoric. Paley's Natural Theology. Palm's Moral Philosophy.

Locke's Essays.

Yale has been the steady protagonist for a prescribed curriculum,
as I farvard has been the leader in experiments with the elective
system. The rise. progrof.s, and decline. of the first notable experi-
ment in the elective system began in 1824 and elnsed with the first
half of the century, and is well summarized by Bush (p. 167).

To Prof. George Ticknor who occupied the new chair of modern languages from 1810
to 1835, and to Jtolge Story, the honor is printipally due for the inauguration of the
elective system. In the years 1825-26 and 1826-27 a new arrangement of studies Was
effeiied by which three hours a week throughout the course. with the exception of
the first and third of the freshman year, was given to elective studies. These hours
could be devoted in the freshman year to Greek. Latin, and modern languages; in the
sophomore year to Greek. Latin. mathematics, and Modern languages; in the junior
year to Greek, Latin, mathematics, modern languages, and Hebrew; in the senior year
to Greek, Latin, mathematics, modem languages, chemistry. mineralogy, and geology.

In 1830, in order to secure -a more thorough education in Greek and Latin. mathe-
matis, and rhetoric," the study of modem languages was postponed till the beginning
of tW sophomore year.

By a regulation adopted in 1838, mathematics ceased to be a required study after
the freshman year, and the standard of scholarship was believed to have been so
greatly elevated in this department by the introduction of the new system of electives
that in 1843 the experiment was extended to Greek and Latin. During the fotir years
from 1843-44 to 1847 the sophomores had 5 hours of required work in rhetoric, history,
and philosophy; the juniors 6 hours required in philosophy, physics, and logic;
the seniors 8 hours of required work in ethics, physics, rhetoric, political economy,
and the Constitution of the United States.
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All the remaining hours of required work were given to elective studios. [Therefore
by 1850 the elective system had reached a high stage of development; with reaction.)
In President Everett's report for the year 1847-48 we find that -during the year all the
studies of freshman and sophomore years, including mathematics and French. were
required studies. This change was the result of a compromise of the opposite views
prevailing in the faculty on the general question of the expediency of continuing
required and elective studies in a system of collegi.de education.

In 1849-50 the ancient order of things had been so far restored! that, with the excep-
tion of one elective of :1 hours in the junior and senior years, all the studies were
required. President Sparks, in his report for that year. uses the following language:

This system (elective') was attractive in theory, but in framing it the consideration
was not sufficiently weighed that what was gained in one study was tiecessarily lost

in nother. The system was subjected, however, to a fair and patient trial. In prad
tic it never fulfilled all the expectations of its framers. and it soon began lo fall inl,,
par ial disfavor."

Again, in his report for 1851 -52, he remarks: "The voluntary system. as it. is called,
is still retained! to a certain extent. rather from necessity than preference."

At the moment of the downfall of the elective system at I larvard.
as will be seen in the section upon the third quarter of the nineteent It
century, Brown University took it up in a radical form.

Reference to the appropriate later chapters of this bulletin will
show that this was the period of the organization and segregation
of the professional and technical schools and the setting up more
distinctly of their sttmdards.

STANDARDS IN TILE THIRD QUARTER OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

This is a markedly transitional period, making stationary the
advances of the first half century, but preparatory to the practically
revolutionary period of the last quarter of the century. The require-
ments for admission were essentially stationary, as a comparison of
the terms of admission to Williams College in 1850, and 1875 will
show. In 1850 candidates admission to the freshrinni class were
examined in geography, vulgar arithmetic, and algebra through
simple equations; in English, Latin, and Greek grammar (including
prosody, the Latin grammar of Andrews and Stoddard, and the Greek
grammars of Sophocles or Crosby were used); in Cicero's selected
orations, the whole of Virgil, Caesar's Commentaries, or Sallust;
Jacob's, Colton's or Felton's Greek Reader, and in the Greek
Testament.

In 1875-76 the requirements were the same with the -exception of

the addition of the outlines of Greek and Roman history,two books
of geometry, Arnold's prose composition as far as the passive voice.
The Greek and Latin requirements wore made mop Specific, evidently
in the interest of more intensive work. Seven instead of all of
Cicero's selected stations, the Georgics, and six books of the Aneid
instead of the whole of Virgil; four books of Caesar's Commentaries
in pima of Caesar's Commentaries or Sallust. The Greek require-
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rent is increased as specifying four books, of Xenophoirs Anabasis,
and one book of Homer's Iliad, with an option in place of the four
books of Anabasis of 120 pages of Goodwin's Greek Reader. The
Greek Testament is omitted. The "continental" method of pro-
nunciation of Greek and of Latin has been introduced.

As from the beginning, testimonials of good moral character for
admission are required, and matriculation still means something, the
catalogue rending:

A probation of six months before the students are matriculated is required, during.
which time they are subject to all the laws and regulation§ of the college.

A somewhat new refrain still sung to this very day in all the
colleges is found in the sentiments.
many who applied for admission are imperfectly prepared in the English studies,
particularly in arithmetic and giawaph y As those studies are not pursued in college,
it is upvesaary that the preparation of than should be full and thorough. (Catalogue
of 185(1.)

From 1847 to 1867 the elective system was in abeyance in Ihirvard,
and in 1856 the institution made the thiee-hour courses in Latin
and Greek, formerly elective, required studies in the junior year.
But growing interest in the study of philology. philosophy, history,
and above all in pll'cical and natural sciences, compelled the college
to make a second trial of the elective system. Such changes were
made in 1867, equaling the elective system as it. existed in 1843 to
1847. (Bush, p. 168.) The standard college curriculum of this
whole period was in the main required, and is well represented by
the course of insttuction in the Williams College catalogue for
1850-51.

First term.

COURSE OF ISSTRUCTION.

FRESHMAN CLASS.'

Renaud term. Third term.

Combe on Health and mental Livy.
education. homer's

odes of honer. Euclid. books.
Xenophon's Memorabilia (Rob-

bins edition).
Algebra.
Arnold's Latin prose composition:

sortiomour: ci.Ass;

I:lvy, continued. Cicero de Sen.
ectute.

Ilerodotits and Thiwydides.
Algebra. concluded.
Latin composition, continued.

..lhaace. satires and epistles.
Ea, hd
lee of lue a and trigonometry.
arra de OlDelLs.

Rhetoric.
Latin composition, continued.

Euclid reviewed.
hedge's Logic.
Mensuration, navigation, a rt d

surveying.
Woolsey's Greek tragedies.

Spherical trigonometry.
Coffin's Conic sections and analyti-

cal geometry.
History.
Plato's Georgics.

I Declamations and translations are required daily throughout the year. Greek and Roman tu;aquities
are studied In connection with the languages throughout the course, and the following books are recom-
mended for reference: Adams' Roman Antiquities, Butler's Atlas Classics Anthon's Classical Diotionary,
Eachenburg's Manual, Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquitint.

I Translations, declamations, and compositions daily throughout the year.
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COURSE OP INSTRUCTIONCORI intim!.

JUNIOR CLA1S.'

First term. Second term. Third term.

Wayland's Political eeoncmi v. tluintillian, COW. '11111IL Chemistry.
Demosthenes' select orations. Ttwit us. Astronomy.

t'hamplin's edit ion. tthnsteinl cant timed. Fiitions. French nr tlertaim. ii
Olputead's Natural philosophy. Botany. I lie option of i ta. si talent .
Hopkins' EvIdeneer of revealed . comptosit ions on pie losolditeal sub-

religion. juts.
Quint illian begun. '

SENIOR CLASS.'

Campbell's Philosophy of diem- Wayland's Elements of mord. *ames, continued.
rte. science. louler's Analoey.

Anatomy antrzoologv Shay on the comdinition. Paley's Natural philosophy.
Stewart's Element:of intelleciiial Pohl:cal plul pit

philosophy. Ktunes' Elements of until-0411.

1
f1.1,11l111 ic111S 111.111 !holies alternately, by divisiom, weekly. during the live awl second terms,

lautat tom jail y tin-m.0mill the year.
I V10(.1.111 011 1 tle eaterhism every Saturday forenoon. A craw:11 exert-Ise in comiss.ii ion every Friday

forenoon. Disputations or mimosa ions weekly by divisions. IMelatnal ions of their own con 10,itiom;
weekly in the chapel during the first and seeond tines.

This quarter century is the one of tronsition from textbook m .thods

of instruction to what is in the next period known eta t he hdo. HI (try

Method. 'Fite Williams catalogue of I s".7) has a section tutetars ig this

transition. It is entitled "Instruction."
For the arranpment of the several branches of instruct ioit, and for the time dm oted

to each branch, tie refer M the Order qf sOldirs
While instruction is chiefly given in connection with textbooks witich affonl the

easiest and most certain means of acquisition to immature minds, the textbooks are
supplemented by lectures and the student. is made to feel, in a more immediate way,
the influence of the instructor. The examinations on all points presented by lec-
tures are as full and critical as upon those learned from text looks.

Each dwartmelit is provided fully with those accessories villa aid in making
knowledgP complete, vivid, and practical. historical and clas.sical subjects are
illustrated by maps, nuslels, and photographs. Mat hewaiics is applied by the 11,e
of instruments in the field. Anatomy alliphysiiilogy are taught by means of the
manikin, skeleton, and anatomical prepaftlynit. Even the abstraik subjects of
mental and moral science have been found capable of receiving additional clearness
and enforcement by use of the blackboard.

In the languages opportunity was afforded to those who wislied to
pursue their studies beyond a regular course. In rhetoricand elocu
tion written and vocal exercises supplemented the textbooks and"'
lectures, and private criticism was given. lit physics it was believed
that with its apparatus and other equipment the department was in
a faNrable condition to satisfy all the growing demands of this
important science. In chemistry, instruction was conducted with full
experiments, and in astronomy the study of the textbook was,accom-

'panied by lectures, by practical illustrations in the observation, and
by instruction in the egg of instruments. In natural history and

*11 geology much was made of the cabinet, herbarium, and collections.

4
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During this tune the examination system was made more thorough.
The predominance of oral examinations had given way to that of
written examinations. and the biennials and quadrennials to annuals.
The Williams catalogue for 1875-76 reads:

Examinations of all classes are held before tine close of each term on the studies of
that term, and before the close of the third term of each year there is au examination
in writing upon all the studies of that year.

Brown University carried forward the radical movement from
which I larvard fell back. and led the prepanitory movement for the
changes with reference to electives, and realized a curriculum of
three or ban- years and 11111Itiplient ion of degrees.'

The regular degrees conferred in the university shall he bachelor of arts! bachelor
(,f philosophy, and master of arts.

The degree of bachelor of arts is designed especially for those who wish the different
'molest:icons and yet from 6111mM:three are unable to pursue a complete course of
liberal education. In order to render it open to such students-, the number of studies
is limited, and a large liberty of choicegranted that they may be enabled to select
such studies as will better enable them to prepare themselves for a particular pro-
fessioon.

The candidate may have been proficient ill:
I. Two ancient tankages for two years, mathemafics, English literature, and two

other courses of one year.
a 2. (Inc ancient language for two years, two modern languages, inutlientatiys for two

years, Englishlit endure, and t woo other courses of One year.
3. (inc ancient language for two 'years, mathematics for one year, one modern Ian-

poe,,e, English literature, and four other courses of one year.
The degree of bachelor in philosophy is designed for students intended for pursuits

of active life. The corporation' wishes to make the rertuirement for getting it such as
will confer a high degree of intellectual culture withiout the necessity of studying
ancient -languages. list this degree the candidate must he proficient in two modern
languages, the mathematics of Iwo years, English literature, and three other courses
of one year each. Natural philosophy may in this degree be substituted for the
mathematics of the secoml year. .

A student who attends two years for each course of science applied to the arts, or
chemistry applied Go arts, I or agriculture, and in either of tliem obtains a testimonial
of prooficieney may be a candidate for the degree of bachelor of philoeopkty, by obtain-
ing testimonials of proficiency in one modern language, the course of English literature,
and three other courses of one your each,

The degree of master of arts is inteaded in. students who desire a full course of
liberal education. To become a candidate for this degree one Lust obbiin certifi-
cates of pmfiCiemy in the courses of ancient languages for two years, modern languages
for one year, mathematics for. two years, natural philosophy, English language and
rhetoric, chemistry and physiology, history and political economy, intellectual and
moral philosophy. 1

lle must be also examined in the ancient languages, in natural philosophy, avid in
three other studies of ono course, to be selected by. the faculty; and ho shall not be
entitled to a degree unless his answers.tittain to 25 per cent of the maximum estab-
lished by the faculty.

I I.aws of Brown University, enacted Aug. I, 1550, p.17, summarised from text, with omissions.

024000-13-2
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The candidate for this degree may he allowed to substitute a third year in an ancient
language fur a second in mathematics, or a third year in mathematics fur a second in
an ancient language, or to subsitute one modern language- for a year in an ancient
language, or for a year in mathematics.

It is the design of the corporation to require for the degrees of bachelor of arts and
bachelor of philosophy an amount of study which may be accomplished in three years,
but which may, if he pleases, occupy four years and to Inure for the degree of master
Of arts an amount of study which nmy Ice chore in four years, but which, if generously
ursued, may oci-vy him to advantage much longer.

At the close of this period conservativc colleges like Princeton and
Vale had yielded somewhat to the elective system in the upper
classes, but with solemn safeguards, as the catalogue of the College

of New Jersey, 1S,72i5 (p. 23), will show:
Duritg the last two years of the course students have an epport unity of selecting

to a certain extent the studies which they will pursue. TINie electives, chosen ;11
the beginning of the college year. and for the entire yeiir, will, when chosen, he
equally obligatory .vith the required studies.

.0u the second day of the first term, at. 12 o'clock mon. the members of the junior
and senior classes meet in the chaliel to declare in writing their (poke of elective
studies and to be enrolled in the several departments.

Qualitative standards were cherished, although that equality of
departments had been attained (ibid., p. 24) which had been earliFr
denied to the newer studies in conquirisoll with the ancient Or prinlar
departments like catalogue
tions the examinations in the several departments as ---
counted of equal value on the m'al'e of grades. In computing the final gnole of a
student his avenge grades of foriner pear a combined with those of his final
examinations.

Students whose final grade is above half of the maximum are ordi-
parily recommended by the faculty for degrees.

Students who stand high in theclass, in ailditim7to their degrees. May also receive
by vote of the faculty Commeneetnent orations indicative of general or special excel-
lence. " l'hildulphical, classical, physial, metaphysical, ethical, hist

literary, buffes-!starer, French and German orations are awarded to students eminent'
respectively in Owe -pending departments. In aligirding all literary honors and
distinctions, regard is hatrby the faculty to moral conduct of the candidates.

The master's degree, however, was practically universally conferred
in course, as at Pri iceton (ibid., 24), on "every B. A. of three years
standing who in tat interval had sustt ned a good moral character
and pursued profel,sional or other stud' s,'1 and who had made appli-

cation for the degree.

STANDARDS IN TI1E 1001611 QUARTER OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

This is a period of such rapid evolution as to be almost revolu-
tionary. It is the tulle of ttie appearance of genuine .universities
and of the confusion of collegiate standards by university notions.
The standards of admission and scholarship bccome very stiff and

qt.
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tend to be mechanical. The elective system prevails in many places
in extreme forms. In a broad way it may be said that the college
graduate of the middle of the century would not ranlynore than one
entering tfie junior year in 1900. In other words, standards of
admission and graduation have been advanced by two years. The
great protagonist of the elective system was President Charles W.
Eliot, the system marking great advances with reference to admission
and graduation requirements and methods of instruct iorr. The new
admission requirements in English, adopted by Harvard in lti71,
prescribing certain texts with reference to stitches in composition
and literature, were adopts d. by all the New England colleges, and by
WOO, through the influence of various associations, .by. the leading
colleges Of the country.
The history of the entrance requirements during the .10 years pre-

ceding 1877 is discussed in President Eliot's report for the hitter
year. At Harvard in ism), to obtain admission to the colleg/t, the
candidate had prescribed for him "a inindmi requisition in every
study and a maximum requisition in two selected by him front four
principal studies." In all., he was required to pass a satisfactory
examination in 11 studies. . .

Examinations in French and Gernian were adopted at Ilarvard
i iS71, and in 1s77 they were put aftinng the advanced subjects on
an equal footing with Latin, Creek, andimathemat ics. (Bush, p. 152.)

President Eliot's inaugural' has become a classic with reference to
the methods Of teaching, e io,tional value of. studies, terms of
admission; the elective system, and standards of secondary schools
and colleges.

The best result of I he discussion which has ramd soIong about thejelative edn-
citi imIal value of the main branches of learning is the convict ion that there is r,smi for
all in a mould whom.. provided that right methods of leaching be employed. It is
n..1 t wcause of the limitation of I heir faculties that boys of IS come to collige having
mastered nothing but a few score pages I if Iltin and Greek and hare clementa of
mathematics. Not nature, but mu unintelligent system of instruction front the
Arimar; him& through the college, is responsible for the fact that many 'college
griolitates have so inadequate a conception of shat is meant by scientific observation,
reasoning. and proof. It isiossible for the young to get actual experience of all he
principal methods of thou. There is a awthod of thought in language, and a
method in mat bei2atics, and another of natural and physical science, and another
of faith. The tufgal problem to be'solved is not what but how to teach * * ".
(P. 3 I . )

Whatever elementary histrnction the schtiol fails to give, the college must supply.
'f he improvement of the schools has of late permitted the college to ad vance the grade
of its teaching and adapt the method of its later years to men instead of boys. This
improvement of the college reacts upon the schoeds to their advantage, and this action

....and reaction will be continuou * * *. (P. 32.) . .

Such,inducements as the ' ege can offer for enriching and enlarging the course
of et (if pursued in preparat y to the faculty has decided to gi.Ne. The require-

s Address at the insugunaloa of Prosaism Eliot, Ass.
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m(1.1,7elds in Latin and .Greek grammar are to be set at a thorough knowledge- of forties.
and general principles: the lists of classical authors accepted as equivalents for the.
regular standards are to he enlarged; an acquaLtance with physical geography
is to be required; study of elementary mechanics is to be recommended, and pries

t e
to be offered for reading aloud and for the critical

to heart the counsel which it
alysis of passages from English

authors. At the same time the university will
gives to others. (P. 33.)

. .

The increasing weight, range, and thoroughness of the examinations for iidmirlone
to the college may strike sonic observers with dismay. The increase of real Seqnisi-
thins is hardly perceptible from() year to year, but on looking back 10 or 2(3 yeafs the;
changes are marked and'all in one direction * *. (P. 30.) .

When the gradual improvement of American seln)ols has lifted them tp-a level with
tho German gymnasia, we may expect to see the American college bearing nearer
resem bbinie 'to the German faculties of philosophy than now. The acttal admission
examinations may best be compared with the lint examination of the University of
France. This ex:indication, which conies at the end of the French bdiy's school
is for the degree of bacheloi(=or science. The degree is given to young midi
who collie fresh from school.. m never been under university teachers; a lame
part I if them never enter the university. Our young men who come to Our examind
yions for admission to college are older than the average of French bachelors of arts.
The examination fists not only gauge the capacity of the candidates, but also the
quality of their wimol instruction; it iv a great event in their lives, though.not. as io
France marked by.any degree. (P. 30.)

The examination is conducted -by college profethors and tutors who never had any
relations with those examined. It would be a great gain if later college examitiat
could be as impartially conducted by competent examiners brought from without
the college and paid for the service. If the examinations for the sciences, theology,
medicine, and dental degrees were conducted by independent boards of examinom
appointed by professional bodies of dignity and influence. the significanceof the degosa
would be greatly enhanced. The same might be said of the degree of Isachelor of. Iwo,
if it were not that this degree is at present earned by attendance alone and blot by
-attendance and examination * * *. (P. 37.)

Only a few >gars ago all students who graduated at this college passed through one
uniform curriculum. Every man took the same subjects in the same proportions,
without regard to his natural bent or preference. The student had no choice either
of subject or teacher. This is still the preA'ailing system in American (Alters. civil
has viiAirous defenders. It. has the merit of simplicity. So had the school methods
of our grandfathersi ne. primer, one catechism, one red for all children. On the
whole,A.single course of studies, well selected for the average needs,. seems to most
Ame-OSne a very proper and natural thing even for grown men. (P. 39.)

These principles are the justification of the system of elective studies which has
been gradually developed in this college in the last 20 years. At present the fresh-
man year is the only one in which there is a fixed course prescribed for till. In the
other 3 years more than half the time is filled with subjects chosen by each student
from lists which comprise 6 studies in the sophomore year, 9 in the junior yea?, and
in the 'senior year. The range of electives is large, though therq are some striking
deficiencies. Tho liberty of choice of subjects is wide, but yet has very rigid limits.
There is a certain framework which must be filled, and about one-hai. theanaterial of
the filling is prescribed. The choice offered to students does not lie between liberal
studies and professional or utilitarian .studies. All the studies which are open to him
are liberal and disciplinary, not narrow or special. Under this system the college
dose not demand, it is true, only an inoriable set of studies of every candidate for
his first degree in arts, but its requisitions for this degree are nevertheless high and
inflexiblebeieg nothing less that four years devoted to liberal culture. (Pp. 44, 41.)
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Despite the vigorous leadership of President. Eliot, it. took 4 7 years
= to accomplish the uncertain adopt ion of the elective system. Its privi-

leges.wert= handed down from class to clas;.; till at last they reached the
frePhthen. (Thayer, p. 24.). At length even they were extended, with
limitations, to the high schools. In May, 1881i, the struggle hich was
still going on in the college `between tike! Ilarvard of cmAervat iv°
pi:egress and the Harvard of radical react ion" culminated in victory
for t he la.t tr. The oat nil, of the st niggle and the alarill which it ere-.
ated .among the constituents of the New England Association of

:Colleges can be best understood by reference to the paper signed by
the presidents of Yale, Brown, Dartmouth, Williams, Amherst,

Wesleyan, and Boston Universities, and presented to the over-
seers of Harvard l7niversity. It was as follows:
To the llonoraleand Reveroul

The Overseers of Harvard Colby.:
q,Tht Whereas it appears from the public prinis that your honorable body is An to be

called upon to consider a proposi4ion so 14 tastily the conditions of admission to I kr-
vard College, and of pronnA ion to the degree of bachelor of arts, that this-degree will
no longer be evidence that its bearer has been instruit(RI in Latin and Creek; and

Whereas it is evident, that the proposed change seriously concerns the bearers of this
degree everywhere; and

Whereas it is our clear conviction that the introduction of such a change in the con.-
(laicals and significance of the degree in your institution would injuriously affect every
classical college America, and the work the cause
of a truly liberal education:

We therefore, representatives of the New England College Aasnchttionin which
from the beginning Harvard college has been an honored participant, and with which
the Harvard College faculty has lately colperuted in the securing of more uniform
requirements for admission to all our collegesdo hereby earnestly and nrspeetfully
request your honorable body not to approve of the proposed chapges until after pro-
curing a formal expression 'ofopinion NUM the subject from thedtad ingcolleges of the
United States.

As True friends of the venerable and flourishing institution of fkich you have the
oversight, and as in son ',impure jointly responsible with ;ourselves for the educa-
tional standards and wont and reputation of our country, we venture to present this
respectful request,and to hope that it Will be received as evidence that in the fellow-
ship of a common aim we are,

Most sincerely, yours,

Rut the advocates of the new policy which broke with the tradi-
tions of the past were in ascendancy, and no action appears to have
been taken by the overseers with-reference to this appeal. How /be
matter was regarded by sonic of the oldest and most honored colleges
outside of New England is shown by a letter of Prof. A. F. West,
Princeton College, to the Independent, New York, May 6 and 13,
1.886. He says, among many other`t kings, of the changed significance
of the A. B. degree at Harvard:

It does not mean, nor does it include as part of its meaning, what it has always meant .
heretofore, and that is the completion of a common course of disciplinarihstudies. It
does not then mean what the old college degree did; and to transfer it, with whatever,

els
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prestige the old degree gave, to lab rte of attainment, is academic misrepre-
sentation. If the comprehensive ificance of the degree at Harvard needs the
prestige of the old title to give it presumptive acceptance, then the reason for its trans-
fertnee is intelligible; but it is unique in educationkl history. If it does not need
Ms, it is unfair to obscure a hitherto well-understood degree by destroying its old
meaning. Let everything be labeled for what it is; and where it has meant one dis-
tinct thing for ages, let a new degree label the new education so that it may come out
from under cover of the old title for inspection.

Per contra, President Eliot, in the Annual Report of Harvard
College for 1888-89, declares that
the changes in the requirements announced in 1886 were not intended to lower in the
slightest degree the standard of admission, and have had no such effect.

The protagonist on the conservative side was President Noah
Porter, of Yale. His protesting articles, gathered in the second edi-
tion of his book "The American Colleges and the American Public"
in f§78, confirmed Yale and the overwhelming majority of the smaller
colleges in standing fast through this quarter of a century in requiring
Greek for admission, and in admitting to the curriculum a minimum
number of electives, limited to the upper classes. President. Porter
rests a part of his argument upon the failure of the public to patronize
and the colleges to continue the parallel and special courses of study
substituting the modern languages for Greek and Latin, introducing
a larger amount of what have been later known as the practical sub-
jects. He cites the experiment of Amherst and Harvard in 1820, the
University of Vermont in 1829, Brown in 1850, and the change of the
scientific schools from teaching every student whatever he sated to
study to a regular curriculum. Half unconsciously President Porter
comes near indorsing what we now know as "the group system" as
over against that of fret+ electives. In combating President Eliot,
he says (p. 21):

The election is not between courses of studies having an order and progress defined
by obvious characteristics and controlled by some distinct purpose, but it is between
one set of studies and another from term to term, according to the capricious or wise
judgment of the student. In this particular Ilarvard falls behind meet of, the other
universities and colleges which have adopted the elective system.

practicallyThe apparent complete anarchy in the curriculum where practically
absolutely free electives wore offered was in part prevented in Har-
vard 5y the tradition of the institution in New .England and by the
reqUireinents of prerequisites for certain courses. Leland Stanford,
with the same apparent anarchy, relied upon the strong advisory
system for the students. The tendency to the debasement of scholar-
ship by a choice of "snap courses" was thus in part held in cheek.
The greatest contribution of this period was the carrying through of
the experiment with reference to free electives, bringing almost a
universal reaction in the next periodtoward some form of the group
vete% and the adoption in the prege4 period in loading institutions
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of the group system. Michigan University ,and the State universities
generally, with Cornell practically repress ting them in the Ea 4t,
brought the group ystem into ge or, the benefits of election
being preserved in t election of the group without. the perils of the
election of individual co es.

The greatest contri lion of this quarter of a century in the I;Aited
States was the &Ire tint ion of the university from the college, which
has cleared up in/be first decade of the twentieth century many
waivers not only in the way of standards of secondary schools, col-
leges, and universities pertaining to admissitni and graduation, but
also as to ourrieula, methods of instruction, etc.. the details of which
will he hamlled in succeeding appropriate chapters. In this period,
and particularly marking its close and the opening of the first decade
of the twentieth century. appeared associations and organizations as
standardizing Igencies. The conflicts of institutions, like Harvard
and Yale, the diversity of standards. and the rich' endowments
brought a rapid consummation in one decade of the twentieth cen-
tury of n century's preparation for something like universal standards.
The decade promises to be an epoch introducing an era of peace and
progress in education, suedeeding the conflicts and conciliations the
battle cries of which were the, Ancients and Moderns, the Ilumanist
and the Scientist, the Classical and the Practical, the Old and the New
education.
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CHAPTER I.

PRESENT STANDARDS OF LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.

UNIFORMITY OP ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.

The diversity of college entrance requirements in the last quarter
of the nineteenth century brought a demandifrom the preparatory
schools for more of imifamity. With the incoming of the elective
system and-of new subjects, particularly in the high schools, each
college setting its own examinations increased the variations. The
transfer of students from one college to another increased the diffi-
culties. The attendance of students from witler areas, facilitated by
the prosperity of the country after the Civil WV and the conveniences
for transportation, heightened the demand for uniformity. The New
England colleges held variouslconferences, beginning in the early
seventies. A -comlysgisos of college catalogues and examination
papers was made at a conference of New England colleges at Trinity
College in 1879.4

In 1881-82 Prof. A. S. Hill, of Harvard, and Prof. Winchester; of
Wesleyan, secured the adoption by their universities of common
requirements in English. By 1885 four or five colleges had adopted
similar requirements. The success of this movement for uniform
requirements in English chiefly led to the formation of the New Eng-
land Conunissimi.2 The Commission of Colleges in New England o
Admission Examinations was established in 1886 for the purpose of
attempting as far as possible to make uniformity of examinatious
admitting to college as far as requirements were the same.3 This com-
mission was effective for some 15 years. Its experiences with a vari-
ety of forms of certificates led it to believe that the trouble was not.
so much with tit form of the certificate as/with the approval of the
schools. The result was the establishment of the New England Certi-
ficate Board for the Approval of Schools. The colleges agreed they
would receive no pupils from schools in New Englanthwhich were not
approved (p. 46). The fundamental principle of the board appears
in this rule: "No school will be approved until it has shoWn, by the
record which its students already Admitted to college make, its ability
to give thorough preparation for college" (p. 49).

The secondary school men made their activities felt through the
proposition of the Massachusetts cleisical and high-school teachers'

Carnegie Foundation, 8d an. rep., 1908, p. Pi.
r North Cen. Ateoq., prop., p.

Pros. 18th an. eonv. of Amax. of Col. and Prep. &be. of Middle Statet and Md., p. M.
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association in 1884 to the heads of the New England colleges for a
conference with preparatory-school teachers. From this conference
sprang the New England Association of Colleges and Preparatory
Schools, the first organization of the kind.'

In 1887,15 colleges in Pennsylvania formed the College Association
of Pennsylvania. The next year this association was enlarged and
named the Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools in the
Middle. States and Maryland ' with the purpose of considering the
qualifications for candidates for admission to the colleges and the
methods of admission" '(!). 95).

The North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
was organized in 1895; also the Association of Colleges iva Prepara-
tory Schools of t he Southern States. On the part of the colleges these
associations have been reeuforced by associations like the Ohio Col-
lege Association. Missouri College Union, the Asswiation of Colleges
of South Carolina, and like associations in liansa3 and Illinois.

The provincial and local associations led to the dftelopment of a
national movement for uniformity in admission requirements, the

rst step' for which was taken in the report of the Committee of Ten
of the National Educational Association, appointed in 1892. "With
uniformity in the secondary schools, uniformity in college entrance
requirements would follow as a natural sequence."' In 1895 the
National Educational Association raised a committee on college
entrance requirements, whose report in 1899 suggested not only
uniformity in requirements but also flexibility.

In these later days the Association of Collei.Tiafe Alunmie, formed in
I SS2, setting up scholarly standards in various sections of the country
among women's institutions, contributed to the national movement.
The Methodist Episcopal Church (North) was early in the field as a
standardizing agency. The General Conference of 1868, stimulated
by the great centennial movement of 1866, instituted a board of edu-
cation' In 1892 the scope of the board was enlarged and a uniyer-
sits senate was authorized to formulate a standard of requirements
for graduation to the baccalaureate degree in church schols, and the
hard was tnithorizes1 to apply this standard and classify liA colleges
such institutions as met the requirements. The board provided:

REQUIREMENTS RELATING To THE PREPARATORY (PRE-COLLEGIATE) COURSER.
i

, Before admission to regular m.e.Mhership ih the college classes, candidates for any of
the degrees below named, or for any similar collegiate degree, must have completed
in a satisfactory manner one of the four following courses, to wit:

A. Pre-Collegiate Ceuru for Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts(A. B.):
I. English (or other vernacular of the candidate). The equivalent of 2 hours a

week for 2 years in class instruction.

TAW an. rep. Carnegie Feeldeilee,13.95. A."1"4
Ibid., p.109.
Rep. Bd. Edw. M. E. Cburi14, Oft. Conf., 1900, pp. Ws.'
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2. Latin. The equivalent of at least 4 hours a week for 3 years, covering at least 4
books of ()rear, 4 books of Virgil, and 6 orations of l'icem, or full equivalents of the
foregoing.

3. Greek. The equivalent of at least 4 hours a week for 2 years, covering at least
an elementary textbook, 3 books of Xenophon's Anabasis, and 3 books of Homer, or
full equivalents of the foregoing. In a 3 years' precollegiate course the study of
Greek is expected to begin with the opening of the second year, but if it 1w deferred
.until the opening of the third year the study must be continued an additional year in
the college. If deferred until the randidate enters college, it must be continued 2
additional years --that is, until the end of the junior year.

4. Modern languiige. In case a modern language other than the candidate's
macular is offered as a substitute for Greek, the minimum requirement shall be the
equivalent of at least 4 hours a week of clam instruction for 2 years.

5. Mathematics, beyond arithmetic. The equivalent of at least 4 hours a week of
class instruction for 2 years, covering algebra through quadratics and the whole of
plane geometry.

.6. History. The equivalent of at least 3 hours a week of class instruction fur 1 year.
B. Pre-Collegiate Course for Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science (Sr. B.I.
1. English (or other vernacular of the candidate).l.rhe same as in enure A.
2. Other languages. The equivalent of at least 4 hours a week of class instruction

for 2 years in any two of the following: Latin, Greek, German, French.
3. Mathematics. The same as in muse A.
4. Ilistory. The same as in course A.
5. Sciencephysical, biological, or both. The equivalent of it least 3 hours a week

of class instruction for 1 year. -
C. Pre-Collegiate Course for Candidates for the dgrec of Bachelor of Philosophy

(Ph. B.):
1. English (or other vernacular of the candidate). The same as in course A
2. Other modern languages. The equivalent of at least 4 hours a week of clash

instruction for I year.
3. Ancient languao. Latin, the same as in course A, or Greek, the equivalent of

at least 4 hours a week of class instruction for 3 years.
4. Mathematics. The same as in course A.
5. History. The same as in course A.
D. be-Collegiate Course for Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Letters (Litt. B.):
1. English (or other vernacular of the candidate). The equivalent of at least 4

hours a week of class instruction for 2 years.
2. Other languages. In any two of the followingLatin, Greek, German, French,

Spanish, Italianthe equivalent of at least 4 hours a week of class instruction for 2
years.

3. MathematicsAThe same as in course A.
4. History. The same as in eourie A.
It is further required that each of these 4 precollegiate courses extend through at

'least 3 years of not less than 32 weeks, each week including not less than 15 hours of
class instruction. The remaining hours of the 15 required as minimum must be
filled with work more advanced than ordinary elementary studies.

the university senate in 1909 determined that after 1912 nainsti-
tution '.!shall be officially recognized by the church as a college or
university which does not require four years of preparatory work for
admission .to the ireslunan class." I

The two...most effective nationalizing agencies were the College
Entrance Examination Board, organized in 1900, with its uniform

The Ohrlothin Student, Vol. XI, Feb., 1910, No. 1, p.
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definitions of the contents of units and rating examinat ns, and the
New England College Entrance Certificate Beard, formed in May,
1902. The latter board has practically made The accrediting system,
developed by the State universities, a national system, only 7 leading
institutions now din o the examination plan of admission. The
colleges in the England Certificate Board naturally 'have come
individu to accept such high schools as they see fit that are

( tied by the great provincial associations and State universities.
Public-spirited private enterprise has reenforced the national move-

ment for uniformity of standards by the founding in 1902 of the Gen-
eral Educat ion Board, which gathered and classified the dat a concerning
n11 institutions professing and calling them,selves colleges, and stimu-
lated by gifts those that gave promise of being standard institutions.
In 1905 the gift by which the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-
ment of Teaching was launched incidentallikrouglit about the study
of standards and the requirement of certain standards for an accepted
institution, which have established the definition 'fif a college. -

In 1906, springing out of the discussions of the examination, cer-
titicate, and accrediting, plans Of admission .for colleges, particularly.
in the National Education Association and through the nationalizing
influences of the National Association of State Universities, was estab-
lished the National Conh relive Committee on Standards of Colleges
and Secondary SchoOls. This committee, consisting of delegates
from 9 of the great provincial associations and educational'agencies,
makes possible the coordination of standards and terms, and crowns
the national movement.

,
The qational movement for standards, largely carried forward by

voluntary associations, since the State is the educational link, has
been powerfully promoted by, the statutory enactment of standards
by the great State of New i''-ork, followed by several other States, also
by the influence of State universities in other States, and by the equiva-
lent of statutory provisions by State boards of education or educa-
tional examiners! New York State has one of the first legal definitions
of a college, later pied by the Carnegie Foundation:

College defined: a iuttitution to be ranked as a college must have at least six pro-
fessors giving their entire time to college or university work, a course of four full years
of college grade in liberal arts and sciences, and should require for admissio not less
than the usual fours of academic or high-school preparation, or its eq valent, in
addition to the preasiffemic or grammar-school studies.

. College entrance diploma.2The history of State academic credentials ere a period '
of exactly 30 years. BY a statute enacted in 1877 the board of rtents was directed
to establish academic examinations in the schools under their general control and
thereby to furnish a suitable standard of graduation from secondary schools and of
admission to college. In accordance with this law, the first academic diploma was
issued June 5, 1880, and the fink classical academic diploma February 20, 1883. The ,-
_... _..._ .._..... .... ._ ._ _ . ... __

1 Edw. Dept. Mate of N. Y., Handbook 32, No. 24, June, 1911.
'" 3 Ibid., Alt kept., 1908, p.927.
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standard of these two creient Ws differed somewhat from that of the present time.
The former required no sTudy of foreign languages and presupposed only 3 years'
work, while the latter, which has oftenabeen called a "college entrance diploma,"
covered a curriculum of 4 years, providing for the study of Latin, Greek, mathematics,
and American history, but giving no recognition to English, science, or the modern
foreign language*. In 1891 the course of studies preparatory to college was rut down
to 3 years, and this limitation continued until 1895, after which date all secondary-
school diplomas issued by authority of the board of regents were based upon a 4-year
program of studies.

Although at the ontset the elassicai diploma included only the subjects required for
college entrance, it appears that in consequence of an irresistible demand for a more
equitable recognition of English, science, and history, certain limitations were placed -

-on the issuance of this credential which interfered with its usefulness as a means of
admission to college. These limitations were expressed in a regents' rule whereby
no academic or classical diploma could be issued to a student unless he had passed
examinations in specified groups of subjects that ompelled him ti I give at least one-
eighth of his time to English and one-sixth respectively to mathematics, history, and
science. The result was that the student intending to present the classical diploma
for admission to college could obtain from the allege only a partial recognition of the
time given to the study of history and no credit for his training in science. The
manifest purpose of this regulation was to secure symmetry of education in the Second-
ary school and to discourage the establishment or continuance of courses of study tliat
merely met the needs of college preparatory students and ignored other subjects of
study deemed essential for a well-rounded education. It is now evident, however,
that the dominating influence of the colleges over the muses of study in the public
high schools has nearly, if not quite, disappeared and that the more modern, subjects
of study are IM less firmly in trenched than the time-honored subjects of Latin and
Greek. The lawfulness of the classical diploma has been subjected to additional
restrictions by the fact that, although nearly all the colleges now accept the modern
foreign languages as an equivalent of Creek in Outlive preparation.-the board of regents
up to the present time has declined to issue a classical academic diploma that does
notinelude the study of Greek for 3 years.

ITo remove these barriers that stand in the W3 of students pi eparing for college,
a college entrance diploma is issued.

College entrance diploma. 'Th is diploma, which is in substantial agreement with the
entrance requirements of all the colleges of the State, is designed to guide studentspre-
paring for college and to facilitate their admission. I t will be issued only to such ',in-
dents in the schools as pass satisfactory examinations of ter giving to the study of each sub-
ject the amount of time required by the regents' rules. The grades of this credential
will he differentiated in accord with those prescribed for the academic d iploma. On its
face will be indicated the subjects studied and the ratings obtained in examinations.

Requirement+ for a college entrance diploma.

Arts department: Counts. Science department.: Counts.
English 13 English 13
Algebra- 7 Algebra 7
Plano geometry 5 Plane geometry 5
Latin 20 First foreign lang. (2 wars) 10

. Second foreign lang. (2 years)... 10 Second foreign tang. (2 years) 10
History 5 Physics 5
Electives 10 History 5

Electives.. 15
70 . _

I 70

I Ethic. Dept., Mete of N. Y., An. Rept., 1009, 434-439.
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l'ossible electives.
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Counts.
Fret foreign lang. (3d yr.) 5 Advanced zoology 5
Second foreign lung. (3d yr.) . Advanced algebra 3
Third foreign lung. (2 years) 10 Solid geomet ry
Ph ysica 5 Trigonometry . .1 5

Chemistry 5 History :tor 5
Physiography 5 Drawing.. 3
Advanced botany 5 .Advanced drawing 3

N. B.--The electives must conform to he admiasion requirements of the college
which the student intends to enter.

Modificatione of ri qa irrntrniq for aradonic and colegrientrancr diplomas.'

By action of the regents nn April I. MY). the requirententsfir academic and college
cot ranee diplotteu4 were modified so as to provide that the lowest grade of diploma shall
Lc blued up4m a mininemi passing mark of 60 per cent in each subject. This action
was taken after much diswt,sion in the department and in the State Examinations
Iti.ani and after many conferences and prolonged corresp4rudence with college author-
ities relative to the following requirements for academie and college entrance diplomas:

3. In general, candidates for diplomas must prepare for examinations in schools
that have complied with the requirements of the State Educatien Department. in
respect to buildings, laboratories, laboratory equipment, libraries, and courses of study.

2. In the public high schools of the State hist menial must ho given by teachers of
ascertained qualifications, licensed by the State Education Department or by local
authorities, in accordance with regulations prescribed by the department.

3. In all secondary scluads recognized by the State Education Department. methods
of instruction must have the spree:LI of the department based upon the reports of
official inspectors who regularly visit the schools.

1. The syllabuses ur outlines in accordanee with which stud is are pursued havir
been prepartsl under the direction of the State Education Department by committees
of well-known teachers in secondary sho4ds and colleges-.

5. All question papers for the semiannual examinations are prepared by committees
consisting of 3 members each, viz, a representative of the secondary schools, a repre-
sentative of the ridleges; and a representative of the State Education Department..
These committees are appointed by the Commissioner of Education, upon nomination
of the New York Slate Examinations Board. All question papers are carefully
reviewed by a committee of the State Examinations Board, known as the committee
en final revision, which consists of 4 representatives of the State Education Depart-
ment. 2 representatives of colleges, and 2 representatives of secondary schools.
(114,,A.,11-asuusr papers are read originally by teachers of the 'wheels in which they are

written and t h I forwarded to the examinations division of the Slat e Educat ion Depart-
,mint in Alban for rereading and rating by the examiners of the department. No
papeiia accep 1 or assigned credit for a diploma if its final rating falls below 60 per
vent.

Papers written by students who are unable 14) reduce certificates of instruction
within approved marls for adequate time are not accepted main a final rating of lens
than 75 per cent.

In view of the above-described exacting requirements, it was maintained that the
academic and college entrance diplomas issued by the New York State Education
Department are worthy of recognition by the colleges and universities for purposes of
admission; and in recognition of the high standards of instruction and scholarship
demanded by these requirements, the following- named institutions have agreed to

Edw. 'Dept, State of N. Y., An. Rept., 1910, p. la
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accept for purposes of admission diplomas issued by the New York State Education
Department in accordance with the amendment of the regents' revised rules, in so
far as the qualifications for those diplomas meet the requirements for admission to the
several institutions. [Forty-three colleges, such as Amherst, Bowdon), Columbia,
Cornell, and Dartmouth, including 19 outside of New York State, already accept the -c
diplomas. ]

iNcicEnst.: IN Al/MIS,410N Itrot InESIENTs.

In 1906 the increase in admission requirements till drew the ntten-
tion of the Schoolmasters' Association of New York and Vicinity
that that association passed resolutions and submitted them to the
College Entrance Examination Board:

Resolved, That in the judgment of this association college entrance requirements
are at present too great in quantity to secure the best quality of preparation.

Resolved, That the College Entrance Examination Board be requested to revise
its requirements by reducing the quantity in certain subjects. The part truiar modi-
fications are:

(1) Elementary algebra. The omission of the sllhjects be;:ond quadratics.
(2) Plane geometry.---The preparation of,a syllabus containing the essential prop.-

sitions and the restriction of original work to exercises based upon those prnposition
(3) French and German (elementary and intermediate). The revision of the lists

of recommended books and the reduction of the number of page.".1p be read.
(4) Physics. -A reduction in the amount t.f mathematical work demanded.
(3) History. --The restriction of p4461.1)14 vquiring "comparison and the use

judgment on the pupil's part" to such as are commensurate with the maturity of
secondary-school students; the ending of the period of ancient history with -the death
of. Diocletian (A. I). 305).

Resolved, That in the judgment of this assoiatien 'mints, as indicated on 1Io:
attached scale, are all that may reasonably be required ter admission by any college:

Points. Points
English 3 , 'Intermediale French er German
Algebra and plant. geometry 3

1 .listory
(each field)

Latin geometry and plane trigenetn-
Greek 3 , etry.
Elementary French or Berman 2 1 Physics er chemistry 1

Though the chairman of the laiard ruled "that the court had tilt

jurisdiction," steps toward the unification of admission requirements
were taken through the appointment of a committee on the defini-
tion of each subject and a committee to review the entire college
requirements. The board brought about, by an instruction to its om-
mittees on definitions tat review the definitions and to limit the same
in harmony with the recommendations of the Schoolmasters' Asso-
ciation of New York and Vicinity, a provision for a cooperation of
commissions with specialists.

The degree of uniformity in the requirements for admission to
college may best be deduced front specimen requirements in 1912,
taken from representative college catalogues or !bulletins in 'different
sections of the country. A comparison of these': ups of admission
with those in the quarters of the nineteenth centu ay be made.
(Cl. pp. 10, 14, fa, 19.) The representative colleges selected are Ehe .
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colleges of liberal arts in the 22 universities which are members of
the Association of American Universities and 14 typicaJindependent
colleges.

ADMISSIO,t; REQUIREMENTS OF REPRESENTATIVE UNIVERSITIES AND
C01.1.EGES.1

Albion College, Albion, Mieb., l -12: 15 units 7 required of all. plus 2 in foreign
language.

Required: English 3, ninthematics 2 or 3, physics I, foreign language 2
Electives 8, or 7 front above subjects plus history and usual sciences.
Also accepts work of best-high schools of 12 grades.

College, Beloit, Wit., /911-12: 15 units --8 required of all: condition of 2 units
if randiattle presents total of 11.

Required: English 2, mathematics 2, foreign language 2, hist or; 1, science I.
Electives in above sul,;,cts plus civics and economics, intal 7.
lioulkin College, Brunsoriek, Me., 1911-12: units--10 required, plus -1! elect ives,

either Greek or rreneli or German 2.
Required for A. 11: English 3, mathematics 3, Latin :1, history I.
Electives limited to --foreign language, history, mathematits (including trigo-

tetmetry1, chemistry, and physics; advanced Latin urged. For 11. S.,,9 required,
Vreig,n langge 2, electives 51j.

oirlami Pollege, Nortlifirld, Minn., 1911-12: 15 units required of all. Conditions
permitted in units.

Required: English 4, mathematics 2 (algebra 1, plane geometry 11. plus, for 11..1.,
Latin 2, and for B. S., foreign language 2, mathematics I, science 2.

(*ate Unircegity, ilamilion, N. Y., 1911 -12: 14 units -7 required of all.
Required: English 3, mathematics 3, histitry I, plus, for 11. A., foreign langtoge 6

initialing Latin or Greek), electives 1; for B. language 4, science I, eke-
lies 2.

Electives limited to above subjects plus chemistry, physics, botany. zoology,
physiology.

(1tritcli College, Mount Vernon, Iowa, 1911-12: Ft units (unit equals 5 hours INT
week for 36 weeks)--.-for A. B., 13 required; OS., 12i required; II. S. in engineering,
Ida required.

Required for A. B.: English 3. Latin 4, foreign language 2. mathematics (algebra,
plane and solid geometry) 3, history I.

Elective,': Civics economics science 1 history to 1
Required for B. S.: English 3, foreign language 4, mathetna, les 3, science 111, his.

tory I.

Electives: Foreign language, science, history, civics, economics, 2i.
Required for B. S. in engineering: English 3, foreign language 2, mathematics 3,

history 1, science 1i, civics and economics I.
Electives: Ilistor, foreign language, silence, bookkeeping, manual training,

drawing, 3i.
Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa, 1911 -it: 15 units-7i required of all.

. Required: English 3, mathematics 271. history 1, science 1. plus foreign language 4.
Electifes from above subjects plus civics, economics, bookkeeping, drawing, 'ali-

o( training 3i.
Lafayette College, Beaton, Pa., 1911-12: 15 units (requirements not stated in units)

required of all: English; matltematies, foreign language. history. geography.

Foe definition of units as used tit fills statement, see p. 36.
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Required: For A. B. course, Latin and Greek; for 13. S. courses, physics or chem-
istry and a modern language.

Pomona College, Claremont, (al., 1912-13: 15 units- S required of all.
Required: English 2. mathematics 2. foreign language 2. history I, science I; plum

fur A. 13., English or foreign language; for B. S., rmthetnatics and silence 2.
Electives in above subjects (incuding Spanish and vocational subjects include

drawing, music, emumerTal agriculture, industrial and applied arts.
Rutgers College. New Brummick, N. .1., 1911-12: 15 units (14 units technical 13 S.

8 required of all.
Required: English 3,. mathematics 3 or 4, plus foreign language 7. 3. or 2. history

2 or I.
Tulane Univervily. Nor Orleans, La., 1911-12: 1411 units-6 required ((fall, plus foreign

language 2. history 2 or 1 or science 1. Admitted to partial standing on 12 units.
Required: English 3. mathematics 3, foreign language 2-5. history 2. science I.
Electives include trigonometry. biology, free-hand drawing, shopwork.
Vanderbilt University. Nashville, Tenn.. 1912!13: 14 unit 9-6 required of all.
Required:- English 3. mathematics 3; plus for A. B., classical language 7,
science 1; for other degrees; foreign language 4. history and science 2. eta( addi-

tional 2.
Wabash.l'ollOr. Crawfordsville, Ind., 1911-12: 16 units-I I prescribed.
Required: English 3. mathematics 3, foreign language 3. history I, science I.
Electives, -any subject taught in a commissioned high scho41."
Williams College, Williamstown, Moss., 19 11-12: 143 or 15 units,of which In1 units,

are the same in all 1-7011118.
Required of all: English 3, history 1, Latin 4, mathematics 23. and 3 or 33 unitt of

French, German, Greek, French and wjyaneed mathematics, or German and ad-
vanced mathematics.

Also an elect ive subject a language, science, or history.
University of ralifornia.Berkeley, Col., 19 15 units-5 required of all (except

4-year engineering (anima), plus foreign language 4, science 1.
Required: English 2, mathematics 2. United St ateslitisuIry 1.
Electives include trigonometry. Spanish, industrial arts, agriculture. music. ,
Catholic University of America. Washington, I). C., 1912-I.1. 14 or 15 (?) units 103

required, plus Greek 23, French Lan. French and German 33, or French or German
with physics or chemistry 4. Required: English 3,1nathemat les 2j1, Latin . history I.

Chicago University, Chicago, Ill:- (See p. 45.)
Clark University, Worcester, hoax.: Purely graduate school.
Columbia University (in.-Wing Barnard College). New York City,-1911143

unite--53 required of all, plus Latin 4 for A. B., and phsics and chemistry 2 for S.

(Columbia College), or science 2 for II. S. (Barnard).
Required: Englieh 3, mathematics'23.
Electives include trigonometry, Italian, Spanish, shopwork, music.
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., 1912-ti: 15 unitsI. Arts. sciences. and law.°

electives. II. Agriculture, 6 electives. III. Architecture, civil and mechanical
engineering, 4 electives.

Required: English 3 in all courses, foreign language 5 and 3, history I itt all. math-
ematics 2 in all, plus (in III) mathematics 2.

Electives: In addition to theabovephySics, chemistry; botany, zoology, biology,
physiography drawing, agriculture, manual training.

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., 1911 -12: 26 old-plan points (1 point equals
0.0 of a unit as reckoned by the Carnegie Fountlation, 26 points equal 16 units).
Prescribed, 14; elective, 12; conditions may lietillowed.

Required: English. 4, modem language 2, history 2, mathematics 4, sciences;
phis for A. B., ancient language 4; plusfor B, S., modem language 2.
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Electives: In subjects enumerated above and music, drawing, civil go4ennent,
economics, for 13. S. only woodworking, blacksmithing. chipping, filing and fitting,
machine-tool work. Ai new plan of admission, see p. 42.

Illinois University, Urbmta-Chompaign Ill., 1911-1?: 13 unite-5i prescribed for
sU courses, 9} elective: college of arts prescribes, in addition, history I. foreign
language 3 or 4. For colleges of science and agriculture: Science 2. For engineering:
geometry 3, physiCs 1. For musk: History 1, foreign language 3, music 2.

Required: English-3, mathematics 23.
Elert ives: Astronomy, botany. chemistry, civics, commercial geography. draw-

ing. foreign language. geology, geometry, history. physics, physical geography. physi-
ology, zoology, agriculture, bookkeeping, business law, domestic science, economics,
manual training.

Indiana University. Bloomington. Ind., 1912: 16 unitsprescribed, 11; elective, 5.
Required: English 3. mathematics 3, foreign language 3. history 1, science 1
Electives: -Any subjects taught in a commisdoned 'high school, and credited

by said high school as a part of its regular 4-year course, will be accepted."
stole University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 1911-12: 15 units-83 required for liberal'

arts and 9 for applied science.
Required: English 3. mathemittics 23, one foreign language 2, history 1. r\,\.,Electives: 63 or 6 units.
fans Hopkins University, Baltimore. Md., 1912: 16 units (?)" E vidence of a otitis-

factory knowledge" of mathematics, English, history, Latin. Greek, qr- French and
German, physical geography, or a sence such as botany, chemistry, or physics,
free-band drawing. Applicant niust furnish certified statements of the successful
completion of courses in the subjects required. He will then b admitted to the
matriculation examination.

Kansas Unicersi 41, Lawrence, Kans., 1911-12: lb units-1 l3 prescribed, 33 elective.
Required: English 3. mathematics 23, foreign language 3, physical science 1, bio-

logical science 1, hi.ttopy 1.
Electives: English 1, mathematics 13, foreign language 33, physical science 2,

fbiologieal science 2. history 3}. vocational subjects 33.
Leland Stanford Juniors 1.:nicersity, Palo 41to, Cal., 1912: 15 units.. "Theuniversity

is prepared to recognize for entrance credit any subject having an established place
in the secondary school curriculum iq which adequate instruction 19 given and which
is pursued to satisfactory results. NT, prescription, other than English, is made.
Canditheten desiring to study mathematics must obviously offer such elementary
mathematics as is not taught in elstruniversity, and engineering students are expu:ted
to offer ad solid geometry and trigonometry. Candidates.desiribg to study Latin
ghoul at least two entrance units in thatsubject."

?messily of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1911-12: 15 units --S required; 7 elective.
May he conditioned up to 2 units.

Required: English 3, mathematics 2, science 1, foreign language 2.
Elective": English, mathematics, Greek, Latin, French, German. Spanish, history,

physics, chemistry, botany, zoology, physiography, physiology, geology; not more
than 3 units from group including agriculture, domestic science. drawing, manual
training, commercial branches. .

University of Minnesota; Minneapolis, Minn., 1912-13: 15 units -a-t1 required; 9reky-
tive; no conditions allowed.

Required: English 4, mathematics 2.
Electives: Mathematics 1, foreign language 2 or 4, history 3, economics 23, American

government 3, science 5 orb; not more than 4 units from vocational groupr163 or 19i.
'University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo., 1911-12: 15 unite' -7 required; 8 elective;

conditions allowed.

62400° -13.41
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Required: English :i, mathematics 2, foreign language 2:
Electives: English 1, matheniatics 21, history 4, civil government 1, foreign lan-

guage 2, science 2, agriculture, music, bookkeeping, 1 each; drawing, manual training,
domestic science, 2 each; Oconotnics, commercial geography, 3 each; only 4 units
accepted in commercial and industrial subjects.

University of Nebraska, Lincoln, ebr., 1912-M: 30 peints (equivalent to 1 units;
1 point represents I semester hour). In terms of units, 9 required; 6 elective.

acquired: English 2, mathematics 2, history I, foreign language science 1.
EIrs:tiles: In addition to those above, " subjects taught in an approved manmr

an accredited secondary school.'
University of rennsylvtania. Philadelphia, Pa.,- 1911-12: 23 points (valub ut the

point not stated ') --111 points are require.!; 13 elective.
Required: English 4 points, mathematics 4, history 2.
Electives: Mat hemative points., Latin 7. Greek t, French and German 3 each,

Spanish 2, science ti.
Princeton University, l'rinerton, N. J., 1911-12: For A. It., English, m at hema I's,

Latin, 'Greek, nnslem languages, history required of all; for It. S. and Lin. it.,
Greek replaced by 'indent languages, adding ntheinaths or science.

Prescribed subjectsare chosen from groups in tit o case of history, nnsiern languages,
and, SC ience. r

University of Virginia, ( I'd., 1911-12: 14 units-- required for A.B.;
81 required for It. S.; others elfrtive.

pequired: A. It., English 3, mathematics 21, history 1, Latin 4 IS. S., Engli,11 3,
mlthemat les 21, history I, 2 modern languages 4.

Electives: English 4, nathematb 31, history 4, 14 4, Greek 2, German, French,
Spanish '2 each, science 4, draw hut' 1, shopwork 1.

University of Wisconsin, Madison, is., 1911-12: 11 units -1 required; 8 tic live-
Students mai). I admitted without foreign languagea, but langdage conditions must
be met later.

Required: English 2, mathematics '2, foreign language 2.
Electives: English 2. mathematics 2, `reign language 4, history 1, civics 1, economics

3, science 4, vocational subjects, not more than units, optional (any subject not
specified in electives) 1.

Yale Uni1ersity, New Haven, Conn., 1911-12: Candidaks are admitted to the fresh-
man class on passing a satisfactory examination in: (i) Latin; (ii) French or German;
(iii) English; (iv) mathematics; (v) additional subjects, of which nut of a list of
12 must be offered. Since 1911, candidates have met the requirements ids) by
passing with satisfactory grades the equivalent subjects in the examination set by the
College Entrance Examination Board and preseiiiing their board certificates for
credit.

Additional subjects include: Greek, French or German, solid geometry and
plane trigonometry, physics, chemistry, history.

UNIFORMITY AND UNITS OF ADMISSION.

The first notable effort toward securing uniformity of entrance
requirements and definition of units of admission was -ti conference
of Now England colleges held in December, 1879. Since that date
various efficient organizations have arisen to secure- the needed co-
operation between the colleges themselves and between colleges and
secondary schools: Chief among these organizations ask. the Col,

Datignatlints and definitions of requirements are with those of the Okilose Eutrauce Ear*
nation Board.
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loge Entrance Examination Board, organized in 1900, made up of
29 representatives of universities, colleges, and schools of technology,
and 9 representatives of secondary schools; the North Central Aiso-
rim ion of Colleges and Secondary Sclliols (1892) and its commission
on accredited schools and colleges, the Association of Colleges and
Preparatory Schools in the Middle States and flitryland, t he Associa-
ion of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Southern States, and

the New England College Entrance Certificate Board (1902). To
seehre st ill furt her coojierat ion t here was formed in 1906 the National
Conference Committee on Standanis of Colleges and Secondary
St I:uols, composed of representatives of the organizations just men-
tion:,d, together with roresent at ives of certain other bodies, -like the
Catnegie Foundation for the Advancement. of Teaching and tno-
united States Bitreau of Education..

The result of this movement for uniformity has been the wide
aloption of t he definitions of requirements in various subjects
recommended by national conferences, committees, and associations
like those already mentioned. In fact, it may be said that these
definitions have' now come into common use by all sorts of institu-
tions throughout the United States. The definition of a unit as
fornuilated by the National Conference Committee on Standards of.
Colleges and Secondary Sehoids, October 9, 1909, adopted by the
College Eat rate Examination Boanl and approved by th'e associa-
tions of colleges and preparatory schools of the North Central States,
of t he Miami_ States and Maryland, and of the Southern States is as
follows:

"A n let represents a year's study in any subject in a seetnulary 'school, constituting tip-* proximately a quarter of a full year's sod,''
4

, This statement is designed to afford a standard of measurement for the work done
in secondary schools. It takes the 4-year high-school course WI a basis, and assumes
that the length of the school year is from 36 to 40 weeks, that It period is from 40 to
(10 minutes in leugilis,..arfrli Tat the study is pursued for or 1 peritsls a week; but,
under ordinary circumstances, a satisfactory .year's work ut any subject con not be
accomplished in less than 120 sixty-minute hours or their egyivalent. Schools
organized on any other than a 4-year basis can, nevertheless, estimate their work in'
terms of this unit.

Since the number of students taking the examinations conducted
by the College Entrance Examination Board is so very large and
represents so great a number of schools in every section of the United
States, the syllabus or definition of requirements of this board is
printed in full in Appendix A (p. 143). This represents th.e scope
and nature of the preparation which 'the students in the secondary'
school must make in anticipation of the examination.

The method of admission by certificate, represiked by the North
Central. Assoption of Colleges and Secondary Selools, is in: con-
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trast with the method of the College Entrance Examination Board.
The former association, which antedates the latter in this important
field, has enjoyed the fruits of the labors of committees of college
and secondary-school men, and has made fuller recognition of the
place in secondary-school curricula of the sciences and .of the newer
Subjects in commerce, business, and manual training. The defini-
tions of units and requirements of the commission of the North Cen-
tral Association of-Colleges and Secondary Schools for 1910, so far

as they vary significantly from those of the College Entrance Exajni-
nation Board, are presented in Appendix B. Duplication in the two
syllabi, thus presented has been avoided so far as possible without
destroying their unity..

METHODS OF ADMISSION.

The last 26 years have witnessed a steady growth of the system of
admission to college by certificate rather than by examination,
especially in the State universities and in general outside of New
England. At the same time the number of students taking the
examinations of the College Entrance Examinittion Board has also

enormously increased. An outline of thewmethods of admission,

and of their administration by different institutions, presented in
admirable form to the sixteenth annual meeting of the Association
of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Southern States in 1910,

-is here reproduced in condensed form with omission of the compre-
hensive detailed bibliographical data.

Prevailing Metbode of iiidmiation to College.

(A) By examination \
(1) Conducted by the individual institution, e. g., Yale., Harvard.
(2) Conducted by the institution and its affiliatO schools jointly, e. g., ('hiciuro.

13) Conducted by a cooperative board. e. g., the College Entrance Examination

B&rd. r

(4) Conducted by the State, e. g., the New York.. tale Education Department.

(B) By certificate
(1) Pro e schools approved by the individual institution, (a) without personal

inepe n of e schools by an offi er of the institution (early method and unsatis-

factory), e. g., Amherst,' W. , Cornell; (b) with inspection of the schools by
officers °Atha college, e. g., the State universities of Michigan, California, Wisconsin,

Mibsouri, and Texas.
(2) rpoi1achools approved by a collective agency, (a) without inspection of the

school by an official agent, e. g., the npw College Entrance Certificate Board; (b) with
inspection of the schools by an official agent, e. g., the commission on accredited
schools of the North central Association of C011egeli and Secondary Schools.

(3) 'From schools apRroved by a State , e. g., Minnesota.
(4) But no metkod of admission b trtificate entirely eliminates the use of en-

trance examinatiothi by the indi -1 colleges for (a) candidates prepared by irreg-
ular or special reithods; (b) tee prepared by unaccredited schools; (c) can
dates from accredited-schools w do not come up to the certificate requirements.

Query; lieder what circumstances is it proper that a college should admit students
comitwirithia take clams to its examinations?

. .
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Rationale of the Methods of Admission.

(.t) Historically, admission by examination is a system coeval with the universities
themselves

(I ) It was evidently intended to determine fitnesd to profit by university instruc-
tion. Varying with tinfe, place, and circumstances,.examinations for entrance were
more or less formal and arbitrary, more or less severe and thorough, more or less well
contrived to eliminate the unfit and admit the desirable students.

(2) Within the last 30 years the purpose not only to determine fitness but to raise
progressively the standard of preparation and to secure uniformity of requirements
among institutions has become a conspicuous feature in the administration of the
system of entrance examination by such institutions as Harvard and Yale.and such
organizations as the College Entrance Examination Board of theAssociation of Colleges
and Preparatory Schools of the Middle States and Maryland, and similar institutions
and bodies.

It) But as the use of examinitions grew' moie thorough and more definite in purpose,1
and they were more intelligently applied, the number of cases accumulated in which
it was plain to see that the result was arbitrary and unintelligent and that teachers and
candidates were resorting to educationally unsound methods of preparing for the test.
"This led some to repudiate examination by the institution or the board for entrance
and to advocate the substit ut Am of the opinion of the teachep who had prepared them,
not itowever without the specification of certain criteria by which his jtfdgment could
,be controlled and tested.

(1) The method of admission by certificate IReffective, at least when well controlled,
in eliniinating the unprepared and in developing the standards of secondary school

Swot k. .
(2) The method of admission by certificate promotes an increase in attendance.

(a) It eliminates the formal entrance examination always extra effort of very consid-
erable proportions and generally looked upon as a great bugbear. (b) The articulating
of the secondary schools with the collegesremoves friction in the progress of the student,
thus facilitating his progress. (4') Interest in going on to college is aroused, and par-
ticularly interest in going to that college whither Many school friends in upper classes
go on graduation and to which he can go so easily. (d) But it also gives an advantage
in the obtaining of students to any college using o r another college maintaining
the examination system; and among colleges ng the 'stem to the one-applying it
least exactingly.

(C) Now, it is altogether too epparent that, for the past several decades at least, col-
leges have been laying great importance upon an increase in attendance. Accord-
ingly, it haw followed that college authoriti6 are approaching the question of the
methods of admission from two mutually conflicting standpoints:

(l) The improvement of the college standards, by eliminating the unfit and raising
progressively the requirernents for entrance.'

(2) The increase in attendance. (a) "Bluntly stated, all the colleges are eo anxious
to get' students that no system is lived up to." (6) Only rarel instances occur of the

, opposite charge that colleges discriminate against the candidate of merely average
ability.

(D) Finally, a synthetical study. of the educational fieldhas made promineate
idea of the relation of universities (an aggregate including professional iiipartmenti,""*"
graduate schools, and a collegiate department), cellegee, secondary schools, and
elementary schools (whether private or public) in one comprehensive system; with
approximate conformity to a standard within each grade and an articulation of each
grade with those next to it on either side.
'This brings to the surface de idea-of admission requirements (or high-school gradua-

tion requirements) as an agency for standardizing t1 school in the system and not
merely for the service of a particular college. The Idea is of a etaidardising.agency
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outsidebf and ahoy; the school, but the idea is incompletely worked out in any .me
system. .

(1) Note the general movement to standardize colleges and collegiate departments
of universities by establishing uniform entrance requirements.

Note that'thus far the standard has been applied to the requirements for entrance to
college ratherThan to the requirements foLgraduation.

(2) Note, especially in the States outside of the New England and the Middle States,
the emerging of the State university as the head of the system.

(3) Note the efforts of State universities to develop, standardize, and articulate the
high schools of the State (both public and private). Distinguish between the func-
tion of the college (State or private) to develop the schwas as feeders and the fund ion,
especially of State universities, to develop schools as parts of a system of general
public instruction.

(4) Note fhe efforts through State Departments of Education (New York and NI hi tit.-
gota) to develop, standardize, and articulate the high schools with the college,

*

The most effective systems are those which inspect at least as thoroughly as the
universities of Michigan, California, Wisonisin, Illinois, MisrOuri, and Texas. and the
State of Minnesota. This inspection involves:

(1) A report on the ability of the community to support a sehool; ils w i ligneas to do
eo; the buildings and equipment existing and in prospect ; the curriculum; the num-
ber of scholars; the number, preparation, and experience of the teachers.

(2) Visits to the community and the school by theeinspector to see that the ideas and
the standards of the school board are at least as high as those which he is upholding, and
to see that the work of the teachers in the classroom is good.

(3) Examination of classes by questions prepared, or at least approved, by the
respective university officers or other central authority and answers graded by the
university officers or by other central authority, through a series' of years or intermit-
tently; or, the submission of examination papers, prepared by pupils and graded by
teachers, on the different subjects to the university authorities, when weakness is
suspected.

The rivalry between the examinationinethod of admission and some
form of the certificate method became so great that in 1905 the topic
was assigned in the department of higher education of the National
Education Association, "'Which is better, the western plan of admit-
ting students to colleges and universities by certificates from duly
inspected secondary schools, or the eastern method of admitting only
by examinations conducted by representative boards or otherwise."'

It was thought that one system would slay the other. The so- culled
-eastern system is, of course, the Colonial or English, and the so-called
western system is the. German or Continental sjsteni of certification?

1 Prod. Nat. Educ. Assoc., 1906, p. 601.
The tealmony Is marshalled from the beat representatives of the different sides:

For the tZEIT/lifid Ion system , '
Soh. Rev., Vol. IX (Dec., 1901), pp. 519-25, XII, 757; Prue. Nat. Eilue. Assoc.. 1901, 240 R.

For uniform examinations and tame form of certificate-
Educ. Rev., Vol. XXVI (Dec., 1903), pp. 491-456; (contra) Educ. Rev., Vol. XXVIII (Oct., 1904),pp.

304 ff.; Educ. Rev., Vol. XXII (Mar., 1901), pp. 254-300; Educ. Rev., Vol. XXII (Oct., 1901), p. 291.
For eertifitatto

Soh. Rev., Vol. X (Oct., 1902), pp. 616-619; Proc. 5th an. meeting* the N. Cent. Assoc. of Col. and8450.

Rchs., 1900, p.11; Nat. Cont. of Sec. Educ..Northwestern Univ., 1903, p.94; Prof. T. Oregory Faster in the
second report of the Alfred F. Mostly Commission, pp. 116418; U. E.Bader, Educ. Rev., Vol. XXI (May,
1901), pp. 497 -616; pir A. S. Whitney, Sch. Rev., 1911, and An. Rep. Dept. of Interior, 1902, Commis.
IMEdtio., Vol,I,p.534; President Angell,An. Rep. Dept. of Interior, 1902, Commis, of Educ., Vol. I, p.639..
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Perhaps the latest illustration of the culmination of an accrediting/
system with a degree of uniformity carried into every detail is the
adoption by the Iowa State Board of Education of the following
scheme for accrediting and admission requirements for the State
university,,the State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, and
tho Teachers' College: I

There shall be a board known as the Board on Secondary School Relations:-com-
posed of the inspector of secondary schools, chairman, and three other members
chosen, one from the faculty of the college-al liberal arts of the State university, one
from the faculty of the State College of Agriculture and Nlechanh. Arts. and one from
the faculty of the State Teachers' College. The faculty'representatives on this board
shall he appointed by the presidents of the respective institutions and shall he ap-
proved by the State board Of education.

i I I
The reconunendations of this board shall be carried by its faculty members to their

respective faculties and when approved by the three bodies they shall become oper-
ative, subject to the general regulations of the State board of education.

Full information concerning standards" and processes of accrediting will he fur-
nished by the inspector on request. A school desiring to be accredited s'hall file its
application with the inspector. When requirements have been met, the work exam-
ined and approv;h1 by the inspector. and the school is prepared to graduate students
under conditions prescribed, it may, on vote of the board on secondary school rela-
tions and approval of the faculties represented in that board, be recognized as an
accredited school and assigned to the proper motp. .

I w r
Provisions shall be made for a system of scholarship reports. whereby copies of the

records of all freshman students entering the said institutions from Iowa secondary
schools shall lit assembled in the office of the inspector of schools, thus affording op-
portunity forliulging the degree of preparation fur higher study gained by such stu-
dents in the secondary schools. Private at d denominational colleges desiring to
cooperate in this shall be encouraged to do so.

Schools seeking accredited relations may demonstrate their preparation for such
reeognition both by meeting the standards, as determined by arefuf. sympathetic
inspection, and by the ability of their graduates to pass the required entrance exam-
Mat inns.

Graduates of all nonaccredited high schools will be expected to pass the required
entrance examinations on entering 4year courses of collegiate grade in the said in-
stitutions.

It is Understtssl that recognition as an accredited school insures credit without
extunination for work properly certified only so far as such work meets the specific
entrance requirements of the department, division, or college to which admission is
sought:

STANDARDS FOR ACCREDITING.

The standards for accrediting are essentially the same as those which have prevailed
jp Iowa for many years.

The course of study shall require of each pupil not more than 4 recitations daily,
and shall rest upon an elementary course of not less than 8 years of 36 weeks each in
length.

The number of daily periods of classroom instruction given by any one teacher
shall not exceed 7, each to extend over at least:40 minutes. Fewer periods would bo
productive of a higher grade,of.eelfulaiship.

lbws State Bo. of Edaa, Ball No 1,1$11.
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If all the teachers di a school are graduates of standard colleges, the school will be
rege'ded as meeting the requirements for scholastic attainment of teaching force.
If one or more teachers are not such graduates, the board on secondal- &col relit-
lions shall use its judgment in determining the sufficiency of the scholastic attainment
of such teacher or teachers.

Laboratory and library facilities and the character of textbooks shall be adequate
to the needs of instruction in the subjects taught.

The quality of iNstruction. the spirit of the school, and the conditions of the school
buildings shall be such as to make possible satisfactory scholarship.

Note: Academies, seminaries. normal schools, and other secondary schools meeting
the conditions set forth above may be accredited on tlksarne basis as high schools.

GROUPINO.

For purposes of administration in accrediting, schools are divided inhi three gniiips:

I.

Schools meeting the general standards and the following specific standards in
addition:

1. At least 15 units for graduation.
2. A course of study meeting the requirements for unconditioned entrance upon all

the 4-year collegiate courses in the said institutions.
3. The number of daily periods of classroom instruction given by any one teacher

not to exceed 6, each to extend over at least 40 minutes in the clean''.
4. The number of pupils not to exceed an average of 30 for each teacher.
5. A minimum teaching force of 4 teachers, exclusive of the superintendent.
6. The quality of the teacher's instruction and the character of the student's schol.

ership as determined both by inspection and by college records of graduates tti he of
notably high order.

Schools not classified in group one, but meeting the general standards and the fol.
lowing specific standards in adckition:

1. At least 15 units for graduation.
2. A course of study meeting the requirements for unconditioned entrance upon

liberal arts or general collegiate courses in the said institutions.
3. Minimum high-school teaching force of 3 teachers, including the superintendeni.
4.'Minimum teaching force in the elementary grades, 5.

-III.

Any school not included in the preceding groups, meeting the general standards
and the following specific standards in addition:

1. At least 12 units for graduation.
2. Minimum teaching force, intluding the principal, 2.
3. Minimum teaching force in the elementary grades, 4.
4. Time for which schools in Group III are accredited limited to '1 school year.
Noise: 1. It is recommended that not more than 3 years' work be attempted'unless

the school is prepared to maintain a longer course on a thorough and scholarly basis.
2. It is understood that graduates from schools in Group 111 will present, either by

examination or certificate, such additional credits as may be regttYacd by The insti-
tution to which admission is sought.

MODIFICATIONS Or THE EXAMINING AND CERTIFICATE SYSTEMS OF
ADMISSION.

The exaniiation system, which was universal for centuries, has
been supplanted almost universally by some form of the certificate.
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system. The prominence, however, of the few institutions main-
taining the examinaticm system makes it still a living issue. Har-
vard, Yale, Princeton, ('olumbia, Lafayette, and 'Bryn Mawr are
defenders of the examination system. - The fault. that may be fond
with either system stimulates inquiry. The dangers of uniformity
and of mechanical and impersonal administration of either the
certificate or examination system and the virtues mid defects have
resulted in new plans for admission, the authors of which resent
naming them as combinations of the certificate, of accrediting, and
examination. systems. They are in' truth prom'sing evolutions of
elements at work in the two plans. The formidable set. of intensive
written examinations in many subjects; given to large numbers of
students at once, banished the personal element as much as the
reception of unseen candidates for admission upon a mere paper
certificate.

In 190S ('olumbia moved to recover something, of the personal
contact between the professor and the entering student, with an
opportunity for some recognition of individuality. Of the plan,
President But ler said :

In assisting the student to make a transition from kwondary school to college, it
is in the highest degree important to hear in mipd that the problems to be Solved is a
human problem. " * Human beings are not to be measured by their attain-
ments by the laws of mechavies.

Columbia displaced the university committee on entrance exami-
nationa.and on admission by.a committee on undergraduate admis-
sion, the chairman of which is a newly appointeil officer whose
specific duty it. is to administer the affairs of the committee. The
chairman was to confer with the secondary-school teachers and to
acquaint himself especially with the character and proficiency of
candidates for admission about, whose qualifications for entrance
there was any doubt.

The Committee on undergra to admission give weight in esti-
mating the results of the cam date's entrance examination to the
record of his seliool performance. They have power to admit candi-
dates who have not entirely completed the stated requirements for
admission, but who in the judgment, of the committee are regarded
as qualified to pursue to advantage the work for which they desire
to register. The OW of each student admitted conditionally is
considered individually upon its merits.

A humane device, adopted much earlier generally, to relieve the
candidates from the burden of many examinations taken at once,
was the dividing of examinations into preliminary. and final, with
a possibility of at least a year or two between. The institutions,
like those in the. New England Certificate Board, receiving casuli-.

I Columbia Univ., An. Reps., 1909,22-23.

.11

as
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:fates upon certificates virtually accredited schools by the record
made by the intrants in their college work, but lacked the knowledge
of the schools given by inspection. The institutions accrediting
schools upon inspection, admitting candidates on the certificate of
their teachers, neglected at the beginning to test these schools by the
work of intrants in the colleges. The earlier sharp division between
high schools and colleges by ivhich certain studies were labeled as
High- school studies and others as college studies, a persistence of -the
time when Greek, Latin, and mathematics were the staple subjects
for admission, wrought havoc and ill feeling when a wider range of
subjects for admission prevailed. Of necessity some elementary dis-
ciplinary subjects must be begun in college and the following of
squenCes carries some high-school subjects to an advanced stage.
In short, the disciplinary period of education covers the six-year
period of the high school and the first yeah.; of college. The enter-
ing student seeking a liberal education of necessity, therefore, in
accordance with his preparation must continue certain studies or
elect others.. .
. To meet tin 's conditions by a. natural evolution, there juts sp-
peared what in the writer's judgment, a happy fruition of -the
various plans admission in the establishment of so- called "New
plan's" by Harvard and Chicago. Uniformity of admission require-
tnents has brought about at least atunity as to many subjects, a
common terminology, or units of measurement, a unifying of sec-
ondary and initial college education, an on-coming cooperation of
secondary and collegiate teachers, and a recognition of the per-
sonality of the student. The Harvard plan is set out in a letter to
head masters of secondary schools as.follows:

NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION To HARVARD (OLI.E0E,

Beginning in June, 1911, candidates fur admission to Harvard College may apply
. for admission either by the plan. used in the *past or by the following alternative plan.

This new plan does not take the place of the st*Lplan; it provides another method of
admission for good scholars.

To be admitted to Harvard College, a candidate-
(1),Iliessiwesent evidence, of an approved scbold course saatisfactorilV esonideted;

and
(2) Must. Show in four ettninittions as explained below that his srholarship is

of a satisfactory qua ity.
School Record. A candidate mumt-present to the committee an admission evidence

of his secondary-school work in the form of an oflicial detailed statement showing-
(a) The subjects studied by him and the ground coven.d.
0) The amount of time devoted to each.

.(c) The quality of his wo in each subject.
To be approved, this stat =vent must show

(a) That the candida b secondary school course has extended over foul: years.
(b) That hi, course : been concerneLchinfly with languages, science, loathe*

wades, and h ry, no one of which has been omitted.
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(r) That two of the studies of his school program have been pursued beyond their
elementary stages, i. e., to the stage required by the present advanced
examinations of Harvard College or the equivalent examinations of the
College Entrance Examination Board.

The Examinations. If the official detailed statement presented by the candidate
shows that he has satisfactorily completed an approved secondary school course, he
may present himself for examinations in four subjects as folbiws:

at English.
01 Latin, or, for candidatea for the degree of S.B., French or German.
oo Mathematics, or physics, or chemistry.
(d) Any subject (not already selected under (b) or (c)) frrcm the following EK

G reek, Physic's,
French. Mathematics, 'hem istry.
German,

These four examinations inufilte taken at one time either in June or in September,
In announcing this plan; the committee on admission wish to point out that it differs

in essential principles from the old plan now in use, and that therefle comparisons
between the new requirements and the old will be misleading ifany Itempt is made
to express the new requirements in the terms of the .dd. Under this new plan the
college does not intend to prescribe in detail the school course of the boy who wishes
to enter. either directly by naming and defining subjects, or indirectly by an elaborate
sy,tem of rating the studies of a school course in points er units. On the contrary,
the college accepts the judvent of a schoel as to a candidate's program, subject
only to the general limitations stated above. it is not necessary, therefore, for a
school to fit a candidate's course to detailed definitions of subjects. A Toed student
who has had a rationally planned course in it good school should have no difficulty in
pruing his fitness for admission, even though his decision to come to Harvard be made
late in his last school year. Under the new plan every schod maintaining the kind of
course indivated will be free to work out its two system of (sin:diem in its own way.
The college, on its part, undertakes only to test the intellectual efficiency of the boy
at the time of his graduation front school. For this reason the examinations can not
be divided.

A second important difference between the new requirements and the old is the
emphasis put in the college examinations upon quality of work. The new plan con-
teniplatem examinations different from those now used with respect both to their
character and the method in which they will be administered. It is hoped to secure
a type of examination which shall be adapted to .various methods of teaching, and
whilt shall contain questions sufficient in number and character to permit each
student tut reveal the full amount and quality of his attainment. In administering
examinations under this plan the committee will always consider examinations in
connection with whoal records, and will endeavor to see not. whether a candidate has
done it certain nrescribed amount of work in a certain why, but whether the general
quality of the candidate's scholarship is satisfactory. If a candidate is.admitted, ho
will he admitted without conditions; if he is refused admission, no credit will be
given for examinations in the separate subjects in which he may show proficiency,
and the refusal will menu.that his school record and his college tests do not show that
he has the scholarship which makes his admission to Harvard College desirable.

The admission of a candidate under this plan, therefore, depends upon good scholar-
ship as shown in two waysf-ni his school work and in his college tests. Ifs can not
se ture admission by scoring points or by working up examinations oneor two at a
time, lie must have done good work in his school according to the testimony of his
teachers, and he must meet successfully college tests at the time when he is ready to
eater.
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In introducing this plan, which departs considerably from schemes of admission
now in general use, the college is already aware of various grave difficulties. It will
doubtless be difficult to prepare a type of examination paper sufficiently flexible to
fit various methods of instruction in various parts of the country, and to enable all
candidates to exhibit the full amount and quality of their attainments. To accont
OA this end the committee on admissionoare authorizol to advise with ;ichool-
teachers in regard to the preparation of papists and the methods and standards of
marking; and they confidently hope for the cooperation of schods in working out a
plan which they believe will serve the eoninton interests of both schools .mtheolleges.

Whilo the new plan of IlarN-ard was formulated only at kW 1110111 its
before the June examinations in 1911, the reports indicate Hutt the
geographical distribution of applicants, which was one of the chief
objects of the platt,'was highly encouraging to the Ilarrard authori-
ties. In June and September 185 applications were made: 46 were
rejected because of defective school records. Of the 139 who were
allowed to take the examinations prescribed by the plan. S3 were
admitted and 56, or -10.2 per cent, were rejected. Of those who
presented themselves under the old plan. 17.1 per cent were rejected
and S'.1 percent of the June candidates did not complete their exto:d-
nations in September. Twelve States were represented under the
new plan, which had no boys admitted under the old plan. The
percentages of students admitted .under the two plans in June and
September, with regard to the schools front which they came, were
as follows':

Stiti1n.nts prepared In- 1 thier 011 1. Inter no,
plan.

hr mil. l'rr ((Cl
MaistichlivIts 72. At
New EngInn,1 s:. t;
Other Want n. Stales .. S.5'
Schools wort of the .' IkThetne 4. 5

TUE 17:1V1i1041T% Or viticmai 'TAN.

Desiring to cooperate more effectively with the secondary schools, the University
of Chicago has introincol essential modifications into its entrance requirement,.
These modifications are herewith set forth. In making the changes the university
has had several dist Met principles in mind, the .more important of which may be
briefly stated as follows:

Heretofore the university has admitted students from approval schools without.
examination. The schools were approved on the basis of inspectiim by a university
officer. This practice will be continued. Schools not already on this list will. at
their request, be inspected, and if approved will be put upon the list The retention
of the schools upon the list will thereafter depend upon the records made by the
students sent to the university from the schools. It is intended to keep the school
principals accurately and frequently informed of the records made by their students.
It is also contemplated that, so far as poesible, representativot of the schools may from
time to time come to the university and visit those dames which continue most
directly the work done in the schools. It is hoped in this way to secure a more
intelligent cooperation than has hitherto been possible.

I Rasta of Pros. gad Thu. of Harvard Colley. INGii, PP. 74 ,.
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The university recognizes the obligations which the highschools are under to serve
their own communities in the most efficient poible *ay without primary regard to
college-entrance requirements. It therefore desires to render as flexible as possible
the conditions under which students may. come to the university, -and it. proposes to
set up only such requirements as seem indispensable to enable the university to
continue with advantage the educational work begun in the schools. With this

, principle in mind. the university feu has replaced the former schedule of require-
ments. designating a considerable number of specific subjects in which the student
must have been prepared. with a plan which. save for a requirement in English. lays
emphasis not so much upon specific eubjci matter as upon a certain amount of con-
eeotrated and continuous work in subjects 64414:led by the students. or the school,
froMamong the standard aeademicsubjects taught in all high schools. The quantity
of the work required is specified the paragraphs 'allot. The quality of the work
the university exileel8 14) teat by the record of the rodent after he comes to the uni-
versity.

II is believed that sunic'ent flexibility has been introducell I I to permit the schools
to meet every reasenal nand of their own communitiesin the arrangement of
their curricula. 2) toe the student to enter college even though he decides late
in his course to do so. and at It \same time 13, to make it justifiable for the university
rigidly.to require of each studei t I full E) mins of entrance %yolk, There will con-
stxpient ly be no admissions with condition under the new plan.

Entraner requiretntuts.

Students applying for entrance to the University of Chicago present by certificate
from approved schools or by examination 15 units of entrance credits. Among these
must be 3 units o: English anti 111 addition I principal group of 3 or more onit 4, and at
least I secondary group of 2 or more units. These additional groups may lie selected
inan among the following subjects:

I. Ancient lar:uages ktireek and Latin,. it being unde.rstiod that to make a group
ni 2 or 3 units the work must be offered in a single language.

2. Modern languages other than English: to make a group of 2 or of :1 units the work
must be offered in a single language as under group 1.

:1 Ancient history. 111ellife \ al and modern history. English history, United States
history. civics. economies.

4. Mathematics.
Physies, chemistry. botany. zoology. general biology. physiology. physiography,

general 11$11%1110111:44..

in group h not less than I unit may be offered in either physics or chemistry. Any
combination of the subjects within each group is permitted.

(11 the lh units offered for entrance at least 7 must be pelected from the subjects in
groups I to 5. Not less than one-half unit may be offered in any subject.

The remaining 5 units may be selected from any subjects H. which credit toward
graduation is given by the approved school from which the student receives his
,liplotna, hut tfrevk . Latin. French. German fur any language' other than English),
mathematics, physics, and chemistry, if offered, but not as shove tinder 1 and 5. must
each consist of at least. 1 unit. Latin -may not be continued in college unless at least2 units IN, offered.

Summary of entrance requirements.

Three units of English.
Three or more units in a single group, 1-5.
Two or more units in another single group, 1-5.
Two units in subjects selected from any of the groups 1-b.

(Total: Ten units In English and groups 1-5.)
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Five units selected from any subjects accepted by an approved school fur its
diploma.

Not tem than one-half unit will be accepted in any. subject. Entrance with t on.
tit:lions not permit ted.

The most striking change in this scheme. saysI'rof. Angell.' is found.
in the substitution of certain specifications regarding the (mould of
work which ti student !mist bring to-the University as emit Emits-
linguistic(' from the particular subjects in which the credits must
be efrered. The quality of the \ ork is to be tested chiefly by the
college record of the student. The demand is for a certain amount
of concentrated and continuous work in subjects selected by the
student , or by the school, from among the standard academic sub-
jects taught in all high schools. The one stipulated subject which
must be presented is English. and this is required on the ground .of
its unique relation to all other subjects in the curriculum.

The university is confident that such fretslitin in admission will ip no way impair
t he standard of its degrees, because tor several years a rigid tint hod of grading has been
in force, by which inefficient students are inevitably eliminated very early in the
course.

"The first two years of the college course are designed toarticulatc in the most Inti
mate way with the high-school course :oil fit assure certain results by the end of the
second year of college residence.

'co secure an effective correlation of the high-school and the college work, it is pr..-
vided that throughout the first year of his college residence the student shall plin,tie
one subject which he has plusued.in the high octant either for two or for lire year,
or which he has pursued throughout the whole of the final year of his school course.

In conjunction with the requirehients for the -continuation work in the first
year are thotte which extend over the first iind second yea-s. During this period I Wu
courses in English and one in 'public speaking must be taken. The student is also
ohligatetl so to arrange his work kat either in the high sclitsil or in the first two years
of college he shall have completed the equivalent of two units in each of the fql.lowing
four groups of subjects: (I) Philosophy, history, social science; 12) modern language
other than English; (3t mathematics: (41 seiencf, physical or biological.

IrEQUIRENIENTS FOR GRADUATION .

The requirements for graduation of the same colleges and uni-
versifies which were selected as representative with reference to re-
quirements for admission are given as a basis from which to deduce
prevalent ,standards?

In general, a "semester hour," as used in the following require-
ments, means one recitation, lecture, or. laboratory period per week
for yne semester, or half year; 120 semester hours means 15 hours
of recitations per week per year for 4 years.

Albion College, Albion, Mich.: A. B. for 120 semester hours, plus 290 points in
accordance with the point system, E, excellent, 4; G, good, 3; F, fair, 2; P, passed, It.

I Prof. 1. It. Angell, In Science, XX XIII, 946 II. (June 71,1911).
Unless otherwise stated, the catalogues of 1911-12 are used.
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4.7

Eluctive system: Freshman and sophomore work in part required: in part elective
on a restricted plan.

Bp fort Cullegr. Banff. Iris.: A. B. if either of 2 groups: Language, literature, and
arts: philosophy, social sciences, arid history; II. S. for group in mathematics, physi-
ology, and natural sciences. Four years course of 120 to 128 semester hours, with
not less than 36 credits. Graduation in 3 or 3} yearn pssible.

\\ ork is hirgely elective .11 the major and minor plan. Time is measured in semester
Vors. Cred itsarea ineasureof the qoality of work done. Number of credits neressary
to pass from one uldss to next higher: s in freshman, 10 in isppliemor. 10 hi junior. 10
in senior: I i mIIIIslor lopurs required in freshman year.

/fon doh/ ('o/icfo. Bronsprirt:. Ale.: 1. B.' with or without Greek; B. S., required
major in eithechiology, chemistry, or 'physics. Major (6 courses). minor (.1 courses).
In freshman year English. French, or Gennan, hygiene, required of all: in sopho-
more. German; physical I raining required of all for 4 years.

Work mainly elective. All must take 4 full courses each semester. liesids work in
hygiene and 'physical training.

carbtoo collrfj, Nortiyi, hi. %mi.: A. It. and It. S., 130 -senaster hours required,
including ii for physical education: 130 grade credits required.' Group system: A. B.
in :IP literature and language or 1.2) philosophy and history: B. S. ili i3 I science and
mathematics.

In 1st. year, work required with certain options; in 2(1 year abort ono -half required;
3,1 and 4th elective. Major of 20 hours in one subject, above freshman year. minor of
12 hours in sac or two subjects.

Colanh rni rg-r,ity. llamilimi, .V. 1.: .1. B. and li. S., 00 semester hours in addi-
Um] to freshman and sophomore wo,:k. Groups: t It Language. literature, and art;

.... t2P mental and soial science; pap mathematics and natural science.
In 1st year chiefly prescribed; after that mainly elective. except I semester hours

in psychology. I 'andillates must. cleAmSe major of not le..:is than :10 semester hours in a
single subject or depkt mem, 20 semester hours in selected minor, 20 semester hours
ill unrelated !Mint.

I rtirll Colleye, lout: A. 14,11. S., and lS. S. in engineering; -124 semester hours,
of which 4 are in .physical training. Three courses: Arts. science, engineering, each
leading to its appropriate degree; 16 hours per week in 1st and 2d years; 15 in 3d
and 4th.

Electives, 1st year: Arts, 4 hours; science, 6-2; engineering, 5; for the upper 3
years electives arc 40, 36-40, and 36, respectively.

.

Grinnell College, Grinnell, La-a: A. B. and B. S.; 15 to 16 hours per week; 120
semester hp sirs Not the aim of "the group system to secure early specialization."fBranches quire(' of all cover about 40 semester hours; then a major of ..at least

'20 semester ours; a minor of at least 16 semester hours and about 44 semestei hours
elective.

klityette College, Easton, Pa.: A. B., li. Ph., and B. S.: 16 hours per week required,
or 128 semester hours, 1st and 2d years prescribed; 3d And 4th half prescribed and
half elective. Technical courses prescribed throughout.

Pomona College, Claremont, al.: A. 11., B. S.; 124 semester hours; 16 to 18 hours
in 1st year, 16 in 2d, and 15 in 3d and 4th; 24 "credits" required for promotion to
sophomore; 54 to junior; 87 to senior; 120 for graduation; 240 cum laude; 292 magna
cum laude; 316 summit cum laude.

In freshman and sophomore years, requirements in English, French, or .German,
history, mathematics, physical culture. in other years elective within groups.

Rutgers College, New Brunstriekhi. J.: A. B., Litt. II., and B. Sc.; 4 years. Studies
of freshman year, most of sophomore, Ind certain subjects of junior rind senior. years
"prescribed for all candidates." ,
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Tu lane University; New Orleans, La,: A. B. and B. S. Three courses, classical,
literary, and scientific; 1,26 semester hours, 17 in freshman, 17 iu talphomore, and
15 iu each of other two, B. S. freshman 20, sophomore 21. Professional work in law
may be completed with academic degree in 6 years; in melidne in 7.

Freshman and sophomore years nearly all prescribed ftr/all courses; junior and
senior, elective. Junior and senior, 30 hours wholly elective in classical course, 21
hours elective, plus 9 itt one group in literary, 30 hours except continuation of one
science to a total of 3 years and a second science to a total of 2 years in scientific.

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.: A. It.; 13. S.; about, 120 semester hours.
Elective: In sophomore year, 3 hours; in jurriOr, 9 hours; and ali of senior; not :nom

than 4 courses in one subject may be offered; graduate work may be taken; also in
biblical, law, engineering, and medical departments.

Wabash College, Crawfordsville, lint: A. 13.; 188 hours of i:ollege work (equal to
about 126 semester hours), in addition 'to physical culture. College year divided
into 3 terms; and 4 weekly recitations through 3 terms give a credit of 12 hours
(8 semester hours); 104 hours prescribed iu English, foreign languaiw, history, or
economics, mathemaiics, science, physiology, physical culture.

Elective work: Eighty-four hours, including )rojeasional studies. An option is
offered of 3 years-of prescribed work as above, with t 4th year spent at an apprised
professional or technical school.

Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.: Semester hours, 124 and a grade above D
in at least one-half the number of hours required for graduation." Freshman year
subjectaprescribed according to the admia,ion group in which the strulent entered.
Eleven major groups, each consisting of sophomore introductory course, thrtle pre-
scribed courses in junior and two advanced year courses in senior year, arranged in
three divisions: (1) Language, (2) philosophy (inclging art, economics, govern-
ment, and history), and (3) science (including mathematics).

After freshman year all courses ate elective. Major of at least 15 semester bours.
In 1911 the college announced an elaborate application of the principle of pre-

requisites for admission to other courses.
University of Califbrnia, Berkeley, Cal.: Course divided at end of sophomore year

into lower and upper division and is marked,,by junior certificate. Work for which is
largely prescribed. Fur work in upper division: Reading knowledge of French
and geography; 36 units of work in major courses, 15 of which must be in one depart-
ment. For junior certificate there is required 64 units of university work (same as

-semester hours), in addition to certain work in English, and 45 units required for
admission, making 109 units. The 64 units may be done iu 2 years.

In upper division, requirements are normally 60 unit- in letters, social science,
natural science, and commerce colleges (may be reduced to 51), and 93 to 96 in col-
legee of chemistry and engineering. Extra credits for junior certificate may effect
reduction. Two years' residence.

Total units required for degree, exclusive of ,matriculation: In college of setters,
social science, natural science, agriculture, 124 units; in commerce, 129; architet(ture,
125; 5 years' comae in mechania, mining and civil engineering, chemistry, 164; for
4 years' curse in same, 150.

Catholic University of Awerica, Washington, D. C.: A. B., B. S., L. H. B. (bachiljor
of letters), an4 Ph. B.; 4 years, 32 weeks each, or 120 semester hosre.

For bachelor's degree: 1st year, prescribed or 3 electiyes; 2 year, 3 or 4 or 6
electives; 3d year, 6; 4th year, 6 or 11. In school of sciences required studies are
in roligionlInd philosophy and at least 11 of 21 credits each year must be in school
of sciences. ass.,

. For Ph. B. electives are same in number, except in 4th year, 6 instead of 11. itri
University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.: A. B., Ph. B. (Lit.), and S. B. conferred

when student has completed 38 majors and received' 72 grade points. Title of A8130.
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date when he has completed i8 majors with 32 grade points. Principal sequence
of 9 majors required and secondary sequence of 6 majors. Departments 1-6 are
philosophy, history, and social science; departments 13-14 are modern languages;
department 17 is mathematics; departinents 18-2S are science. A. B. conferred for
work in Latin and Greek; Ph. B. for work in departments 1-16; S. B.in departments
17-28. Department 17 (mathematics) will cant either Ph. B. or S. B. May elect
from professional courses.

Columbia University, New rork, N. K: A. II., B. S.; 124 "points" or semester
bouts. 'Course for each half year must not exceed 19 sew fall under 12 points. " To be
recommended for a degree a student must make at least S4 points in actual college
residence, and of these at least 24 in Columbia College."

Work is prescribed during first two years "when prativable," Student must hays
completed "the equivalent of 3 years of:sequential study; in courses aggregating at
least IS points," for A. B., in part in languages, history, and philoR Thy; for B. S.,
in part in science; may elect gradual ion courses.

Cornell University, Miura, N. Y.: A. B., 120 semester hours, with extra work in.
physical culture, military science, and tactics; may get entrance credits; may do one
of lik eight terms in summer session of Cornell or elsewhere; must be in residence at
least Iwo terms.

In 1st and 2d years must take at least 60 hours, including 24 hours in Yoglish and
histery, foreign language, philosophy, mathematics, physics, chemistry, geology,
physical geography, and biological science.

Electives in 3d and 4th years within 12 groups, in one of which he must do at least
20 hours' work; vocational courses also elective.

llorrard University, Cambridge, Mass.! 11. A. and II. S.; must pass in 16 (Courses
"together with such work in English as may be prescribed for him," Making 17 dr 174
courses; also must attain and in senior year
pass to not less thau 4 courses with grade above D. Certain summer courses may be
counted or college studies may be anticipated before entering, but at least one year
of residence necessary. The A. A. degree (associate in arts) is conferred upon non-
resident students-who have passed in extension (lames the work necessary for A. B.

Prescribed, 1st year, English, German, or French; elective, 3 or 4 other full courses.
For 2d, 3d, 4th years English and reading knowledge of French or Germs* required;
elective, 4 full courses and may take up to a total 14 6 prescribed and elective courses
the year.

Must take at least 6 courses in some one department or in one recognized field and
shall distribute at least 6 of his courses among the 3 general groups in which his chief

work does not lie."
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: A. D. and 13. S. in engineering and

agriculture; either first 3 or last year in residence; 130 semester hours. Second bache-
.lor's degree may be had for 30 semester hours extra. Limited amount of work toward
A. B, given for courses in other colleges and Schools of the university.

Prescribed: Rhetoric, physical training, military science. A minimum of 8 hours
in each of the following groups: English, foreign languages, social science, mathemat-
ics and philosophy, natural science.

Must offer not less than 24 hours for major subjects, but not more than 40 hours in
one subject may be counted. Enough credits from elective list p give the required
130 semester hours.

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.: A. B. 4-year course of 183 hours (equal to 120
semester hours). Must have at least one year of daily work in the major subject; 15

,,hours credit may be obtained in the correspondence courses.
Prepribed; 6 hours English, 3 hygiene, 30 language, 15 mathematics or physics, 15

in some other Science; 20 from history and political science, economics and *1064
62400°-13-4
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science, English literature, Greek literature in. gnglish translation, philosophy, edu-
). cation, fine arta, history of English language.. ,All A. 13. graduates t select a major subject of from 45 to 60 hours. Major and

allateral work must c nt up to 75 hours. For freshman: Required, 1 hour hygiene
; and physical train , 2 hours English; elective, 13 hours within certain rules.

State Universityof Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa: 13. A., B. S.; 120 semester hours without
credits r hygiene, military drill and hygiene; 125 semester hours with credits for
these; -7earli required for combined course in medicine or homeopathic medicine
and liberal arts; 6 years for B. S. in medicine or homeopathic ezedicine or dentistry
and liberal arts; law may be taken as part of liberal arts course, .

Required: 1st year, 7 to 9 hours; 2d, 4 hours. Elective: 1st year, 8 to 10 hours;
2d, 11 to 13 hours; 3d and 4th, 14 to 16 hours. Requirements both year's are in Eng-
lish and foreign languages, military drill or physical training and hygiene.

Major study of 24 semester hours r uired, no part of which is to be taken in 1st year
and 12 semester hours in each of t ups in which major does not fall.

Johns Hopkins Universily,.Balti re, Md.: AP B. for all courses and the degree
.4se/r signifies-"in the case of every recipient such instruction in ancient and modern

languages, in mathematics, in the physical and natural sciences, in literature, phi".

I

osophy, and history, as is believed to he essential to a liberal education." Twenty
courses of 3 hours per week each. The equivalent of 120 semester hours. Last year
at least must be in residence. ,

-Courses lstand 2d years prescribed; in 3d and 4th years only one or two studies pre-
scribed; no Latin or Greek required. Standard course, 3 hours per week through the
year.

Twenty courses required for graduation and no combination accepted which does
....._:, / not include three courses in one subject and two in another. Nineteen courses

accepted of student whose average is not lass than 9 for work of his 3d year and with
no work below 7.

Twelve courses required of all candidates; eight elective in accord with the group
system. Groups: Ancient languages; modern languages, including English; history
and political science; mathematics and physics; chemistry, biology, and geo14y.

Kansas University, Lawrence, Kans.: A. B., 120 semester houral May elect half of
senior work in law or all in medicine. Work divided into 9 groUps. Freshmen an
sophomores must complete 60 hours, by taking at least 5 hours in each of 6 groups and
not more than 20 hotire in one department. All freshmen muss take 5 hours of rhetoric,
hygiene, and work in gymnasium.

Majcitoeteltrltas. consist of 30 to 60 hours in one group, 20 to 40 of which must be
in one department. Not more than 30 hours elective work may be taken in one group.

Leland Stanford University, Uni_9apiiy, Cal.: A. B., 120 "units" (120 semester
'hours); dogrel is conferred when requirements are met, without regard to the limo
spent, ekgpt that at least 30 units (including last 15) must be completed in this
university. ' ...____..

English compostTEm prescribed for 1st year undergraduates who do mot satisfy
matriculation test, otherwise work is entirely elective. .

Major subject counting not more than 40 units; as a general principle at least 60
units must be taken outside of major, but in applied science the tvajor department may
preecribe so much of the entire 120 as "it shall deem eesential. '

Univereity,of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.: A. B. and B. S., 120 hours credit (120
semester hours), together with 135 grade points; residence of at least one academic
year requireduWOrk of one-half semester may be done in summer sessions.

Rhetoric reqUired of all; other work all elective. If 60 hourg have been earned in
mathematics and the physical and biological sciences, B. 8. may be qonferred instead
of A. B.
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Unirersity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.: A. B., 126 credits (i. e., 12k semester
"hours) in addition to required exercises in drill, gymnasiiim, and physical training.
IS. S. at end of 4 years, and M. D. at erid of 7; A. It. in 4 and M. D. in 8. A. B.
in 4 years and I). I). S. at end of 6 years; 6 years in arts and law gives A. B. and
LI,. It

Must secure a grade of 'good" on at least 60 credits. Must complete a major (i. e.,
IS cnslitt) and 4 minors ti. e., 12 credits) and at least 1 of the 5,imbjectemust be chosen
from each of the following groups: ( I) English and foreign. languages; (2) biology,

. astronomy, botany, chemistry, geology, mineralogy, physics; (3) economics and
political science, history, mathematics, philosophy, sociology, and anthropology.

let year, 3 houre rhetoric. required. Elective: 1st year, 11-19 hours. All in other
1 yeamentist. have major and 4 minors.

Univrrsity of Missouri, l'olumbia, Mo.: A, B., 120 semesterlfurs; may offer in part
"work done in the summer session" and "work done in any instil ution of good stand-
ing on certain courses.

In let and 2d year 35 hours required in English. history, ancient. languages, modem
languages, mathematics. logic or psycholdity, physical science, and biological science,
but sufficient entrance units may waive all.

tithenviee elective, but must have one major (24 hours) and one minor (12 hours).
May elect 61 irses from colleges of agriculture( medicine, engineering, law, education,
and journalism.

University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.: A. B. and B. S., 125 credit hours (125
eeme;er hours); guilt:tits in ilbsentia must do one-third more work than when in resi-
dence. For B. S. must take major in science department and complete not less than
60 hours in mathematics and natural science. . ,

Required! Rhetoric, 4 hours; military science, 4 hours. Must complete (40 to-48
hours 6 out of S groups and have major. of 24 to 40. Not more than 20 per cent of
work below grade of 70 per cent is credited on requirements fur graduation.

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.: A. It., B. S., IS. S. is Economics,
Chemistry, Architecture, Civil engineering, Chemical engineering, Mechanical
engineering, Electrical engineering, or Biology. Sixty-four units of work (i. e., 128
semester hours); may be completed in 3, 4, or 5 years, at option of student. May take
S units in medicine. Mayacombine courses in arts and architecture so foto take A. B.
in 4 years and bachelor's degree in architecture at end of 6th year. For A. B., ele-
mentary Latin, and Greek required for admission.

Required: 26 units in English, foreign languages, history, logic and ethics, motile-
undies, ph its, physical education, chemistry.

Work elective in accord with group syStem up to 18 units; remaining 20 units are
treat electives. .

POoreton l'niversity, Princeton, 1$4. J.: A. B., Greek and Latin freshman and sopho-
more years required; I.itt. B., B. S. Four years With 16 to 17 hours work per year.

Freshman work requited, 16 hours; sophomore, in part elective; junior and senior
elective but. "largely conditioned by his selection of the electives in the sophomore
year"; junior must choose a departnit'nt (1 of the 11 into which work. is divided);.
must take 3 of his 5 courses in this department, 1 outskde and 1 is for free election.
Senior must continue work,of junior year. Emphasizesktem of "prerequisites for
registration for higher courses" and the "preceptorial exstem."

University of. Virginia, CharlottesNllt, Va.: B. A. and B..FI,'given for completion of 13
courses (a course equals 3 hours per week thro h the year), 60." session hours,'1
i. e., 120 semester hours. Time required, usu years, of which at least 1 year in
residence with at least 3 courses. May elect, c times in law, medicine, or engineer-
ing. With the vocational degree of B. S. the school in 'which the principal work
has been done is mentioneflon the diploma, ea B. S. in chemistry.

f
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Six groups: (1) Languages; (2) mathematical science; (3) natural science; (4) social

scienre; (5) English; (6) philosophical science. Latin and Greek required for 13. A.

Otherwise wide selection; must select a "mair or principal school."
univenrity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.: A.B., II. S., Ph. It., 128 credits (128 semester

hours), including 8 credits fur required work in gymnastics and military drill (I fur

women, instead of Fri. Candidates for A. 11. may elect up to 20 credits in college of
mechanics and engineering, agriculture, and from school of law, pharmacy, commerce,

music, home economics, or State library school. Summer school work earns 6 credits.

Required: English, 6 credits; language, 16 credits; and 2 out of natural science (10

credits), mathematics (6 credits), bistory (6 credits).
Must select major stud, which with thesis counts 20 to 0 credits. AUOther work

elective but not more than 40 wedits in all in 1 department.
Yale University, New Hardt, Conn.: A. 13., 60 year hours, equivalent of 120 semester

hours. Extra hours in addition to the 120 semester hours may be necessary by

absence. Work May be completed in 3 years.
Main divisions: (1) Language, literature, and arts; (2) mathematics and the physical

and naturalaeiences: (3) philosophy, education, history, and social science, making in

all 25 groups.
Major (12 hours) and minors (5 a ore); every candidate must complete

before graduation a major an minor in some one of the 3 main divisions and a
minor in each of the oth 2 main divisions. All freshmen required to take s of

certain 3-hour listed cou ; 3 must be in continuation of subjects offered for admission.

DEPARTMENTS OR IIOOLS OF EDUCATION IN LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES.

Many of the ui versities and colleges carry in the bosom of the
college of liberal ts a department or an organized school of educa-

tion. As standa s for these schools, as well as for a developed
teachers' college, e following represents the general usage:'

Already the departme is of education in most of the institutions in the Middle
West require the completion of a prescribed course, which includes work in the
history and the philosophy of education, in educational and genetic psychology,

secondary - school management and teaching, and in observation and practice.

As Dean Russell has stated:
The lowest requirements which can consistently make for such a diploma or cer-

tificate are as follows:
(a) The candidate must be a college graduate, at least when he receives the diploma

if not when entering upon the course, or have the equivalent of a college education.
(b) imust satisfactorily complete courses (1) in the history of education; (2) in

the philosophy of education; (3) in school economy, especially school hygienearr
allotment, say, of 8 hours a week throughout i year.

(c) As evidence of special knowledge m each subject in which a diploma is sought.
the candidate should be able to show the equivalent of at least 3 years' collegiate
study of the subject " ". Such a course may very properly be conducted
wholly or in part by the university department, which is responsible for the academic
training in subject matter.

(d) The candidate must be given opportunity to observe good teaching, study in
its method under guidance, and finally give instruction under normal conditions
long enough to demonstrate his ability to teach.

The lesson from German expetienceis that to liberal culture' you must add special

scholarship, and to special scholarship professional knowledge, and to professional

knowledge teaching skill.

For a vindication of combined courses, with the arguments pro and

con, see "Combined Courses in Academic and Professional Work.

NA. FAO. Arm Ropt otCoia. 011790 Prof. Prep. of High Soh. Tatham, Idly, I907, pp. Ig041..
.
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Report from a committee of .Inslittua.liniveraity...appointed-under
instructions from the Association of American Universities," pre-
sentedat the annual meeting of the association, 1910.

THE QUALITATIVE ELEMENT IN STANDARDS, DISTINCTIONS, AND
GRADES.

Gradually we are approximating a more exact system of stand-
ardizing by an induction from data gathered representing factsand
by a recognition of the importance of ratios instead of using, as
was at first necessary, gross objective standards. This tendency is
well illustrated in the following resolutions by a committee, Prof.
E. L. Thornlike, chairman. appointed to collect facts in section L
educationof the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.2

Resoired, That samples of the facts concerning the number of students taught by
one instruct or he sent to the colleges and universities on the List of the United States
Bureau of Education.

Resolved, That those in charge of collegiate instruction in each of these institutions
be requested to report in print or to this committee any facts concerning the relation
of the size of class to efficiency in teaching, with special reference to the follow-hair
quest ions:

1. Is not the number of students taught at one time by a single individual in many
college courses so great as to reduce thdt individual's knowledge of the attitude,
preparation, difficulties. errors. and achievements of his students to almost zero?

2. Is not the numixbr of students taught-at one time by a single individual in many
college courses so small as to involve an enormous waste of the in8tructor's time and
an improper distribution of the appropriations for teaching?

3. Other things being equal, should not the teaching of more than 90 college students
at one time by one person be avoided? Should not any department have reasons of
weight for any such case?

9. Other things being equal, should not the use of a quarter or more of a professor's
teaching hours for a year for time instruction of fewer than 10 students in one under-
graduate course, counting one-twentieth or less of the degree's total requirement, be
avoided? Should not any department have reasons of weight for any such case?
' 5. Should not the traditional tpetInx1 of having the ratio which the number of class
meetings is to the number of points" credit the same, regardless of whether the class
enrollment is-1, 5. 10, 20, or 100, be abandoned in many of the undergraduate courses
enrolling less than 10 students?

6. When in a college course given rnually the number of students is leas than 6,
should not the course be offered only once in 2 years, except for reasons of weight?

Resolved, That those in charge of collegiate education in the colleges and univer-
sities on,the list of the United States Bureau of Education be requested to consider
the advisability of reporting for 1910, and once in every 10 years thereafter, a detailed
statement of the work done for the bachelor's degree by each member of the gradu-
ating elan or by each of 100 students chosen at random from it?

See also Science, Oct. 22, 1909, pp. 538 -45, Dean Christian's objections, and a reply by Prof. Dodson,
Science, Nov. 19, 1903, pp. 790 -11; also Science, Nov. 12, 1909, p. 679, quotation from Harvard bulletin;
also Proc. of 10th annual meeting of Assoc, Amer. Univ., pp. 41-49, argument+ of President Eliot against
combined courses, and for them President Schurman, Dean Vaughan, and l'resident Northrop.
'Science, Apr. 15,1910, p. 635. -
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Consciously or unconsciously impressed by the dangers of a quan-
titative and mechanical requirement for graduation and even for

, admission, many of the colleges are attempting to care for the quali-
tative requirements. Some evaluate courses of study by giving
them grades, as they are more or less elementary in character or done
by more advanced classes of students. Some form of marking sys-
tem is tried, eliminating, stimulating, or giving rank, and provisions
of extra work to studentsprovisions with notable exceptions in on
institution like Leland Stanford. Provisions for extra work, by
which the time for graduation may be shortened, have become
general.

Honors or distinctions recognize quality as well as quantity of
work. In form the final honors generally are traditional under the
terms of the older American college commencement parts, of oration,
dissertation, and disquisition, which evidently reflect the German
university distinctions of summa cum laude, magna cum laude, ;aid
cum laude. There is an evident reaction against the doctrinaires
who would abolish all grades and distinctions. In addition to meet-
ing the qualitative demands of schobuship, the influX of students
and the opportunities of the elective system for "snaps" have
brought a negative as well as a positive application of the marking
system by which inferior students are eliminated from the college.

The present practices, so faras the catalogues give informati(m,
are well-shown by the regulations of the following institutions:

DISTINCTIONS AND MARKING SYSTEMS IN TYPICAL COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES.

Beloit: A degree cum laude, granted for 62 credits; magma cum laude for 96 credits;
summa cum laude for 110 credits. These credits are earned in courses requiring 120
to 128 semester hours.

Bowdoin: Rhcords marked on a scale of 10, bait preserved in lettersA (9-10);
B (8-9); C (7-8); I) (6-7); E is below 6 and indicates a condition.

Carleton: A (exce ent); B (good); C (fair); I) (poor); E (failure); I (incomplete);
X (conditioned). didates for honors must not fall below (' in any subject during
their entire coo ; in the department in which honor is given a grade of A must be
maintained throughout the major work. A degree cum laudo granted for 55 grade
credits; magna cunt laude for 75 grade credits; minima cum latidt for 85 grade credits.

Cornell College: Has system of demerits under which suspension is the penalty
for four demerits.

Grinnell College: A (excellent); 11 (good); C (fair); D (poo,r); E (failure). For

graduation must obtain C or over in one-half total number hours.
Lafayette College:At commencement "the faculty awards such honors as it sees

!It to those who are to receive degrees." These honors, ordinarily, are "a valedictory
oration, a Latin salutatory, and other honorary orations and theses."

Rutgers: Grading on scale of 100; a combination of three-fourths of class work with
one-fourth of examination work gives the term grade. A (90-100); 11 (80-89); C (70-
79); D (60 -89); E, F, 0, 11 denote various conditions between failure to pass and
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Highest honors to students attaining an average grade of A and no single grade
lower than 13. High honor indicates average of B and no grade lower than C. Honors,
average B. Special honors, in electives; and to students in the B. S. courses. Six
commencement speakers chosen by grade in speaking and composition.

Tulane University: GradesA (95-100); 11 (90-94); C (80-89); D (70-78); E (defi-
cient).

lams College: "Class hodors" awarded eackyear to studex?ain each class who
have attained grade A in courses amounting to Ti semester hours in that year and
have not fallen below B in any. "Highest class honors" gu to those who have attained
A in all studies, provided they amount to 30 semester hours.

"General final honors" to those who have attained A in at least half their studies
and fallen below 11 in none.

"Highest general final honors" to those who have attained A in all courses.
" Final honors" awarded to student who has attained A in all subjects making up

his major.
All students must attain a grade above D in at least one-half the hours required.
University of California: Entrance and undergraduate examinations graded into

five divisions lot grade (marked excellence); 2d (thoroughly satisfactor); gd
(passed); 9th (reexamination required); 5th (failed). Grading is basect on term work
and examinations. ;

Graduate students may he graded as above or merely marked as "passed" or "not
passed" at option of instructor.

columbia: Entrance examinations are markedg (passed); D (conditioned);
F (failed). Undergnultiate work is markedA (eteellent); B (good); C (fair);
It (por); F (failure). A, 13, 1', I), passed.

students divided into "candidates for a degree with honors" and-" candidates for a
the examinations with A in all three subjects entitles to degree

"with highest honors," 2 A's and a B entitle to degree "witsigt honors;" A and
2 It's, with honors."

('ornell: The passing mark is 60 or over; 41-59 iss condition; below 41 is a failure.
Ilurvard: in 1886 a new grading system was adopted: "In each of their courses

studenLs.are now divided into five groups, A, B, C, D, E. E is composed of those
not passed. To graduate, a student must have passed in all his courses and have stood
above 1) in at least one-fourth of his college work-; and the various grades of the
degree, honors, honorable mention, etc., similar regulations are made' in terms of
A, 13, C, etc., instead of in percentage as formerly. * * *

Grades are considered in promoting from one class to another, and to be promoted
the candidate must make a grade higher than D in a major part of his studies. "Hon-
ors" and "highest honors" are offered as second-year honors in the classics. The
degree "with distinction" is offered-in three grades: Cum laudedistinction; magna
cum laude high distinction; summa cum laudehighest distinction. A Commence-
ment Part is assigned to every student rectItnmended for a degree with distinctions an
Oration to a candidate for a degree summa cum latide, a Dissertation to a candidate for
a degree magna cum laude, and a Disquisition to a candidate for a degree cunt laude.``
The words Oration, Dissertation, and Disquisition indicate merely the grade of
distinction in the degree, and do not imply differences in the nature of the Commence-
ment Parts.

Illinois:'Preliminary honors are awarded for scholarship in first two years to not
exceeding one-tenth membership of sophomore class.
'Final honors are assigned on graduation for scholar hip to last two years to notmore

than one-tenth senior class.
Special honors are assigned on graduation to."especially )irilliant students" for

advanced work of not less than 20 hours done before senior yefiTand 30 hours dune in
that year, together with, a thesis."'
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//idiom: GulliesA (95-100); B (85-94); t' (75-84); D (65-74); conditioned; failed.
Final honors for excellence in scholarship are granted to a limited number of grad-

uates (not exceeding one-tenth); honors are: "With distinction," "With high die-
5nction;" not granted for less than three years' work in residence.

State University of Iowa: GradesA (high distinction); B (superior work); C (av-
erage work); D/ (work below average 1.ut above passing grade) ; E (a low passing mark`;
Conti. (condititmed); Fd. (failed). Student must balance hours graded E with an
equal number marked B or A.

Johns If opkins: A student whose average in his studies for each of his last two year
has not been less than 9. and who has not received a mark less than 7.5 for,any of
his courses during his last three years shall receive the degree with honor.

Special students who have been in residence at least two years and who have cool.
pleted their work in a satisfactory manner may receive certificates stating the facts
and 'signed by the president of the university.

Minnesota: GradesExcellent, good, passed, conditioned, failed. For ruination
an average of "good" must be secured in at least 50 per cent of the courses; for pur-
pose of computing this an "excellent" is held to balance a "passed," making an
average of "good." Student deficient in more then one -half of his work loses iiass
rank, and if conditioned or if he fails in 60 per cent is dropped.

The "degree with distinction" is granted for special excellence in the major sub-
ject in one department only.

Missouri: GradesM, S, E, 1, F. The grade of Ni means that the student mks
among the medium students, approximately 50 per rent. Above this gnule arc the
following two: The grade of S means that the student ranks among those who are
superior to the medium students. The grade of E means that the student is one of
the few most excellent students. Below the grade of M are the following two: The
grade of I means that the student ranks among those who are inferior to the medium
students. The _grade of F means that the student belongs among those ranking
lowest. To secure S means that the student must show himself superior to 75 per cent
of the students in that branch in the last few years.

To encourage the best possible work, the faculties of the college of arts and science
and of the school of education credit work in proportion to the grade received, thus
enabling the ablest and most industrious students to graduate in three years. For

each recitation hour for which the grade of Excellent is recorded the student will
receive 30 per cent additional credit toward the total number required for gradua-
tion. For each recitation hour for which the grade of Superior is recorded he will
receive 15 per cent additional credit toward graduation. The faculty further recog-
nizes that those students who are inferior to 75 in 100, but whose work is not est itnated
by the teacher as a complete failure, are entitled to some credit. Students will,
therefore, be given four-fifths of the normal credit toward graduation for each recita-
tion our for which the grade of Inferior has been recorded.,

Nebraska: Grades above passing (70) are reported to the registrar in figures, either
in straight percentages or in multiples of 5. Below passing the following are the
markings: F (failure below 00); C (conditioned); I (incomplete); also A (withdrew in
good standing); D (delinquent at time of withdrawal); \V (withdrew without per-
mission). Delinquents and absentees are reported each week. At middle of semester
all students below passing grade are reported.. .

Pennsylvania: Grades d (distinguished); g (good); p (passed); n (not passed, student
is entitled to a reexamination); f (failure, subject must be repeated in class). Awards
senior and sophomore honors.

Princeton: Gr.ades are based on term examinations and classroom work and divide
students into 5 groups: (1) Very high standing, not over 10 per cent; (2) high stand-
ing, 20 Per cent; (3) medium standing, 35 per cent; (4) low. standing, 25 per cent;,
(5) very low standing, 10 per cent.
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The first and second general groups thus determined are the honor groups of the
gnuluating class, and are designated magma runt lawle and rum laude, respectively.
The higher distinction of insigni rum laude and highest of summa rum laude, are re-
served for very unusual excellence. Special honoN in particular departments are

awarded.

rryinia: The grades for passing in any course are as follows: In the college, the
department of graduate studies, the department of engineexing. and the department
of agriculture, 75 per cent ; in the department of medicine, 80 per cent ; in the depart-
xnent of law. 83 !Hu. cent. Students who make less than 40 per cent are dropped;
those making 40-05 per cent are put on probation out unless the emis is improved
the next session are dropped.

Wisconsin; limners are given at graduation for special work of high order of excel-
fence done in any. department. Suck honors will be voted by the faculty to those
students whose grlduation theses show exceptional excellence, and who have com-
pleted with unusual success a long course of study in the department in which the
the-is is presented.

1-(dr: The passing mark is 2 on a scale of 0-4. Standing as indicated by letters is:
A (3.30 or above); Ii (3-3.291; (2.00-2.991; D (2.25-2.591.

Warnint,N are sent out in November and March to all students who are below 2.25
iu their general stamling or in any subject, and a student who ha.s received such
wanting for his general standing or in S blurs of classroom work is under the restriction
of disralf:firation. A student whose average scholarship standing, or whop standing
in MUNOS aggregating ti hours. for one-third of it year falls below 2 may he put on
prolwdion, or rated with it hover class, or both. or if a freshman or already rated with a
lower class, may he permanently separated from,his class. Other penalties for ixuor
scholarship are exclusion from a course remmal from rollrge.

Juni ,r and senior appointment lists, based on the work of the first half and Lhe
whole of the college course, respectively, and honor lists for the work of freshman
and junior year are issued, and hollows in special studies are conferred each year.

all NATIONS HE A STANDARD COLLEGE.

In addition to the commonly used definition of a college set out by
the New York State statute and the Carnegie Foundation (see p. 27)
the following definitions, which for the most part have been elabo-
rated from it, indicate an approximation to oils standard.'

The pucleus of the definition of ft college appeared in the constitu-
tion Of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools (adopted Marc.h. 38951:

Sec. 5. No college or university shall be eligible to membership whose requirements
for admissiot represent less than 15 units of secondary work as defined by the Commis-
sion on Accredited Schools.

See. G. Na college or university shall be eligible to membership which confers the
degree of doctor of philosophy or doctor of science, except after a period of 3 years of
graduate study, not lees than 2 of which shall be years of resident study, lot which
shall be at the institution conferring the degree.

fii Sec. 7. No secondary school shall be eligible to membership which does not provide
15 units of secondary work as defined by the Commission on Accredited Schools.

The subject of a standard college was discussed'in extenso by the
North Central Association in connection with the report- of the com-
mittee on accrediting colleges in 1908.2

North Cen. Agee., 1907, pp. SO-87. Ptoc., 1908, pp. e0-114.
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Finally, in 1909, the association adopted the following college
standards for admission to the association:'

The standard American college is a college with a four years' curriculum with a
tendency to differentiate its parts in such a way that the first two years are a continua-
tion of, and a supplement to, the work of secondary instruction as given in the hi._11
school, while the last two years are shaped more and more distinctly in the'direet ion
of special, 1essional, or university instruction. For students who are not to enter
professional o duate-schools, and for those who are willing to lay a liloadtr foinola-
tion for their professions than is laid by those who specialize at the end of the sopho-
more year in the university, the four years' collegework may be treated as a unit. 12.4

those who have chosen their professions, the last two years in the best independent
colleges should provide ample opportunities for training preliminary to the professions.
The independent college may thus become a cooperative university college.

2. The minimum thohnitie requirement of all instructors shall be equivalent to'
graduation from vellege belonging to this association, and graduate work equal at
least to that req red for a master's degree. Graduate study and training in researeh
equivalent toth required for the Ph. D. degree is usually necessary, but an instruct-
or's success is to be determined by the efficiency of his teaching and not by his nsearch
work.

3. The-college shall require for admission not hss than 11 secondary unitsas &fit
by this amociation.

4. The college shall require it less than 12 college units. or IN senoster hours, fo.
graduation.

5. The character of the curriculum, the efficiency of the instruction, the scientific
spirit, the standard for regular degrees, the conservatism in granting honorary degrees,
the tone of the institution shall be chief factors in determining eligibility.

6. The college should be provided with adequate books in tlu library and labora-
tory equipment to develop fully and illuslizate each course taught,

7. The number of }lours of work given by each instructor will vary in the different
departments. To determine this, the amount of preparation required for the class
and the time needed for study to keep abreast of the subject, together with the number
of students, must be taken into account.

8. The college must be able to prepare its graduates to enter: without coudition:4 as
candidate for advanced degrees reputable graduate colleges.

9. No institution shall be considered for membership tr retain membership unless a
regular blank has been filed with the commission and is filed triennially unless the
inspectors have waived the presentation of the triennial blank.

10. The local inspector shall be the organ of communication between the college
and the commissions.

In 1907 the Association of Cqlleges and Preparatory Schools of the
Southern States considered the following college standards in the
form of proposed by-lu vs. for the it.wociation:

1. No college belonging to this 'association shall maintain a preparatory school as
part of its college organization. In case such school is maintained under the college
charter, it must be kept rigidly distinct in students, faculty, and discipline.

2. Every college belonging to the association shall seek to promote the development
of high schools in every way, and to this end shall admit no students except those who
have completed & reputable high - school course. In measuring the amount of work
done by such students, the association accerits the valuation indicated in the lint
annual report of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, published
in 1906. .

Pros., nek. pp. 6943.
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3. Candidates seeking full admission to collegp for any degree course in the literary
department must offer 14 units of work. Irregular students may be admitted to par-
tial standing by offering 10 units of work. Students may be admitted either on cer-
tificate or on written examination, but they must in all cases comply with the above
requirements as to the amount of work offered. Conditions may nut be so construed as
to excuse students from offering at least 10 units of preparatory work. The association
strongly recommends that all candidates be required to Offer English and mathematics,
and that all candidates fur full admission or for any degree courses be reaired to offer
the necessary preparation in two languages besides English. Irregular students may
Leconte regnlar; that is, may secure full admission to college in two ways: (a) .11y pass-
ing off the necessary number of units in subjects prescribed fur admission as the result
of private study or in class; (b) by doing other work offered ,in college which shall be
counted as the fulfillment of entrance requirements. In such cases two hours of class
work for one college year shall be counted as equivalent to one entrance unit; but
college work thus offered for admission must not he ...punted toward a degree.

4. Special students may be admitted to college without the usual form of examina-
tion under the following conditions: (a) They must be 14 stature age (not less than it`
20 years is suggested); (b) they must not be admitted to classes for which entrance
examinations are required unless they pass such examinations; (et they must give
proof of adequate preparation for the course sought ; (d) their names must be sert,
randy printed in the catalogue.

5. No preparatory school that confers degrees shall be eligible to membership in this
ussociat ion. Any school waking membership must have a curriculum of study amply
sufficient to meet the fullest requirements of the associatie for admission to college and
most have st murals regularly finishing such course of st eat}' each year.'

The Carnegie Foundation report for 1908 gives a table of .56 inst i-
t ut ions, distributed through the whole country, showing the advance.
in requirements for admission in units in 111(17 -8, and naming 13
colleges that had raised their requirement by making the course in
their preparatory deparVents one of 4 years instead of One of 3 years.
The results of correspondence with more than 500 colleges indicated
a duplication of this record of advance for the year 1908-1 (pp. 92 -93) 2

In 1906 an attempt to define a college appears in the report,of
committee on standards for admission to membership in the ('allege
Entrance Examination Board. Dean Hurlbut, of HaKard, chair:
nuts, presented the following.:

In the college applying for admiSsion
I. There shall be specifically defined and consistently carried out, whether by

examination or certificate (or for the admission of special students), requirements for
admission which shall in every case be equivalent to a four years' course in a college-
preparatory or high school of good grade, able to prepare its pupils for admission to the
colleges already belonging to this board.

2. The members of the faculty shall have an academic training adeqUate to maintain
a high standard of teaching; they shall bear a proper proportion to the students to be
tanghtlund shall be sufficient in number to permit of protier speciali rat ion*in the sub-.
jeets assigned to each individual instructor.

3.he breadth of the college currieulura, the standard of graduation, the grade of
work, and the amount of work demanded shall be proper subjects of inquiry 'by the
executive committee and shall constitute factors in determining their decision.

'Carnegie Foundation tor Advancement , 3d An. Rep. of Prat and Trois., MIS, pp. 96-97.
'Bee also H. Hu. of Educ. Bull., 1910, No. 6, whole number 445-StattvtiOs of Stew Universities and

Other Institutions of Higher Education PertiellY supported by the Siam
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4. There shaH4le no preparatory dei.artment under the government or instruction of
the college faculty.

5. There shall have been, for at leaktt 3 years preceding the application for admi.,
Mon, an average of at least 50 students in the regular entering classes (courses in arts
and in science to be reckoned together for this purpose.l

6. There shall be an annual 'free income-bearing endowment, yielding in no ease
less than $20,000 annually; in case of State universities or State rolleje.s an equal
appropriation, expended exclusively on the undergraduate department, as well- as
libraries, laboratories, buildings, and equipment adequate le maintain the degree of
efficiency and the standard of scholarship comemplated in the above provisions)

In 1903 the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools appointed a emnmit tee to take into consideration the advisa-
bility of extending the work of the commission so as to include
tmeredited colleges and to determine what should be the require-
ments for the bachelor's degree. In 1906 t lw association enlarged
the name and scope of the Commission on Accredited Schools by
adding ` and Colleges." 2

The Pennsylvania School Law and Decisions (1909) define col-
leges and avdemies as follows:

CCCLXXX. That all institutions of learning hereafter to incorporated as rellegeS,
universities, or theological seminaries, with lamer to confer degrees ill art, pure and
applied science, philosophy, literature, law, medicine, and theology, or any of them,
shall be incorporated in the mannet ipereinafter set forth, with general power as

v follows:
First. To have succession by their corporate names for the period limited by their

charters, and when no period is limited thereby or by this art, jatrpet na II y, subject to
the power of the general amembl, under the censtitutien of this Commonwealth.

Second. To maintain and defend judicial proceedings.
Third. To make and use a common seal and alter the same at pleasure.
Fourth. To hold, purchase, and transfer such real and personal property as the pur-

poses of the corporation reluire, not exceeding the amount limited by its charter or
by law.

Fifth. To appoint and remove such subordinate officers and agents as the business
of the corporation requires, and to allow them snit able.cimmensat ion.

Sixth. To make by-laws, not inconsistent with law, for the management of their
property and the regulation of its affairs.

Seventh. To enter into any obligation necessary to the transaction of their ordinary
affairs.

CCCI.XXX I I. No institution shall be chartered with the power to confer degrees
unless it has assets amounting to five hundred thousand dollars invested in buildings,
apparatus, and endowments for the exclusive purpose of promoting instruction, and
unless the faculty consists of at least six regular professors who .devote all their time to
the instruction of its college or university classes, nor shall any baccalaureate degree,.
in art, science, philosophy, or literature be conferred upon.ay student who has not
completed a college or university course covering tofu. years. The standard of admis-
sion to these hair years' courses or to advanced classes in these courses shall be subject
to the approval of the said council.

I Bee Col. Entrance Ex. Bd., Doe. 48, Dec., 11110; Proc. of 12th an. meeting N. ten Assoc. of Col. and
Bee. Setts., pp. 72, 23.

Proc. N. Cen. Assoc., 1906, p. 130. ('f. Director Carman's paper, "Shall ers aorrelit colleges?" In Proc.
N. Can. ASSOC., 1907, pp. 51-96, and the presidential address, "An American Federation of Learning," by
George E. MacLean, pp. 3-26,
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The Ohio school laws in force April 16, 1906, define a college as
follows:

Sec. 4007-3 ) A college is hereby defined as a school of a higher grade than a high
school, in which instruction in he high-school branches is carried beyond the scope
of 1 he high school and other advanced studies are pursued. or a sclod in which special,
technical, or professional studies are pursued, and which may, when legally organized,
11% the right. to confer degrees in agreement with the terms of the law regulating its
practi,vs or its charter; or. in the want of legislative direction, in agreement with the
rail ken of the better institutions of learning of their respective kinds in the 'United
Status.

. .
111 1907 the General Assembly of Iowa (secs. 2634-f to 2634-h,

school laws, 1907) passed a statute exempting from examinations for
a State teacher'sscertificate the graduates of the college of liberal
arts o tate Vniversity and of the general course of the college oft;0e140.4-,

agric tit urn and the advanced course of the normal school, and colleges
having rank and collegrate courses of-instruction equivalent to those
iii the State institutions. This legislation made the courses Mimed
collegiate and normal school standards for the State, 'and made it
accessary for the State board of educational examiners to set out a
definition and standards for accredited colleges.

They adopted the following specifications, set out S objective stand-
ards, and made temporary provision for classifying the colleges in 3
groups. After one year's experiem:e, the board found it necessary to
supplement the paper reports of the colleges by an inspection. One
of the S points was "the average salary of heads of departments,
exclusive of the president, shall be at least $1,000." Objections were
made by some of the institutions, which found it difficult to meet
the minimum wage- scale, to the grouping of the colleges, which
originally the board undertook as a temporary expedient to get, the
law into operation as a stimulus to all deserving colleges. The
present regulations of the board, representing the result of experience
and suggestions from the colleges, as amended May 8, 1911, are as
follows (standards advised by January 1, 1916):

i. The immix.- of class hours hir the heads of departmentashall not exceed 16 a week.
2.. A faculty properly qualitio I shall consist of graduates of colleges who have pur-

sued graduate work in residence equivalent to that required fora dotor's degree, pre.
vided that this requirement shall not apply to faculty members approved by the State
educational board of exateiesets prior to July I,, 1910.

3. The library shall consist of at least 15,000 velum s , selected withoeference to
college subjects and exclusive of public documents.

4. The laboratory equipment shall be worth Dot le. than $15,000, and so istributed
as to establish at least an efficient chemical, j -skid, botanical, a zoological
laboratory.

5. The moans of support is defined as requiring a permanent productive endowment
of not less than *0,000, or a fixed assured income, exclusive of tuition, of at least
$25,000.

6. 'The college must maintain at least 10 separate departments or Vire, and in cats)
the pedagogical work of the institution is to be accepted without examination, the
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college must maintain at least II chairs, 1 (*).f which shall be devoted iixclusively Irt
education, or at most to philosophy, including psychology and education. Tho heads
of these departments shall be devoted exclusively to college work.

7. The graduates must, iaddithei to the 4-),;ear college course, show the comple-
tion of a 4-year secondary course according to the standards est:114.11(4f by the State
Imxird of education as entrance requirements to the collegiate courses of the instith-
tionm under the control (4 said board, and the standing awl character of the institution
and the nature of its equipment and work must be such as to entitle its graduates to
admission to the graduate college of the State University of Iowa.

beginning January 1, 1912, the standard for accredited colleges shall be the
following:

1. The number of class hours for the heads of departments and students shall nut
exceed 20 a week.

27 A faculty. properly qualified, shall consist of graduates of colleges who have pur-
sued graduate work in residence at least 2 years, or art equivalent in acquired acholar:
ship approved by the beard of educational examiners.

:t. Tho library shall consist of at least 7,500 volumes. selectee with reference to col-
lege subjects, and exclusivit ofniblic documents.

4. The laboratory equipment, except in an institution insj ted and approved hy
the Isnird as a classical college only, shalt be worth not le. loin 57,500, and so dis-
tributed as to establish at least an efficient chemical, physic01, botanical. and
zoological lal,orn tory.

5. The means of support is defined as requiring a permanent endowment ofmot less
than $200.000, or a fixed assured income or its equivalent, exclusive of tuition, of at
least $10,000.

0: The college must mountain at least 7 separate departments or chairs, and in case-
the pedagogical work Of the institution is to be accepted without examination. the
college must maintain at least S chairs, 1 of which shall be devoted exclusively le
education, or at Most ter philosophy. including psychology and education: At least 5
heads of these departments shall in no case devote less than three-fourths of their class
hours to college work.

7. The graduates must, in addition to the 4-year college course. show the comple-
tion of a 4-year secondary course according to the standards established by the State
beard of ehication as entrance requirements to the collegiate courses of the institutions
under the control of said board, and the standing and character of tho institution and
the nature of its equipment and work must be such as to entitle its palliates to admis-
sion to the graduate college of the State University of Iowa.

in addition to the objective Mandan' here set out, the character of the curriculum,
the efficiency of instruct ii lt, the scientific spirit. the standard for regular degrees. lie
conservatism in granting honorary degrees, and the tone of the institution will ho von-.
eidered us factors in determining eligibility. It 0

It will be observed from the above that the hoard will no longer
group accredited colleges, but requires that all colleges meet the
standard in force at any given time. The beard will hereafter pub-
lish the list of accredited colleges, arranging the names of the colleges
in alphabetical order, and after each name publish a detailedstate-
meat of data submitted.

A comparison of the data-concerning institutions on the accepted
gist of the Ciirnegie Foundation .(3d an. rep., 1909, pp, 40-45) and
of the data concerning State-universities (pp. 74-77) easily proves
that the standards set by the Iowa State board'of educational exam-
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iners for 1916 is a fair one. This probably, with the inspections of
.1111

the Bureau of Education, will demonstrate that lila. colleges of the
country will fall. into four groups and that the minimum for the "A"
colleges will he at least that of the. Iowa, 1916, standard (cf. p. 61);
for the "B" colleges that of 1912 standard (ef. p. 62). 'A group of
very small colleges with high scholastic standards should be rated in
accordance with ratios deduced from the number of students and
student hours. This might form group "C," in its way a group
corarable with "A" and "IV' and OM", to he highly respected and
cherished. Group "D" would consist of small colleges that either
on the ground of their youth might be rated as initial colleges, or if
no longer youthful, should be recognized as junior colleges or colle-
giate institutes.*" Unless they can be immediately strengthened they
should be advised to concentrate their work and to do thoroughly
wit high standards the work of the first two years of a college.
Institutions of this sort should be reasonably numerous.

Incidentally the National Association of State Universities approxi-
mated a definition of a college in their report as to a university.
(See p. 136, Chapter on Universities.) The Association of American
Universities inelinesio Ibis definition. Both of these associations are
waiting. for reports of work proceeding under the United States
Bureau of Education and the Carnegie Foundation: The appoint-

.ment by the United states Bureau of Education of a specialist in
higher education and the cooperation of the deans of graduate schools
with the Association of American Universities and Cult of the State
universities will lead to an intelligent basis for the possible rating
and classifying of colleges.'

The passing of definitions of standard colleges from academic and
institutional uses to statutou uses in many States in a way to pre-
cipitate a national standard is marked by the reports of conferences,
of theshief State school officers of the North Central and Western
States. The influence of the Iowa standiutis in this report is very
marked, but it must he reniembered the Iowa standards may be
traced in,their origin to those of New York and various associations.
The conference of the chief State school officers at Salt Lake City,
in November, 1910, adopted the..follovoing definition of -a standard
college or university:

To be considered a standard college all-of the following conditions must be fully
met:

1. The completion of it four-year secondary course. above She eighth grade shall
be required for °college entrance. \

2. The completion of 120 semester hours shall be required for graduation.
3. The number of class hours for ih le,..eLullt.of departments and for students shall

not exceed 20 a 'Week. .

_

Cf. address of K. C: Babcock, Trans, an pros. of the Nat. Assoc. State Universities of the U. B. A.,
in 1910, pp.112-115.
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4:,A faculty properly qualified shall consist ptirely of graduates of standard col-
leges, and each head of a department Alai hall at least a siaster's degree from a
standard college or have attained eminentsuccess as a teacher, which success shall
be determined by the chief State school officer of the State in which the institution is
located.

5. The library shall consist of at least 5.000 volumes, selected with reference to
college subjects and exclusive of public documents.

6. The laboratory equipment shall be sufficient to establish efficient laboratories
in all laboratory courses offered.

7. The means of support is defin;!1 as requiring a permanent endowment of not le;k9
than $200,000, or an naquret1 tixod annual income exclusive of tuition of a neast $10.000:
provided that this requirement shall not be mandatory until 5 years after the institu-
tion has been recognized. The college must maintain at least 7 separate departments
orchairs in the arts and silences. In case the pedagogical work of he institution is to
be accepted for certification, the college must maintain at least 8 chairs, 1 of which
shall be devoted exclusively-to education, or at least to philosophy. including p:y-
chology and.education.! The head of each department shall, in no case, devote less
than thretfourths of his time to college work.

The .t.ssko'ciation of Collegiate Alumwe, while not specifically defin-
ing a g`anclard college, has done so idilientally in setting out stand-
ards for admission to the association. An institution to be enkitled
to Admission must show the following qualifications:

I. ADMININTRATION.

(a) Theboard of trustees shall be so constituted as to support sound financial and.
educational methods.

(b) There shall be a reasonable recognition of women in faculties mod in the student
body and proper provision for the intellectual and social needs of worlien students.

(c) Much weight shall be given to the fie where women- an on the board of trustees.
(d) In the consideration of a coelucatiornd institution great weight shall be given

to the fact that such an institution has a dean or adviser of women above the rank of
instructor, giving instruction and counted a regular member of the faculty.

II. mai it

(a) The bachelor's degree sh Attkuly kittaininents repr tiled by
the following general conditions:

1. Entrance requirements such as demand tit least 4 years of serious sec ndary
school work for preparation.

2. Clam* ctions restritted to mush numbers as insure proper individual instnictilin;
except in the case of purely lecture courses.,

3. A residence ,of at least 2 years iirfhe college conferring the degree or in a college
,of equally tigh grade.

4. Griaduation requirements which correspond to the amount of work ordinarily
included in 4 years of serious college study.

(b) The master's degree shall he given only forresident graduate work; or, in the
case of the honorary degree, for original work of high dcgtinet ion.

(c) The degree of doctor of philosophy shall not be given cause honoris.

111. FACULTY.
.

(a) The number of full professors shall be at least as large as the minimum numlier,
: and their reticao the number of students shall be at least as 1 rge as the average num-

ber in institutions of the same type already admitted to menfb hip.
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(b) The ratio of the number of instrucamto the number of students shall be at least.as large as the average in institutions fl the.same type already admitted to mem-bership.
(r) The salaries of the teaching staff shall not be lower than .the minimum for thesame grade in institutions already admitted to membership where the living con-ditiont are similar.
(d) All/members of the teaching staff, unless adequate masons can be given for afew possible exceptions, shall hold degrees from colleges of recognized standing.(r) A distinctly large proportion of the full professors shall hold degrees based ongraduate university work.
(I)'There shall be no preparatory department ulider the government or instructionof the college faculty.

IV. MATERIAL. RESOURCES.

(a) The number of laboratories shall not l e less than the average number in institu-tions of the same type' already adritiugthto membership.
(M The number of books in the libracY shalf.not be less than the average nuinberin institutgs of the same type already admitted tp membership.
,r) The number of departmental journals regularly placed in the libraries stiall notbe less thqn the average number in institutions of the same type already admitted tomembership.
(d) The total property shall not he less than the minmum.
(c) The productive endoinsent shall not he less than the minimum.
(f ) The income per student shall not be less than the average.
(91 No coeducational inatitlyion shall be considered in which there is not specialprovision, through halls of residence or in othe buildings, for the social life of thewomen students)

SUMMARY
a. . ' .1?equi rem Pn ix for admi.sgion. creawit in the quantity of admis-

sion requirements of the colleges. has risen int he decade from 8 unitsto 12 as a minimum and 14 as a standfird m the Sohtlii.in States:
In the Northern States, east and west, the requirements increasedfrom a minimum of 12 to a maximum of 16 u.p,,..krlie majority ofthe institutions recpire 15 units for first -year classific.ation, butadmit with conditions on 14 ot even 131 units. Almost absolute
uniformity, however, is in sight on the bests of the rejection of can-didates who do lot have 14 units and a tendency to abolish admissionwith hcondit ions.

The terminology of the measure of admission requiibments has
become almost, fixed and universal.. .The recommendations of the
national conference committee on standards of colleges and second-
ary schools, adopted in January, 1911, present the general pgvhiseand thew; recommendations have been already accepted by the North
Central Association of Colleges anti Secondary Sclools:

Resolved, That this committee recommends, as a matte of nienee and to&cure uniformity
(1) t the term "unit" be used only as a measure of "ark done in secondary

schools, a d that the term "period" be used to denote a recitation (or equivalentexercise) a secondary school; .

. *Rap. Oomials. Edw., Wok vel. 1, pp. WO). .
624001)-18 .6 . ' l

.
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"exercise" be used to denote a recitation, lecture, or laboratory period in
(2) That the term "hour" be restricted to use in measuring college work, and ----7

the term "exe
that
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a college;
(3) That "unit " be used as defined by this committee, the Carnegie Foundation,

and the College Entrance Examination Board, and that "hour" be used preferably
in the sense of year-hour; and

(4) That the use of other terms, such as "count," "point," "credit," etc., in any
of theee senses be discontinued:

The objection that there may be a mere mechanical standardization
by the use of a defined unit or "counter" is well met in a chapter on
the use of the "Recommendations of a Standard Unit in Secondary
Education" in the Carnegie Foundation Fourth Annual Report, 1909,
pages 131-133.

The flexibility of entrance requirements has become well-nigh
universal, that is, the required specified subjects have been widely
reduced to a minimum of about 8 units out of 15. There is also
almost an agreement as to the subjects. Tlit present standard may
be said to be: English, 3 units; mathematics, 11 to 2i units; foreign
language, minimum 2, maximum 4 units. Ther is a tendency to
make history a constant at 1 unit, and some scienc at 1 unit. The
7 elective units until very recently. have been establish d subjects for
instruclion. The latest. large successful move is to allow a limited
number of units in the so-c ed newe vets, the industrial sub-
jects of manual, training or do s to science, and agriculture; draw-
ing, fine arts, and music. The flexibility of entpance*quirements
was carried to an absolute degree by Clark College in accepting the
graduates of any New England high school or any other high schail
with an equivalent standard. This practice is limited, but prevails
in representative institutions among the colleges .we have selected,
like Albion, and among the universities, like Leland Staqford. The
statement of the High School Teachers' Association of New York
City on the articulation of high school and college or the reorganiza-
tion of secondary education concedes that this practice may seem
too radical and recommends a high degree of flexibility as urgent.
The statement argues:

There are seven distinct lines of work which we believe essential to a well-rounded
high-school course, to wit, language, .mathematics, history and civics, science, music,
drawing, and manual training. Girls must be taught household science and art.
Moreover, we believe that the twentieth century demands that the high schools
should not cast all students in the same mold; that the amount of science and manual
training which is sufficient for one student is utterly inadequate for another; and
that a training, for business may be given in the high school which will be as cultural
and as respectable as any other course. To enable the high schools to adapt secondary
education to the varying needs of different students in such a manner as to greet
the diverse demands of the profeasions, of industry, and of commerce, progress seems
to us to require

(q) The reduction in the number of so-called "required" subjects, together with
(14-The recognition of all dandard subjects as electives.
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The specified entrance requirement of two foreign languages, the meager electives

in science, and the absence of recognition for drawing, music, household science and

7
,i, shopwork, commercial branches, and civics and economics constitute the chief
difficulty.

We should like to see it possible fur a student upon entering the high school to

II

(h.. oe Latin or German or French; to confine his work in foreign language, during
his 16,AI-school course, to one such -language in case the remainder of his time is
r,quired for other subjects; and to find at the end of his high-school course that he
has not the foreign language requirements of whatever college he may choose to
cot c. we should like to see no discrimination against Latin for the course leading
io the It S. degree, so that students choosing any language may enter the 11. S. course.

We should like to see the following subjects recognized by college entrance credits:
Music, 1 unit; mechanical and freehand drawing, each 4 to I unit; household

chemistry, botany, zoology, physiography, applied physics, and advanced chemistry,
ea. 11 l unit; modern history, 1 unit; el vi(.a and economics, each i to I unit; house-
I, .11 science and art. 2 units; and commercial geography,comriTercial law, stenography
and typewriting, elementary bookkeeping, advanced bookkeeping, and accounting,
to la 1 to.1 unit.

:1 recent study of entrance requirements shows that many colleges are already
requiringi iring, onl y one foreign language for admission, anti that many of the above subjects
have received recognition,

Incidentally it is Mt eresting to note the testimony of Inspector
An on flint where the new subjects have been freely welcomed the
old standard subjects have held their own in competition with the
!few subjects.'

The new entrance requirements of the University of Chicago (cf.
p. 44) as well as of Harvard (cf. p. 42) fully meet the desires of the
statement of the High School Teachers' Association of New York
t'ity. The report of the conunit tee of nine on the articulation of
high. school ate college at the National Education Associatiou in
itily, Inl 1, wasiargely forst ailed, therefore, by the action of Harvard,
( laicago, and the practice of a number of the leading universities and
col 1 eges .

. -
It is evident that theApiality of the work which was in danger of

being lost in, the emphasis put. upon the quantity and kind of_work
has been safeguarded by the carefully wrought-out defini 'oils of
writs by the associations, by the College Entrance Examination mud,
by the new* methods of gauging the candidate through a pe nal
acquaintance with him and with his records, and by a general evalua-
tion of his accomplishment and powers in a well-balanced curriculum
in a standard institution. The long-drawn-out battle as to methods
of admission by examination or jcertificate in one sense balbeen won
by the certificate method, but fortunately not by the mere paper
certificate. That method has !Seen supplalted by' examinations in
some subjects.or the 'examination of tbeitudent's entire record and
by the test of his record Iii.a college entrant and by the increasing
systematic and sympavtheticInspection of 'the schools. Since the. .

117th An. 1t(p. of Inspector at litassringti &Moo* Mlanssota, for solool you aiding July 31, 1(111:1
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modification of Harvard's plan, almost the solo protagonists of the
examination Nethod pure and simple are Yale, Princeton, and Bryn
Mawr.

Requirements for graduation.The standard requirement for grad-
uation is 60 year or 120 semester hours of purely scholast ic work, with
the addition of from 4 to 6 hours for required physical training. As
a rule, the subjects for the freshman year are required with some option.
English is the only absolute constant. The standard is taking shape
by which the sequences in subjects must be pursued in accordance
with the preparation brought from the high school. Thiti, law of
sequences, together with the principle of prerequisites for advanced
studies, either specifically set out or resting upon the direction of all
adviser, is reestablishing a flexible group system adapted to the
individual in place of the absolutely free elective system. The
practice of having " majors" and " minors" is almost universal for '
at least 2 years, and has extended itself widely through the last
years. The arrangement of the cognate studies of the curriculum
into 3 or at most 4 groups or categories and tee requirement of a mini-
mum amount of work in each group in t. supposed interest of pre-
serving AIM liberal element in education, restores practically a pre-
scribed course of study. The more or ess natural division of the
college course at th,e beginning of the junior year, due to the prepara-
tion and age of the average student, the completion of the secondary
studies and the demands of professional and technical eduyation,
reenforced by the taste of specialization given by "majors," ljustify
the definitions of a standard college which recognize in effect a junior
and- a genior college (cf. North Central-defmitions of the standard
college,,p 58). Attention to the quality of collegiate work has been
revived by the grading of studies (cf. pp. 46, 54), the stimulus oil mark-
Mg systems and honors (cf. p. 54), and the'privilege of extra work (cf.
p. 54), to say nothing of the increasingly stricter administration of
the colleges and the elimination of the unfit.

Qualifications of imtructoreQualifications of the staff of instruc-
tion over and above the old ones of character, personal caliber, and
power to teach, are advanced work beyond the bachelor's degree

utaleleys taken in a university, and in travel. Measured by mere
, the standard would be the possession of a Ph.D. degree or its

uivalent for the colleges of the highest rank. The possession of a
ter's degree or its equivalent represents the present status. The

,av age hours of class instruction for a teacher range from a minimum
of some universities like Johns Hopkins td 12 or 1:5 in the best

.0011 , with a maximum of 20 in.the weaker colleges. Much empha-
ais ut upon having the collegiate instruction separate from that
of the secondary school or academy.'

For the average requital/meta for equIptgent In buildings, libraries and laboratories, and income, of.
The Iowa Standards, p. 61. a
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The spirit and ideals of the college defy objective standards. The
traditions regarding American colleges have been handed on from
professor to professor, so that every true college has an atmosphere.
The proof of this is in the consecration of the professors to...their life
work a consecration so great that they live upon low salaries and
impart a passion for truth and learning for their own sake. The
Much- abused word "culture," %ien properly understood, not as a
matter of esthetic sentiment but of genuine sympathy with intelli-
j4cce, is anote of the true college, No college organized for commer-

/al profit answers the test or can long preserve the spirit-and ideals
of the college.

3
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CHAPTER IL

STANDARDS OF THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS.'

The first instruction in theology in the United States began with
the .opening of liarpoll College. A leading purpose of its founders
is expressed in one of their sentences: ' Dreading to leave an illiterate
ministry to the ckurches when our present ministry shall lie in the
dust. * * *." In 1654 a fourth year was added to the college
course, originally of 3 years, in order to prepare more thoroughly for
the ministry. The first professorship instituted in the university was
the Hollis professorship of divinity in 1721. The differentiation of
the divinity school from the college was very gradual. its faculty
was not formally organized earlier than 1819. This was the year in
which the first annual catalogue was issued. Before this in the
sheets, or broadsides, the theological students evidently were included
under the head of resident graduates. This year the catalogue sets
out "candidates for the ministry and theological students. The
candidates are designated by italic characters." The 'theological
students numbered 38, in a total attendance of 383. 'rho organiza-

of the theological school, together with those of the schools of
medicine and law, is first indicated in the catalogue for 1827-28. slue
apprentice system," by which the college graduate read divinity in
residence with some pastor, prevailed or supplemented the theological
studies of the college eourse 'until Well into the nineteenth century.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, doubtless much stimu-
lated by the theological controversies of the day, theological semina-
ries were founded. Yale, founded in 1`701, like Harvard, emphasized
theological education in the college, as the.words of the charter
show: ."W:9! zeal for upholding and propagation of the Christian
Protatitant relizion by a succession of learned and. orthodox men
* * * wtto through the blessing of Almighty God may'he fitted
for public employment,' both in the.church and civil state." 2 The
theological department became famous ,in the first quarter of the
nineteenth century.

tre
1809 the proposal to establish a theological seminary for the

esbyterian Church was introduced to the general asselatly, which
submitted three plans, 1, to establish one school neer the center of

I In the chapters of this bulletin the term "school" is used generically ur,lees the technical oirflnil ion of
& school recommended by the Association of American Universities and the Notional Association of State
Universities Is specifically named. ('f. p. 142, university chapter.

I An Act forlaberty to erect a collegiate school of the Colony of rfonnecUctut.

ZO .

a.
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the church; 2, to establish one school in the North and one in the
Smith; 3, to establish a school in each synod. In 1811 the general
assembly adopted a plan for a single school, and in 1812 located it at
Princ et on.

In the same period Andover Seminary was founded by the Congre-
gationatisis in ;Massachusetts, and the various denominations and
even schools of thought in the denominations founded their schools.
'With the exception of a few denominations, who were rather opposed
to it "learned ministry," nominally the requirements for admission
from the beginning were college graduation. The doors, however,
were open with various limitations for noncollege graduates. The
pr-sent requirement: are more strict with reference to the possession
of it balielAr's degree, b),Lt almost without exception provision is
made to take care of those not graduating.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.

The requirement: for admission of the following institutions show
the prevailing standards:

Harcor(1.--Candidates for degree: Bachelor's degree from approved institution, or
echo to ion "equal to that of graduates of the best New England colleges", testimonials.

Special students: Same. Students may choose any course they are prepared for.
but can not neglect certain ones.

Yak . Those who havc no degree that
thedlihave the substantial equivalent of a college training...

Special students: Those are admitted who show "superior scholarship" as caudi-
lates for degree.

ISenior II. A,'s may elect part of junior 1. y work.
Prinecion.A. B. or other degree; or an equivalent certificate; or examination on

usual collegiate studies of classical course; credentials. .

Special students: May receive certificate foi work done, or by examination become
regular students. "Hospitality of the seminary may be extended to any accredited
persons."

Union.graduation from "college of recognized standing," or by examination;
credentials and other testimonials.

Special students: Front those not graduates, Regent's .clarsical academic diploma
covering 6 subjects, ur certificate that they have satisfied entrance requirements of
"some reputable college.-

Catholic. For advanced course, must have completed "a classical college comic,"
with 2 years in philosophy and 3 in theology.

Special students: For elementary course; the "classical college course" and 2 years
iti`philosophy.

McCormick ." A regular course of collegiate study;" elementary Hebrew reeom3 .

mended; church creden,tials. ,

Special students: Special recommendations front presbytery and admitted first
half-year on ifrobation.

Vanderbilt."Claasical education at some reputable college" desirable, but lack of
such does not debar;,,testimonials.

Special students: Students without college training must take course in literary
-expression; testimonials.
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Chieago."Diploma of an accepted college;" Greek may be required and credited.
Special students: Without examination, if they can show reason, or if they areprepared to profit by the course; English theologicalseminary open to pastors, students,

is' and religious workers who have not had college course.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION AND DEGREES.

The courses at the beginning prescribed under the influence of the
elective system have admitted a minimum amount of electives not
to exceed one-third of the course. Where the elective system has
not been recognized, a group system has been established in accord-
ance with the purpose of the student in his future service. It is in-
teresting to note the progress of specialization in the field of theology,
divot. only to the breadth of the subject but to the demands of the
complexity of modern civilization.

The conferring of degrees in course in theology, outside the practice
of the Roman Catholic Church and the representatives of European
State churches, is recent. The first degree of bachelor of divinity given
in connection with graduation was first instituted at Harvard in !Still.
Almost uniformly the course is 3 years in length. In certain insti-
tutions the combined liberal arts and theological course is recognized,
by which a year may be saved either' in the four-year liberal arts- *course or in the theological school. A four-years' theological course
has also emerged in schools connected with churches, encouraging.
specialization in the science of theology or on the practical side in
applied Christianity.

The following are the requirements for graduation and degrees
from the typical schools,selected:

Harvard. -14 courses (a course generally equals 3 hours per week through the year);not more than 6 in any one year; ai courses necessary for promotion to middle cla.s.4,
8 to senior class. ('nurses of Andover Theological Seminary may be counted, and so
may 2 courses from faculty of arts and sciences.

Yale .A course of 3 years "in this or some other equivalent school" admits to
"graduate standing"; one course and approved thesis; 3-year enure in "department
of pastoral service" leads to B. D.

Princeton.- 1,414 hours of instruction, or 16 hours for ;1 years of 30 weeks each.
ThrrN years of residence "in this or some other-appmved seminary" and satisfactory
completion of all studies in regular course, and one of the B. D. courses made up of"extra curriculum" studies.

Union. Diploina without degree does not require Greek and Hebrew.
Advanced degree: Offers D. D. for 3 years'postgraduate work; a part of this timemaybe spent elsewhere. Candidate must read Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French, German,and publish thesis.
Catholic. S. T. B. conferred after finishing "seminary courses of philosophy and

theology"; Hebrew or examination in Hebrew or interpretation.
Advanced degrees: FOP'S. T. L., 2 years in postgraduate study; taking 3 courses ofstudy, 2 of which must be in faculty of theology; written dissertation with public

...ar:femme( the dissertition, and 50 theses. For S. T. D., 2 years elapse after examination
the licentiate; dissertation and 75 theses to be defended. For J. C. B., "full semi-

nary course, " including .1 year of canon law. For J. Q. L., 2 years' study of the text
.
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and of public law; dissertation, and 50 theses, For J. C. T)., "2 additional years,"
printed dissertation; 75 theses, publicly sustained.

,Ilef'ormick.Three years of 17 hours per week ; in junior year, all work proscribed;
in middle and senior year, 13 hours prescribed; 2 hours elective. Graduate students
may receive degree on attainment of 12 credits and thesis. A credit is a course of 30
hours; 46 er lite. requisite for graduation and 56 for 13. D. degree, of which 42 are
prescribed.

randerhill Degree conferred on those "who complete one of the degree courses"
rut have a baccalaureate degree of recognized college; others may qualify by aoing
extra work.

Chicago.-27 majors (17 majors are same for B. D. and Ph. D. degrees); 18 must have
Lean pursued in "a theological school of high standing," and not less than 9 at this
university. Requirements for examination nearly same as for Ph. D.

COMMISSION ON PRE-THEOLOGICAL COURSE.

The beginning of the unification of standards appears in the ap-
pointment of a commission on study preparatory to the'theologicid
seminary appointed at a meeting of the Religious Education Asso-
ciation in Chicago in 1909. The following resolution was adopted:

That a committee of 12 be appointed, representing endowed institutions of advanced
education as well as State universities for the purpose of formulating an ideal or sug-
ge,,tive course of collegiate study preparatory to a course in a theological seminary.,

The conwission presented the following memorandum of report
to the meeting oPthe association in March, 1910:

1. Your committee at first attempted to draw up a iomplate curriculum fur the four
college years. Such a Curriculum, however, was seen to be impracticable on account
44 the different studies, number of hours, and other conditions required by different
,.,41e ,

courses
their degrees. It seemed best, therefore, to the committee to draw up alist coues which are especially adapted to prepare men for work in theological

seminaries. 4
.

2. It has seemed advisable further to distinguish between two classes of courses:
These which seem absolutely essential in training hr practical efficiency in the ministry
(list A); and those which are highly important for the development 4 the more techni-
cally theological efficiency of the ministry (list 11).

It is the recommendation of the committee that the studies in list A be pursued by
all students for the ministry; and that course 13 he pursued by these who wkh to
prepare themselves in the fullest degree for the philological and exegetical studies of
the seminary curriculum. In so far as the student's aptitude and opportunities permit
the committee would suggest that the studies in both lists be pursued.

3. As regards the amount of time to be given to each study, the committee has chosen
as its unit a course running 3 hours a week for an entire college year. In colleges where
a given study 611e a different number of hours per week the adjustment will be easily
made.

4The committee further assumes that the total number of hours pe.r. week required
in a college will not exceed 15 or 16.

The committee has deemed it best to leave a certain number of units free for elec-
tives, permitting more thorough study of such copes of the suggested curriculum as
particularly appeal to a student. -

9. The student is advised to consider the instructor as well as the course. In ease
'a course is given by an inferior instructor the committee adgieed that the etudertt

1U. 8. Burtiut al Mao., 1908, p. 44.
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substitute for it some other course in the corresponding group in thb other list, or if
More advisable even in some subject not suggested. It is the opinion of the committee
that the influence of the teacher is as important as the material of a course.

LIST A.Courses recommended for the practical efficiency of the ministry:
units of :1 hours

I. Preparation in literary expression: t per week (or year.
English composition and rhetoric.
Literature (principally English) .
Public speaking (art of expression, vocal training, debating, etc.)

The student should take as much as poteible of such work even when no aca-
demic credit is given for it.
II. Languages:

At least one foreign language, preferably ireek .
III. Natural scorner:

Biology I I,
Psychology
Social science:
History
PoliticaVeconomy .
Study of society (intrtsluctiou l., the study of sciology, depentle.o.s,

socialization, social science)
Y. Philosophy:

History of philosophy

LIST B.Additional courses suggested as important' preparation for terlinal
theological study from which elections can be made:
1. L uages:

ra t n
German (if not taken in high seht)el, otherwise I t qtar
Hebrew (fur those whose aptitude and desires would lead them to pursue

Hebrew in seminary courses) .., 1 .

Hellenistic Greek
II. Natural and physical sciene,:

Geology
Physics or cifemistry
Philosophy:

Ethics
Introduction to philowqmy
Logic

The Rev. Dr. William 75 McKenzie, of Hartford Theological
Seminary, a menilier of the commission, in an article I presents the
objections to a standardization of theological education. He holds
that there are 3 elements in religious education: First, religious fervor;
,second, theological orthodoxy; third, intellectual discipline.

He behoves it is admitted no one can standacnize religious fervor,
and inquirbs who shall standardize orthodoxy, and therecgre con-
cludes with a query, "What is the practicarte/igiotis use of standard-
izing theological scholarship without regard to those other two factors
of actual power?" IIe *inks; therefore, that full standardization is
impOsstble in the field of theological education if by that we mean a
standard that should be practical for all the churches. ")

It is, however, most significant to the student of standards that
Dr. McKenzie after his forceful presentation of the objections to
standards in the most difficult field of all, subject to the odium theo-
logicum, concludes his paper with the Otpectati of the continuance
of standardization.

I s Religious Fducation, Anent, 1910, pp. 276-777. . 1911, pp. 253451.

.. . .
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CHAPTER III.

STANDARDS OF MEDICAL SCHOOLS.

.\s in theology t he student , ordinarily a college graduate, Had with
a minister, so in medicine, onlinarilv without being it eo)llege grad
uate, the student was actually indentured to it physician whom he
served in all possible ways until he shared in the practice. This sys-
tem still survives in a shadowy way in the requirement for admission
in some medical schools of it recommendaon from the "preceptor."
The first, Iseult Ms of medicine were oeganized in Philadelphia between
171;5 and 1791, were followed tiy nich.ate medical departments in
King's Collegi. in New York, in I farvarol;Dartmouth, and by rsm in
Yale, and were ill connection with universit ies.' ....

Ifarvard affords a good illustration of the origin of a school. In .4
. the year 1780 Drs. Sainmi Danforth, Isaac Rand, Thomas Rust,

John Warren, and others formed an association, the Boston Medical
Society. On November 3, 1 781 , this society voted that Dr. John.
Warren be desired to emonstrate- acourse of anatomical lectures'4,
the ensuing winter. . Warren -drew up a schema which 'was
plated lwfore the corporation September 19, 1782. Twenty-two
articles 'Were adopted, among which was the establishing of "a
professorship of anatomy. and surgery, a professorship of the theory
and practice of physics, and a professorship of chemistry and materia
medico." Further, it was required that each professor bo a master
If arts or graduated bachelor or doctor of physics, of the Christian
religion, and strict morals.

The proFessors le'etured in 'Cambridge in 1783; a few medical stu-
dents and such seniON as had obtained the consent of their parents
attended. Three years' study, with attendance on two courses of
lectures -in some cases reduced to attendance on oncourse, the
longest being only four monthswere required of those who presented
themselves as candidates for a degree. Students not graduates of
the college had to pass preliminary examinations in the Latin lan-
guage and in natural philosophy.

In imitation of the Loudon schools, early in the nineteenth century,
as against the Edinburgh or Leyden example followed by the earlier
schools, a proprietary school vri'as started in Baltimore. This school,
rth its many later 4ollowers, gave a 'particularly American and
I CI. Packard, lliatory of Medicine in the tYpIU4d States; and Medical Education in the United States

and Canada, A Flexner, Dull. No. 4, Carnegie DOundat1on,1910.
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unfortunate development to medical education. Private and often
cornme'rcialized schools, separate from the stimulus ant stapler&
of universities, ',reduce

\
d in little more than a century 4!7 so-called

medical schook Indeed, there was almost a transfer of medical
education to the proprietary medical schools)

As yet. there were no State boards. The school diploma was a
license to practice. Applicants who could pay their fees or even
sign notes were likely to be li.ccepted and graduated after superficial
oral examOtations. (Fie leer, p. 7.) Before long even the nnfdical
faculties or'Ilarvard, Yule, and Pennsylvania became largely hide-

.'pendent of the university,. disposing of professorships by common
agreement, sogregatita; and dividing fees after the fashion of the
proprietary schools. Not until the eighties of the nineteenth century
did the imiversitit< begin to recover these schools. There were no
established requirements for admission. The sessions of the wheel
were only 10 rib 20 weeks each. The courses were nut graded: The
methods of instroction were didactic, with the same lectures read
from year to year.

.

Laboratories were scarcely known, though, as we see in the intro-
. duct ion (p. 10), in liberal arts colleges they began to appear early in the

titneteentli century in the sciences. Clinical facilities were referred
to in announcements, but amounted to little.

About 1530 yide medical school went so far as to procure legisla-
tion to lengthen the term of medical study and establish something
of prelimiti,ary educktion, but receded from its position.'

In IS35,the Medical College of Georviassuggested concerted action
tA cure the prevalent abuses, but thiibeginning of a reform move-

, mentis,to be tinted from the call of tin medical society. of the State
of New York, which led to the foratation of the American 'Medical
Association, as follows:

Whereas it is believ'ea that a national convention would be conducive to the chva:
Lion of the standard of medical education in the United States; I

Whereas there is no mode of accomplishing so desirable . 'ect withoit concert of
action on the part cif the medical societies, colleges, and institu roue of all the States:

Resolved, That the New York State Medical Society earnes coil men& a national
convention of delegates from medical societies. and colleges the whole Union to
convene in the city of New York on the first Monday in May 1848, for the purpose of
'adopting seine coneert4action on the subject set forth in the foregoing preamble.'

The Association of American Medical Colleges, the American
Medical Council, the organization of the Johns Hopkins Medical

See Dr. William Henry WeleM0Addrese before the 05th Convocation of the Univivity of Chicago,
Deo., 1907. President Henry S. Pritchett, "The place of the tin' ty In medical education," Amer.
Med. ASSOC. bull-Jan. 15,1910, p. 289; also under "Relations of the un ty to the medical school,"
President &hurmon, 299, DeanNatighan, 397, l'retcident MacLean, 310.

see Wm. H. Welch, "The relation of Yale to medicine." Reprint Y Med. Jour.,'Nov., 1901;
llexner, p. 10.

'First an, cont. of CoUncli on Med. Educ., Amer. Mod. Awe., Chicago, Ap 20lt p. 5.
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SchsBaltimore in 1813, the lengthening of thescourse of study to
4 years a Harvard in 1892-93, and the grading of studies in 1899-1900
arc milestones of the progress of the movement. A phenomenal
fruition has come, however, in the last half dozen years, due chiefly
to the conferenees and work of the Council on Medical Education of
the American Medical Assoeiation in conjunction with. t he repro-
smolt ives of State anti Territ orial licensing and examining hoards,
the Association of American Medical Colleges, the Southern
('allege Association, anti this Government medical services.

Through the work of the Council onpedieal Education, created in
1904, the first. personal inspection of-all medical colleges was made
by representatives of the council in 1905 -ti and 1900.4. The first
classification of medical colleges by the council *as presented to the
house of delegates of the American Medical Association in 1907.
The second tour of inspection of all noshed colleges by the council
Was completed in I 909-10. The second classification of medical
colleges was reported to the 'house of delegates, and published in 1910..

The first conference was held in Chicago in 1905. Delegates from
other bodies and universities have been invited to succeeding (m-
ferences. X() more marvelous chapter in the history of educational
standard's can be found titan in-a review of t he work of these confer-
ewes, as shown by the report for the first five years.'

REPORT or THE COUNCIL ON MEDICAL EDUCATION Volt YEAR EN Dim; JUN E 1. 1909.

'For five ,yeaN the Council on Medical Education has been working for higher and
more unifomt standards of medical education. In this time many changes for the
better have been brought about. Such influence as the coutii I rimy have had toward
these improvements has been due largely to the following facts:

I. The council is the committee on education of the medical profession of America,
represented by the American Medical Association. :Is such, its interests are national
and its object is the bettermenticof medical education in all sections of the country.

2. It is a pemninent committee, thereby exerting a constant, steady influence for
improveinent, not posiblcc through temporary _committees, however excellent their
work 'night be.

1. Ibkheadquartern at. the Wane of the medical profession of America and its con-
neigtion with the Journal of the American Medical Association, with its extensive
body of correspondents, made it possible to obtain much information which otherwise
contil not have been secured.
.1. An abundance of information has been collected, tabulated; and published

regarding medical colleges, standards, students, graduates, facilities, and equipment,
as well as much information regarding the requirements for beeline to met ice 'midi-
eine, both in this fluatiy and abroad. Information has also been collected regarding
elementary, secoudiK,.and collirgiate education.

5. This inforMalion, formerly not available. had thrown much liglff on medical
education, revealing quite clearly problems which otherwise could not have been seen.

6: As problems have arinen they have been *presented at annual conferences ou
medical education for discussion. These tuthual conferences have been held tinder
the auspicen of the ('ouncil on Medical Education and to them attPinvited as delegates

troe.. of Um/louse of -Delegetse of the Amer. lied. Assoc, OCe, pp. 13-1i.
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PRELIMINARY AND MEDICAL EDUCATION AT HOME AND ABROAD.
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those who are interested and whose advice and influence may be helpful in elevating
the inatadarde of medical educationfrom the State licensing boards, State medical
societies, confederation of exaniining boards, college associations, and the railed
States services, as well as from colleges ofliberal arta and other interested organizations.
They have been atntaded by an increasing number of delegates each year. They are
entirely informal and are devoted to the discussion of the more urgluit problems of
medical education, the 'reports of which have been given wide circulation in the
columns of the Journal of the American Medical Association and in reprints. These
conferences have iindoubtedl been a strong influence favoring higher and more
uniform standards.

It might be well to briefly view the work of the five annual conferences.

FIRST CONFERENcE.

The first conference was held in Chicago April 20, 1905. At- this conference the
questions of preliminary ed.ticat ten, medical c'urricul UM, and the relation of the college
of liberal arts to the medical school were discussed, as a result of which the council.
formulated the following as the minimum standard of the American iikdical Aseu.
dation:

(a) A preliminary education sufficient to enable the student to enter the freshman
class of our recognized universities, (6) the paming on the credentials of such an euca-
tion by a State official, (c) the graduation from an approved flied /gal college requiring
a 4 years' course of not less than 30 weeks each year, with 30 hours each week of actual
work, (d) the passing of an examination for licensure before a State board.

The council further formulated a so-called ideal standard which should be secured
as rapidly as the conditions throughout the country warranted. This ideal standard
was briefly as follows:

('al A 4:year high-school educatCon, (In a year's university training in physics,
chemistry, and biologY, (c) 4 years of medicine proper, and (d) I year as interne in a
hospital or dispensary.

71115 SECOND CONFERENCE.

At the second orfferenee, hell in Chicago May 12, 1906 probably the most impor- ,

tam fact- presented were the standings of the various medical colleges based on Ulf
failures of their graduates in exitminations befo) State boards. The colleges were
divided into 3 gmups: Those having less than 10 per cent of failures, those having
from 10 to 20 per cent, and those having above 20 per cent. A fourth unclassified list
was made of those colleges which had insufficient data to permit of comparison. These
reports, which are published annually in the State board statistics prepared by the
council, have been productive of much good in alimulating facultiesto guard against
the graduation of illyt prepared students.

THE THIRD CONFERENCE.

At the third conftilktre, held in Chir Apri199 190- det led report of 1ago . a at repor n a persona.
, inspection made by members of tlut council of all the medical schodIstf the Unitett

States was presented. In this inspection the schools were marked on a civil-service
basil consisting of 10 points covering the eseentials of a modem metrical college, thee
10 pointir makings possible 100. And on tItie basis the colleges as graded were divided
into 3 group. The result was as follows: An acceptableVroup of 82 colleges with
marks from 70 to 100, a conditioned 'group of 46 colleges with markt; from 50 to 70, and
a rejected group of 32 colleges with marks below 50. .

This personal inspection of colleges has been continued and a second inspection will
soon be completed. '
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THE FOURTH CONFERENCE.

The fourth annual conference, held in Chicago April, 1908, was from many stand-
points most encouraging and interesting. The secretary presented a graphic study
of medical education in the various States of the Union and in the 20 most important
countries of the world, showing the comparative position of medical education in this
country with that of the rest of the world.

It was revealed that, whir l!! this country had a few medical colleges equal to any in
the world, it was nevertheless far behind other natione in standards of both preliminary
and medical education. More encouraging was the report of a campaign carried on
during the year by the council to secure the adoption by medical colleges of higher
preliminary standard.. This report brought out the fact that more than 50 first -class
schools in this cowntry had agreed to accept what his- been adopted by all the rest of
the world, i. e., a'year medical course. This is to be haipught about by adding to our
present preliminary requirements of a 4 -year highschlol course at least 1 year of
physics, chemistry, and biology.

This advance requirement has become so general that it will doubtless be adopted
by all first-claes schools within the next few years and thus place American medical
education on a par with that of England, France, Germany, Austria, Canada, in fact
with that of all our neighbors and rivals in progress and civilization.

THE FIFTH COMMENCE.

At the fifth annual conference, held in Chicago, April 5, 1909, the chief attire wa....;

the report of a committee on radical curriculum. This committee csnsui d 100

prominent educators, representing' all the depiFtments and specialties in medicine.
It has done a splendid piece of work, which we feel is most important and timely,
since we are just entering on what we believe will provedo be the greatest reeonstrue-
tive period in the history of medical education in Aimerica. The recommendations
of this committee on what constitutes a proper'medical course are most interesting
and have already attracted much attention.

A curriculum of 4,100 hours was agreed to, divided among the various depurt menus-
lkIrws: Hours,

I. Anatom.y, including histology and embryology 700

II. Physiology and physiologic cherhistry, including 80 hours of organic
chemistry 530

III...Pkthology and bacteriology. 580

'' IV. Pharmacology, toxicology, and therapeutics 240

ipe V. Medicine, including pediatrics and nervous diseamee 890

VI. Surgery: General and special 650

. VII. gbetetrice and gynecology. 240

anII. Diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and throat. %. 140

IX. Dermaplogy and syphilis
X. Hygiene, Medical economics, and medical jurisprudence 120

T 4,100

It was the unanimous opinion of the committee that &lard and fast medical curric-
ulum, uniform for all colleges, was not desirable and not for the best interests of medical
education. It was definitely !sated, therefore, that the curriculum recommended by
this committee was .to be regarded as suggestive and edicational only, and was nut
intended for adoption as an absolute and fixed reguireme% either by medical colleges
or by State boards. The curriculum reported does not represent a mittimumrequire-
meat, but one which is sufficiently comprehensive to meet the present demand of
Medical education.

A summary of the result of 7 years' studyjs thus stated in ft1L '

84 Au Red. Awl., Nil nil, 70-71.
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The Council on Medical Education has been at work for 7 years with the problem

of'medical educatiml in America. In these 7 years we have studied the conditions
pretty thoroughly, so that Vie are now ready to present, from our statistics and from
our investigations, a full and-complete picture of medical education as it is, and what
it should be, to-day in America.

A'e are all now familiar with the fact that American medial education is not in a.
sit isfactory condition. We still have a large number of verypoor schools, there being
now altogether 129 medical colleges in this country. Six years ago there were 166.
Of the 129 colleges which remain, however, not more than GO or 70 are doing really
acceptable work, or are making improvements which will enable them to do accept-
able work. Poesib ly oue-half of our Inediral schools are still in such a condition that
it would be fortunate for American medial education and for the Amok:an people
if they should he discow limed. Fortunately, this reduction 49 taking place and the
proprietary 8.-hools are rapidly passing out of existence.

THE AMERICAN STANDARD OF MEDICAL EDUCATION.

Those of its who are familiar with the situation believe that modern medical educa---
t ion needs a training in a good secondaiy school; a premedical course in the sciences
of physics, chemistry, and biology; a thorough 4 -year course in it rnedicalschtsi and
lastly a practical year as an interne Inn hospital. I think we all agree on that as a
minimum training necessary to prepare a student for independent practice. That
would mean essentially a minimum of 6 years of training necessary to prepare a student
for independent practice. That would mean essentially a minimum of 6 years of
training from a high school. While it is evident that suCli a requirement could not at
once be put into force throughout the whole country, nevertheless%Lstate without any
hesitation that anything short of that as the ultime requireme appears to me to
be insufficient.

At a meeting of the American Institute of Homeopathy, heM in
Detroi n 1909, the number of hours of the medical course was made
4,300, voting the 200 extra hours over that adopted by the Amen-
can lied al Association (4,100 hours) to materia medica and therm
peutics. he standard for the entrance examination 'is 'a 4-year
high-school course or its equivalent. Two colleges of homeopathy
require more: Those of the Universities of Michigan and of Iowa
require two years of liberal arts study.

The present general statularas, therefore, appear in the report ,for
1911 of Pr., Colwell, secretary of the cbuncil:

Indeed, nothing should be said to disparage the excellrat and commendable work
long carried on by such agencies as the Association a American Medical Colleges, the
American Academy of Medicine, the State Medical Licensing Boards, both individually
and in their confederationsand by other organitatione. At the sante time, however,
any positive action taken by a national body, %uZli as the American Medical Associa:
Lion, representing as it does theorized tolfedical piofelysion of the United States,
wan, sure to have an extensive itifluence. For that reasori active work on the part of
the Afatican Medical Association through its Council on Medical Education gave
added impetus to a nation-wide movement for better standards of medical education,
whiA, by reenforcing the activities alreadoundsr vdy, has resulted in the remarkable
pregress made during the lest several fearer Incidentally it should be stated that
the work' of the Council .on Medical Education his been recognized abroad' and

see humid A. M. A., Aug. 6, ietcp. sot.
824CO° 13-4
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the council has been listed by Dr. Y.J. Eijkman, of The Hague, among the organiza-
tions of the wc. Id which are exerting an international influence in matters pertaining
to medical cation. Dr. Eijkman says that if the efforts of the Council OD Medical
Educatio ear fruit, and if its example is followed, "the time is not far distant wizen
aa int ational standard of requiremoutA for the practice of medicine will be
reac

IMPROyEMENTS IN ItleCENT YEARS.

Changes for the better in medical It4ducation have been particultirly.rapid gince
1904, when the Ccuncil on Medical Education was organized. Up to that year the
number of medical colleges, mostly of the proprietary variety, continued to increase,
regardless of the frequently published references to the overcrowded condition of
the profession and regardless of reports frequently presented showing the need of
better rather than a larger number of medical colleges. The increase in number
continued until, in 1904, the maximum of 166 medical colleges was reached, consti-
tuting, to use a ph4se often repeated of late, practically half of the world's supply.
The numbers of medical students and medical graduates likewise increased until
1904, when the highest totals were reached. In that year there were 28,142 medical

dents and 5,747 graduates.

FEWER BUT BETTER COLLeDE8.

Since 1904, however, there has been at first a gradual and then a positive decrease in
the number of colleges until now the number has been reduced to 129 [116 in 1912]. It is
significant to note that the positive decline has been sincO 1907, when the classifica-
tionof medical colleges, based on the codncil's first actual inspection of all the medical
colles of the United States, was read at the third annual conferente: Of the 44
colleges closed since 1907, 20 colleges, were clod outright and '24 by merging with.
others. Of the 20 which became extinct, 16 had been rated in class C. This decrease,
therefore, has been due to the closing of the weak and inferior colleges or by the merg-
ing of two or more medical colleges, forming in practically every instance-one stronger
and better equipped college. Rather than being a serious matter, therefore, this
decrease in the number of medical colleges has been of positive benefit, resulting as
it has in the formation of better colleges and in the elevation of educational standards.
Since 1904 there has likewise been a decrease in the number of medical students and
medical graduates.

Colleges closed since 1907.

Row elated,. Claw A. I Class B. ('lass C. Total.

By merger le 3 24Extinct 4 16 20

Total 14 I 19 44

BETTER STANDARDS OF ADMISSION.

Not only has there been an advancement in the standards of medical education
since 1904 through the elimination of 44.weaker colleges, but on the culler hand ther3

"has been a decided advancbment the standards of admission. Until 1904 only
3, or 1.9 per cent'of all medical collft, Were 'requiring lo'r admission more than

6 high-schdol education, but since 1904 the niunber has increased until new 41, or 31.8
per cent (nearlk one-third) of all colleges, are requiring for admission one or more
years if collegiate work in addition to the high-school course, and medical teaching

1 This statement doubtid has particular reference to a report and a chart showing the standards of
"Itylinsinary and medicsieduastiou abroad," published Ant in 1907.
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as a whole has been placed more largelyon a university basis. Another fact, kwever,
brought out in chart 4 is that, although only about 11 per cent of the cdlege) held
to higher admission requirements during the session of 1909-10, those cullege en-
r7illed about .20 per cent of all students. Judging from reports received, the hi4her
grade colleges enrolled aboue35 per cent of all medical students at the beginning of
the present session.

Other in) pro mural-v.
4

In the last 7 years, however, other radical improvements in medical education have
taken place. College terms have been lengthened, new methods of teach* have
been adopted, more salaried teachers hate tivn employed, more endowments secured,
new buildings erected, better laboratories and Jaboratory equipment installed, and
better h4spital connections and clinical facilities secured. The last year particularly
has witnessed many remarkable changes for the better in medical education. SO.eral
of our larger medical schools have received larg6 donations, have been thoroughly
reorganized, have secured or built teaching hoSpitals, and have adopted higher stand-
ards of admission; and reports of slater changes of similar importance continue to
come in.

BETTER STANDARDS or LB:ENSURE,'

The pmgress 'for high& standards, however, has notall been confined to the medical
colleges. The requiremeets pf State medical licensing boards have likewise been
considerably advanced. The statement regarding these changes is based on a careful
study of i.he practice-acts and board rulings Al on correspseidence received from the
officers of the various boards, giving their intrpretation of th& laws they have been
appointed tis enforce. .

1. In 1904 apparently only 20 States had any provision in their medical practice
acts for preliminary. education; now 36 havethat prevision. Then only 10 States
required a standard 4-year high-sch;o1 education as their minimum standard, and
none required any college wilrk; mow 30 States require the standard high-school
course, and 8 of these require 1 or 2 yearicof collegiate work in addition. Then only,4
States conducted preliminary examinations and inspected credentials previous to or at
the time of matriculation; now 8 States perform those duties.

2. In 1904, 36 States required that all candidates for license be graduates of legally
chartered medical colleges; now 44 States have the requirement.

3. In 1904, 45 &alba required an examination of every applicant; now 48 require
an examination of all exc'eptieg those already holding a license granted by some other
State.

4. In 1904 the boards of only 14 States had authority to refuse recognition to inferior
or disreputable medical colleges;,,now 28 boards have full authority to ,refuse such

ognition and 14 others have a limited or divided authority.
In 1904, there wete 36 States each having a single board of mediAl examineer

Sin that year 3 more States have secured single boards, making 39 at OA pre4nt
Lime. t

43. Reciprocal relations had bees eirtablished by 27 States in 1904 with 2 or more
other States; now 34 States have such relations, and in 4 other States Alabama,
Oklahorea, South Dakota, and Pennsylvaniathe boards have the autlfority.tu estab-
lish such relations if they care to do so.

7. Since 1904, 6,State.boards have initiated practical tests to a certain extent at their
examinations, thns making it poesiblkto differentiate betweeti applicants who have
gone through rulere cramming wogs* and those who have had a thorough medical
training in laboratory and clinic. 4-

Cllr
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Advance iq Stale licensing regairements in'sevrn gems.).

Requiremey I or prpekion,

States in w Inch the pros Islons were
I

In force States Mir-
, hig..no ll

--,1 such pro..r.
: In April, In March,

Increase. i
%Ision In

1911.1904. 1911.

SOITIP requirement of preliminary education. ....... ..: .

A standard 4-yeal high-school education__ . ..
One or t wp years of college work as a minimum
In.speetion of all cretlentials at time of matriculation and

control of preliminary examinations
That all applicants be graduates of a medical college....
That all applicants undergo an e xamitgit inn for license
kleyairement of practical tests in the lins° exaniina

lions
"oil alit hority by board to refuse recognition to luw

grade co Llegs,N
lteciprocal ndat ions with other Stites
Single boards of medical examiners .......... ... .

:91
to

4
:tii

. 45

1

1 t

:in

36
341

S

44
4X

3t.
39

16

8

.4'

3

14
9
3

Li
19

41

s3n

I

I .43

! 21

10

Edw. number Amer. Med. Assoc. Bull., Ian. 11. 1911, II. TG 7s,
14:leveu Stahl have no medical colleges, and therefore t u mknl for Om pros isiuo.

I is noteworthy'tiutt not only a national, but an international or
work tandard of medicine is portended, attention to which is drawn
by 4r..Eijkman, of The Ilague, and is indicated by the chart of pre-
liminary and medical education at home and abroad.

Mr. Abraham Flexner's report on medioal education in the United
States and Canada, Bulletin No. 4, of the Carnegie Foundation,
resulted in it popular agitation of the subject of standards for medical
colleges, and brought up the influence of the Foundation to reenforce

the standards established by the Council' on Medical Education.
The American Medical Association ideal standard of medical

education is as follows:

The ideal standard to he aimed at from the present viewpoint should consist of:
(A) Preliminary education sufficient to enable the candidate to enter our recognized
universities, such qualifications to be passed upon by the State authorities. (11) A
course of at least yre year to be devoted to physics, chemistry, and biology, such
arrangement to be made that this year could be taken either in a college of liberal arts
or in the medical school. (e) Four years in pure medical work, the first two of which
should be largely spent in laboratories of anatomy, physiology, pathology, pharma-
cology, etc., and tbe last two in close contact with patients in dispensaries and hoapi-
tale in the study of medicine, surgery, obstetrics, and the specialties. (D) A sixth
year as an interne in a hospital or dispensary should then complete the medical course.

Under such.a scheme the majoriiy of men would begin the study of medicine between
18 spd 19 years of age, and would graduate from the hospital interneship at from 29 to
25. A college education is recognized as a desirable- preparation for a limited number
o , but it is thought that it is not and never will be desirable to make such college
ecircation a requirement to the study of medicine, as it would make the age of gmdua-
lion from 27 to 28 years, which is regarded as too old a period at which the young medi-
cal man should begin his life's work. It is dbvious that WO very desirable scheme
of requirements can not be at once demanded or recommended.

As a result of the second tour of inspectioh of the medical colleges,
in view' of the conditions actually ,existing, and with, a view to the
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immediate needs of medical education, the council reported the follow-
ing outline of the essentials of *it acceptable medical college:

Omitting from consideration a namber.qf the utterly worthless medical colleges, this
outline represents in the-majority of poinla a line considerably below the average of
conditions existing in all the colleges of the United States and Canada. The outline
j:r as follows:

I. strict enforcement of all sta ndards and requirements, the college itself to be held
responsible for any instances where they are not enforced.

2. A requirement for admission of at least a 4 -year high-school education, super-
imposed on 8 years of grammar-school work, or the actual equivalent education, this
to consist of 14 units, as defined by the College Entrance Examining Board and
required by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.

3. As soon as conditions.warrant, he minimum re Inirewent for ad miserion should be
enlarged to include at least one year's college work each in physics, chemistry, and
biology, and a reading knowledge of at least one modern language, preferably German
or French.

4. A requirement that tttudents fie WI actual attendance in the college within the first,
week of each annual session and thereafter.

5. That actual attendance at classes be insisted on except for g(Kid cause, such as
for sickness, 9, and that no credit be given under any circumstances for less than 80 per
cent of attendance on each course.

6. That advanced standing be granted only to students-of other acceptable colleges,
and that in panting advanced standing there shall be no discrimivat ion against the
college': fullcourse students.

7. Careful and intelligent supervision of the entire school by a dean or other execu-
tive officer who holds, and has sufficient authtirity to carry out, fair ideals of medical
education as interpreted by modern demands.

8. A good system of records showing conveniently the credentials, attendance,
grades, and accounts of the students.

9. A fully graded course covering 4 years of at least 30 weeks each, exclusive of
holidays, and at least 30'hours per week of actual work; this course should be clearly
net forth in a carefully prepared and printed schedule of lectures and classes.

10. Two years of work. consisting largely of laboratory work in thoroughly equipped
labomtoriee in anatomy. histology. embryology, physiology, chemistry (ino/lona.,
organic, and physiohgic), bneterbrlogy, pathology, pharmacology, therapeutics, and
clinical diagnosis.

11. Two years of clinical work, largely in hospitals and disperz.t /4* *th thorough.
courses in internal medicia (including physical diagnosis. pediat , nervous and
mental diseases), surgery (including saliva' anatomy and operative surgery on the
cadaver), obstetrics, gynecology, laryngoloiy. rhinnlogy, pplithalmology, otology,

----tlermatology, hygiene, and-medical jurisprudence.
12. At least 6 expert, thoroughly trained instructors in the laboratory branches.

salaried so they may devote their entire time to instrution and to that research
without which they can not well keep up with the rapid pro rem being made in their
subjects. These instructors should rank sufficiently high to have some voice in the
conduct of the college. There should also lie a suflicient number of assistauts in each
department to look after the leas important details.

13.4The medical teaching should be a tr least the same degree of excellence as
obtains in our recognized libantl arts colleges and technical wheels.

14.'The members of the faculty, with a few allowable exceptions, should be gradu-
ates of institutions recognized as medical colleges, and should have had a training In
all departments of medicine. They should be appointed because of their ability
as teachers and not because they happen to be on the attending stag of some hospital

for other like' resume.
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15. The college should own or entirely control a hospital, in order that students may
come into close and extended contact with patients under the supervision of the
attending staff. The hospital should have a sufficiently large number of patienti'
permit the student to see and study the common varieties of surgical and medical cases
as well RH a fair number in each of the so-called specialties.

16. The college should have easily accessible hospital facilities of not less than 200
patients, which can be utilized for clinical teaching (for'senior classes of 100 students or
less), these pill lents to represent in fair proporthm all departments of medicine.

17. The college should have additional boepital facilitiee for children's diseases.
contagious diseases, and nervous and mental diseases.

IS. Facilities for at least 5 maternity cases for each senior student, who should have
actual charge of these cases under the supervision of the attending physician.

19. Facilities for at least 30 autopsies during eati college SOFAion (for senior chases
of 100 students or less).

20. A dispensary, or nut-patient department., under the control of the college, the
attendance to be a daily average of 60 cases (for senior classes of 100 students or
lead, the plitients to he'areinlly classified, good histories and records of the patient,'
to be kept, and the material ni he well used.
'21. The college should have it working medical library to include the more modern

text and reference books and 10 or more leading medical periodicals; the library
room to be easily accessible to students during all or the greater part of the day, to
have suitable tables and chaira,-,and to have an attendant in charge.

22. A working medical museum, having its various anatomic, emhnoh gin. patho-
logic, and other specimens prefully prepared, labeled, and indexed. so that any
specimen may be easily found nifti employed for teaching purposes.

23. A supply. of such useful auxiliary apparatus as a s Awoken, a reflectoscope,
,carefully prepared charts, embryologic or0 her models, manikins, dummies for use in
bandaging, a Roentgen ray or other apparatus now so generally used in medical
teaching.

24. The college should show evidences of reasonably modern methods in all depart-
m,en'te and evidences that the equipmentand facilities are being intelligently used in
the training of medical students.

25. A statement in whilth the college's requirements for admission, tuition, time of
attendance on the classes, sessions, and graduation are clearly set forth should be given,

'together with cemplete lists of its matriculants and latest graduating class in regular
annual catalogues or announcements.

DEFINITIONS OF A MEDICAL COLLEGE a ,AND A IdEDIGAL SCROOD.2

"An institution to be ranked as a medical college must have at least 6 professors,
c giving their entire tirhe to medical work, a graded course of4 full years of etditlge grade

in medicine, and must require for admission not leas than the usual 4 years Of academic
or high-school preparation, or its equivalent, in addition to the preacademic or
grammar - school studies."

By a medical school as differentiated from a medical college is meant a part of a
university) requiring for admission the equivalent of 2 years of collegiate work and
which offers instruction of not lees than 2 years' duration, leading to the degree of
doctor ofnedinne.

Taking theiabove outline as a standard, although as already stated it represents in
most particulars a very low.average of the 'Conditioks actually existing, the colleges
were rated on a civil-service heals on the scale of 100. "'the data relating to each college

This &drank& of a kb* is based on that given In the revised ordlnanoes of the State of New York.
sad which also eras adopted by this Carnegie Foundatkm for the Ad vimeement of Tlaching as their standard.

I Based pa the definition of tbe term uschcni" adopted in 1909 by the Association of American Vol.'
armlie.
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were grouped under 10 general heads in such manner that the groups would have as
nearly equal weight as possible, each group allowing a possible 100 points (10 per cent),
and the TO groups aggregating, therefore, a possible 1,000 points (100 per cent). The

. 10 heads under which the data were arranged are as follows:
1. Showing of graduates before State boards. `..0111

2. Requirements and enforcement of watisfactory preliminary education and the
granting of advanced standing.

3. Character of curriculum.
4. Medical school buildings.
5. Laboratory facilities and instruction.
6. Dispensa,rViicilities and instruction.

. .1lospital facilities and instruction.
8. Faculty, number of trained teachers. all time instrnetors. especially of the lab-

oratory branches and extent of research work.
9. Extent to which the school is conducted for properly teaching the science of

medicine rather than for the profit of the faculty, directly or indirectly.
10. Libraries, museums, charts, etc.1
Those colleges receiving a rating of TO per cent or above are listed in class A, those

receiving a rating of from 50 to 70 per ennt iti elass 13, and those rated below 50 per cent
in class C. Class A colleges may be co &aidered, therefore, as acceptable colleges, those
of class It as colleges which require certain definite improvements to make them
acceptable, and those of Mass C as colleges in which complete reorganization would be
required to make them acceptable.

. TIlE AHROCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEOF.S.

The requiremenis for aihnituaion lo and graduation from colleges holding member-
ship are as follows: .

P.-eliminary edurtzlion(a) A bachelor's degree from an approved college or univer-
sity. (6) A diploma*oin an accredited high school, normal school, or academy requir-
ing for admission evidence of the completion of an 8-year course in primary and inter:
mediate grades, and for graduation not less than /4 years of study embrarrng not lees
than 2 years (4 points) of Latin, 2 years (4 points) of mathenfities, 2 years (4 points) of
English, 1 year (2 pAnts) of history, 1 year (2 points) of physics, and 6 years (12 points)
of further credit in language, literature, history, or scienl. (r) An examinatiNrrin-
the following branches, totaling 30 points: A. Required. (16 points)Mathematics
(4 points), English (4 points), history (2 points), Latin (4 points), Physics (2 points).
'II. Elective (14 points): English language and literature, 4 points; language, Ger-
man, French, Spanish, or Greek, in each not less than 2 points; solid geometry and
tligonornetry (4 year each), 2 points; biology (1 year) or botany and zoology (4 year
each), 2 points; chethistry (1 year), 2 points; physical geography andeology (4 year
each), 1 point; physiology and hygiene (4 year each),' 1 point; astronomy (4 year),
1 point; drawing (i year), 1 point. One point in any subject in a high-school or aca-
demic course demands not less than &periods per week of 45 minutes each for 18 weeks.
(d) Certificates from reputable instructors recognized by any State board of medical
examiners dulypithorized by law, or by the superintendents of public instruction in
States having lo board of examination, may be accepted in lieu of any part of this
examination. (e) This examination must be conducted by or under the authority
of the board of examiners or of the. superintendent of public instruction of the city
or State in which the college is located as prtikided for iii subsection (d). In no case
shall it be conducted by any. person connected with the faculty, medical or otherwise,
Of the institution to which th tudent is eeekink admission. .

A student may be allowed enter on his medical work conditioned in not more
than 6 points,, and these can Lions must be removed by satisfactory examination
before he is allowed to enter on the secontl year of his medical courts.

. ..
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Advanced standing Colleges in membemhip in this association may honor the official
credentials presented by students from other colleges having the standard require-
ments.maintnined by members of this association, excepting for the fourth year of their
course, but no member ohs!l admit a student to advanced tanding withoutfirst in-
municating with the college front which such student desires to withdraw, and receiv-
ing from the dean of such college a direct written communication certifying to the
applicant's professiotyl and mural qualifications and to the exact work 1w had dime
in said college.

The entire course of 4 rears in the college of medicine shall consist of at least .000
hours fur each student, and shall be grouped in divisions and sub ivided into soh- :

jects: each division and subject tc be allotted the number of houril as shown in the
following schedule:

Division 1 i---1Analoiny, 720 hours (18 per cent). Division 2.Physiology and
chemistry, 600 hours (15 per cent). .Division 3.Pathology, bacteriology, and hygiene.
450 hours (11.25 per vent). Division 4. Pharmacology, materia medico., and them-

-----fentics, 240 hours (6 per cent). Division 5.Medicine tied medical specialties. 970
hours (24.25 per cent). Division 6.Surgery and surgical specialties. 720 hours ( Is
per cent). Division 7.Obstetrics and gynecology, 300 hours (7.5 per cent).

Colleges may reduce the number of hours in any subject not more than 20 per cent,
provided that the total number of hours in a division is not reduced. Where the

' teaching conditions in a college are best subsrved, the subject may be, for teaching
purposes, transferred from one division to another. When didactic anti laboratory
hoti)s are specified in any subject, laboratory hours may, be substituted for didactic
Lours.
titediral education. Candidates for the degree of doctor of medicine shall have
attended 4 courses of study in 4 calendar years, each annual course to have been of -lo
less tha 30 teaching weeks' duration, and at least 10 mouth's shall intervene between
the be wing of any course and the beginning of the preceding course. No time
credit sh I be given to hpldocaof a bachelor's degree, but subject credit may be given
on satisfactory examination. .Four years of residence in a medical college shall lie
required of all candidates for the degree of doctor of medicine.

The entire course of 4 years shall consist of at least 4.000 hours, divided into the sub-
jects as shown, and no college shall be recognized that falls below this standard over 20
per cent in any one branch or over 10 per cent in the total. Laboratory or clinic. hour,
may be substituted for didactic hours..

Each student shall bo obliged to attend 80 pet cent of the exercises in every annual
COUCH(Of study for which hoissiks credit. No student shall be given credit on exami-
nation unless ho attains a grsdo of at least 70 pee peat or its equivalent in any other
marking system. And no at dent shall 'bo graduated unless he shall have attained a
passing grade in each and all subjects of the required curriculum.

A college which giyea less than a 4 years' course of study, but does not graduate
students, and is possessed of other-required-qualifications. may be admitted to mem-
bership.

Each medical college in membihip in the association shall print in every annual'
catalogue or announcement astable of the total number of hours' work given in said
college, arrangedimilLimml4ects and years.'

,

A statement of the entrance requirements and of the didactic and
laboratory pot ,ions of ,the -medical course at colleges requiring pre-
Traratzny ettratirbeyond the.high-school course equivarent Co one or
more years at college, prepared by Dr. N. P. Colwell, is here given:'

I Med. Educ. In United States. Statistics for college session of 1909-9, Aug. 14, 1909, pp. 641, 545,50,
in, and amendment to the constitution of the nr,oclatIon adopted In 191'1.

IlitalL Amer. Acad. of Mod., Jane, 1909.

4
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SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS IN THE COLLEGE EAR OR YEARS.
.

Ai hats been noted. practically:all of the schools has specified or recommemicd
that certain subjects be included in the one or more years of college work. Thil sub.,
jects specifically mentioned were physics, chemi ry, and languages. All are
agreed regarding the requirement of physicl, c mistry, nd biology (botany or
zouhigyl: 6 require' French or German, while 5 re ire ho 1; 3 specify Latin as a
requirement, 1 specifies English, I trigonometry, and 1 recom ends psychology.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENT IN PilYmIrS, CHEMISTity, AN BIOLOGY.

An attempt was made to secure the exact number of hours rep ired by each college
both of the didactic and laboratory portions Of physics. diemistr . and biology. In
Germp and French the "readingknowledge" constitutes the est measurement.
The results of the investigation are given as follows:

Haunt 4 gbysirs, chemislrd, and biology.

School.

Johns ilopkins
Western Reserve
Rush Medical College
University of California
University of 61 issouri
University of 41 Itinesol a
l'tirsersity ooyAortli 1 )ikota

Physics.

Iftdac- Litl,o.
rukTy..

agti 96 224
54

241)
1k) I 160

IH 611 144
96 64 16t)
Oil 160

I niversit y Wisconsin 1601
Universitrof Nehraska tics
Wake Forest

Chetnistry. i lology.

Deter:. fittl,o-
Total - a

tic. dory.. tic. ra

;\,.. 160 160
owl

110 2110 ; VO 36
12/4 192 ; no tel 14

It, 2511 3,4
m 166 256

64 It,
41 ,:1t)
32 16064 ! 160 724

11)2 ; 320 tel
144 : 212 Rk 144 ',
72 Iso : Its ,2I

It, Zvi . 126
144 212 111,
72 191 los

-
Average of total 164 2113

.44 and lel suratories 103 4)3 I 116 I 175 67Constnieted average...'S 100 . 190 9U n o aio 64)

Average of didactics

192
64

240
1r2
192
364
152

212

213

106
1661

The figures given ab;ive eepresent the work requirl in the liberal arts college
Courses of the 10 colleges which made specific nspiireinents. The majority reimire
that addit hand preliminary work in physics and lientistry must have been taken
in the high Khalil.

STATE LICENSING BOARDS.

Hardly second to theuniversities, colleges, and the influence of the
medical associations to exact 'Standards is the importance of having
asingle medical libensing board, whose members are selected because,
of their special fitneas for the work involved and apart from,poli cs.
In many States "diploma laws," by which tlae.pre,sentatio of the
diploma of a medical college admitted to practice, or by Lich the
faculty of a State university performthe functions of an mining
board, prepared the, way for a new stkbject. South Car na had a
State examining board, but it was in Minnesota that the legislature
of 1877 passed a new medical practice act, td be thereafter-known as
the examination law, and creative ofan independent State board or'
Medical examiners. This became a a4stit3ite for the diploma law, .
which made the faculty ofi the dill ,of medicine of tho kite
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unifersity an examining board. The example of Minnesota has been
followed universally. Now all States except New Mexico require an
examination of- all applicants fur license and 36 make provision for
preliminary education, 6 requiring I or 2 years of college work as the
minimum preliminary requirement)

We now have in our 41) States and Territories S2 different boards
of medical examiners, including t he sectarian boards. It is also of
great importance that in each State t here.should lie ()lily one portal
of entry to the practice of medicine. The following point wade in the
council's report deserves emphasis:

, .
We have in some States One portal for t heN4' with ample qualifications but special

gateways by which ignorant. and incompetent practitioners, professing to adhere to
special methods of treatment, can aho get in. In the majirity of States, after the
representatives of these cults are licensed, even with the lower standards, they are
granted or allowed to have privileges of unrestricted practice. This one portal of
eriey, already adopted in some Sues, should he a fixed educational standard to
which all schools professing to train medical practitioners should have to comply.
Graduation (ruin a medical college bolding to that.standard should he required as .
Well as the State license examination.'

The American standard, according to the report, it is to he noted,
is 111.4an extreme ultimatum and does not eneouragethe requirement
of 4 years of coll2giate preliminary education. The practicid ility
of it minimum en ranee requirement of 2 years of work in a college of
liberal arts is shown by the fact that we now have not less than 28
medical schools requiring the 2 collegiate years:

i

I - Schools requiring ? or more ?Kars-4 college education; !tio- when first required.IBegan.
i Johns Hopkins University, Medical Department ! _ .. 1593

Harvard Medical School 1 1900
Western Reserve University, Medical Department . 1901
University of Chicago, Rush Medical College 1904
University of CaMternia, Medical Departnient 1905

I
University of Minnesota, College of Medicine and Surgery 1907
University of Nrah Dakota, College of-Afedicine .I - . 1907
University of Wisconsin, College of Me4ine 1907
Cornell University, edical College.. ' . IP

..... 1908
Wake Forest Colleg , School of Median*. ,, 1908 4.
Leland Stanford Jut or University, Department of Mesliiine

I
. Yule Medical ictMol ''.. ,

... . '1909 .

1909
University of Kit oSchool of Medicine. 1909
University of Michignn, College of Medicine

S' "*.
1909

' University of Nein.** crullege of Medicine, 4- 1909
University of South D*ota, College.4 Medicine 1909
Uniiversiky of Colorag,,Ohool of Mediine 1910
Indiaria Univerrity, ,Mhool of, Medicine . 1910
state tinkirsity of IoNCa, College of Medicine . 10

Stele UnIversita:4 TowlSollege of &:tmeopathit Medicine 910-. op
,

. yr% Proc. of Home of Delegates. Amer. mid:Assoc.. 1909, p. 16.
. VV.: iltr, 1 Ibld 11404.14 .
: etas'. '1
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Rem.
University of Michigan, College of Homeopathic Medicine 1911

Drake University; College of Medicine 1910

UniVersity of Missouri, Department of Medicine 1910
Dartmouth Medical School 1910
Columbia University. College of Physicians and Surgeons 1910

Syracuse University. College of Medicine 1910

University of Pennsylvania, Medical Department 1910
University of Utah, Medical Department . 1910

The 21 following medical college
of collegiate preparnt ion :'
Northwestern University.
Fordham University.
Hahnemann Medical College of the

Pacific.
Denver and Gross I 'ollegat of Medicine.
Howard University.
Kansas Medical College.
Tulane University.
St. Louis University.
University Medical college. Kansas city.
Washington University, St. Louis.
University of Cincinnati.

s have announced at least one year

College of Physicians and Surgeons,
Cleveland.

University of Oregon.
University of Texas.
University of Virginia.
West Virginia University.
Marquette University.
Wisconejn College of Physicians and

Surgeons.
Medical School of Maine.
Boston University.
University of Vermont.

At least 6 medical colleges provide an optional fifth year: Boston
-University; Indiana University; Rush Medical College; St. Louis
University; University of Nebraska; University and Bellevue Hos-
pital Medical College.

One requires a fifth year, beginning with the class which entered in
1911: University of Minnesota Cave of Medicine.

Dr. Colwell, the diligent secretary of the Coftncil on MedicalTduca-
tion, has given an outline of the points which should be taken up in
the inspection of all colleges. Iii other words, he shows how practi-
cally the standards may applied.: To further illuminate the stand-
ards, his points art' give

METHODS OF IN V F.ST1OATION.

L The chancier of the college. inquiry should be made to learn whether it is a stock
corporation or whether a depatrtment of a university; whether itafinanees are controlled
by the faculty or by a separate hoard of trustees and, if a department of a university,
what control the latter has of the finances and standards. If there are departments
of pharmacy and dentistry, it should be learned to what extent the students are taught
,together and the differences, if any, in the preliminary requirements.

2. Finances. The income from students' fees, endowments, or other sources should
be learned, ar well as the various items of expenditure. Financial statements should
be studied, if available. The numbed. f students enrolled and the tuition fees should
be notecn

S. Paeu14.The relation of the fac ty members to the various chairs should be
learned, and, when chairs are vacated fo y reason, how successors are chosen. The

. t Pros. Amer. Ned. Area, 1910, pp. 12, 13,14, 15.
*Med. Edna. In the 11. BOW, pp. 513-11.

.4
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number of salaried instructors should be learned, the amount of time devoted to
teaching, and the subjects handled by each. The qualifications of the faculty mem-
bers is. of course, a matter of much importance.

4. Fatranze requirement'sThe entrance records should be inspected and also the
original credentials handed in by the students. Special note should be made of the
institutions granting the credentials and from any source possible a knowledge of these
institutions obtained in order that a proper valuation of the credentials can be made.
If any outside party, such as a high-school principal or the county superintendent of
schools, passes on the credentials or conducts the entrance examinations for the medical
college. he should he interviewed and his methods learned.

5. Advanced standing.-T --Then s of granting advanced standing from other in-.
et it ut ions should be leaf-tied a note made of the medical seht s,ls from which creden-
tials have been accepted. J

tis: Length of course.The dates of beginning and ending the sessions should be
obtained and inquiry made regarding holidays, time allowed for matriculation, and the
requirements of attendance at classes.

7. Char& ter of the currieulvrn.The lecture or class schedule actually in use by the
college shoirld be studied to earn whether the course is graded, to see what subjects
are being taught and by what methodslecture, laboratory, or clinic. if clinics are
mentioned it should be learned whether they are held at the college dhpensary or at
hospitals, and what hospitals.

8. Buildings.The condition of the buildings as regards care and utility should be
noted. Ample space for the accommodation of the classes and ample provision for
light, heat, and ventilation are of more importance than architectural beauty. Gen-
end cleanliness is important since arcejilic methods can nut well be taught in filthy
buildings and laboratories.

O. Laboratories. The number of laboratories, the subjects taught in each, the
ment and the evidences of recent active work are of much importance. This furnishe
-a fair idea as to.whether or Oct i the college is keeping up to date in its methods of teach-
ing. Any evidences of original research should be noted. The inspector should ex-
amine students' notebooks, tracings, or other evidence of students' work. The presence
of an all-time salaried instructor and the character vf,his work are usually indicated in
the appeararice of the laboratory and equipment. According to the subject taught in
the laboratory, the following points should be noted:

(a) Anatomy.The amount and character of the dissecting material should be noted
and whether modern methods of embalming .are used by which disaection is made
more safe and pleasant than by the old methods. The use of cadavers for operative
snrgery and the use of frozen cross sections, or other prepared anatomic specimens,
charts, or other modern adjuncts should be noted., (A) Physiology.In any laboratory which is at all equipped for teaching physiology
the inspector will invariably see such apparatus as kymographs, levers, time markers,
electrical apparatus, etc. The presence of animals and frogs will be additional
evidence of modern methods. Students' individual work, such as notebooks, tracings,
etc., will furnish a good idea of the work done.

(c) Chemistry.Here cleanliness is an important consideration. -The presence and assr
character of the apparatus and reagent bottles will indicate whether the work is
limited to general chemistry or whether organic and physiologic chemistry are also
taught. Out-lines of the courses taught should be studied, if available.

(d) histology and embryology.The supply and character of mirmecopel, micro-
ton" bottles of blocked specimens, or cut sections will usually be seen. Any addi-
tional apparatus, such as ntereopticoar,.charta, etc., should be noted. Evidences of
active work by teacher or students are important. For embryology the same appa-
ratus and in addition the presence of incubators, marts, Models, or other adjuncts
should be noted.
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(e) Barteradogy.-- A n aceple supply of pus! il-inunersion microscepes is a necessity.
Note should also be 'Wide of sterilizers, incubatonc, test tubes, prepared media (potato,
gelatin, ugar-agar, etc.), and cultures. Cleanliness in this laboratory is of paqicular
importance fur thi-sake of the student himself as well as for the reliability of his work.
The presence or use of animals and the manner of caring Itr them should he noted.

LI) Pathology.- -An ample supply of microscopes is neessary, unless those used in
histology or bacteriology are easily accessible. The number of grass and mienscopic
material should be noted. If any twectmotreins are being deny by a careful instructor,
there will usually be evidences of it in a supply of presened gross specimens in this
laboratory or in

(a) Pharmarnfogy, mania medico, and therapeutics. Note should be made of labo-
ratories for these subjects., particularly the first, and any available outlines of work
should be st

(h) labaratorits.---11f ;reat importance are the facilities for training students
to make the various laboratory diagmk-tie tests 14 blood, urine, sputum. qic., and cote
spottld be made of any lalstratories for the purpose and whether they are amply
equipped with microseotss, reagents, stains, burettes, blood counting outfits, etc.
Small laboratories for this purpose are sometimes found in hospi s, in which case it
should be learned whether the students have regular wok: I or whether the work
is all done by the intermuc.

(1) Other laboratorim Any advanced research, public health, or other !alatrat,cries
should be noted, but particular inquiry should be made as to the part such have in the
traitting id medical students, since that is the chief function of the medical college.

10. Dispensary. li should be tutted whether a suite of flouts or a single nsmi er
merely the-college ((nice is used fur dispensary purposes. The sanitary condition of
thew rooms, the equipment, and the evidences of active work are important. If pk-
sible the visit should be made during the ngular dispensary hours, that it may be seen
how many pat ions are in attendance and what part the students have in the exami-
nation and care of these patients. The records of patients should be inspected and the
average daily or weekly at tentlanre noted.

11. hospitals -All hospitals at which the college claims to hold clinics ichould be
visited and evidence obtained regarding the actual attendance of students. The aver-
age number of patients in the hospital and particularly the average number of free
or ward cases which tan be used for teaching purposes should be learned. The tthin-
bee of clinks per week held in each hospital should be noted and whether they appear
on the lecture schedule or not The amount and character of the work done by the
students in the examination and treatment of patients is of particular importance, as
well as the opportunity for training in the various departments of medicine, sargcry,
gynecology, obstetrics, pediatrics, etc.

12. .Iffierni/y work.Special inquiry should he made regarding the number of cases
riquired of each senior student, the extent of the student's responsibility in the has-
dling and care of each case, the number of cases obtained and where they are obtained.
Maternity wards of hospitals should be visited and the actual number of patients noted.

13. Library. I f the college has a medical library, note should be made of its acces-
sibility to students and the arrangements for the students' comfort, the presence of a
librarian, the amber of modern and useful text and reference books and the number
of useful medical periodicals. Only too often there will be found a lot of old, out-of-
date volumes of no particular use to medical students. Of far more importance than
the-mere presence of a medical library are the evidences that it is used and useful in the
training of medical students.

14. Museum. It should be noted whether there is a good supply of modern useful
anatomist pathologic, surgical, obstetric, or other specimens or whether the collection
consists merely of old, useless curiosities; whether the specimens are labeled; whether
an index is kept, and, in coneection with the pakkagic specimens, whether the clini-
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cal histories are systemat indly filed for reference. I n fart, the important point, as with
the medical library, is the extent to v rich this museum is used in medical teaching.

/win/ feature,ts-v-Note should be made of any special 'features, quch as freezing
plants for preserving cadavers, animal h noses or dog hospitals, and of any spotial appa-
ratus, as reflect oscopes, ihxntgen-ray outfits, charts, models,manikins, etc.

Is. Suppkittentary information.- Reships the information obtained directly Vi rough
the inspection, other sources should be looked to fur whatever will aid in turtling an
accurate idea of what the college is doing. The finished product, the graduates of the
cotter's, should he considered. The success or the failure of its graduates at State
license exam i nat ions, t heir succe,s and stand i ng :owing practitioners and educators, the
plait's they secure in hospitals, public health positions and elsewhere wherein they can
show the training received while in the medical college all.thri-e facts are of much
importance.

Oi1.IE(TIONS TO A RIGID sTA N DA D CURRICULUM .

It. is too early to have a rigid. and specific standard curriculum.
Medical Attention is stilt in a transitional stage. As Prof. Welch
points 9t, the, recommendations of the Council on Medical F,duca-
tion are made to be suggestive and must not 4te considered obligatory
in detail. The curriculum) should have at least, occasional elective
courses, with an irreducible minimum of the fundamental branches.
Sound pedagogy and experience, in my mind, confirm the opinion of
Prof. Welch, that the present sharp segregation of the laboratory
subjects in the first 2 yeaN and the medical and surgical subjects in
the last 2 must give way to a distribution of these courses through
4 veal by' some method of concentration. Welch says:

As regards the arraygement of the curriculum, the general consensus of...opinion is
atilt the availed laboratory subjectsmost inappropriately called the scientific
subjects, because medicine and surgery are equally as scientific- should ',limpy the
first 2 years and the clinical Nurses the last 2 years. It is a question which may
fairlx he debated; it is still an open one, whether the student should not be brought,
into contact with patients at all earlier period than this, whether there should not be
some sort of clinical training before this period. I, think that the student should,
in the second year, come into contact, with patients. \\e are going to adjust our
course, if pUssible, to this end, soIthat the student at the end of the would trimester
of the second year be introduced into clinical methods, practically, through Optical
diagnosis. That would enable him during his long iwation to do sonic work in the
dispensaries. It would be it very decided improvemetlt In France the student
begins with clinical workan old-fashioned way; he (limes Mb) contact immediately
with patients.'

OBJECTIONS TO REQUIRED COLLEGIATE PREPARATION.

The department of education of the State of New York has not
seen its way_clearto require more than a 4 years' high-school course
for admission to medical colleges. It -voices the usual objections to
formulating uniform regulations for the practice of a profession
throughout the United States. It urges the difference in the density
of to population, due to natural conditions, with the resultant

$ Amoo. of Amer. Mod. Col., 70th annualgoostIng. 1910, pp. 62-61.
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differences in facilities of intercommunication which seems to he
little appreciated by the advocates of national legislation looking to
uniform standards. With such an experience in the United States
as that afforded by New York State through the more than half a
century of its experimentation in the regulation of professional
practice, and with the fuller information of the same experiment in
Europe available, it is surprising that speakers dream of the possi-
bility of uniform standards fur populations varying in density from
Massachusetts, with 371 inhabitants to each square mile, New York
with 171, Ohio with 110, Michigan with 44, and California with II!
On the other hand, Johns llopkins, followed by Ilarvard, Columbia,
and Cornell, requires a bachelor's degree for those who would become
candidates.for the M. D. dcgrev. though modilicat ions in the ease of
Hai yard make possible entrance with 2 years of liberal arts. It
seems certain that' the standard of 2 year of liberal arts will prevail.

nEti RE ES.

The first degree in medicine was conferred at Harvard in 1 7SS.

Before 1811 the degree conferred upon graduates of (lit' school was
that of Bachelor of Medicine. Beginning with 1811 the degree lots
been Doctor of Medicine. Inconsistently with the well-established
American usage of bachelor's degrees in hiw, theology, and engineer-
ing, the M. D. degree is given universally. There are some signs that
the M. D. degree may be put on a parity with the doctor's degree in
other faculties, as more than 4 years may be required in the medical
course, and research and success in hospital practice are emphasized.
The combined courses in liberal arts and medicine have resulted in
seven years' A. B. and M. IX degree, and a six years' course with
a B. S. and M. D. degree, in effect making a specific if not a lower
B. S. degree. The preliminary medical courses in independent
literary colleges, which were (-mist ructedto gain a year of advanced
uredit in the colleges of medicine when the latter required 4 years in
their courses and gave a year's advanced credit for a bachelor's
degree, have practically disappeared. As early as 1876 preliminary

in 1887 the UniVersity of Wisconsin announced a definite course in
medical courses. were offered nt Cornell. -A little later Yale and

general science antecedent to the study of medicine.2 Commencing
about 1888 medical colleges have given credit fur such work, per-
mitts college graduates to enter the second year. In .1896 tla.
mediCal practice act in New York was changed so as to preclude the
granting of aueli advanced standing, though the statute was amended.
in 1903 giving the board of regents the right to permit such appli-
cants to have certain recognition. The requirement Oat every appli-

I Rep. on Higher Educ. in Ma Mete of New York, 1910, p. 197.
Third an. cont. of the Council on Med. Educ. A. M. A., 1907, p. 27.
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cant for a license should have been 4 years in residence in a medical
college was set up in a statute in Minnesota in ISIS, but was not
applied by the examation board of Minnesota to the recognition of
a college kntil 19(14. The medical boards in Kentucky, Michigak,
Iowa, and a number of other States have put in force 11 similar
provision.

With the adoption of the 2 years of collegiate preliminary educa-
tion, the difficulty for the independent, colleges has also disappeared,
provided they give proper instruction in chemistry, physiology,-and
hiohigy. The pressure of these colleges incidentally established the
development of :t fifth medical year. The Vniversity of 'Chicago
accommodated them, and thus became one of the first to have a
fifth year in operation. It was 11111101.111Ced as follows:

u,32:iimaa; with the year 1905-a, a Joh yeur two. I,' the curriculum which,
until further annenneement, is opt Mimi. Tiar work of this year will that ()I

A. t ;militate work in one of the departments of the college. either aS a graduate
student er as a fellow: kir

It. An interneship in a hespitid under the following renditions: (I) Each student
!Aim,: such work will he under the constant supervision of the faculty, by whom the
hospital in which the intenmship is taken roust he approved. (2) The stuileuirmust
present evidence of thorough clinical work, and an acceptable thesis, in,yolving
eredit.ilde original work. (3) lit may he required to pass a special examination at
the end of the year.

tht thesuccekkisful completion of this fifth year he will n..tike the degree of doctor
of medicine, rum Illudr.

The requirement of a fifth year, to he spent as interne in an
approved hospitml or in laboratory studies in the medical college in
preparation for teaching, wits established by the University of Ntin-
nesot a fur 84 students entering in September. 1 91 1, and thereafter.
Furthermore, all student4entering in September and thereafter must
secure the degree of B. A. or B. SI from that university or an
approved college befiire Hie M. D. will be conferred.

The opposition of these literary colleges could nut overcome the
demands of the licensing boards for 4 yeiirs of actual residence in
the college of medicine, and the colleges of medicine did not believe\
that the general instruction in the scientific brandies could be equiva-
lent to that given and applied in the medical laboratories in the same
swn ice( .'

SUMMAR)

The practicia bearing upon the life and &tali of mankind of
medical education has made the development and coordination of
medical education with general education more titan an academic

For a discussion pro and con, see the combined coOrse for the degree of A. B. or B. 8., and Y. D.
John Milton Dodson, reprint from Jout. of Amor. Mod. Assoc., Mar22,1909.
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question, mul has accelerated the movement for the solution of
several educational problems. It. has made clear that the detached
professional school must become an integral part of a univeNit
that commercialism, even in the subtle form (ff professional promotion
or fame, must be displaced, and that, eddcat ional institutions must, be
supplemented by the State: in medical practice act, and expert
examining boards. The advanues of science and of medicine by
which medicine is the application of science, including the science of
psychology, to the prevention and wire of disease, have made such
drafts upon the time of the student- and so added to the cost of
instruct ion that a reorganization of education outside medicine fnmi
the bottom to the top has been demanded.

As "one touch of nature makes the whole world kin," medicine,
affecting universal humanity, promotes study, mit ioind and inter-
national. in medical education, and in-its rnmificat ions with general
education.'

111
Cf. "The interest of the piddle in high .tanitardi of profeii,ional education." Carnegie Foundation,

3d an. rep., pp. and "'rho taisinem of law and medicine I.. The prole.. ion of law and medicine,"
pp. Iti3-1(iti, and "The college tund univerhsity in relation to medical education," 5111 au. rep., pp. 40- 43.

0



CHAPTER IV.,

STANDARDS OF LAW SCHOOLS.

Analogous to the. early apprentice system in theology and medi-
cine, the strident of law for the first '_!O° years in the Unite4 Shires
read IOW With some practitioner and was the office clerk. Small
groups or students gathered about some distinguished lawyer, and
so them appeared at Litchfield, Conn., ec group and school of great
distinct ion in it day.

The oldest of the law schools now existing in the [tilted States
is drat of Harvard. In. the autumn of ISIS it. was determined to
establish a professorship of haw, in accordance with the will of 'sane

Esq., dated May 26, l773. The chair was culled the Roall
Professorship of Law. May It, INF.:, at it meeting of the president
and fellows of Harvard College it. wits voted that some counselor
learned in the law be elected, to he denominated .11 University
Professor of Law," who shall reside at Cambridge and open and
keep a school. for the instruction of graduates of this or any other
university, and of such others as, according to the rules of admission
IN to attorneys, may be admitted after 7i years' study in the office
of some counselor.

The degree of bnchelor of laws was instituted, to be conferred
von the student after, is months' (or 3 terms') study at
versify school and the residue of the novitiate in the office of setae
counselor of the supreme court of the Commonwealth or who shall
have studied 3 years, or if not graduate' of any college S years, in the
;skied.' Even in 1537 the Ilarvard catalogue admitted that no
examination and no preliminary course of previous study was neces-
sary for admission, but if the student is not it graduate of some
college he must be at. least- 19 years of age and produce testimonials
of good moral charactrw. In 1870 the course prescribed for the
degree was lengthened to 2 years, and all the subjects of each year
were taught every year. The prt;sent 3 years' coure dates from Is77.
Special students were admitted without examination as late as 1893.
In the year 1S96-97 the rule came into force by Which only gradu-
ates of approved colleges and persons qualified to enter the senior
class of Harvard were, admitted as regular students. Under the
present rule, adopted in 1899, only graduates of approved colleges
will be admitted as regular students.

Catalogue of the Harvard Law school, 1854-56, p. 21.
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For many years before 1111d after the middle of the nineteenth
century the opening sentence of the annual catalogue of Harvard
read:

STANDARDS OF LAW SCHOOLS.

The design of this institution pod. college or soli...II is to afford a complete course
of legal education for gentlemen - intended for t he bar in any of the United Stales
except in matters of nore local law and practice, rand also a systetnatcr course M
studies in commercial, jurisprudence fir those why intend (A devote theinselve,
exclusively to mercantile pur,mits.

The catalogue cot IS52-53 follows the course of instructilit for
the but with it separate course iis follows:

The Nurse el imtriwtitni for I Ino mercantile profession is more limited and embrace,
the priVipal branches only of piri,pruticiii-e; namely, the law of agency, of part nil--

"I et hill, of exchange and firs nnissory notes, of insurance, f ship-
ping itavigut ion, and other maritime law,. of sales anti, if the student tleidic it, of con-

ittitalIii law.

It is interesting to note that WI' have here it gerni of the university
sclitol of business, or of yommerce,which appeared ts tt separate I

organization at the beginning of the t wentiet ('e11tur3-.

Yale quickly 17frowed Ilarvad. 'I'll(' catalogue for Li24 con-
titined it list of law students, al t-hougli no announcement. was made
concerning the course of instruction. The catalogue for Iti21i for
the first time described the work of the law school, but no degrees
Were cOnferred until 1S13. The length of the cotirse from the found-
ing of the school to 1896 Was ono of 2 years. It was thettextended
to 3 years. The graduate course was established in I8116, The
)'ale law school claims to have .been t he first law schoor in .1nterica
or England having a course leading to the degree of doctor of civil
law.

Among the original schools (onliiplated in Mr. Jefrersons plan
for the organization of the University of Virginia was:

"Law, municipal and Istreign; embracing the general principles, theory, anti prac-
tie of jitrisprudettre..tmatt her with the theory and principles of constitutional wit--
eminent." Accordingly the school of law was established' in 1821;, and has been
continutuilk operation ...ince, c%-en during the years of the Givil 11'ar. I:roin ii

inception until IS9.1 the citirst: comprir.d the work of a single year. With the session
of 1894.-95 a 2 year,4' course was illattittrated, which continued up to the session of
19119 -ill, when the course wail extended to 3 years.

The law sc n New York University was established in MI5.
In the same year s3) the board of trustees of Indiana College

selected its first' professor of law, and when the college in 1):38

became the Indiana University, the net of the legislature required that

0
a course of law should be given in it. The school.was opened in 1842,
and it is believed Mix) the fitst State university law schooLestab-
'Oho(' west of the Alleghenies.
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The school of law of .Columbia was established in I MS. The
department of 1 w of the ITniversity of Nlichigan was or14.anibed in
1859; of Wisconst 1 Iowa in I$6S. The organizat ion of law schools
was gradual; they were less numerous than the nolical schools,
and there was not a flood of proprietary schlep as in medicine,

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.

There were no requirements: al thy` beginning in the best schools.
.1s late as I574 candidate; for admission, for exiimple in AVisconsin,
wm'c required simply to pass examination* in the ordinary English
branches. Gradually the requirement 4 a high-school course was
made, at first of a 3 Cetus' course. \VII hill a decade the requirement
has been made that of a t years' high-school course or the require
ments for admission to the liberal arts college of the institution.
Ilarvard was a pathfinder in requiring a bachelor's degree for admis-
sion, but at first the requirement pract ically Wit': It pa pl'r r(gi III 11'111(90 ,
because latchelors' degrees from the 1111111V1.4)11S so- called col logpg were
very freely accepted. Says Bush:

In th39 there was mailer an entrance nor a linal exam inati.m. The c.tirse
nominally of 2 years really permitted the student to oiloite no lire than he ,,,,,hi
have aNuir,.(1 in I yearA systemati, !Andy. This u aid il ilia la,1 ed alit it ISM, %1 hen
radical reforms were introduced. * ' In 1!..77 the standard 4 the school was
ag-,tin raised by extending the course from 2 to 3 years, ;mein that year entrance
examinations were establidted. the candidates examined in C:esar, Cicero. Virgil,
and Mid:AA ttle.t ('4 II nmentarie,I.

Since that time increase in the number of students who were also graduates of a

college has been steady an indication of wider recognition 311,1 ,.f Ow ad vamtage,
of a college education le: 3 lose for professional sm.ve-s.

The un'iversity in many cases was imposed. upon and rect4e4s1
men with bachelor's degrees which scarcely represented the training
of a first-class high school; it, then began to make a list of colleges
for its own use and now .defends itself from abuse by openly sug-_
gosling in the cataMgue that the persons who. would be admitted
without examination as candidates for the degree. of bachelor of
laws be: ai

I . Graduate:1,4 eater., of high grade upini producing their diplomas.
1.!. 0 4:ululates of other volltyes of approved stolidity upon positivity their diplomas

hyet her, with an official ( ertith ate that !hey ranked in the lirst third of thiiflass on
tl work of thesenior year.

The following persons will be admitted as unclassified students:
I. Graduates of colleges who are not admissible as regular stvdents.
2. Graduates of law schools having it 3-year course for their degree,
Persons admitted as unclassified students must, in order toreceire a degree, obtain,

...mark within 5 per-cent of that required for the honor degree.

41- .
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STI'11ENT!.4.

Persons who have never received a degree. but who have attained the age of 21
years. will. in rare instances, lw+ admitted as special students by special vote of the
faculty.

Columbia followed the example of lfarvard. In the main no
reputable institution requires less titan a .1-y, a high-school course,
and the leading institutions are feeling. their way toward a require-
ment. of 2 years of collapiate preparation in addition to the high-
school course. The announcement the University of Michigan'
of the gradual approach to the requirement. of 2 years of collegiate
preparation is symptomatic:

In t lit year 1912, and thereafter until further not ire, the requkements for admission
to the tilepartment will be increased by the addition to the high-school course now
required of a year of university or college work. In 1912, and thereafter,' candidates
must present a certificate shtiwing Om completion of t year of university or college
work in au histitut ion approved rty A44. facurty of the department or its equivalent.
Within a reasonable time after 1912, may be expected thara second year of uni-
versity or college work will be added to the requirements for admission to the depart-
ment as candidate fur a degree.

''alt' had clearly enunciated the 2-years' collegiatcyprAminary
requirement, but in 1911 asked college graduation. Several of the
institutions 'now require year of liberal arts or 11.11110111UP 2 years
with certain provisions by which persons lacking in the 2-year prepa-
ration may 1w admitted.

The terms of admission to the undergraduate department of coinT
atom law in the Catholic yniversity orAmeriea well state the 'require-
ments of the institutions still receiving lamas on,the basis of it high-
school Murat iota;

Applicants fur admission to this department furl have received a high-sihiol
education Or its equivalent ; must be of good moral character and studious habits;
tuul must have complied with all the rules in force. in the State where they expert to
practice in regard to registration. Students pursuing courses for the degrees of
bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, etc., ir the other departments of this uni-
versity may take a portion of the first year law courses in t his department during their
junior and senior years, and will be given credit. for whatever work they may :rem-
plish should they afterwards become candidates for the degree of bachelor of latirs.

The requirement of the State of New York, established by the State
education department., does not rise beyond a high-tool preparation.'

The process of advancing the standards and the approximate date
of the general advance is well illustrated byte history of the law,
school of the University of Wisconsin. onl 1868 to 1874 the
course of study covered but 1 year, atid.no requirementtkas to admis-
sion were exacted. -

In 1874 -candidates for 'admission tire required to pass examinations in the otklinary
English branches. In 1881 tbescoulse.. of study was extended to2 years, and candi-

Catoicein, 1910-11, p.309.. A Handbook 2?, Wear EducallonLaw, 26, 31, 32.'
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.
dates were required to have a fair English education. In 1594 the rouge was extended
to 3 years. In 18K-the requirements for admissb di were Made the saw as in the col-
lege (if...letters and science. In 1405 candidates for degrees were required to present
additional credits equivalent to the freshman year of the college of letters and science.
In 1907 the present requirements of credit equivalent to the freshman and sophomore
years of the college of letters and science became effective.

A general idea of the prelegal course is found in Chicago.
Various studies especially valuable in the preliminary education of a lawyer have

been designated as "prelegal courses," and are enumerated below. Though nut
required, peospetive law students are strongly advised to elect at least a year of
work (chiefly in the third college year ) from this gimp, and to clusise their junior
college electives with this view. Cand it lat vs for the degree of 1,1..11. are alsti urged
to take prelegal work before entering the law school. .

A choice among the courses off red in the university upon the following subjects is
particularly recommended:-

Principles of political economy; constitutional and political history of the United
States;, National, Federal. State, and municipal government ; constitutional and
pfditieal history of England; Roman law; oral debates and argumentation; book-

, keeping and accounting; railway transportation and regulation of rates; evonomis.
and social history; finance, money, and banking; financial and tariff history', organi-
Zai ll al of business enterprise; intnaluction lo study of society; contemporary society
in the United States; industrial groups aml urban communities; cliarities and social
treatment of crime; social forces in minim) democracy; logic sill psychology;

political and social ethics. .
With the approval of the dean of the law itcho4:1 other courses may also be aece:ued

as prelegal work, especially those offered in the depart nil.tits of paid-cut economy and
politicts,1 science courses in English, American, hint modern European hiAtory, and
coursesdealing with modern social and municipal problems. Students who have
not had the course in of !I government in the United States, or who have not com-
pleted the English composition required in the janitor colleges, should take these
before entering the law school.

.
. .

The movement toward a2-year st wilful! of prelegal education has
become national, through the promotion of the Association of Ameri-
t cut Law Schools, whose object is the improvement of legaleeducation
itt America, especially in law .schools..

Its )artiales of association, as adopted in 1900 and amended and
construed in the It) subsequent annual meetings, outline the general

' progress itt the standardizing of law schools, as the following excerpts
will show: I ,

Law schools may be elected to mendtriship at any meeting by vote of thettaisociation,
but no law school shall be so eleenal unless it complieswith the following requirements:

I. It shall require of all candidates for its degree at the time of their admission to
the selmol the completion of a 4-yeats' high-school (nurse, or such a cotrise of prepara-
t4m as would be accepted for admission to the State university or to the principal
colleges said untbiersitiea in the State where the law school is located: Provided, That
this requirement shall not take effect until September, 1907. (As amended in 19053

A later resolution on the' bjectisas follows: J

Re.ofred, That the usaoci ion deems it highly advisable that the reqtiirements for
admission to the.law rtioo which are members of this association shall be advanced

lAssociation of American Law Schools: (Articles of sasadation adopted Aug. 28,1.900, as amended and
construed in the 10 subsequent annual meetings.: s

,- ,, 11
..."
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ass rapidly its tht conditions under which the work of the several schools is carried on
will permit, and trongly commends the action of those schools which have already
advancitd their requirements so as to require one or more years of work at college a-' a
prerequisite to admissiim to the law school, and express the earnest hope that this
advancement may continue until all of the members of the association shall ulti-
mately require at least 2 years of college work as preliminary to the study of law. fSts!
Prim ., 1908, pp. 4, 5.)

2. It shall require of its 'candidates for any legal degree study of law during a peri,s1
of at least 3 years of 30 weeks each, with an average of at least 10 hours required .13s,-
soom work each week: Provided, however, That candidates attending night cla,k44
only shall be required to study luring a period of not less than 1 yeas of 30 wicks
each, with an average of a sit S hours of required cia.s.neim work each week. ,

amended in 1900.) '
3. The conferrin of its degree shall he conditioned upon theattainment of a grade ,,i '

wholarship ascertained by examinationi,
. shall own. or have vonven len t access to during all regular library hours. a library

containing the reports of the State in which the school is located and of the United
States Supreme Court.

Any school which shall fairto maintain the requirements provided for in Amick
Six Ili, or such standard as May, hereafter be adopted by resolution of the assol'iat ion.
shall lie excluded from the artsciciat ion by a vote at the general meeting. but ntay
reinstated at a subsequent meeting on proof that it is then bona tide fulfilling such
reqiiir'ements.2,

CONFEDERATION OF STATE. LICENSING BOARDS.

In law, as in medicinse, a confederation of State licensing boards
was finally- formed and attention given to practice acts, and there
are signs that in time the analogous bodies in law may lleVtnlie it

standardizing influence.'
1-;1

This within originally read kfflows:

2. The comae of study leading to its degree shall cover at least 2 rears of 30 weeks per year, with nit 3% er.
ow of at least II) hours' require classroom work each week for each student: l'ror Adref, I. hat utter the
1905 members of this association shall require a 3-years' mime.

The following construction was pieced upon this melon before its amendment:
Resolved, That any school which gives a degree to a student who has studied law for less than 3 year; is

notcompl)ing with Article VI of the articles of the association. (Adapted, Pro., 1907, pp. 38, 47.)
Remitted, That present members of the tssociation who have in good faith accepted a different Ititerpn,

talon of the requirements of Article VI shall have 2 years to comply will' the interpretation now Istioliteil
(Adopted, I'roc., 1937, p.

Resolved, (I) That the question of giving credit for work done In other law schools must he left to tlik.
discretion of each member of the association.

(2) That under no circumstances should student; be admitted to advanced standing on account of work
done In law (Aces, or eirwhere than in a law schooLcscept upon the appl tient 'It passing rigid exam inateins
on the suldects for which time credit is to be given.

(3) That the time credit so given for office work should not exc eed 1 year.
(4) That the practice of giving advanced standing on amount of office work, even when so nstricted, is

dangeratu to the maintenance of high standards out is to be reprehended, but it is not deemed wise at the
pent time to adopt any regulation prolaihRtng the allowance of Urns credit of a year or less for such study
In bsw ogres and the consequent admission to advanced standing on that account. (See Pro., wee,
pp. N. )

For cooperative purport; with Berman, French, and English standards, reference may be made to
"The education of the tiernian lawyer," by Judge Karl von Lew luski, of Berlin, in Rep, of Amer. liar
Assoc., 1908, p. 814; Notes meetly history of legaistudies In England, by Justice Joseph Walton, Rep. Amer.
Bar A.sson.,1009, p. nil; " The teaching of olio law In France," by Sir Thomas Barclay, Ibid., p.593; article
an legal education In England, by Harold I). Ilmeltine, Cambridge University, England, Proc. Amer.
Bar. Assoc., 19011. See also Sir Frederick Pollack's comments on the article; N. Y. State Dept., Rep. on
Higher lidue.1011,

la. Rules for admt the bet In the several States and Territeciat of the Halted Stales, 4th edition,
1007, West Fablkdsing Co., St. Paul; Aso a report of committee on standard rule for admission to the
bgt, Rep. Amer. Bat Asioo.,i018, p. 775.
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At this point the experience of the N St lite Education
Department is illuminOing.

The department by maintainingf th st multi& for an approved
college and rating credentials of law candidates by the standards ofthese colleges in proportion to the work actually done has practicallyraised the standards of these collegeslindlIttiersities, so that they are
2 years or I year in advance of the requirements exacted by the rule
of the court of appeals. since they require as it condition of graduation
at least t) full years in liberal arts and sciences in addition to a com-pleted 8-year elementary euurso. The department declares this is
not simply an academie question and queries
whether the remarkable growth in student:4 in at lend:imp on the law schools during
the last dvade does not seem to prove that it is now time for New York State torequire of all applicants for admission to the bar examinations attendance on, andKrklitat ion from. the :years' course in a law sthool registered by the regents as meeting
the standard school year and clam, work required by the rules of the court of appeals.* * Three years' attendance on and graduation from a law sithool should herequired for admission to the bar examination. Disetisdons by the law associations,
both national and State, strengthen this belief. * in fairness to the profession.
in the protection of the public and in just ice to intinat nds eivemplating law se apnifession, should not It prerequisite law or rule be adopted requiring not only a general
preliminary education for admission to the bar examinations, Imt a professional
training in a standard law shisd as well? And ace( onpanying such prerequisite profes-sional requirement should not the the law schools to admitonly qualified student'? Snell laws have proved their efficiency in other profes-
sions. and certainly the 111-pfession of law is worthy of e cry safeguard that can be thrownabout it.'

The following art' specimens of regulations concerning combined
academic and law course at YaleTnivet sity:

Students in the academic dept Rent of Yale University may so combine their
work in that department with the work of the law school as to obtain the degree inarts and in law in 11 years. Students in the academical department may elect 8 hours
of classmon work in the law school and obtain a mobil for the Kline on the 60 hours
ntquired fist the deltree in arts and on the 5 hours required for the degree in law.
Students Who obtain this enslit yhile in the academical department are enabled to
complete the law Allinol course in 2 additional years. .

Tke course iu mining law is open to students in the Sheffield Scientific School who
are studying engineeringand who present to the dean of thr law school the written
consent of the director of the scientific school to flittir registraNi<or the comae?

The establishment of combined courses within universities has led
in the interest of detahedVolleges to the establislunent; of prelegal
courses by which advanced credit is given. Yak. provides that:

Graduates of approved"Ileges who have taken while in college strictly legal
studies and have pawed a creditable examination inittch studies at, such college may,so lar as such studies form part of the regular first-year curriculum, substitute for
them certain courses of the second-year curriculum; and in such case, during their
Beyond year may take sme of the courses offend in the third-year curriculum.

I Rep. on nigher Edue. In Stale of N. Y., for sehool sear eadlna July 31,1910, pp. 1111-190.
General aualceruo Yale ilnlveraily, 1911-12, 574.
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The combined course at Michigan is stated as follows:

Students desiring to obtain the degrees of bachelor ofarts in the department of lit-
erature, science, and the arts, and of bachelor of laws. in the department of law, may
by enrolling on the combi red literary and law course. shorten from 7 years to 6 the time

required to earn the two degrees. This privilege is open only to students who during
their first 3 years have maintained a uniform record of good scholarship. The work

is under the direction of a joint committee of five members. representing the depart-
ment of literature, science, and the kris, and the department of law. With the con-

sent of a eqmmit tee in charge a candidate fur the degree of bachelor of arts, who has

been a student, in the department of literature. science, and the arts for at least 1 year
and has 90 or more hours to his credit. of which at least 30 hours have been earned in

the department of literature, science, and the arts of this university may enroll on
the combined course; that is. while continuing his registration in this department be

may also register in the department of law, provided the work he has already (-um;
nleted includes a sufficient number of-the courses to enalile him to complete within I

year the specific requirement deseril fed in the following paragraph.'

REQUIREMENTS FOR eitAnuATiox. ,

The length of time generally given to the law curriculum, as has
been shown, has risen from 1 to 2 to 3 'years. The length of the year
has been established practically us 36 weeks. The number of hours
per week has been generally 10, with a of 14. A number
of the leading schools now offer a fourth year for graduate work or a
degree with distinction, or an advanced degree. The curriculum has
been 'waded. The courses have been prescribed, for the most part,
through the 3 years; but with the entrance of electives, quite gen-
erally in the third year and in some cases in the second, when an
institution announces that the courses are elective, it will be found
that they safeguard by requiring the candidates fur degrees to take
a minimum' amount of the standard subjects. Sometimes an insti-
tution offers an election among the prescribed curricula leading Os\
advanced degrees, thus, practically giving us a group system. An
illustration of accomplishing the -elective system by the route of

departments is afforded by the Catholic University of Alneric>
which has 5 departments, as follows: (I) General university law lec-

tures; (II) the undergraduate department of common law; (Ill)
the- graduate department of common law; (IV) the department of
civil law; (V) the department of jurisprudence.

The combined courses with the college of liberal arts, or what
amounts to the same in the permission to take under certain con-
ditions courses in other colleges, promises very properly a develop-
ment of an interrelating of 'law schools with departments or schools
of political and social science, of commerce, and of business admin-

tb Such schools will become more than schools preparing
practitioners and will aid to reestablish, in the broad sense, jurispru-

Univ. of Kick. Caleadat, l911-12, 2111-236.
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dense in its place of influence in general education and to retain the
rank of the law faculty, as in the German universities, with the
pllilosophical,.theological, and medical faculties.

THE METHODS (IF INSTRUCTION.

The methods of instruction have been as much revolutionized as
in the much-heralded revolution of scientific instruction in liberal
arts colleges. The 'original method was the lecture system, suc-
ceeded by this textbook system, succeeded by the case system, per-
haps more properly named "source" method.

LAW COURSES FOR BACIIEIAM'S DEGREE.

Ilarrard.Candidates for degree: All of first-year course amounting to 13 hours
per week for the year. In 2d year 16 hours are offered, of .which 12 must be taken;
18 hours offered in 3d year, of which 10 must be taken. No student may take more
than 6 full courses (of 3 hours each) without special permission, and a course taken
to remove conditions will be counted as part of the 6.

Advanced degree: A fourth-year course of 8i hours is offered for advanced stu-
dents, who may take any subject in 2d and 3d years not already taken, but candi-
dates for the doctorate must take Roman law and the principles of the civil law.
Graduates of other schools qualified to be members of the Atksociation of American
LaW Schools may take this degree upon one year's residence after receiving the
bachelor's degree.

Mle.Candidates for degree: All required subjects of first two years, or 7 hours
Id required and 8 hours elective in 3d year (1st year equals about 15 hours, 2d equals
about 18 hours); same amount of work required for bachelor of law and bachelor of
civil law degree; but applicants for latter degree must take Roman law and may
elect certain courses in political science.

Advanced degree: Those may be admitted as candidates for doctor of law (Jur.
1)r.) who have arts degree from recognized institution and have graduated from
recognized law sciwol. If such persons also have the bachelor of laws degree, they may
be admitted as candidates for I). C. L., but must pass examination on Roman law,
Latin, and either French or Goaman.

('olumbia.--eandidaws for degree: Required work consists of "74 points" and
covers 3 years. Each point represents !satisfactory completion of work, representing
one hour per week for a half year. No student may take more than 14 nor lesterthan
12 points per semester without special permission. All work of 1st year prescribed;
all of 2d and 3a elective; 2d-year work may be taken in 3d year, but not as a rule
vice versa.

Advanced degree: Master of laws degree requires 52 hours in public and private
law; 18 hours must be in public law, general jurisprudence, and Roman law. Hold-
ers of the LL. B. of Columbia "or of a legal degree accepted as equivalent thereto"
can usually qualify with one additional year.

ComfitCandidates for degree: Two courses offeredone of 9 months for 4 years
and one of 9 months for 3 years. The 4-year course "is designed principally for those
students who have only the preparation afforded try the high schools or preparatcw
schools." Torte is the only law subject taught in the course the first year; tie
remainder of the year is taken up with courses in the college of arts and sciences.
The 3-year course is primarily designed for college graduateetand for those who have
completed at least.a year of college work. 9

Chirego. Candidates for degree: Three-year course; work of 1st year required.;
2d and 3d years elective and may be taken in any order, except that certain courses
are better taken in the 34 year. Practice courses required.

1
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Catholic.Candidates for degree: Bachelor's degree is given after a course of 3
years. The 1st -year course consists of 13} hours, the 2d and 3d years of 13 hourseach.-

Advanced d*: The master's degree in law is given after a course of 4 years.
The degrees of J. C. D. (Juri; Commuuis Do for and Juris t'ivilis Doctor) are con-
ferred on students who pursue the "courses required" under direction f the fac-
ulty, pass the examinations, and present and print a dissertation. Students who do,
not complete the course for the doctorate may, after 3 years' study, apply for the

1---Th licentiate degree. The J. U. I/. Glaris Utriusque Doctor) is granted to those %vb.)
fulfill conditions for both J. C. D. degrees. The 1.1.. D 4:4 given for 2 ycaN 01
"research work within the domain of comparative jurisprudence", open only
holders of the J. U. D. degree of this In. of ROM(' other university with courses .sult-

antially identical." Dissertation must be presented anti published.

DEGREES.

The ordinary degree is that of bachelor of laws, calling for the ful-
fillment of the admission requirement, according to the institution,
a minimum of high-school preparation, a maximum of college gradua-
tion. A 3 years' course must he completed, ordinarily in residence at
the school, though certain schools permit time in an office to comit
for 1 year. Term and final examinations at, the end of the 3 years
must be passed. There is a marked tendency to res'Noo the degree
of LL.B. for a lower standard, for example, for those who have not
a liberal arts bachelor's degree, or have highest. quality of
work. The University of Chicago, after consultation with other
graduate law schools, has offered the degree of Juris Doctor (J. 11.1

Or' which is reserved for those who are college graduates and have com-
pleted the professional course. The curriculum of the undergraduate
department of common law leads to the degree of bachelor of_laws
(LL.B.), the curriculum of the graduate department of common law
to the degrees of master of laws (LL.M.) and Doctor of Law or titiris
Doctor (J. IX)

ADIIIIRSION FOR LAW 140REER.

Harvard (1911-12).Graduates of colleges of high grade; graduates of other colleges
whin producing certificate that. they ranked in the first third of the clam in senior
year.'

Yak.Graduates from an approved college or scientific school; dime who can pre-
sent certificate from an "approved college or scientific school " that they have dune
the equivalent of two full years' work of 15 hours each; prescribed examinations..

Catholic. Must be members of the bar, or have received bachelor's degree in arts.
letters, science, philosophy, theology, medicine, or law, -or "must have enjoyed a
literary or professional experience" which is "fairly equivalent;" must have reading
knowledge o Latin, French, ateefesauut, and be "already well grounded in the
principles of f ndamental philosophy" or so ground themselves.

Admission is granted to those not candidates for a degree who are graduates of colleges but are not
- admissible u regular students; graduates of last schools having 3-year coarse. Persons 21 years old who

have no degrees may be admitted u special students by tole of the fiscally and after passing examination
Salm, Latin, and Freook.



CHAPTER V.

STANDARDS OF SCHOOLS OF ENGINEERING.

What is now known as the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, at
Troy N. 1., founded in 1824, was the first organiied technical school in
the I "niii'd States, though preflous to its organization some technical
work had been carried incidentally by professors of science in liberal
arts colleges. Indeed, the latter practice prevailed until as late as
t!tur) in the State University of Iowa and is still.found in some col-
leges, c. g., Cornell College. In Michigan, though work was begun
in 1 tiriti and first ,degrees were conferred in 1868, the engineering
course was included in the curriculut of the collegiate department
until 1894-95. A Isketch of the enlargement. of the work at the

standards of techaigal work. The founder, Stephen Van Rensselaer,
Rensselaer Polyte.10nic- indicates well the general advance in . the

stated its purpose to be "the application of scielee to the common
purposes of life." At. the beginning, the institution was modestly
called the Rensselaer School. The board of trustees announced
that the school was prepared to give instruction in
chemistry, experimental philtophy, and natural history with their application to
aeri,ailture, domestic economy, and the arts; and also, for teaching land surveying.
There were two pnifestuirs. Amcrc Eat011. professor of chemistry and natural phiLsnphy
and leo urer on geology, land surveying. etc.. and Lewitt C. Beek, professor of botany,
mineralogy and zoology. There were 25 students. 'The degree of bachelor of arta
was given after one year and master of arta at the end of a second year of study. Much
attention was given to field and laborati it.). work; in fact a circular issued in 1826
slated that the whirl was "limited an experimental course in natural science,"
and it wils confined principally to botany, geology. and mineralogy.

After 9 years. in 1833, the name was changed to " Renavlarr Institute." With this
higher sounding name came an effort toward higher education, 6d in 1835 there was
established "a department of mathematical arts, for the purpose of giving instruction
in engineering and technology." At that time the degree of civil engineer (C. E.)
was ertablinhed and was given l0 8 graduates in the department. of 'mathematical arts,
11 years after the founding of the school. The course of study still covered only 40
weeks of 1 year, and there were only 3 professors and 1 assistant. A circular issued in
1835 grid: "One year is suffieient for obtaining the Rensselaer degree of civil engineer,
for a candidate who is well prepared to enter. Graduates of colleges may succeed by
else application during the 24 weeks in the summer term."

Of the 40 weeks required by this course, the mornings of 4 weeks were devoted to
"extemporaneous speaking on the subjects of logic, rhetoric, geology, geography, and
history," amid the afternoons to composition, exercises in various mathematical arts,
and national and municipal laws

After another period of 11 years, pooh and a long step forward was made,
when B. Franklin Greene became senior p la 1846. After u amid study el
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the scientific and technical inst it 'Mims in Europe, Prof. Grim' ne thoroughly reorganized
this institution upon the basis of a general pelyterhnie institute. and it was then called
the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The nuuager.tresidved that " their field should
he narrowed and more thoroughly cultivated." and their efforts "rest rimed to matters
immediately eignate to architecture and engineering." The somewhat irregular
and optional course requiring but a single year. wan then superseded by a systematic
and thorough curriculum requiring at least 3 year " '1. The new curriculum
showed the effect of the study of the Fri-incli Will sits. Its course considerably resem-
bled the 3 years' cimm of 1,'Evnle Cent rale des Arts et Manufact tires, while the }tart
forming the ground wink of the Wither technical studies resembled the curriculum
iif genie Polytehnique. By the year 1554 the courses in civil engineering and
natural science had been well developed. In 1557 the (mine in topographil.al
engineering was added. but it was. abandoned in 1866, only 5 men having taken the
degree of T. E. In 1858 the -year mitre was established in ci1,11 engineering, In
1862 the course in mechanica 1 engineering was added tot litr.te in civil and topographical
engineering and natural science and all four courses were extended to -1 years. the
first 2 years being the mime in all. The course in mechanical engineering did not,
however, materialize, and students Willi Wished to pursue their studies in mechanical
engineering were obliged In go abroad, there being Ito established schools in this
country at that time leaching that branch of engineering. In 1871 there remained
only the coven, in civil engineering to represent the general JrolytechnicschoOl wbiah
was the dream of Prof. It. Franklin Greene. While the institute in 1871 ceasiwki o be
a polytehnic insritute except in name. it was still an excellent Niguel of civil engi-
neering, and has grown in excellence and importance as a schnid of civil engineering
from that day to this,'

The rapid development of the sciences brinight about at the-middle
of the ninetpent II century after much discussion the establishment of
scientific schools or courses in connection with classical institutions.
The pathfinder was the school now known as the Sheffield Scientific
School, commenced at Yale with a famous opening address made by
Dr. Horace Bushnell in 1847. Harvard opened the Lawrence
Scientific School in 1847. ft was at first announced as an advanced
school of science and literature for graduates and Wafers sufficiently
qualified. Most of its early students were already college graduates
or persons Who came for professional study of a special subject. It
soon received students with only secondary school edncation and had
courses leading to the degree of bachelor of science and the various
branches of natural and applied science.

The culmination of the second stage is perhaps marked by the
foundation of a second great detached schoel-- -the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. In the memorial prepared in 1859 and
presented to the legislature in 1861) is given the ideal:

Reference is made to the expected early establishment of a comprehensive Poly-
technic college, furnishing a complete system of industrial qaucation supplementary
to the general training of other institutions and fitted to equip its students with every
scientific and tochnicalprinciple applicable to the industrial pursuits of the age.

On April 10, 1861, an act was passed by the General Court of Maalachusetts to
incorporate The Massachusetts Institute of Technology "for the purpose of instituting

I Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Bulletin, Vol. 8, No. 2, (June, 1909), The formal opening of the Russell
Sege Laboratory, pp. 22 ff. sy
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and maintaining a soviet y of arts, a museum of arts, and a school of industrial science,
and aiding generally by suitable means the advancement, development, and practical
application of science in connection with arts, agriculture, manufactures, and com-
merce."

The scope of this school was and ever has been very broad. Its
great. president, Gen. Francis A. Walker, inspired the school with a
continuation of and combination of its original ideals of cultural \and
technical education.

The rising interest in industrial olucat ion, paw icularly in the Wast
in agricultural education, resulted in attempts to found industrial
and agricultural colleges in the universities. The Morrill Act of 1862,
securing Federal land grants for colleges of agriculture and mechanic
arts in each State and Territory, marks the third stage in the advance
of technical education for the "industrial classes."

REQUIREMENTs mit ADmIssitiN.

The requirements for admission to these colleges at first. could not
be maintained on the plane of the requirements for admissicm to the
college of liberal arts, though gradually raised in stronger colleges to
the same 'standard as the liberal arts college. In the Lawrence
Scientific School, as in the case of the Rensselaer Polytechnic, at the
beginning no strict requirements were enforced beyond the ability of
the student to carry. The I'm-yard catalogue of 1846-47 rends:

All graduates of the university or any other colleges and all not graduates of IR
years, qualified to pursue the study, are admitted to the school.

There was provision tu give a diploma. In the catalogue of ISIS -..19
the candidates for admission must have received a good common
English education and ho qualified to pursue to advantage courses
to which they purpose to give attention. The certificate given on
leaving school was to state the number of terms spent and the studies
pursued. That it was not necessary to have high requisites for
admission perhaps may be infehed from the character of the work,
as reported in the catalogue of 1817-48:

A few students have already entered their names. They pass the time from 9
o'clock a. m. to I o'clock p. m. in the laboratory, engaged per orally in manipulations
and experiments of which notes are taken at the time, to be revised later, and sub-
mitted the following morning to the professor, who directs also the course of reading.
lu the summer term a full course of demtuntrative lectures will be given by Prof.
Elmsford.

As the brief historical sketch given indicates, the requirements for
admission rose slowly from a common- school education to the present
HU standards of 15 units for admission to college. Indeed, the stand-
ards as administered have been stiffer than in the colleges of liberal
arts, the requirements in mathematics calling for more algebra, solid
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geometry, and trigonometry. The languages were reduced to a mini-
mum, and Greek disappeared.

The typical entrance requirements to-day are Its follows:

E NTR A Nu E EQU it ENI E NTS.

ReaRselarr (1970).-11i,t offer subjects (VPrifir VI units when "unit" means the
equivalent of 5 prepared recitations a week fir a school year. When each reeitatiiia
is not lees than 40 minutes It) unite inust be in required subjects; 4 from a given list
of electives.

C6lumbia.Total requirements, 14§ units; required, 11 i; elective, 3.
Massarhuzetts Institute of 'Technology.Mut.t. lie 17 years old and have passed satis-

factory examinations in alechra, plane and solid geometry, phCsies, 'elementary
French and German. English and history, and must .show satisfactory evidence of
preparation in two of a number ii electives.

Cornell.n units from the list of ent ranee subjects arc required for enhance to the
4-year course, it being elective; for die Sth and 6th year courses IS units are required
with 5 electives.

Michigan.-15 units required (unit is defined to be 5 recitations per week for one
year in one branch of study). 11 j required: 3i units elective from a designated list,

REQUIREMENTS MR GRAM-ATMS AND ItEGREEs.

The courses of instruct ion laws risen front I year to 4, and in connec-
tion with combined rout-0111s and gradual e schools e\ cu to 6 years.' 'flit'
standard undergraduate course is sti'l 4 years, thong!' a course of 3
years is still reputable, as at Sheffield Scientific. The curriculum i.
absolutely prescribed, at least for the first year, and ordinarily
the first 2 years, when the courses differentiate ?ftnit the old civil
engineering course to niePt gm many modeten applications of science.

The general character of the curricula in tho, various schools
appears from the statements which follow:

Yale (Sheffield Scientific).The work of the froolunan year is noroductory4o all
courses. At, the opening of the year the class is divided into two groups:

-(1) The Engineering Science Group which is preparatory to the courses in ehil
engineering, mechanical engineering, num icipai and sanitary engineering, electrical
engineering, mining engineering, mathemal7iis, pure and applied, chemistry pre-
paratory to metallurgy.

(2) The Natural Science Group is pnparatory to the courses in chemistry,
zoology and botany, biology preparatory to medical studies, studies preparatory to
the study of forestry, selected studies in language, literature, history, and the natural
and social sciences.

For students electing any of the courses under group I there is offered during the
freshman year a coarse including German or French; plane and solid atmlytical
geometry; physics, reoitations and eximtrimental lectures; chemistry, recitations,
lectures and laboratory; English; English compoeit ion; ttawing; des:riptive geometry.

Forstudents electing any in group 2 the freshman year provides German or *etch;
amtlytics and calculus; physics, recitations; physics, experimental lectures; elementary

" chemistry, recitations; elementary chemistry, lectures and' laboratory; English;
English composition: biology, lectures and laboratory; drawing.

After the freshman year the subjects, are varied to meet the needs of the principal
object of the course t many subjects appear again and again as parts of the different

The rontieg named above cover a; 4, and 5 years.
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Massachusettli Institute of Technoloyy.This institution has a series of courses similar
to those offered in the Sheffield Scientific School.. They cover 4 years, but there is a
veneral scientific course covering 3 years.

The first term of the first year is common to all courses and offers: Mathematics;
plane trigonometry; inorgani chemistry with lectures. recitations and laWntory;
Pie( Inimical drawing and descriptive geometry; freehand drawing; German; rhetoric
and English composition; military science; physical training.

Fir the second term of the first year the work is divided into 5 different parts or
(.1.ct ions to meet the panicular needs of the diverging courses.

There are also offered other Ourses as follows: IV. Architecture, 4,, years. VIII.
Physics. X1 I. Geology and geodesy, 4 ytars. XI 1 1. Naval architecture and marine
engineering. 4 years. X I 1 1.1. Naval architecture. XIV. Electra- chemistry.

The institute has been selected by the'United States Navy Depattlnent to give
pn.fessilsial instruction to officers designated for the Corps if Naval Constructors.
uourse XIIIA is in response to this commission. The first and second years of this
course for naval constru(4tors correspond respectively to the th&d and fourth years of
Course XIII; the thin! year corresponds to graduate work in other departments and
leads-tit the degree of master of science. .

.

I'm' rersity of Illinois. The typical development of eoursis in an institution that
received its impetus from the Morrill Act may be seen in the University of Illinois.
Those courses nmy ordinarily be completed in 4 years representing 130 semester hours.
where 1 semester hour is 1 class period (presupposingtf hours work for preparation)
per week for I semester. All courses lead to B. S.

In general the work of the freshman year is the same or nearly the same II all
courses. r. Architecture. II. Arch iteq4ural engineering. 111. Architectural deco-
rein!). EV. Civil engineering. V. 1:4N-tricot engineerifig. VI. Mechanical engi-
neering. VII. Milling engineering. VI11. Municipal and sanitary engineering.
IX. Railway civil engineering (this course differs from IV'only in 3d and 4th
r.ors). X. Railway electrical engineering (differs from IX only in 9th year). XI.
Railway mechanical engineering (differs from VI only after 1st semester of 3d year)..

in 1906 liarvard WILS enabled, by the generous bequest of Gordon
McKay for work in applied science, to transfer a part of the work of
the Lawrence Scientific School to Harvard College, and a part to the
newly established graduate school of applied science, thus discon-
tinuing the scientific. schools its an undergraduate division.

The graduate school of applied ficience provides instruction and offers professional
degrees in engineering (civil, mechanical. electrical), mining. metallurgy, architecture,
landscape architecture, forestry, applied physics, applied chemistry, applied zoology,
and applied geol(vgy.

Membership in the school of applied science is open to-men who are graduates of a
college or orient Hie school in good standing. Other men of suitable age'and atiain-
mews may also he admitted by tile administrative Loan! of the school by special vote
in each case, but such admission does not carry withlt admission to candidacy for a
degree.

Other institutions, notably Rensselear Poly technic and the Uni-
versities of Michigan, 'Wisconsin, and Cornell, have offer advanced
standing to graduates of higher.institutions of learning. ere is at
present a marked tepdency to differentiate university chools of
engicieering from.collegiate schools, in accordance with th definition
of the Association of American Universities that is, a sch of requires

62400:.138
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2 years of collegiate preparation in addition to that of the high school,
and the college only requires it high-school preparation. In certain
States where there are 2 tax-supported institutions, this policy is
likely to ripen fast.. The Iowa State Board of Educat ion, in its report
to 'the legislat tire of 1911, declared for the maintenance of a college Of
engineering at the College of Agriculture and Mt.chanic Arts, at
Amer, and for an advanced school of engineering at the State 'Uni-
versity Of Iowa, Iowa Qty.'

The elective system has made it possible to announce a coinbined
course in liberal arts and applied science. By suitable choice of
electives, students oomplete both the liberal arts and engineering
courses in 6 years, receiving various liberal arts.degreec, in Iowa even
the degree.44f B. A. with the degree of B. E.

The use of the degree of master in engineering courses is spreading
e. g., the degree of master of civil engineering granted by Harvard
1 :711.iversity. The earlier anti wider usage is that of Yale, which t.r
a course of 5. years gives the (It...rev-of civil engineer, etc. A pro-
vision is also made at Yale, which not uncommon, in connection
with the graduate school, to give for advanyed work the degree of
master of science, and even doctor of philosophy.

SUMMARY.

The experience of the receAt years has dissipated earlier beliefs
that the classical and technical institution.: should he separate, and

the notion that theruoviis some inherent antagonism between tile
literary college and the technical school. Engineering, in some sense
one of the younger profesiotlKnow taking its place beside the so-called
ancient and honorable professions, is also conscious of the need of a
broad or cultural preliminary education. The assembling of literary
and technical -colleges and schtiols, with the present interrelation
of studies, Helps .each institution to reenforce: the other. The lunch
heralded American ingenuity and 'invention 'have increased the ne(4
for thorough ptofess,onal schools of applied .science. The pi ogress of
science itftelf has created new points of application of science. The

advance, of standards, therefore;ain technical schools has, almiost
unnoticed, l pt pace with educational advances elsewhere.

I In 1912, 119. board h attempting the consonant Ion °Utile college and s hoot at Ames.



. CHAPTER VI.

STANDARDS OF SCHOOLS OF DENTISTRY.

There are three epochs and' three types in the history Of dental
colleges. The first institution to which has been given the credit of
recognizing dentistry as a distinct profession was the Balt imore College
of Dental Surgery, founded in 1839. It is believed that the founders,
Drs. Hayden and Harris, physicians, sought to have one of the
medical colleges in Baltimore create chairs for systematic instruction
of dental students in connection with the medical course. The
niedi, al faculties did not welcome the plan; hence t he founding of the
separate college of dentistry. In the 73 years since, these colleges
have increased to about 55 now .in operation in the United St ates
alone.

The first type is the detached and proprietary college. The second
type has been that in which dental education has been carried by a
college of medicine, although the medical degree has not been given

' for the dental specialization. Colleges Of this type have been rare,
! t hough the idea of appending dental to 1111)&01 education has never

been wholly dormant. UM!, . this idea medical men upon occasion
have sought to reunite the separate colleges of medicine and den-
Iistry, making dentistry it branch of Medicine, placing it on a buys
with any other, specialty. Especially in those countries where
dentistry can'only be practiced by qualified medical graduates have
organization like the stomatological societiesligitated the question.
The dentists of t he 1 7nit ed States hold strongly that the separation of
the medical and dental professions was not the creation of a specialty
in medicine, but the creation of a distinct profession which requires
a separate course of instruction especially adapttld for its successful
practice. To thcm the dentist is the composite of tthe physician,, the
artist, and the artisan.'

In 1865 the Massachusetts Dental Society urged the need of a
dental school in connection with I larvard. As a result the Harvard
Dtlital School was instituted in 1867, and this year marks an epoch
in the history of dental education. Gradikally thereafter, in the
following succession, universities organized dental colleges: Penrisxl-
yank, 1872 ; Nlichigan, 1875; California, 1881; Iowa, 1882; Minnesota,

I Cf. IlLstory of netan Surgery, Chas. It. E. Koch, I). U. S., Nat'l Arts Pub. Co., I ttOG, Chkatro. Sec also
Proc. 15th annual meeting of the Institute of Dental Pedagogics, 199e, pp'. 20 -30; and DentalCosmos, July
1909, pp. 988-891.
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1887. These make the third or university type, in which the college
is an integral part of the university and on a parity/ with the other
schools. . -

At the beginning these schools had few standards, and nattirally
the propriAary schools, which were more numerous, were. especially
exposed to the temptations of commercialism. With this, also, in
sonic measure, Ilw university s .1001s. were tainted, for. they were
expected to be largely self-supprting. In consamence the financial
interest has been especially powerful in preventing an Advance of
standards, which makes the instruction expensive and tIneatns, as
in medicine; to close the schools that have not an endomeht Or the
beneficent support of a university. r- (

The first dental society-of record in this country was formed in
New York in I s4 0 . it was known as the Americitn Society of Dental
Surgeons. ,This society required for admission Ilia- a person be 21
yeas of age itliAl have a good English education. lie must also have
hail 2 years' 4ustekund practice with sonic practical dentist known
US such to the society. This society was dissolved iti 1 S5 ter
that time several societies were organized, but had no 1 moment
existence. In 1S3!) the American Dental Association, patterned
after the American Medical Association, was formed:

One of the earliest and for a long time most successful influences
for raising standards was the National Association of Dent al Faculties.
This association was organized in I WI, its object being to promote
the interests of dental education. Its constitution, as adopted in
1906, admits to membeihip
any regularly incorporated dental college or dental detcartment in any medical
college or university which has been in existence at least 1 scholastic year, and having
the written approval and indorsement of its State board of dental examiners.

It guards itself on the professional side by the following section:'
Sac. 10. No member shall he permitted to retain membership.in this association

if its dental school is conducted or managed in whole or in t by any person Or
persons who do not practice their profession in accordance with the well recognized

%
and generally 'accepted forms, usually known as dental ethics, or if it is owned in

.!r whole or in part by men or women who are engaged in disreputable proimional prac-
tires, or if any member shall have any one upon its list of trustees, any member of its
faculty, any demonstrator, or any one in any other capacity, who does not practice
profecsionally, in accordance with the principli1s above Mention: d: k

The association provided for a vigorous administration by..having
an executive conunittee, in ad interim committee, .alaw "onunittee,
a foreign relations committee, a school committee, and a committee
on textbooks. These committees were to investigate all matters
relating to the fraudulent issuance of diplomas, to ferret out irregylar
colleges and the granting of degrees irregularly by unrecognized

celleges, to look to the enforcement of laws enacted by the United

I flea 10,7pn. Aim D. Pas, 75th an. meeting, 1906, p.
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States and the various States in any mannei relating to the dental
profession or dental schools, as to matters concerning the status of
foreign and American dental educational measures, to verify entrance
credentials of foreigners applying, for matriculation in any American
dental college, to decide as to the equivalents of foreign dental
educational instruction with American; to investigate the schools
which are members of the association, to report upon any proposed flew
dent al college or proposed reorg,anization of an old one. to prepare a
list of dental schools, and to examine the books designed for reference
Or for the use of dent al students. In short, this was a highly organized
association, administering not only with reference to educational.
standards, but applying them to schools and individual students.
It became very effective and contributed much to the raising of
standards. But when the standards reached a certain height and
financial interests were involved, or when the sovereignty of a State
was touched, or the immemorial freedom of a university, there came
danger of disruption, and in due time the exiwision or secession,
patirularly of the university schools. .

Another statftlardiziitg agency is the NationarAssociat ion of Dental
Examiners, established in 188?. The State boards of dental examin-
ers, instituted under the police power of the State to protect the

; people, incidentally have done "much to suppress the (onuner'cial
spirit in dentistry and to raise the standards. One of its presidents

f.
expressed tins very strongly in .his address in 1 no5.1 Speaking of

[,

the efforts of the association toward the educational mivancement of
the profession of dentistry, he said:

1
That it has been successful to a. high degree is teyonil question if you will but recall

to what a low point the requisitions for becoming,a dentist has sunk when this tutiocia,
i lion was organized. At that time the dental vdleges had grown to a considerable
I number and were engaged in a very profit able,butss, with hundreds of men with or
[ wit In as!, mostly without, rudimentary education (icing to their (hairs. Preliminary

requirements were unknown; matriculates were rercifed and welcomed with their
money, among them those who could neither spetkpor write the English language;

PI

degrees we granted to all alike if they but had the money; 2 terms of 4 months each
was all that was required to seem-. the degree, and in many cases 1 term of 4 menthe and
a statement of previous study, easily made, sufficed. All this has been change d

by the established rull.s and legal power of the individual boards having
memberships in this association. It has checked the colleges somewhat in their mad
rush for money and students and held them up in a degree to its puscribeil educational
standards. It has advanced the requirements for graduation front 2 years of 4 months
to 3 yearsof 9 months, and at Et. Louis last year demanded as I he minimum preliminary
requirement for entrance to a dental college a diploma front a 44ar high school or
its equivalent.

.

The American Dental Association, foimed in 1860 an merged
with the Southern Dental Association in the National Dental Associa-
tion, 1897, has fostered by general papers and discussii ideals of

.1 At. Anoc. Den. Exam., 1905, p. 4. . ,
,o,
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standards, with a tendency toward national uniformity. After the
example of the Aineric edical Association, they have started a
dental educational c cil, organized in 1910. If the purposes
mentioned in their a des of organization are attained, the colleges
of dentistry will be firmly established on a high level of efficiency.

The latest standardizing agency, proceeding from the third type
of colleges, those of the university type, is the Dental Faculties
Association of American Universities, organized in 1909, at Phila-
delphia, as the result of a preliminary meeting in Boston in 190s.
Not content with contemplating the importance of standards, they
look to the ultimate establishment of a national standard, a or
to article 2 of their constitution:

The object of the association shall be: To promote dental educatio . to improve
the standard of preliminary education required for admission to de al schools; to
establish reciprocal educational relations s%'ith its members, and tilt im ely to establish
a national standard which may serve as the basis fur a reciprocal is erchargc dental
licenses among the several States.

The membership of this asstadation shall be limited to den:al schools which are ao
integral part of State universities or of chartered universities of equal starotteg of the
United States of America. holding membership in the :Association of American Uni-
versities or accepted by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teathing,
demanding graduation from accredited high schools that nstuire not less than 1 years
of high-school work, or the equivalent amount-of education for matriculation.

The secretary-treasurer shall keep a record of all matriculants in all colleges members
of this association, giving name, age, address, and preliminary qualifications of each
matriculant, list to he furnished by the dean of each college, together with the
announcement for that year, within 60 days-after the opening of the college---mid
list maybe published as a reference in the annual proceedings.

The educational committee shall review all announcements of members of this
association;

Shalt outline a preparatory course of study for matriculation, suggesting what
subjects should be (winked and what subjects elective;

Shall adviN as-to the number of conditions allowable for matriculation;
Shall advise as to uniformity of curriculum, length of the sessions, and system of .

examinations, markings, and grades of scholarship;
advise as to the conditions of promotion and admission to advanced standing;

Shill advise as to the standing of foreign preparatory and public schools and colleges,
and foreign dehralcolleges;

Shall determine the comparative value of the curriculum of other dental colleges
not members of this association.

The association, after considering the advisability of adopting a
4 4-year curriculum in place of the present 3-year curriculum in the

college of dentistry, concluded at this time to recommend the exten-
sion of the graduate phase of instruction in lieu of adopting a 4-year
obligatory. curriculum.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.

In view of the abo'Ve history, we may summarize the requirements
for admission as folldws: At the beginning, preliminary requirements
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were unknown; even the intranis sometimes could neither speak nor
write English. At Harvard an examination for admission was first
required in 1885-86. The requirements lutve been steadily advanced
until now the State of New Yoi ' and the university colleges require
a 4-year high- school course.

Regent "nirersity of the ( It of New Yap, adopted April;Ai, 19014.Require
"an appn wed ondary course for adtuis,ion to dental schOole; certain subjects
"are deemed entail to a sound education and should be prescribed"; same fur all
:iudents prepa ug to enter professilmal schools and for all students entering dental
schools. The secondary course approved requires 25 periods per week for 35 units
fort yea.N.

Slate University of Iowa, March, nal .--orta.. adopted the standard of the regents of
the University of the State of New York and has added 1 year in chemistry, to be
effective in 1912-13.

l'olyersity of Pennswleania.-60 counts, or "the equivalent of these counts in high-
school subjects attested by certificate, or diplomas issued by approved high schools
or literary colleges"; applicants may he admitted on 43 counts, the other 13 to be
madsup. The count values "are based uplhi work throughout a standard academic
year" of 35 weeks. In lieu of diploma or certificate a matriculate examination is
required.

COMBINED COURSES.

The University of Michigan offers a combined literary and dental
course. Jt provides that

Students desiring to obtain the degrees of bachelor of arts in the department of
literature, science, and the arts, and of doctor of dental surgery in the of
dental surgery, may, by enrolling on the'combined literary and dental course, shorten
from 7 years to 6 the time required to earn the two degrees.

At the State University of Iowa the courses are so combined that
the degrees of NI. D. and D. D. S. may be taken in 6 years. To make
this combination of courses. the student must meet the admission
requirements of the medical colleges.

METHODs OF INSTRUCTION.

The methods of instruction have advanced from the lecture system
to the use of demonstrations, practical exercises, laboratory, and
clinics. The work is supplemented by note tttlj,ing, quizzes,, and
written examinations. 'Couritii. of instruction are prescribed practi-

aridly without exception... .;::
The following are reeinren eiirrieuht:

HARVARD.

Fine year.Anawmf, dissection, physiology, histology and embryology; physio-
logical, pathological! and dental chemistry, and metallurgy.

Second year.---Oral pathology, operative dentistry, oral surgery, prosthetic dentis-
try, orthodontia,-porcelain work, general and dental materia medics and therapeutics,
bacteriology, crown and bridge wrok, and practical work daily in the prosthetic labors.-
tory sod in the operative infirmary.

t Mahn Education. Dentistry, liandbook, 10, p. It.
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Third year.Operative dentistry oral surgery, prosthetic dentistry, orthodontia,
porcelain work,, neurology, surgical pathology and surgery, crown and bridge work,
dental jurisprudence, and practical work in operative infirmary and prosthetic labora-
tory.

PENNSYLVANIA.

First year.--ehemistry, anatomy, histology, osteology, materia medics., operative
and mechanical technics, operative and mechanical dentistry, and physical education.

Second year.--Nfateria medira, physiology, operative and mechatiirALatentistry
and metallurgy, dental pathology and therapeutics, bacteriology, applied anatomy
and oral surgery; work in practical anatomy (dissecting) is finished during this year;
operative and mechanical work, with the privilege of the operating loom and appli-
ances during the morning and aftcrut ion clinics; the final examinations of the second
year will be upon materia medica, physiology, bacteriology, applied anatomy, and
progress in operative and mechanical dentistry.

Third year. Operative dentistry, niecharrtIal dentistry, and dental metallurgy,
and the lectures on these subjects, together with dental pathology and therapeutics,
oral surgery and orthodontia; examinations at mid-term, of the third year will be
held upon one-half of the subject of oral surgery anti upon the following minor sub-
jects: Dental metallurgy, ceraraies, crown-and-bridge work, orthodontia, and anes-
thesia. At the dose of the teem, examinations will be held upon operative dentistry,
prosthetic dentistry, dental pathology and therapeutics, and oral surgery.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION AND FOR DEGREES.

At the beginning, 2 terms of 4 months each, and in some casib
term of 4 months, and a statement of previous study, easily made,
sufficed. The course' was lengthened from 2 years of 4 months each
to '3 years of 6 months each, and is now 3 years of 9 months. The
extension to 3 years took place at Harvard in 1890. The program of
instruction has been graded.. In the earlier regulations, even the
Dental Faculties Association discouraged the migration of students
and did not permit the giving 'of advanced standing. Now there is
provision that graduatiotf from a medical school in general" should
give at least 1 year of advanced standing.

The requirements of the State of New York are as folloN'vs:
The regents shall admit to examination any candidate who shall t )ily the fee herein

prescribed and submit satisfactory evidence, verified by oath if required, that he
I. Is more than 21 years of age.
2. Is of good moral character.
3. a preliminary education equivalent to graduation from a 4-year high-school

course registered by the regents, or an education accepted by the regents as fully
equivalent.

4. Subsequently to receiving such preliminary education either has been graduated
in course with a dental degree from a registered denlial school, or else, having been
-graduated in course from a registered medical school With a degree of doctor of medi-
cine, has pursued thereafter a course of special study ojelentistry for at least 2 years in
a registered dental school, and received therefrom its degree of doctor of dental surgery,
or else holds a diploma or license conferring full right to practice dentistry in some
foreign country and granted by some registered authority.

The standard degrees-are Doctor of Dental Surgery (D. D. S.),
given at Michigan, Pennsylvania, Iowa, and Illinois; Doctor of Dental
Medicine (D. D. M.), giveirat- Harvard; and Doctor of Dental Science
(D. D. Sc.), given at Michigan for advanced or graduate work.
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The requirements of the regents of th( University-of the State of
New York are here given, followed by those of Harvard:

Thei legree of doctor of dental surgery is the only one conferred by the school4 of this
state and may not be conferred on anyone till he has satisfactorily completed in a
registered dental school k I) a course of at least 3 years, or (2) a special course of at least
2 years after graduation in course from a registered mklical school. The degree can
not be conferred on anyone unless, prior to matriculation in the institution imferring
the degree or before beginning the second anvill course counted toward the degree,
he has filed with the institution a dental student certificate as evidence of the required
preliminary education.

Harvard. The degree of ditor of dental medicine (dentarite Medicines Ductoris)
may 1w conferred upon any candidate of adult age. and of good moral character, who has
passed all the required examinations. Ile must also give evidence of having studied
medicine or dentistry in some recognized school 3 full years. the last continuous year
of which must have been spent at this school. Graduates from other repu-
table dental schools whose course of instruction consists of 3 years of 9 months each
may obtain the degree of doctor of dental medicine by spending 1 year in the school
and passing the required examinations.

Michigan.Offers the degree of doctor of dental science (D. D. Sc.)-
to graduate students only who complevothe course or "a course
embracing an equivalent amount of scientific work." The purpose
of the course i+
tu meet the requests of students for further opportunity to pursue the scientific branches
and also to meet an often expressed wish on the part of practitioners to ptirime some
special scientific investigation which has bees entered upon at home with limited
resources... The graduate course is open only to graduates of this college who
have made marked records in their undergraduate work, and to graduates of this and
other colleges who have had at least 2 years of continuous practice since graduation,
and who have published original articles of scientific value which show a capacity
on their part for continuing such work with credit.

The course of stud); is independent of ana'additional to the regular undergraduate
work, and embraces only such topics as will aid in training men to carry on scientific
researches in subjects associated with practical dentistry. or with dentistry in its
scientific aspect.

JUMMARY.

The ultimate requirement of the same standard of admission to the
colleges of dentistry as to the colleges of medicinenot less than 2
years of collegiate preliminary education in advance of the secon-
darymay come somewhat slowly. The marvelous progress of this
new and rising profession since 1839, and the equal demonstration
that it is a profession differentiated from the medical profession, while
in some sense it forms a section in msdical education, are promising.
The organizatigkof the University Dental Faculties'Association is a
part of the centralizing of professional education within the univer-
sities. It Parallels the similar movement in law, medicine, engineer-.
ing, architecture, and pedagogy. It means the elevation in fact of
dentistry as a discipline in higher education and the elimination of
the commercial school,

Altassi.



CUJtPTER VII.

STANDARDS OF SCHOOLS OF PHARMACY.

Practically there was no educat ion in pharmacy in this country until
1821, except for the apprentice system. where the lad was indentured
in the old-fashioned shop of an apothecary for 6 years.' To Dr.
John Morgan is given the credit of originating pharmacy in the United
States. Returning from Europe to Philadelphia in 1765, he was the
first to institute the European practice of writing prescriptions and
having them compounded by competcuit apothecaries. The practice
spread slowly. It was more than 50 year later, in 1816, before any
attempt was made to teach pharTacy by means of a regular course of
lectures. Five years later, in Per iiary, 1821, the board of trustees of
the University of Pennsylvania, acting on a recommendation from the
professors of the medical faculty. adopted a resolution instituting
the degree of master of pharmacy, and provisions were made for
instituting a course of lectures on chemistry, materia medics, and
pharmacy in 'the university. In addition to serving 3 years' ap-
prenticeship with an apotheca'ry or a master of pharmacy, attend-
ance upon 2 courses of lectures in the new school was required. In
April, 1821, 16 apothecaries received the degree of roaster of phar-
macy.' The druggists and apothecaries of Philadelphia who had
objections to academic and distinctive titles, witt the old-time
guild spirit in reaction against the school of the University of Penn-
sylvania. organized in 1821 a college of their own "for the twofold
purpose of providing a system of instruction of pharmacy and
subjecting themselves to regulations in their business." They
refused to have degrees of any kind. Thus early the antagonism
between the business and the profession of pharmacy appeared.
The new college, however, in 1826 was compelled to pass a resolu-
tionthat those who had completed the attendance on 2 courses of
lectures, had passed a satisfactory examination in the branches
taught, and were able to furnish satisfactory evidence that they
had been engaged in the business of an apothecary, were to be
adjudged "graduates in the Philadelphia College-of Pharmacy."
Thus in 1828 arose the degree of graduate in pharmacy, the first
title being .exactly "Graduate in the Philadelphia College of Phar-
macy."

122

1 Pros. !Third Annual Meeting of Conf. of Pharm. Facultloa,1902, p. 7.
s Amor. Jour. Pharm., vol. 77, 1905, pp. 21$ ff.
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The absence of laws to regulate the practice of harmacy or the
sale of drugs, medicines, or poisons, the inipos tility of fixing
responsibility for deaths due to mistakes or of fi -* the amount of
adulteration of drugs, brought about the formation of associations,
beginning in 1820, of the more intelligent apothecaries in several
of the eastern cities. The 4 collegesthe Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy (1821). the New' York College of Pharmacy (1829), the
Maryland College of Pharmacy (Baltimore, 1856). the Massachusetts
College of Pharmacy (Boston, 1867)corresponded with each other
and were t he pioneers in pharmaceutical education. In the West, Chi-
ca!,0 Coll ege (1859), St. Louis (1866), Louisville (1870), and Cincinnati
(1.; I) aided the educational movement. In 1850 the New York
college called a convention for the purpose of getting a uniform
enforcement of the United States drug inspection law, and appointed
a committee to bring in plans for forming a national association,
to meet annually, to promotejLgeneral advance in pharmaceu-
tial education, to create a demillEd for a higher grade and quality
of drugs, to suppress adulteration and empiricism. and in general to
elevate the character and standing of American pharmacy. The
convention voted to organize the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation. winch has become a national standardizing agency.

From t11e nature of tin ci...se it powerful influence in affecting
pharmacy is the Pharmacopoeia, standardizing prescriptions and
qualities of .drugs. In 1820 the first pharmacopceia was published
by a convention, of delegates from the medical society in the United
States,, with a similar representation from pharmaceutical organi-
zations. It was essentially a convention of medical men, greatly
influenced front Philadelphia, which Was then the medical center.
The United States Pharmacopceia, published by them, became the
basis for Wood and Bache's Dispensatory, the authority for apothe-
caries throughout the country. The dispensatory was a private
publication which, along with the pecuniary interests of the drug
trade, thus early combined with the business interests of the guild
of apothecaries, and tended to prevent progress in pharmacy and
to spread a taint of commercialism. The Massachusetts College,
witheti educational school except for courses of lectures -in the
win attended by apilthecaries and their assistants, endeavored
to elevate the standard of pharmacy in Boston. The college did
not believe in a theoretical university education w hout a practical
experati. in a regular pharmacy and laborato -, and required 'a
full 4 years' course of instruction with a rept able dispensary in
addition to the full course of instruction in a regular college of
pharmacy in order to obtain the degree of Ph. G. This college is
typical of the guild colleges.

In 1860 the decennial pharmacopoeia convention, through the
influence of the pharmacists, made a revolution by abolishing the
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measures of Lilpacity of the old pharmacopceia, and expressii
formula by weight and parts, and making a uniform standard fo
all things in compounding. They also effected the organization of
a large committee °Vilal revision from different sections in the
country. The Wood and Bache Dispensatory ignored the vote of
the convention, with the result that in 1870 the colleges and the
American Pharmaceutical Association accomplished a radical revo-
lution.'

The colleges established by the pharmaceutical society and en-
couraged by the American Pharmaceutical Association in the East.
naturally under English traditions. were not annexed to colleges
like Harvard and Yale, or until a late date, and then by affiliation.
as at Columbia. We have seen how the University of Pennsylvania
was discouraged and has not now a college of pharmacy.

The second distinct stage of collegiate education is marked, there-
fore, by the rise of the State university and the request of th&tate
societies for instruction in these institutions belonging peculiarly to
the people.' The German influence, perhaps, was felt.. in these
institutions, the European governments, excepting in England,
requiring for the practice of pharmacy from 5 to 10 years of special
study as a preliminary education equivalent to that for entrance to
universities.

The pharmaceutical education in a high collegiate acme, while
presented very early as art ideal in a meeting of the American Phar-
maceutical Association and also strongly opposed there, may be
dated from the formation of the American Conference of Pharma-
ceittical Faculties in 1809. This organiiation, aided by the action
of the State boards of pharmacy and inspired by the legislation of
the State of New York and more recently by other States, like
Pennsylvania, is raising standards and.securing a degree of uniformity.
The example set by the American Medical Association, council, told
colleges, is also impelling a forward movement.

REGISTRATION OF PHARMACY SCHOOLS.

The regents of the University of the State of New York require
a registration of pharmacy schools, under essentially the followinl.,
minimum qualifications:

(1) The value of apparatus and equipment shall be at least $5,000. (2) Not lees
than 3 professors shall be employed regularly in giving instruct ion. (3) Practical work
shall be required in not lees than 3 laboratory courses, including chemistry, pharmacy,
and materia medico,. (4) 17 years shall be the minimum age for admission to the
pharmacy school and not less than 15 counts (academic) or the educational equivalent
shall be the scholastic requirement. (5) Satisfactory evidence of good moral char-

Proc. Amor. Pharm. Assoc., vol. 11, 1893, p. 223 R.
Proo. 4th an. moetlog of Amer. cont. Pharm. Foe., p. 4.
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octet shall be required for graduation. (6) The minimum course of instruction for
any one year shall be not less than 25 weeks of 15 hours a week and at least 2 months
must intervene between the close of the first year and the opening of the second year
of the course. A minimum of 1,000 recitation and laboratory hours shall be required.
An hour is the measure of the work prepared for a weekly recitation, le, 'Ire, or quiz
in a higher insfitution. (7) Only such schools shall be registered as mar. *Mu day
eesaims (the minimum requirements met prior to 6 p. m.). (sc The details :r regis-
tration shall be completed when referred to the committee for approval. (9) 1 reign
wheels applying for registration shall meet the same requirements as the who. !s 1)1
the United States. (10) Pharmacy schools shall be accredited as they meet one, or
more, year's protonakmal requirements for such recognition. (11) No time-allowance
shall be ccorded the diplomas of doctors-of medicine, dental surgery, or veterinary.
medi e in lieu of professional requirements for admission to the pharmacy licensing

Mutation. (12) Schools without the ,p:tate may be required to furnish lista of
matriculates the same :1.4 New York ah(sds.'

ADM1ssION REQUIREMENTS.

Regew8 of the University of the Stair of Ace York.The minimum requirement its
the successful completion of one year of a registered secondary-school course, "or its
equivalent, IS regents' aiademic counts;' examination in English for foreigners.
For admission to the pharmacy licensing examination the applicant must present
"the diploma of a pharmacy school, college, or department of a university incor-
Icor:tied and registered by the regents as maintaining a proper pharmacy standard."

c.o/untbia.---11i units.
.///innia.Those admitted to the course leading to degree of pharmaceutical chemist

must he 17 years old and "graduates of accredited high schools or furnish_ evidence of
a preliminary education equivalent thereto." Those seeking degree of graduate in
pharmacy tust be 17 or have completed "one year of high-school work or its full
educational equivalent.-

Michiaan.To 2-year course, leading to degree of pharmaceutical chemist: 16 years
of age; "graduation in any of the full courses of the schools apprwed;" students who
have completed at least 1 year's work in an approved college; graduatZrof reputable
colleges of medicine or pharmacy. Others must present "satisfactory credentials" or
take an examination in IS units (a unit equals 5 recitations per week' through the
rulaad year). The requirements for admission to the 4-year course leading to the
degree of bachelor of science in pharmacy are the same as those for admission to the
department of literature, science, and arts.

Stole Ularmity of Imes. Requires '2 years of high - school work, or 8 units.
Ka/amt.Ka- the 2 I wr :1 year course: Graduation from the 8th grade and in addition

...high-school work in physics, Latin, and botany. For the 4-year course a I -year high-
s-hod preparation.

AAraska. For the 2 and :I year course: 2 years of 16 points of high-school preparu-
rs44on, with conditions.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION;

tarmaceutical education has to contend with a variety of condi-
tion.. There is the demand for a pract it loner's course, for an ordinary
drug rk with theinixed business that has gathered in the drug asp re.
Secondly, there .still survives the importance of trained men to make

New York Education Department. handbook II, RIntrar Education, Plaarrnsey,Tuna,1910, pp.
47-60.
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up prescriptions. Thirdly, the advance of science yielding many
new preparations which must be intelligently handled. Fourth, the
pure-food laws calling for specialists. The courses for graduation
show an attempt to meet these varied demands. The university
colleges, with laboratory equipment and often with hospitals and
dispensaries, giving an opportunity for practice, eliminate the require-
ment of drug-store experience, so important,,in the earlier days of
pharmacy colleges rising out of the apprentice stage. 'rite detached
proprietary colleges, survivors of the guild institutions and generally
without hospitals or dispensaries to serve them, emphasize still the
stormexperience. The result is that there are various groOps or
courses of study leading to various degrees.

GRADV.kTION AND DEGREES.

Colunitria,-- Off ors a college course of 2 years leading to the degree of graduate in
pharmacy, conferred ht the college alld qualifying for position as liectisd pharmacist:
a university curs of 2 years. more advanced in character than the former. puf-sued
through the avadeinic year and leading to degree of pharmaceutical chemist, confer:red
by the university; a third or graduate course of 1 year leading to &clot of ph:inn:icy

gildllat.CS for positions as analysts and microscopists. A fourkliyear Illay be added
to the 3 above which makes the entire course of 1 years equal to that Icadinv, to the
bachelor of science degree. Other courses offered ---I year in the microscopical and
chemical analysis of foods and drugs; summer prepaffiry course of 12 weeks; various
special courses for which certificates. but not diplomas. are granted.

Nrbrnska.---Two-year cccurs< of Vs and 31 semester hours, respectively. leading to
graduate in pharmacy (Ph. U. a 3-year course leading to pharmaceutical chemist
(Ph. C.), the first 2 years as above, third representing it; setimster hours of elective
work in advanced courses; a 4-year course leads to degree of bachelor of science in
pharmacy S. in Pharmacy). It demands :12. 31. 35. and :13 semester hours,
respectively.

Michigan, Two -year course required for degree of pharmaceutical chemist. The
studies of thet.X1 years "constitute an amount of work which taxes the full working
brewer of a student of average quickness and strength of scholarship.- The 4-year
course leads to degree of bachelor of science in pharmacy and ro,aires not less than
120 hours of credit. Advanced courses Ciivering I year are ()Item( to graduates who
wish to take the degree of master of science in pharmacy.

COMBINED COURSES.

In the 2-year courses the studies arc practically presciibed. There
is opportunity for elective work in the 3-year course, but there is the
beginning of combined courses in the third and fourth year courses.
The group colirses in these colleges in 41.(eta round out the equivalent
of the undergraduate courses in the college of liberal arts.

A national syllabus committee of the American Conference of
Pharmaceutical Faculties, representing boards and colleges of phar-
macy, has made various reports in an endeavor to outline a minimum
course of study for the guidance of pharmacy schools and State
boards of pharmacy.'

I Proc. Amer. Cam!, Phu= p.27ft.

I
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DEGREES.
t

Perhaps there has been more of discussion concerning degrees in
this new profession of pharmacy than in any other field. As was
seen above, a prejudice so far prevails that' the standard degree is
still not in line with the university terminology. but with the language
of the guildGraduate in Pharmacy (Ph. G.), Pharmaceutical
Chemist (Pk C.). A committee reported as follows:

Iil sal red. That the American Conferenre of Pharmaceutical Faculties recommend:
ill A minimum preliminary educational nptiremnt of high-school work of 4 years
for the degree of doctor of pharmacy (Phan D.). 2 years for the degree of pharmaceutical
chemist k Ph. C.4 and 1 ',ear for the legs e of graduate in pharmacy (Ph. U.).

'.!) That this standan: be raised as rapidly as practicable to the preliminary require-
ment of years of college work, i. e.. graduation from college, for the degree of doctor
of pharmacy. and 4 years of high-school work, i. e., graduation in a high school or
preparatory school of equal grade for the degree of pharmaceutical chemist, or the
degree of graduate in pharmacy..

The minimum preliminary education proposed is that laid down in the requirements
4.1-membership in the confenmce. $11 that any student now zultnit led to a college repre-
sented in the conference would be eligible In the degree of Ph. G. under this resolut

The degree of bachelor in pharmacy (Phar. B.), master of phar-
macy (Phar. M.), and !haler of pharmacy (Phan I).), have been.
urged.' Earlier the analogy with the M. 1). degree was pressed for
the establishment of the degree of doctor of pharmacy.' There is
the incongruity that the degree of -doctor of pharmacy as offered, for
example by Columbia, is not equal by one year to that of bachtlor of
pharmacy. Wisconsin offers the following:

The first degrees given in pharmac: urn that. of graduate in pharmacy, upon com-
pletion of the 2-year course, and that ,f bachelor of science. pharmacy course, con-
ferred upon candidates who have successfully met the requirements of the 4.-year.
course.

The degree of master of pharmacy i4 conferredsui a second degree ujxm graduates is
pharmacy.

The degrees of master of science and doctor of philosophy are conferred as higher'
degrees upon candidates who have a baccalaureate degree.

Similarly, Kansas gives the degree of bachelor of science so that
the student graduates on a plane with the student of the regular
college. This opens the door to the degrees of master of arts and
doctor of 'philosophy for those who wish higher educational or
technical work.

SUMMARY.

It is clear that pharmacy, the youngest of the professional schools
taken up in the academic world excepting journalism, is making
rapid progress. The -universities are being led in the applications of

!'roc. Amer. Cont. Mann. nullities, tool, pp. 36 R.
I Proc. 6th An. meeting Amer. !'harm. Faculties, pp. 16 a.
s lbid., p. 215. lot MS.
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science in this field to foster a form of secondary education toat
render a great service to the public welfare that does not need be
carried on at many centers. There is an economy and efficiency in
annexing this work to the university and supplementing chemical
and medical subjects. In the meantime pharmacy is being devel-
oped as a modern profession, not only meeting the earlier demands
of the medical profession but offering an opportunity for investigation -

and its application to problems in science affecting the welfare of lime
State.



CHAPTkR VIII.

STANDARDS OF SCHOOLS OF FINE ARTS ANDMUSIC.

In 1791 Charles Willson Peale tried to found an Atnehool in Phila-
delphia. Ile was not successful, but his attempt led, in 1805, to the
organization of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, the oldest
art institution in this country-. The National Academy of Design,
organized in 1826, traces its origin back to 1802, when the New York
Academy of Niue Arts was founded. The organization that reaches
the largest number of people is the American Federation of Arts,
whose first annual convention was held in Washington, D. c'., in May,
1910. This federation consists of 11)3 chapters (societies), represent-
ing in the aggregate about 50,000 persons and over 1,000 individual
associate members. All the arts are represented architecture,
ing, sculpture, music, literature, the theater, and the

Municipal art organizations and commisions, art muse is, the
various societies in the different branches of art, like the National
Sculptors' Society, the American institute of Architects, the Ameri-
can Society of Landscape Architects, to say nothing of inu..lical
societies, made possible the organization of tihe American Federation
of Arts mentioned above. It would seenc,that last of all,, and largely
by a repetition of the history of the other professional schools, art
education is to come to its own. The schools established are largely
private and local. The voluntary societies now springing up are
federating themselves, and will in due time become,a unifying and
standardizing force. The colleges and universities have recognized
art comparatively recently. The final report of the committee on
the condition of art Work in colleges and universities in the annual
report of 1910 of the Western Drawing and Manual Training Associa-
tion gives thela,test general view. The .general art. courses of the
universities composing the Associatior isf American Universities are
shown in the following table:

Art roursa of unirersities.

colleges. College courses. i'rofessionui course,

I'niversity of California. History . l'ractlee... Architecture.. Painting.. Sculpture.
Catholic University of America
University of Chicago History Practice.
Clark Univertity
Columbia University History . Architecture.. Do.
Cornell University
Harvard University

do
.do..

..do .do
do

University of Illinois .do .do do
Indiana University .do.. .do
State University of Iowa'
Johns Hopkins University

.do..
do.....

.do.
do

I American Year -Book, 1910, p. 737. gallop of fine arts organised In 1911.

624000.13--09
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Art maws of universities--Continued.

Caere.

University of Kansas
Leland Stanford Junior University..

College

history
do

Courses. I Prutc,kiniti

Practice
..do

courses.

Venting..
'University of AI Ichigai3 . . do........do..... rtildectisrf
University of Missouri .do .... . .do
University of Minnesota . .do.. .

University of Nebraska ..... I I istory .
University of Pennsylvania ruldteclure..
Princeton University . ..10
University of Virginia
University pf Wiseonsin .
Vale l'nivefsity . II ktory . Practice... .%reisiirctisre. painNg.. SoOpttin..

These universities present several types of schools. The first is
represented by the University of California,.with strong'illegiate
courses, and even graduate coerses in architecture, but with an annex
of the San Francisco Institute of Art, which has no entrance require-
ments, with courses in drawing, painting, modeling, decorating, and
design, leading to a university certificate of proficiency.

The second type is represented by Colu mbia, with full collegiate stand-
ards, a college and faculty of fine arts, with the degree of A. B. or B. S.,
a special faculty of fine arts, inclUdint, . arils of architecture, in sic,,
and design, leading to the degrees of bachi.lo n architecture, bachelor
of music, and a proposed degree of bachelor of esign. The work of the
school of architecture in this university is some 0 years ; the next
oldest school is that in design, dat from 1906. Cornell has a 4-year
course leading to the ilegree of bachelor of architecture. Yale was one
of thecarliest leaders among colleges of this type with a school of fine

. arts,liuming to provide thorough technical ;nst ruction in the arts of
design, drawing,"paintilig, sculpture, and architecture, and in illustra-
tive decoration anti copper-plate etching. The professional school of
art aims to furnish a thorough course of art in the practice of the
studios. These departments of practice andcrit icism may be regarded
as distinct or correlative. ,At Yale, lectures in fine arts are allowed
credit in the junior and senior year, and the graduate school carries
the fine arts into a group of languages, literature, and the arts, lead-
ing to the degrees of A.M. and Ph. D. The courses are in painting,
modeling,- drawing, architecture,Sind anatomy. The regular pre-
scribed course of study for students covers a period of 3 years. Cer-
tificates are awarded to those completing the regular tours of :3

years, and the degree of bachelor of fine arts is conferred by the uni-
versity upon those who have fulfilled the requirement, of a prescribed
course of advanced studies, and have submitted an approved original
composition in painting, sculpture, or architecture; and a satisfactory
thesis on some topic relating to the fine arts.
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Harvard germinally belongs to thi's type of institution. The depart-
ment of fine arts is under the faculty of arts and sciences, and stu-
dents enter the graduate school of the arts and sciences. It includes
3 dent quietus, the department. of history and principles of tine arts,
therh Uri metit. of architect u re, and the department of landscape arch i-
ec t ure.

Thu. jIlPiruction provided by these departments is intended to afford a basis for a
ts totprchensi ye knowledge of the history principles of the fine :cis from ancient
lino- to the present. flay. to provide a certain amount of training in drawing and
pa int We. and to r,ffer to st utlent s of architecture and landsrape architect ore an ',New-
t unit y to prepare themselves for the Pratt ice of those professions.

The more elementary courses offered by these departments are not highly technical
in ch 'ratter. and. may prolituhly be taken by students who do nut link forward to a
profitWiwi career. These courses are open to properly qualified undergraduates in
!larval(' College. and may lie counted for the degrees of A. II. and S. II.

All the moreadvanced courses offered. by the department of architecture and the
department of landscape architecture are distinctly professional in character. and Torun
parts of regular prograntsof study leadiAgtto the degrees of master in architecture and
master in landscape architecture.

Fine full and two half courses are offered in the department of the
history and principles of the fine arts; or 9 full and 2 half courses,
for undergraduates and gradual es in the department of architecture,
and 5 full _and 2 half courses primarily for graduates. These last
courses may not be counted toward the A. B. and S. B. degrees.

'Flit third type is represented by a university like Indiana, which
has it depa ',tent of fine arts in it college of liberal arts.

The.aim. of the work in this department is Ito] lead students to an appreciation of
the fine arts rather than to the practice of them. Instruction is offered in drawing
and the use of water colors, in figure sketching, pervert ive, composition, and design.
This instruction in practice is intended to give beginners, as well as more advanced
students, such comprehension of the principles of art as will be of assistance in other
branches of their college work, by developing an appreciation of beauty and inereas-

* ing krintss of perception. It is further intended to give students an understanding
of artual technique.

The subject. matter of the lectures, primarily historical and critical, is illustrated
by the casts, collections of photographs and engravings, and originalworks belonging
to the )(Lit jettsxolleition.

The courses deal with the history of architecture and painting, and with criticism,
and give practice in drawing, watef-color painting, and design. Full recognition is
given totard the A. B. and A. M. degrees)

Another type is perhaps represented by Princeton, where the
department of art and architecture offers junior, senior, and gradu-
ate work in the history of ancient, mediEeval, and renaissance art.
The graduate school also recognizes, art and archeology 'with the
courses in Greek erchitecture and painting, in Cluistian'architeaure,
and in renaissance architecture, with several more purely archeo-
higical couties.

I

shined report of the committee on the condition Wert work In collegetand universities, pp. 5-s.
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Syracuse represents a type with a college of fine arts, with courses
leading to the degree of bachelor of architecture and bachelor of
painting, and with low admission requirements.

Many colleges have art as an incident, as, for example, Williams
College, with 12 hours in the history of art and civilization.

Vigorous and highly developed courses in s.architecture leading to
regular degrees are maintained by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, University of Pennsylvania, Univerity of lllinois, and
Washington University.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION.

The ripest development of fine arts is well represented by Yale and
Columbia. They represent the development practically of a school
correlating the great departments of art, drawing, painting, sculpture,
architecture, music, and a relation to the branches of learning, like the
philosophy, history, slid criticism of art. In short, they are combined
professional schools and cultural departments, making pro 'sion for
some elementary work, particularly for teachers. F instance,
Columbia represents an intermediate requiremel about t wo-
thinjs of collegiate' preparation: For admissi to the school of
architecture, 9i units, elective 6; tolechool of music, 9i units, elective

'64; to school of design, 9i, elective 3i.
For admission to the courses leading to the degree bachetr of

music: Completion of 62 points of credit in Columbia or Barnard
(substantially 2 years' undergraduate study) or of "their equivalent
elsewhere." The ability to play on the pianoforte the two-part inven-
tions of Bach.

At Yale the .technical course, constituting a grammar of art as a
foundation for all forms of special application, is distributed over 3
years. Elementary and advanced work in drawing, painting, sculp-
ture, architecture, anatomy, perspective, and composition are offered.
Elective courses are provided in the senior and junior classes of the
academical department. We may note here possibly germinal com-
bined courses.

the department f music aims to instruct those who intend to
become m by profession, either as. teachers or as composers,
fad to afford a course of study for such as intend to devote themselves
Ito musical criticism and the.literature of .music. The work is divided
Into- theoretical and practical courses of study. The department is
'open to undergraduates and graduates, also to special students.

The- facuky of fine arts at Columbia embraces the work of the
schools. of architecture, music, and design. It became so in 1906,
work architecture having been carried on at the university for 30
yearfand in music about 15. In the (Leslie to provide for the needs of

6
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the university students seeking opportunities in the study of painting,
sculpture, and decoration, the university effected coordination with
a school of design, the practical work being offered in connection with
courses offered by the National Academy of Design.'

The courses required for graduation present typical curricula:
C'olumdia .For the degree of bachelor of architecture there is required 4 years'

work, aggregating 153 points; for certificate in architecture, 129 points; for degree in
architectural engineering, 153 points. Courses in landscape gardening and graduate
courses are offered.' For degree of bachelor of music 75 points are required, in part
If)rescribed, in part elective, together with "a satisfactory original composition for
orchestra or with orchestral accompaniment and submission of an essay on a musi-
cal subject." For,certificate of proficiency, as above, except only 50 points of credit
are required. Certificate of proficiency in design, 115 points, of which 47 are in
prescribed courses, 10 to 25 in elective courses, and the remainder to studio work.

DEGREES.

In the colleges of liberal arts a minimum amount of credit toward
the bachelor's degree is allowed for art and a still lower amount
ordinariy flor music. Certificates of ficiency are given by the
larger Institutions for the elemen and shorter course. The degrees
glven by these institutions in the professional courses are usually
those of bachelor; for example, of architecture or music. Where there
is graduate reseafch, the arts are accepted as a minor subject for the
degrees of master of arts and doctor of philosophy, the work being
taken under one of the graduate feulties.

SUMMARY.

The% incipient condition' of fine arts as an organized department
may be inferred from the fact that even the Bureau of Education in
its chapter on profeSsional tools (1910, Vol. II, p. 1017);, in the
general summary of statis s of ofessional schools, does not include
fine arts or music.

I at.. 1910- I I, pp. 37.2-32.m.



CHAPTER IX.

STANDARDS OF UNIVERSITIES.

The university as contradistinguished from the college in the
United States in ideal is old, in realization is young. The colonial
Englishman in the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1636 and the imme-
diate Succeeding years used the term "university" and also " college."
As these men were gradutes of Oxford and Cambridge. they must
'have known the difference between a college and a group of colleges
making a university. As, however, in the seventeenth century, in
the English universities the colleges had come to dotnintite4te uni-
versity, their consciousness-of the difference perhaps was not acute.

The official ptiblications of lIalwartl, particularly in the first half
of the nineteenth century, had numerous variations as to the official
style of the institution. The Ordinance of 1787 uses the term
"seminaries." Those who opened the earliest State universities.
like the University :of North Catolina in 1795, of Georgia, Ohio, and
Virginia, and later the University of Michigan in 1837, as well as the
latest State universities, in their charters or statutes used the name
"university" and presented an ideal much beyond that of the col-
lege. The following excerpts show the prevalence of the idea of an
institution with advanced work and a grouping of professional
schools with liberal arts:

The object of the University of !dines:twits, established by the constitution at or
near the Falls of St. Anthony, shall be to provide the means of acquiring a thorough
lmowledege of the various branches of literature, science, and the arts, and such
branches of learning as are related ti) agriculture and the mechanic arts, including
military tactics and other scientific and classical studies)

The object of the Vhiversity of Idaho shall be to provide the means of acquiring a
thorough knowledge of the various branches of learning connected with scientific,
industrial, and professional pursuits, and to this end it shall consist of the following
colleges or departments, to wit: First, the college or department of arts; second, the
college or department of letters; third, the professional or other colleges or depart-
ments as may from time to time be added thereto or connected tberewith.2.

At the time of the founding of the universities the influence of
the highly developed cokes, the manning of the universities by
college graduates, and the poverty of the institutions inaugurated
them as colleges. Aside from the shidowy introduction of t1sals

I fiection 327, isiM, Laws of Minnesota, relating to the pubtlewhool system, Including the State normal
*boots end the University of Minnesota (1901).

Section nett, General School Laws of the State of Idaho,

L134
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of France fora university in the constitution of the State of New
York in 1784, making all schools a component part of the-university,
and the influence of Cerman and French universities upon Jefferson in
founding the University of Virginia, perhaps the first home-born move-
ment was at Harvard in the decade between 1820 and.1830. Up to
this time English heredity had shaped Harvard and Yale and their
compeers. The return of American scholaralike George Ticknor from
Europe to Harvard, the outcome of theological and philosophical
polemics stirring new thought, and the beginning of professional
schools, brought the awakening of the modern university: Before the
elective system appeared in the college the university idea was making
itself felt it the older foundations generally. The vagueness of the
university totion is illustrated by the use of the term "university
student" t Harvard beginning in the decade between 1820 and 1830
for a liffr tat-course student. The idea seems to have. been that such
a person could be allowed to take what he wished. This was univer-
sity freedom. The phrase "university student" was used in this
sense even by Williams College in the forties and continued until
1s61, when it was supplanted by the term "partial student."

The State universities wit It their professional schools, sprig up
very early, and influenced about the middle of the century 1.."5" telt-
ig,an, to which Tappan had brought the ideas of the modern German
university, furthered the development of a genuine university.
Thus the ground was prepared for Johns Hopkins, under the leader-
ship of President Gilman, schooled at Yale,-in -Europe, and in the
University of California, to become in 1876 the definite example of

qn American university with the establishment of graduate work as
truly university work.

President Eliot, who had begun his struggle in 1869, saw Harvard
thoroughly possessed of the university ideals by 1886, and President
Dwight accomplished the change of title frwn Yale College to Yale
University in 1887. Cornell had launched the idea of the enlarge-
ment of the scope of university instruction. The colleges, alarmed
by the rapid development of the universities, fearing that their
ideal would be lost and that. they would be swallowed up, entered
their protests.'

The central idea of a standard university as a place for investi-
gation and research issues in the emphasis upon graduate work.

-The history of the organization of the graduate school of arts and
sciences at Harvard is a.good illustration of the evolution of the idea.

The graduate school of arts and sciences came into existence as a result of action
taken in January, 1872, by the corporation and overseers of Harvard .College in the
establishment of higher degrees in arts, science, and philosophy, to follow upon the
degrees of bachelor of arta and bachelor of science, and has for its object the develop.

I See Introduction, .
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of instruction suited to the needs of perso qualifying themselves for such
higher domes or otherwise engaged in advanced udy. Until LI 890 it, had little
formal-organization, and was known as the graduate e ment. In 1890 it WWI
more solidly established under the name of the graduate 1°01. In 1905, on recom-
mendation of the faculty of arts and sciences, its name was changed to the graduate
school of arts and sciences. lanv students come to the school for the sake of instruc-
tion only and do not become candidates for a degree.'

The Association of American Universities, formed in 1900, was a
symptom that the genuine universities, emphasizing graduate work
as the central thing, felt the need of separating themselves from the
collegiate institutions. The National Association of 'State Univer-
sities, organized in 1896, was anothe; evidence of the awakening of
the university consciousness. These associations, having in part a

'common membership, have advanced a statement which is tempo-
rarily accepted as the definition of a standard American university.
It is embodied in the following report of the committee on standards
of American universities, which was adopted in 1908 by the National
Association of State Universities:

Your committee believes that there are certain clearly marked tendencies or forces
at work in our American society toward a development, at no distant date, of a typical
institution of learning, which we may not improperly call the standard American
university.

This institution will, for an indefinite time, include as an important part of its
organization what we may call
lum, with a tendency to differentiate its parts in such a way that the first 2 years shall
be looked upon as a continuation of, and a supplement to, the work of secondary in-
struction, as given in the high school, while the last 2 years shall be shaped more and
more distinctly in the direction of special, advanced or university instruction, rising
gradually into the advanced work of the graduate school.

The standard American university will also incalde as a distinct department the
graduate school or philosophical faculty.

It will also include as organic parts of the institution in its fully developed form
various professional schools; such as law, medicine, and engineering.

Present tendencies point, in our opinion then, to a definite differentiation in the work
of the college at the close of the sophomore year toward university work in the real.
sense. If these views are just; we suggest the following formulation of principles
underlying the organization of such an institution and we may define the standard
American university to be an institution: (1) Which requires for admission the com-
pletion of the curriculum of a standard American high school with a 4-yearecourse,
or in other terms, the completion of a course which will enable the pupils to offer tipt
less than fourteen 5-hour hnits, or equivalent; (2) which offers in the college of literature
and science 2 years of general or liberal work completing or supplementing the work
of the high school; (3) which offers a further course of 2 years,rio arr.:Inge(' that the
student may begin work of university character leading to the bachelor's degree at the
end and reaching forward to thesontinuation of this work in the graduate school gr the
professional school; (4) which offers professional courses, based upon the completion
of 2 years of collegiate work, in law, or medicine or enginee g; (57Which (Mersin the
graduate school an adequate course leading to the degree of d fhtlotiophy.

Harvard University Catalogue, tall -17, p. 677.
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It is recommended that this association recognize any Institution, in whole or in part,
doing work of this grade as, in An far, doing work of university quality.

In recommending that niversity work begin with the junior year of the college and
that the professional schools o based on the first 2 years of college, the report is in line
with present tendencies. It u in accord with the growing belief that the work of the
last 2 years of college should I organized into groups that aim at more-definite results,
and lead to greater efficiency. But this is only the, first of many problems. We are
faring quest ions of the time beyond the junior year for attaining the Ph. D. degree, of
adjusting the scheme of counting the last 2- years toward both arts and professional
degrees, of the place of the A. B. degree, of the age when the period of general educa-
tion should end; and of a possible reorganization of elementary an secondary educa-
tion. But these questions are not ready for solution and hardy belong to the work
of the committee at the present time.

In accordance with the foregoing definition of the standard American university, it
is recommended that the followingAandards be set up:

1. Time requirement for the boeheloYs degree.- -Not less than GO year-hours, or 12
units, of collegiate work shall he required for the bachelor's degree.

2. Qualifications of tearhers.lt is expected that the teacher in the'high school shall
have the bachelor's degree, or show evidence of equivalit attainment, and it is recom-J'
mended that he have the master's degree. As a rule, the professors of all ranks in thd
collegiate work shall have the degree of doctor of philosophy, or its equivalent. The
professors giving instruction in graduate work are expected to show, in addition to the
p,ssession of a doctor's degree, or its equivalent, their scholastic ability by successful
research and publication, and above all, they must have demonstrated that they
have power as teachers to inspire the students with zeal for research. Indeed, it is
understood that all the teachers should possess the power of imparting knowledge and
of character building. In addition, the professors in the professional schools should
give evidence of doing investigative work and those in technical schools, evidence of
the power of praitival research.

3. Institutional facilities. --(I) There should be adequate general and departmental
libraries, with (a) sufficient number of duplicate books for purPose of undergraduate
instruction, (6) where graduate work is offered, books, monographs and other material
for purposes of research. (2) There should be mod'em Montt 'es and apparatui,
with (a) sufficient supervision for undergraduate teaching, (6) where graduate work is
offered, research laboratories.

4. Time units for degrees.Inst itutiowi providing for advanced work shall require
3 years or nine 5-hour units from the beginning otihe junior year for the degree of master
of arts, or 5 years or fifteen 5-hour units for the degree of doctor of philosophy, and with
work in residence.

[The units shall not necessarily be schedule hours, but their equivalent, and shall
include credit for research and thesis work. It is of course understood that from fle
beginning of the junior year, there is the adoption of a'group system suggested by the
honor schools in English universities, or the separate faculties in the German univer-
sities-, and that the kind of instruction contemplates investigationin short, science
with poweras the pu.poee. It is the intent that the cultural atmosphere shall
pervade the work of the student who begins specialization, and that something of the
spirit of discovery and the earnestness it brings shall affect the cultural temper.)

5. Scope of curriculum. To be a standard universityam institution shall be equiPped
to give instruction leading to the degree of doctor of philosophy in at least 5 depart-.
ments, according to the standard prescribed in this report, and shall have at least 1
university professional or technical school. The term sanivernly professional or tech-
nical school shall not be applied to any professional or technical school that does not
require the 2 years' collegiate training for admission. .
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. Your committee further recommends as follows:
Provision for remynition of other institutions. Provision shall be made whereby

institutions other than State universities may be freely welcomed to adhere to the
standards set up by this association.'

....-

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO 0 RAIWATE WORK A N FOR

ADVANCED DEGREES.

The requirements for advanced degrees indicate tlw requirements
for admission to gr4uate work and the scope of the work. The do_
gree of master of arts, given in course 3 or 5 years after graduation
upon the payment of a fee, has practically disappeared. The col-
leges that had this practice have set. up st oilcloths requiring residence,
examinations, and theses. The universities as distinct front colleges
have set up strict. standards for the master's degree, and also for the
doctor's degree. The conferring of the doctor's degree honoris cause
is practically almost dishonorable. The following requirements for
these degrees will indicate the Present standards in graduate work,
the numbers under each institution representing, the answers to the
corresponding questionS in the list given:

ut:orotmEsrs sou \D1Sl'Ell 11E(MEES.

1. t are the requirements, in the nature of bachelor's degrees
m other institutions, fo'r adhUssion to advanced work in this

university ?
2. How are work and resid9nce in other institutions considered?
3. Time required, and minimum time in residence?
4. Thesis? Must it be printed and copies presented to the univer-

sity?
5. Number and character of minors?
6. Requirements in French and German?
7.*llegremt granted?
8. General character and purpose of work required ?

(The numbers indicate the questions to which answers are given.]

California. Master's degree: 11-Must have bahelor's degree from a "reputable
institution" or "any other degree or certificate which the graduate council may
accept asmueqstuhiavneleanttce'asmtaoyneb;.eaatrlminitrt:ilidtetiticuetd1c8rgrauntiltsunto (1.11:rise:rt.

102maanydb.el (;k3e1

in absentia. 4. Thesis, "typewritten or printed." 5. One or two minors. 7. M.A.,
M. L., M. 8.

Doctor's degree: 1. Bachelor's degree pr "a Course of study equivalent." 2 and
3. Two years, at least one in residence. 4. Thesis. 5. Ono or two minors. 6. Reading
knowledge. 7. Ph. D., J, D. 8. Degrees granted more "on attainments" than on
"leitgth of time of study."

Columbia.Master's degree: 1. Bachelor's degree or "an education equivalent."
2. Work from of 'r institutions may be credited. 3. One year at least, including
summer cou 4. Essay; 2 "written or typewritten copies." 5. Two minors.
7. A. M.

Jan. 29, 1030, pp. 171-173; Prat of Nat. Asap. State Unlv., 1908,147-1R.
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Doctor's Clegree: 1. See under master's degree. 2 and 3ssTwo years. 4. Thesis;
printed; 30 copies to the university. 5. Two minors, consuming not more than
half time. ,6. Read at sight, and in smne courses. Latin. 7. Ph. D.

cornell.--Master's degree: 1. Must be a graduate (71 Cornell or have had "a course
substantially equivalent." 2 and 3. One year. 4. Thesis; bound copy" to the
university. 5. One minor. 7 NI k , M. t'. E., M. M. M. S. in Agriculture,
M. S. in Architecture.

Doctor's degree: 1. Same as for master's degree. 2. May be accepted "by per-
mission of faculty." 3. Three years. at least one in residence. 4. Thesis; 50 printed
copies to the university. 5. Major and minor subjects." 7. Ph. 1).

Ilarrard.-Master's degree: I. Graduate of Harvard, or of -an approved college."
2 and :t. One year in residence. but those without "sufficient preparation" require
at least two years." 6. Elementary knowledcza. 7. A. M. 8. ('nurse can not he
made up wholly of professional studies.

Doctor's degree: I. Sam,' as for master's degree. 2 and 3. Not less than two years;
one in residence. but time "wholly secondary." 4. Thesis: "printed or written
copy." 6. Heading knowledge. 7. Ph. D. 8. "Long study and high attainments
in a special branch of learning."

//hoo is.-Master's degree: Graduation from this or iistitutions of equal stand-
ing. 3. Ole year; graduates of Illinciis.may do the wof in three years in absentia.
4. Thesis. This requirement may be waived. 5. One or two minors: half time
it major subject. 7. Academic and pkescional degrees A fit., M. S.. M. Aret.,
Ard. Eng.. C. E.. E. E.. Nfech. E.. Min. E. 8. Work required roust be of "a high
order" and such as to show that the candidate has done more "than Merely acquire
a certain amount of knowledge by rote." Ile must show "a broadening of the knowl-
edge of his subAt of study."

I metor's degree: 1. See master's degree. 2. Residence ounted. 3. Three years
or more; first two years or la.st one must be in residence. 4. Thesis, whiCh must
show "power of independent research:" printed; 100 espies to university. 5. First
minor closely related to major: second minor in another field. 6. Reading knowl,

. edge, also of "any other language needed." 7. Ph. D. 8. Degree given not for
time spent, but "for scholarly attainments and power of investigation." Candidate
must show "a thorough mastery of a selected field of study, evidence of the power
of independent investigation in this field."

Indiana. - Master's degree: 1. Graduate "of this university, or of any other insti-
tution of equivalent standing." 2 and 3. Three full terms or 45 hours of university
credits; one term may he clone away from the university or all summer terms.
4. Thesis, except in Latin. 5. Thirty hours in one department, of which 15 "must
be distinctively graduate in character." 7. A. M.

Doctor's degree: 1. See master's degree. 2 and 3. Three years, a "part" of which
"may be spent in residence at other universities." 4. Thesis; printed; five copies
to university. 5. Two minors; one not related to major. 6. Reading knowledge.

0.7. Ph. D. 8. 'Inesis "must always give evidence that the candidate is capable of
forming an independent judgment upon the recent literature of hisdepartment."

Ann.-Master's degree: 1. Graduate of this or of "an accredited university or
college." 3. One year. 4. Thesis. 5. One minor, "closely allied." 7. A. M.,
M. S. in medicine. 8. A. M. is usually literary; M. S. is mainly scientific.

Doctor's degree: 1, Bachelor's degree from Iowa or "from some other of equal
rank." 2 and 3. Three years; two in residence, including the laAt. 4. Thesis;
printed; 100 copies. 5. One or two minors. 6. Reading knowledge. 7. Ph. D.
8. Thesis shall be "a contribution to the sum of human knowledge." Degree not
coiderred "simply in consequence of the fulfillmenof any time requirement."

Kansas.- Master's degree: 1. Graduation from Kansas or other college or univer-
. city of good standing. 2 and b. Onevear, or 30 hours of work; half the year must be
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spent at Kansas; live hours may be done-in absentia, and a part may be done at sum-
mer schools. 4. Thesis. This may he waived. 5. One or two minors. 7. A. M.,
M. S., C. MM. E., Mech. E., Chem. E. E.

Doctor' degree: 1. Graduation from Kansas or some other college or university of
good standing. .2 and 3. Must spend -three full college years in resident' graduate
work at this or some other approved university." 1. Thesis; printed; 100 copies.
5. One major and two minors, not more than two in same department. 7. Ph. D.
8. Thesis must be "the result of original research of a high character."

Leland Stanford.-Master's de tee: 1. Graduates and others ' who have Mid an
equivalent training elsewhere." 3. One year. 4. Thesis, "as evidence of ability
to do independent work." 7. A. M.

Doctor's degree: 1. Same as for master's degree. 2. May be accepted. 3. Three
years; at least the last in residence. 4. Thesis: printed: 100 copies. 5. One or two
minors; both of these may Is. Waived. 6. Reading knowledge. 7. Ph. D. 8. Given

only on the ground of advanced scholarship and the ability to do independent work."
Michigan.-Master's degree: Graduation from this or other college or university

of approved standing. 2 and :3. One year. Graduates of this university only may
do part in absentia. 4. Thesis, usually waived. 5. Two minors: 211 minor in another
department. 7. A. M., M. S. in Forestry (requires 2 years). M. in Landscape Design.

Doctor's degree: 1. Open to all bachelors: to be enrolled as iandidatv for the Ph. I).
must spend 1 year or tame from "gnuluate school of some other university," or I . a
graduate of Michigan. 2 and 3. Three years; last in the university. 4. Tratsts must
be "an original contribution to scholarship" or (II scientific knowledge; printed, 1)0
copies. 5. Two minors. both cognate to the major. 6. Heading knowledge. 7:-

Ph. D., Sc. D. 8. Degree not won -merely by faithful and industrious work," but
candidate must "evince ability to tarry on independent reseal-eh.-

Minnesota.- Master's degree: I. (Mutilation from Minnesota or Route other univer-
sity or college with an equivalent baccalaureate course. 3. One year. 4. Thesis,

typewritten; may be printed. 5. Two minors; or in special cases one minor only.
7. M. A. for nontechnical work; M. S. for technical work.

Doctor's degree: 1. See master's degree. 2 and :3. Must be enrolled at least one
year before degree is given and may not be enrolled until a year has been spent in
postgraduate study; 3 years at least; 3d year in residence. .1. Thesis. typweritten.
5. Two minors. 6. Reading knowledge and iu sane cases Latin. 7. Ph. 1)., Sc. 1).

Missouri.-Master's degree: 1. "Graduates of the colleges and uAi versities com-
prising the Missouri College Union and of other reputable collegat and universities"
and by special permission "other persons of liberal education" are ailmitted to the
graduate sehni, but this in itself does not imply atliniasion as candidate for advanced
degrees.

Doctor's degree: 1. Must have completed under3rraduate course "such as is offered
by colleges of good standing" and have received degree equal to baccalaureate degree
of the University of Missouri. 2. May be counted. 3. last year roust he spent at
this university. 4. Thesis, printed, 150 copies. 5. One or' two minors; two-thirds
time to major. 6. Reading knowledge. 7. Ph. 1). 8. Requirements "are not com-
puted in terms of tifim and courses," hut. for ''high attainment in some spe.al branch
of learning."

Nebraska.-Master's degree: 1. Graduation from an undergraduate college of this
university or from some other college having equivalent course. 3.'One year; may
be fulfilled. by 18 hours of work in summer sessions. 4. Thesis, typewritten. 5.

"Major and minor studies." 7. A. M.
Doctor's degree: 1. See master's degree. 2. Two years may be counted. :3. Three

years, the last in residence. 4. Thesis, printed, 100 copies.. 6. Reading knowledge.
7. Ph. D
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Pen naylrania .-Mailter'm degree: 1. Admission to the courses leading to the higher
degrees lies with the group committee. 2 and 3. One year, but the 12 standard courses
required may be distributed over three years. 7. A. M., M. S.

Doctor's degree: I. See master's degree. 2 and 3. Not less than two years, and
candidate must have completed "in this university or in other universities" not lees
than "24 standard courses or their equivalent." 4. Thesis, printed, 150 copies.
5. Two minors. each minor representing -not leas than fiair standard courses:" 6..
Keeling knewledge, also of any other language adjudged -le be essential to the prose-
cution of his major work." 7. Ph. D. S. The degrta is "conferred solely in recogni-
trout of marked ability and high attainments in smie definite branch of learning."

Pvt./nylon.- Master's degree: I . Bachelor of Princeton "or from other institutions
maintaining a similar standard in. distinctively liberal studies." Other grtuluatea
may be admitted to graduate standing and be allowed to make up deficiencies by
undergraduate work. 2 and 3. One year in residence with "at least 3 graduate
courses." 7. A. M.

Doctar's degree: I. Soe master's degree. 2. Two years counted. 3. One year in
rsi.lence; a minimum of 2 years alai "in all Ian the rarest cases 3 years will be found
ueceasary." Thesis, printed,-100 copies. 5. May "submit tite for a main division
of his aubj -e division of a germane subject: or bel'may be required to take addi-
ti anal work Itsithi his subject," and must take 20 lectures on the general trend of
plaIastphical and kicid ilk thought." 6..Reading ,knowledge. 7, Ph. D.-

l'iry i n ia.---Master's degree: 1. "Baccalaureate degree from a recognized institution
of collegiate rank," or in case of gra4uates without degree "certificate of graduation
in a con' of study accepted ¶y uo academic faculty as fully equivalent." May
also be required to do undergr.el unto work. 2 :old 3. Must complete work in 4 fully
onsmized gradual, courses of not has than 3 hours per week each. 5. The 4 courses
most be chosen from at least :i distinct subjects and 3 of the claims must be cognate.
7. M. A.. M. S. '

Doctor's degree: I. See toaster's degree. 2 and 3. Must do the prescribed work
in three cognate subjects from at least 2 academic seism ds. with 3 years' work in major,
2 in let minor and I in 2d minor and may be required "to attend such lectures or
courses in any at galernic relatel as the in/dee:air may deem necessary." In certain
cases only Iwo years of residence required; the laat year always in residence "(inhale
the academic faculty shall for special reasons direct otherwitte." 4. Thesis, printed,
100 copies. 5. Two minors. 6. Heading knowledge or 2 years' work. 7. Ph.D.

Wisconsin.--Master's degree: T. Conferred on graduates of Wisconsin and upon
other graduates "whose training has been substantially equivalent," judgment being
based on "act sal a nainments '' rather than "n the instil utions attended ; undergraduate
wartanay he thaw, but not counted. 2and 3. Part of work may be done iu absentia,
but in no case with less than 1 semester in residence, carrying from 9 to 12 credits.
For professional degree not leas than one year. 4. Thesis, typewritten. 5. At least
one-half of all the work "mat lie in a single department." i. M. A., Ph. M., C. E.,
Mech. E., E. E., Chem. E. ,.

Doctor's degree: 1. See master's degree. 2 and 3. Three years, the first two or the
last one must be spent at this university. 4. Thesis, printed, 100 copies. 5. Minors,
representing 2 years' and 1 year's work; one in distinct department from major. 6.
Reading knowledge. 7. Ph. D. 8. Degree granted not "solely as the result of faithful
study extending over a prescribed tithe. Special attainments are required'
particularly the power of independent. investigation."

Yale.-Master's degree: I. Conferred on men who are bachelors of arta of Yale or
of "other colleges whose course of study is equivalent" upon "their giving to the col
lege faculty evidence of satisfactory progress in liber'a'l studies after receiving their
first degree." Such evidence may. be furnished by one year of systematic study in
New Haven. ". Graduates of other colleges can obtain the degree only" by 1 year's
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residence. 2 and 3. (See I.) Prpfessional degrees require two years' work, and if the
literary degree is taken in absentia, 3 years are required. 7. M. A., C. E., Mech. E.,
Min, E., M. S.

Doctor's degree: 1. See master's degree, but the doctor's degree may he conferred
on women. 2 and :3. "A course of graduate study of at least 3 ears." .1. Thesis,
printed, 50 copies. 0. "A gopd knowledge of Latin, German, and French." 7.

Ph. D: 8. Thesis Intuit give "evidence of high attainment and power of investiga-
tion."

SUMMARY.

The development of graduate courses and advanced degrees in
professional schools indicates the -rapid evolution of a genuine uni-
versity with the faculties interrelated in research work. One id the
consequences is the appearance of combined courses, or their equiva-
lents, and the differentiation of university as distinct front collegilq
instruction at the beginning of the junior year of the liberal- arts
college. Upon this as a pivotal point turns the agitation in progress
for the reorganization of education front bottom to top. Compari-
sons are forced with the European standards of universities, in effect
beginning at a point corresponding to the close of the sophomore
year of the American collegiate course. The rigid imposing of a
separate graduate course upon the top of the established 4 years'
collegiate curriculum in the case of the highly developed professions
makes the age of the graduate from the professional _school to be
26 or'27 years. The term of human life and the necessity for ,plas-
ticity in the young professional 1111111 by (0111111mi consent. -require
him to be in practice at about 24; hence the pressure upon the entire
educational system for reorganization. The first effect is within the
university in making an organic rather than a mechanical relation
between the graduate school and the undergraduate college. The
second effect is tte development of an organic relation between the
first 2 years of the college and the high school.

The definition of ti school recommended' by the Association of
American Universities and the National Association of State Uni-
versities is one requiring for admission to its work 2 years of col-
legiate preparation, and of a college as one requiring only 4 years of
secondary preparation, is therefore not merely nominal.

The universities, in 'short, whether State-supported or endowed,
Tee the inspirational heads of the school system, ind the focal point
foe all the professions, and the correlating centers for all the organized
intellectual activities of society.

Organically related to all society, the universities; themselves the
result of processes of selection and emancipation as far as human
institutions can be from political, comtiercial, and sectarian influ-
ences, are fitted to be influential standardizing agencies.
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APPENDIX A.

0

DEFINITION OF REQUIREMENTS BY THE COLLEGE
ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD.

ENGLISH.

'I he, requirement In English is (hot recommended by the National eon femme on Uniform Enimme
Requirements in English.

REQUIREMENT FOR 1912.

r:Mlislate will he accepted in English whose work is notably defective in point
punctuation, ilium, or division into paragraphs.

(en Reading and practice.

Two units.

A certain number of looks will be *recommended for reading, 9 of which, selected
am prescribed below, are to be offered for examination. Tl1e 5win of examination will
usually be the writing of a paragraph or two on each of several topics, to be chosen by
the yihelidate front a considerable numberlierhaps 10 or 15set before him'in thq,
examination paper. The treatment of I bese topics is designed to test Me carididate's
p Aver of clear and accurate expression, and will call for only a general knowledge of
the substance of the honks. In every case knowledge of the Ism)k will be regarded as
Icsn important than the ability to write good English. In preparation for this part of
the requirement. it is important that the candidate shall have been instructed in the
fmelament al principles of rhetoric.

(:romp litter) to be selected): Shakespeare's As You Like It. henry V, Julius
Caesar, Thellerrhant of Venice, Twelfth Night.

Group II (mw to be selected).
.Bacon's

Essays; littnyan's The Pilgrim's Progress,
Part I; The Sir Roarer de CeverleyPapers iii the Speclafiir: rrank Autobiography.

Group III (one to be selected). Chaucer's Prologue: Spenser's Faerie Queene (Book
Pope's The (tape of the Lock: Goldsmith's The Deserted Villagi; Palgrave's

Golden Treasury (First. Series) Books I I and ill, with especial at tention to Dryden,
(Alin., Gray, Cowper, and Bunts.'

Urnet p IVil tro to he selected,. Goldsmith's The Vicar of NVakelielc : Scott 's Ivanhoe;
Scott's Quentin eterward; Ilawthorne'm The House Of the' Se-.'eU (iahles; Thack-
erav's Henry Esmond; Mrs. Gaskell'e Cranford; Dickens's A Tale of Two ('ities;v-
George Eliot's Silas Marupr: Blaekmore's Loma Dame.

Grote p V (one to be sehirird). Irving's Sketch Book; Lamb's Essays of Elia; De
Quinvey's Joan of Are and The Euglish hlail coach; Carlyle'S The Hero as Poet, The
Hem as Man of Letters, and The Hero as King: Emerson's Essays (Selected): Ruskin's
SFM1110 and Lilies.

Group VI (lino to be selected). Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner; Scott's The Lady
of the 'Ake; Bymn's Mazeppa add The Prisoner of Chinon; Palgrave's Golden Treasury
(First Series), Book IV, with especial attention to Wordsworth, Keats, and Shelley;
Mganlay's-Lays of Ancient Rome; Poe's Poems; Lowell'n The Vision of Sir Launfal;
Arnold's Sohrab and,Rustunt; Ismgfellow's The Coartship of Miles Standish; Twiny-
init's The Princess; Browning's Cavalier Tunes, The Lost Leader, How They Brought
the Good Newel' from Ghent to Aix, Evelyn Hope, Home Thoughts from Abroad,
&me:Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of the French Camp, The Boy and the Angel,
One Weld More, Remo Riel, Pheidippidea
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(hi .:+tott/y um/ iwaliee.

(Ins unit.

This part of the examination presupPoss the Iltortiugh study of each of the works
named below. The exathinat ion will he upon subject matter. form. awl structure.
In addition the candidate may be required to answer questions involving the emeti-
aided English grammar, and questiinm 00 the leading facts in those periods of English
literary history to which the presribetl works belong.

A composition will also he set on a subject drawn from the candidate's st tidies other
than English, or from his personal knowledge and experiences quite apart fada
reading.

The hooks set for this part of the examination will he:
Shakespeare's Macbeth; Milton's Comus, L'Allegro, and II Penseroso, or Tenny-

son's Oareth and Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, and The Passing of Arthur; Ilnrke's
Speech on Conciliation with America. or Washington's Farewell Addrem and Welt_
stOr's First Bunker Hill Oration; Macaulay's Life of Johnson, or Carlyle's Essay ou
Burns.

REQUIREMENT FOIL 1913, HILL AND 1313.

Preparation ill nglildt has two main objects: (I) Ciadmand. of correct and clear
English, tybken and written; (2) a) v to read with accuracy, intelligence, and
appreciation.

ENGLISH ultAMIL I AND voMPOsITIoN.

The first object requires instruction in grammar and composition. English gram-
mar should ordinarily be reviewed in the secondary solos)); and correct al)Mlinitatal
grammatical accuracy should he rigorously exacted in connectimi with all written
work during the four years. The principles of English composition governing punc-
tuation, the use of words, paragraphs. and the different kinds of whole composition,
including letter writing, Should be thoroughl,y mastered; and practice in composition,
oral as well as written, should extend throughout the secondary school period. . Writ Rai

exercises may well comprise mutation, description, and easy exposition area-

meat based upon simple outlines. It is advisable that subjects for this work taken
from the student's pertain! experience, general knowledge, and studies' of er than
English, as well as from his reading in literature. Finally, special instruction in
language and composition should be' a.ccompanied by concerted effort of teachers in
all branches to cultivate in the student the habit of using good English in his recita-
tions and various exercises, whether oral or written.

LITERATURE.

The second object is sought by means of two lists of books, headed, respectively,
Reading and Study, from which may ho framed a progressive course in literature
covering four years. in connection with both lists, qui student should he trained in
reading aloud and be encouraged to commit to methery some of tho more notable
passages both in verse and in prose. As an aid to literary appreciation, he_ip further
advised to acquaint himself with themost important facts in the lives of the ailthors
whose works he reads and with their place in literary history.

(a) Reading.

Two units.

The aim of this course M tofoster in the student.thellabit of intelligent reading and
to develop a taste for good literature, by giving him a first -band knowledge of some
of its beat specimens. He ahmild read the hooka carefully, but his attention should
not be so fixed upon details that he fails to appreciate the main purpttsgoeanktchkum of
what ho reads..
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With a view to large freedom of choice, the books provided for reading are arranged
in the followittg groups, from which at least 10 units 1 are to be selected, 2 from each
group:

I. The Old Testament, comprising at least the chief narrative episodes-in Genesis,
Exodus, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together with the hooks of
Ruth and Esther; the Odyssey, with the omission, if desired, of Books I. 11. III, v,
xv, xcl, xvn; the -Basal, 4ith the omission, if desired, of Books xt, tom XIV, XV,
XVII. xxt: Virgil's Aeneid. The Odyssey, Iliad, and Aeneid should. he read -in
English translations of recognized literary excellence.

For any unit of this group a unit from any other group may he substituted.
II. Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice; Midsummer Night's Dream; As You

Like it; Twelfth Night; Remy the Fifth; Julius Caltar.
111. Defoe's Robinson ('ruse, Part 1; Goldsmith's The Vicar of Wakefield; either

Scott's Ivanlioe or Scott's Quentin Durward; Ilawthorne's The House of the Seven
Gables; either Dickens's David Copperfield or Dickens's A Tale of 'No ('ities; Thack-
eray's Henry Esmond; Mrs. Gaskell's Cranford: George Eliot's Silas !darner: Steven-
sm's Treasure Island.

IV. Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Part I ; The Sir Roger de Coverley Papers in the
Spectator; Franklin's Autobiography (condensed ); trving's Sketch Book, Macaulay's
Essays on Lord Clive and Warren Hastings; Thackeray's English Ilurnouriett; Selec-
tions from Lincoln, including at least the two Inaugurals, the Speeches in Independence
Unit and at Gettysburg, the Last Public Address, and Letter to lioraee Greeley, along
with a brief memoir or estimate; Parkman's Oregon Trail; either Thoreau's Walden .
or II uxleY's Autobiography and selections from I.ay Sermons, including the addresites
on Improving Natural Knowledge, A Liberal Education, and A Piece of Chalk;
Stevenson's Inland Voyage and Travels with a Donkey.

.V. Palgrave's Golden Treasury ( First Series), -Books II and III, kvith especial atten-
tion to Dryden, Collins, Gray, Cowper, and Burns; Gray's Elegy in a Country Church-
yard and Goldsmith's The Deserted Village; Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner and
Lowell's The Vision of Sir Launfal; Scott's The Lady of the Lake; Byron's Childe
Harold, Canto IV, and The Prisoner of Chalon; Palgrave's Golden Treasury (First
Series), Book IV, with especial attention to Wordsworth, Keats, and Shelley; Poe's
The Raven, Longfellow's The Courtship of Miles Standish, and Whittier's Snow
Bound; Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome and Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum; Tenny-
son's Gareth and Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, and The Passing of Arthur; Brown-
ing's Cavalier Tunes, The Lost Leader, They Broaght IhtCaxl News from Ghent
to Aix, Home Tjtoug,hts from Abroad, Home Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of the
French Canip, llorvi Riel, Pheidippides, Myl.ast Duchess, V p at a. VillaDown in
the City.

(1)) Study.

mroc unil

This part of the requirement is intended as a natural andlogical vont inuation of the
student's earlier reading, with greater stress laid upon form and style, the exact mean-
ing of words and phrases, and the understanding of allusions. For this close reading
are, provided a play, a group of poems, an oration, and an essay, as follows;

Shakespeare's Macbeth; Milton's (.'Allegro, II Pensoroso, and t 'omus; either Burke's
Speech on Conciliation with America, or both Washington's Parewell Address and
Webster's First Bunker Ilill Oration; either Macaulay's Life of Johnson or Carlyle'-/+
Essay on Burns.

Examination. '

Bowever accurate in subject matter, no paper will be considered satisfactory if
seriously defective in punctuation, spelling, or other swill ials of good usage.

. 62400° 13-10
Raab unit bast oil by semicolons,
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Ike examination will be divided into two parts, one of which may be taken as a
preliminary, and the other as a final.

The first part of the examination will-)>e upon 10 units chosen, in accordance with
the plan described earlier, from the lists headed Reading; and it inlay incrude also
questions upon grammar and the simpler principles of rhetoric, and a short composition
upon some topic drawn from the student's general knowledge or experience. On the

'books prescribed for reading, the form of the examination will usually be the writ.
ing of short paragraphs on several topics which the candidate may choose out of a con-

slicterable number. These topics will involve such knowledge and anreciation of
plot, character development, and other qualities of style and treats rat as may be
fairly expected of boys and girls. In grammar and rhetoric, the candidate-in be
asked specific questions upon the practical essentials of these studies, such as the
tion of the-various parts'arts Of a sentence to one another, the construction of individii
words in a sentence of reasonable difficulty, and those good usages of modern English
which one should know in distinction from current errors.

The second part of the examination will include composition and those books com-
prised in the list headed Study. Theist in composition will consist of one or more
ways, developing a' theme through several paragraphs; the subjects will be drawn
from the books prescribed for study, from the candidate's other studies, and from his
personal knowledge and 'experiences quite apart from reading. For this purpose the
examiner will provide several subjects, perhaps 5 or 6. from which the candidate may
make his own selections. The teat on the books prescribed for study will consist of
questions upon their content, form, and structure, and upon the meaning of siw,k words,
phrael3e, and allusions as may be necessary to an understanding of the works and an
appreciation of their salient qualities of style. General questions may also be asked
concerning the lives of the authors, their other works, and the periods of literary history
to which they belong.

HISTORY.
The reetsienen history is based on the recommendation or the committee of seven of the A tn,Inc.:43

Historical A Lion. 1
(a) Ancient history, with special reference to Greek and Roman history, and includ-

ing also a short introductory study of the more ancient nations and the chief events of
the early middle ages, down to the death of Charlemagne )814). One unit. -

(b) Medieval and modern European history, from the death of ('harletnagn the
present time. Ono unit.

(c) Engli4 history. One unit.
(d) American history and civil government. One unit.
The examination in history will be so framed as to require comparison and the use of

judgment on the pupil's part rather than the mere use of memor. The examinations
will presuppose the use of good textbooks, collateral reading, and practice in written
work. Geographical knowledre will be tested by requiring the location of places and
movements on an outline map.
'wap*, LATIN. .

The toeowilirrikuirements In Latin are In aconniance with the cecommendationa'mailehy the Commis.
sloe on College Entrance Requirements In Latin, October, 1905.

I. AMOUNT AND RANGE OF THE READING REQUIRED.

1. The Latin reading, without regard to the prescription of particular authors and
works, shall be not less in amount than Ceesar, Gallic War, I-IV; Cicero, the orations
spinal Catiline, for the Manilian Law, and for Archias;. Vergil, 4Eneid, I-VI.

2. W. e amount of reading specified above shall be selected by the schools from the
folio authors and works: Ciesar.(Gallic War and Ciyil.War) and Nepoe (Lives);
Cicero (orations, letters, and 'De Senectul and Sallust (Catilinn and Jugurthine War);
Vergil (Bucolic'', Georgian and Enid) and Ovid (Metamorphoses, Fedi, and Tr/Ida).

41e.
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SCOPE (IF T116 EXAMINATIONS.

1. Translation at sight. Candidates will be examined in translation at sight of both
prose and verse. The vocabulary, constructions, and range of ideas of the passages set
will be suited to the preparation secured by the reading indicated above.

2. Prescribed reading. Candidates will be examined also upon the following pre-
scribed reading: Cicero, orations for the Mani lian Law and for Archias, and Vergil,
Ineid. I, II. and either IV or VI, at the option of the candidate, with questions on
subject matter, literary and historical allusions, and prosody. Evgry paper in which
pls.:ages from the prescribed reading are set for translation will contain also one or more
passages for translation at sight, and candidates Must deal satisfactorily with both these
parts of the paper or they will not be given credit for either part.

3. Gramma, and composition. The examinations in grammar and composition will
demand thorough knowledge of all regular inflections, all common irregula forms, and
the ordinary syntax and vocabulary of the prose authors read in school, with ability to
use this knowledge in writing simple Latin prose.

Suggestions concerning preparation.

Exercises in translation at sight should begin in school with the first lessons in
which Latin sentences of any length occur, and should continue throughout the course

,.with sufficient frequency to insure correct methods of work on the part of the student.
Prom the oufset particular attention should be given to developing the ability to
take in the meaning of each wordand so, gradually, of the whole sentence just as
it stands; the sentence should be read and understood in the order of the original,
with full appreciation of the force of each word as it comes, so far as this can be known
or inferred from that which has preceded and from the form and the positioof the
word itself. The habit of reading in this way shotild he encooraged and cultivated

the best preparation for all tine translating that the student has to driT No tramela-
tion. however, Should he a mechanical metaphrase; nor should it be a mere loose
paraphrase. The full meaning of the passage to be-translated, gathered in the way
described above, should finally be expressed in clear and natural English.

A written examination can not test the ear or tongue, but proper instruction iu any
language will necessarily include the training of both. The school work in Latin,
therefore, should include much reading aloud, Writing from dictation, and translation
from the teacher's reading. Learning suitable passages by heart is also very useful
and should be more practiced.

The work in composition should give the student a better understanding of the
Latin he is reading at the time, if it is prose, and greater facility in reading. It is

irable, however, that there should be systematic and regular work in compoeition
during the time in whiA poetry is read well; for this work the priti authors already
studied should be used as InOdC15.

Sulkicrts for examination.

As a tentaae assignment of values 1, 2, 4, and 5 are counted as 1 unit each, 3 as 2
units, and unit; bu3 has no assigned value unless offered alone, 2 and 6 have
no assigned values unless offered with 4 or 5, and in no case is the total requirement
to be counted as more than.4 units..'

It itt'understoid that this assignment of values will be reconsidered after the require-
ments have had a year or two of trial.

/I ()rammer. The examination will presuppose the reading of the required amount
vt preen (see 1, 1 and 2), including the prose works prescribed (see II, 2).f Elcnitniary prose composition. the examination will presuppose the re4di g of
the required amount of prose (see I, 1 and 2), including the prose works p bed
(see II, 2). ,

.
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3. Second-year Latin. This examination is offered primarily for candidates intend-
ing to enter colleges which require only 2 years of Latin or accept tit) much as a coin.-
plete preparatory course. It will presuppose reading not less in amount than Cattar,
Gallic War, I- IV, selected by the schools. from Caesar (Gallic War and Civil War) and
Nepos (Lives); but the pastutges Ret will be chosen with a view to sight translation.
The paper will include easy grammatical questions and some simple composition.

4. Cicero (orations for the Munition Law and for Archias) and sight translation of
prose. The examination will presuppose the reading of the required amount of
prose (see I, 1 anal').

Virgil (iEneid, I, II, and either IV or VI, at the option o(',the candidate) and Right
translation of poetry. The tltainination will presuppose the reading of the required
amount of poetry (sot. I, I and 2).

6. Advanced prose comixisition.

5 GREEK.

The following requirements in Greek are selected in is close accordance with the recommendations of
the American Philological A-soclation as Is practicable.

(a) i. Grammar: The topics for the examination in Greek grammar are similar to
those detailed under Latin grammar) (See p. 147.) One-half unit.

(a) ii. Elementary prose composition, consisting principally of detached sentences
to test the candidate's knowledge of grammatical constructions) One-half unit.

The examination in grammar and prose composition will be based on this first 2
books of Xenophon's Anabasia.

(b) Xenophon: The first 4 hooks of the Anabasis. One unit.
(c) I-III: The first 3 books of the Iliad (omitting 11, 494end), and

the Homeric constructions, form and prosody. One unit.
(f) Prose composition, consisting of continuous prose based on Xenophon and other

Attic prose of similar difficulty. Oue-half unit.
(g) Sight translation of prose of no greater difficulty than Xenophon's Anahasis.
(h) Sight translation of Homer.
(ch) and right translation of Homer. One unit.

FRENCH.

Tho requirements In Fretirh follow the recommendations of the committee of twelve of the Modern
Language Association.

(a) ELEMENTARY FRENCH.

(2 nuns.)

The aim of the instruction.

At the end of the elementary course the pupil should be able to print 'tine° Freqch
accurately, to read at sight easy FrenVh pr e, 4t) put into French simple English
sentences taken from the language of everyday life or based upon a portion of the French
text read, and to answer questions on the rudiments of the gmnItflar as defined below.

The work to be done.

During the first year the work should compriae:
I. Careful drill iv pronunciation.
2. The rudiments of grafi:agar, including the inflection of the regular and the more

common irregular verbs, the plural nouns, the iiitlection of adjectives, participles,

1.8ome of the colleges accepting the board's exarninationsconalder Greek (a) land Greek (a) 11 as together
ootistituUng a stogie ossmhatton subject. Candidates for admission to such colleges should not oder doe
without thd °thee.
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and pronouns; the use of personal pronouns. common adverbs, prepositions, and
conjunctiona;tht) (t1er of woffiiiin ffie sentence, and the elementary rules of syntax.

3. Abundant easy exercises. designed not only to fix in the memory the forms and
principles of grammar, but also to cultivate readiness in the reproduction of natural
ferns of expression.

4. The reading of from 100 to 175 duodecimo pages of graduated texts, with con-
stant practice in translating into French casy variations of the sentences read (the
teacher giving the English) and in reproducing from memory sentences previously
noel. -

5. Writing French from dictation:
During the second year the work shbuld comprise
1. The reading of from 250 to 400 pages of easy modern prose in the form of stories,

plays, or historical oniographical sketches.
2. Constant practice. as in the previous year, in translating into French easy varia-

tions upon the texts read.
3. Frequent abstracts, sometimes oral and sometimes written, of portiuns of the

text already read.
4. Writing French from dictation.
5. Continue 11 drill upon the rudiments of granimar, with constant application in

the construction of sentences.
ti. Mastery of the forms and use of pronouns. pronianinal adjectives, of all but the

rare irregular verb forms, and of the simpler uses 47f the conditional and subjunctive..
Suitable texts for the second year are: About's I e mi des montagnes, Bruno's Le

tour de in France. Daudet's easier short tales, La kledolliere's La Mere Michel et son
chat. Erektuann-Chatriim's stories, Foa's t'ontcs biographiques. and loo - petit Rob-
inson de Paris, Foncin's Le Pays de France, Labiche and Martin's La poudre aux
yeux and Le voyage de n. Perriehon; Legouve and Labiche's La cigule chez les
Muffins, Makes Sans famine, Mairers La tache du petit Pierre, Merimee's ('olomba,
extract/4 from 'Allelic let, Sarvey's Le siege de Paris, Verne's stories.

(6) INTERMEDIATE FRENCH.

(1 tail.)

The aim of the instruction.

At the end of the intermediate course the pupil should be able to read at sight
ordinary French prose or simple poetry. to translate into French a connected passage
of English based on the text read, and to answer questions ievolving a more thorough
knowledge of syntax than is expected in the elementary course.

The work to be done.

This should eompiise the reading of fmm 400 to 600 pages of French of ordinary
difficulty, a portion to be in the dramatic form; constant practice in giving French
paraphrases, abstracts urdigprisluct ions from memory of selected portions4f the
matter read; the study irt a grammar of moderato completeness; writing from
dictation.

Suitable texts are: About's stories, Angier and Sandcau's Le gendre do M. Poirier,
114ranger's poems. Comeille's Le Cid and llorace, Copp6e's poems, Daudet's La.Belle-
Nivemaise, La Breto's Mon oncle et mon cnr6, Madame de S6vigne's letters, Huge's
Hernani and La chute, Labiehe's plays, Leti's Pecheur d'Itdande, Mignet's historical
writings, Moliere's L'avaro and he bourgeois gentilhomme, Racine's Athalie, Andre-
maque and Esther, George Sand's plays and stories, Sandeau'e Mademoiselle de Is
Seigliere, Scrily?.'s plays, Thierry's Recite des temps merovingiens, Thiers's
dition de Bonaparte en Egypte, Vigny's La canny de jonc, Voltaire's historical
writings.
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(f) ADVANCED FRENCH.

(1 unit.)

.The aim of the instruction.

At the end of the advanced course the pupil should be able to lead at sight, with
the help of a vocabulary of special or technical expressions, difficult French not earlier
than that of the seventeenth century; to write in French a short essay on :+1111e simple
subject connected with the works read; to put into French a pas.uge of easy English
proee, and to carry on a simple conversation in French.

The work to be done.

This should comprise the reading of from (300 to 1,000 pages of standard French.
lassical and modern. only difficult passages being explained in the clam; the writing

of name %emus in French; the study of syntax.
Suitable reading matter s's Barbie': de Seville; Conleilles

dramas; the elder Dumas's prole writings; the younger Dumas's 1.a question d'argen ;

Ruy Illas, lyrics and prose writings; Is Fontaine's Fables; Lamartine's
Graziella; Marivaux's plays; Moliere's plays; Muceet's plays and poems; PelliK.ier's
Mouvement litteraire an XIX° leek; Hunan s Souvenirs d'eniance it de jetme);-.4;
ROUBSeall 's writings; Sainte-licuve's essays; Table's Origines de la France 1'0104'ncp

Voltaire's writings; selections from Zola. Maupasixint . and halzac.

(be) INTERMEDIATE. ERENCR AND A-DVANCED VRENCII.

(2 units )

GERMAN.

The requirements In German follow the nvommetolations of the committee of 1 wehe of (lin Nio.lrn
Language Association.

(a) ELEMENTARY GERMAN.

(2 units.)

The aim of the instruction.

At the end of the elementary course in German the pupil should be aide to read at
sight, and to translate, if culled upon, by way of proving ability to read, a pats...qtgy of
very easy dialogue or narrative prose, help being given upon unusual words :Ind con-
struction, to put into German short English isentenres taken from the language of
everyday life or based upon the text given for translation. and to answer questhins
upon the rudiments of the grammar, as defined below.

. The work to be done.

During the first year the work should eomprise:
1. Careful drill upon pronunciation.
2. The memorizing and frequent repetition of easy colloquial sentences
3. Drill upon the rudiments of grammar. that is. iqiit the infection the articles.

of such nouns as belong to the language of everyday life, of adjectives. pronetins.
weak verbs, and the more Initial strong verbs; also upon the use of the inure Clminion
prepositions, the simpler uses of the modal auxiliaries, and the elementary rules of
syntax and word-order.

4. Abundant easy exercises designed not only to fix in mind the forms and princi-
ples of grammar, but also to cultivate readiness in the npnaluction of natural forms of
expression.

5. The reading of heft 76 to 100 pages of graduated texts from a reader, with constant
practice In translating Into German easy variations upon sentences selected (nun the
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reading lemon (the teacher giving the English), and in the 'production from intmery
of sentences previoysly read.

During the second year the work should comprise:
1. The reading of from 150 to 200 pages of literature in the form of easy stories and

plays.
2. Accompanying practice, as before, in the translation into German of easy varia-

tions upon the matter read and also in the off -hand reproduction, sometimes orally
And sometimes in writing, of the substance of short aid easy selected passages.

3. Continued drill upon the rut4..ents (4' the grammar, directed to the ends of
enabling the pupil, first, to use his her knowledge with facility in the formation of
sentences, and, secondly, to state his or her knowledge correctly in the technical
language of grammar.

St ories suitable for the elementary course can be selected from the following list : A ti-
dersen's Nlarchen and Bilderbuch ohne Milder; Arnold's Fritz auf Ferien; Baumbach's
I tic Noma and Der Schwiegersohn; Gerstacker'sGentteishausen; Beyse 'et 1,./1 rrabbiata,
Das Nladihen voit Treppi, and Anfang mid Ende; als die Kirche;
Jensen's Die brawn. Erica; Leander's Traumereien and Kleine Geschichten; Soidel's
Nlarhen; Strikl's Inter dem ehristbaum; Storm's Immensee and Geschichten MIR
der Tonne; Zschokke's Der zerbrochene Krug.

(If >oil plays adapted to the elementary MUM' are much harder to find than good
stories. Five-act plays are too long. They require more time than is advisable to
devote to any one text. Among shorter plays the best.available are peihaps Benedix's
Der Prozess, Der Weiberfeind, and CI finstige Vorzeichen; Elz's Er ist nicht eifer-
sitelitig; Wichert '8 An der Majorsecke; Wilhelmi's Finer muss !winder'. It is reom-
mended, however, that not more than one of these plays be read. The narrative style
should prt.dontinate. A good selection of matter for the second year would be

or Bilderbuch or Leander's to the of, sty,
40 pages. After that such a story as Das kalte Ilerz-or Der zerbrochene Krug; then
!tither als die Kirche or Immensee; next a good airy Ity Heys, Baumbach, or Seidel;
hotly Per Prozetts.

(h) INTERMEDIATE GERMAN.

(I unit.)

The aim of the itadruction.

AI t he end of the intermediate course the pupil should be able to read at sight
German prose of ordinary difficulty, whether recent or classical, to put into German a
etoutected passage of simple English, paraphrased from a given text in Gentian, to
answer any grammatical questions relating to usual forms and essential principles of
the language, including syntax and word formation, and to translate and explain (so
far as explanation may be necessary) a passage of classical literature taken from some
text previously studied.

The work to be done.

The work should comprise, in addition to the elementary course, the reading of about
400 pages of moderately difficult prose and poetry, with constant prae its. in giving,
sometimes orally and oometimesin writing, paraphrases, abstracts, or reproductions
from memory of selected portions of the matter read; also.grammutieal drill upon the
less usual strong verbs, the Use of articles, cases auxiliaries of all kinds, tettst4t and
modes (with special reference to the infinitive and subjunctive), and likewise upon
word order and word formation.

Suitable reading matter can be selected front such works as the following: Ebner-
Eshenbach's Die Freiherren von Gemperlein; Freytag's Die Jourualialetiitnd gilder
aus der deutsheit Vergangonheit for exampy, Karl der Grosse, Aus den Kivu:-
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zOgen, 1,5ktor Luther, Aus dew Staat Friedrichs des Grossen; Fouque'S Undine;
Gerstiicker's Irrfahrten; Goethe's Hermann and Dorothea and Iphigenie; Ileine's
poems auto Reisebilder; Hoffmann's Historisehe Erziihlungen; Jessing's Minna von
Bartffiehn; Meyer's Gustav Adelf's Page; Moser's Der Ilibliethekar; Mehl's Now Ben,
for example, Burg Neideck, Der Fluch der Schenheit, Per stumme Ratsherr, 1)as
Spieltuatikind; Rosegger's Waldheimat ; Schiller's Der Nate als Onkel, Der Geist er--
richer, Wilhelm Tell, Die Jungfrau von Orleans, Ibis Lied von der Cheeky, Balladen;
Sheffel's Der Trumpeter von Sakkingen; Uh land's poems; Wildenbruch's Das edle
Blut.

(r) ADVANCED GERMAN.

(1 unit.)

The aim of the instruction.

At the end of the advanced course the student should be able to read, after brief
inspection, any German literature of the last 150 years that is free, from any unusual
textual difficulties, to put into German a passciee of simple English prose, to answer
in German questions relating to the lives and works of great writers studied, and to writ,
in German a short independent theme upon some assigned topic.

The mu k to be dour.

The work of the advanced course should comprise the reading of about 500 pages ,1
good literature in prose' and poetry, reference readings mien the lives and imrks of
the great writers studied, the writing in German Of numerous spurt themes illY,11
assigned subjects, independent translation of English into Germai. Suitable reading
matter will be: Freytag's Soli nod Ilaben; Fulda's Der Talismank(Methe's dramas
(except Faust) and prose writings (say, extracts from %Idler Diehtung mid

.Wahrheit); Grillparzer's Ahnfrau or Der Trautii ein Lebin; ilaufftp Lichtenstein:
Heine's more difficult prose (for example, l'eber Deutschland); Kleist 's Prinz vim
Homburg; Kerner's Zriny; Lessing's Emilia Galotti and prose writings (Nov. extracts
from the Hunburgische Dramaturgie me Laokoon); Seheffer Ekkehard; Schiller's
Wallebstein, Maria Stuart, Iimut von Messina, and historical prose (say, the third
book of the Geschichtc des dreissigjahrigen Krieges); Sudennann's Johannes; Tieck's
Genoveva; Wildenbruch's Heinrich.

(be) INTERMEDIATE GERMAN AND ADVANCED GERMAN.

(2 units.)

SPANISH.
(12 units.)

The requirement in fipanbh follows the form and spirit of the recommendations made for French and
aerman by the committee of twelve of the Modern Language Assoc lot km.

The our of the instruction.

At the end of the elementary course the pupil should he able to pronounce Spanish
accurately, to read at sight easy Spanish prose, to put into Spanish simple English
sentences taken from the language of everyday life or based upon a portion of the
Spanish text read, and to answer questions on the rudiments of the gratninar;as defined
below.

The work to be done.

During thefirst year the work should comprise:
I. Careful drill in pronunciation.
2. The rudiments of grammar, including the conjugation of the regular and the more

common irregular verbs, the inflection of nouns, adjectiyys, and pronouns, and the
elementary rules of syntax.

"t,
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3. Exercises containing illustrations of the principles of grammar.
4. The reading and accurate rendering into good English of from 100 to 175 duo-

decimo pages of graduated texts, with translation' into Spanish of easy variatirs or
the sentences mad.

Writing Spanish front dictation. ,

During the second year the work should comprise:
I. The reading of from 250 to 400 pages of modern prose from different authors.
2. Practice in translating Spanish into English aml English xariations of the text

into, Spanish.
:; Continued study of the eleinnts of grammar mill syntax.
4. Mastery of all but the rare irregular verb forms and of the simpler uses of the modes

and tenses.

Writing Spanish from dictation.
Memorizing of easy short pems.

Suittble texts foi: the second year are: Valera's El piljaro verde; Alarcim's El final
do. Norrnn; Josi; Gald(os's Dona Perfecta, Marianela; Padre Isla's version of
Gil I :las ; Carrion and Aza's Zaragiieta.

MATHEMATICS.

The pres.elit definition of the riNittireinents In mathematics is in accordance w it torsconirmndal ins made
All 195t1, be a uollittlit et. of the A illeriCan Mat1)(11111IiCill SOCiely.

(ti ELEMENTARY ALCERRAALGERRA TO QUADRATIC8 AND QUADRATICS AND BEADND,

I. Algebra to quadratics.

enuunit

The four fundamental operations found Must algebraic expressions.
Faot,.ring, determination 14 highest. common factor and lowest common multiple by

factoring.
Frao ions, including complex fractions, and ratio and proportion.
Linear equations, both numerical and literal, containing one or more unknown

quantities.
Problems depending On linear equations:
Radicals, including the extraction of the swum root of polynomials ano of numbers.
Exponents. including the fractional and negative.

ii. Quadratics and beyond.

)ne-half unit.

Quadratic equations, both numerical_ and literal.
Simple ctuu% of equations with one or more unknown quantities, that can be solved

by the inethtxls of linear or quadratic equations.
Problems depending on quadratic equations. 7

'Qte binmnial theorem for positive integral exponents.
The formulas for the nth term and the mun of the terms of arithmetical and geometric

progressions, with applications.

It is assumed that pupils will be required throughout the course to solve numerous
problems which involve putting questions into equations. Some of these problems
should be chosen from mensuration, from .physics, and front commercial life. The
use1of graphical methods and illustrations, particularly in connection with the solution
of equations, is also expected.

.
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(6) Achanced algebra.

Ono-half unit. ,

Permutations and combinations, limited to simple rapes.
Complex numbers, with graphical representation of sums and differences.
Determinants, chiefly of the second, third, and foural orders, including the use of

minors and the solution of linear equations.
Numerical equations of higher degree, and so touch ::( the theory of equations, with

graphical methtxls, as is necessary for their treatment, including Descartes's rule
of signs and Homer's method, but not Sturm's funct ions or multiple r tots.

(e) Plane geometry.

one unit.

The usual theorems and constructions of good textbooks, including the general.] prop-
erties of plane rectilinear figures; the circle and the measurement of augles;
similar polygons; areas; regular polygons and the measurement of the circle.

The solution of numerous original exercises, including loci problems.
Aro lieations to the mensuration of lines and plane surfaces.

(di Solid geometry.

one-halt unit.

The usual theorems and constructions of good textbooks, including lie relations of
planes and lines in space; the properties and measuremetrt of pr us, pyramid,,
cylinders, and cones; the sphere and the spherical triangle. .

The solution of numerous original exercises, including problems.
Applications to the mensuration of surfaces and solids.

(rd) Plane geometry clod solid geometry

One and one-half units.

(e) Trigonometry. oil

One-half unit.

Definition.c and relation, of the six trigonometric functions as rations; circular measure.
ment of angles.

Proofs of principal formulas, in particular for the sine, cosine, and tangent of the sum
and the difference of 2 angles, of the double angle and the half angle, the prof u:4
expressions for the sum or the difference of 2 sines or of 2 cosines, etc.; the trans-
formation of trigonometric expressions by means of these formulas.

Solstion of trigenometric equations of a simple character.
Theory and use of logarithms (without the introduction of work involving infinite

series).
The solution of right and oblique triangles and practical applications, including the

solution of right spherical triangles.

(f ) Plane trigonometry.
One-half unit.

This subject is the same as the preceding except that no topics from spherical trigo-

nometry are included.

The following are the recommendations of a conference of representatives of the

departments of mathematics. of 15 of the New England colleges and universities

May 28, 1910:
They recommended to the collxee that they omit front their definitions of elemem

tary algebra any topics which are not included in the College Entrance Examination.
Board's definition of that subject, and that they state their requirements in elementary
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algebra in such a maimer as to show which, if any, of tile topics in the College Entrance
Examination Board's definitions are omitted or are trot emphasized by them. They
recommended the adoption of the board's definitions of the requirements in plane
geometry, solid geometry, plane and solid geometry, trigonometry, plane t rigonotnetry,
and advanced algebra, and that the members of the conference endeavor 10 persuade
the faculties which they respectively represent to adopt. thesedelinitions. It was voted
also that the conference revottnuend to the College Entrance Examination !lord that
no reduction in the time allowed to the individual subjects of mathematics in theexam-mind ion schedule be made; but that mathematics a and mathematics rd continue to
have 3 hours and that all other divisions of mathematics continue to have-2 hours
emit in the time schedule of the board's examinations. (Science, July 15, 1910, p. 77.)

PHYSICS.

One unit.

E7g FEM. STATEMENT.

I . The course of instruction in physics should include:
a. The study of one standard text book. for the purpose of obtaining a connected

and comprehensive view of the subject. The student should be given opportunity
and encouragement to consult other scientific literature.

. Instruction by lecture table demonstnttrons, to be used mainly for illustration
4 the facts and phenomena of physkas in their qualitative aspects and in their pructieffi
applications.

c. Individual laboratory work consisting of experiments requiring at least the time
of :10 double periods, 2 hours in the laboratory to be counted as equivalent to 1 hour
of classroom work. The experiments imrformed by each student should number at
least 30. ThKse mutest in the appended list are suggested as suitable. The work.
should be so distributed as to give a wideurange of observation" and practice.

The aim of laboratory work should he to supplement the pupil's fund of concrete
knowledge and to cultivate his power of accurate observation and clearness of thought
and expression. The exercises should be chosen with a view to furnishing forceful
illustrations of fundamental principles and their practical applications. They should
be such as yield results capable (..! ready interpretation, obviously in conformity with
theory, and free from the disguise of unintelligible units.

Slovenly work should not be tolerated, but the effort for precision should not lead
to the use of apparatus or processes so complicated as to obscure the principle involved.

2. Throughout the whole course special attention shhuld he paid to the common
illustrations of physical laws and to their industrial applications.

:t. In the solution of numerical problems, the student should 'be euouruged to
make, use of the simple principles of algebra and geometry to reduce the difficulties
of solution. Unnecessary mathematical difficulties should be avoided and care should
be exercised to prevent the student from losing sight of the concrete facts in the
manipulation of pubots.

SYLLABUS.

The following is a list of topics which arc deemed fundamental and which should
thereforii be included in every well-planned course of elementary physics. Only a
few of the most important applications of these topics have been inentiened; teachers
should add liberally to them. It is expected that the teacher will arrange thew:
topics in such order as will suit his individual needs.

I. INTRO° ION: (d) Metric systemLinear measure, unitsmeter. centimeter,
millimeter; are measure -- square centimeter; cubic maitrecubic' centimeter,
liter; mass- ogram, grant; (h) volume, weight, density; (c) states of matter solids,
liquids, gases,

.
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I1. MECHANICS: Fluids(a) Pascal's ,Aw of fluid 'measure; the hydraulic press;
(h) pressure due to gravity; pressure varying with depth and density of the liquid;
total pressure on the bottom of a vessel; (c) principle of Archimedes; (d) specific
gravity of solids and liquids; (e) gases-- relation between pressure and volume; ( J
atmosphere pressure, buoyancy, the barometer, pumps for liquids and gases. Solids--
(a) principle of moments; parallelogram of forces (resolution of forces, rectangular
only); (b) Newton's laws of motion; force. momentum. velocity, acceleration; uni-
formly accelerated motion, when initial or final velocity is zero; falling bodies; (rt
mechanical work; energypotential and kinetic; conservation of energy; (d) dMa-

chines principle of work applied to machines, mechanical advantage. friction,
efficiency (use terms, effort, and resistance); lever. wheel and axle, pulleys. inclined
plane; (e) uniform circular motion; centrifugal and centripetal forces qualitatively
illustrated; (f ) law of univenul gravitation; relation of weight to mass; miller of
gravity; stability.

Ill. HEAT: (a) Heat ---a form of energy; temperature. centigrade and Fahrenheit
scales; (b) conduction, convection, and radiation; (c) expansion of solids, coefficient
of linear expansion; expansion of liquids, anomaloul expansion of water; expansion
of gases, law of Charles, absolute zero; (d) change of state; fusion, the melting point;
vaporization, boiling, evaporation; (e') measurement of heat, latent and specific heat;
( ) mechanical equivalent of heat.

IV. Souso: (a) nature and origin of sound; (h) pitch. loudness, quality; (1)
velocity; (d) reflection of sound, echoes; (c) resonance.

V. LIMIT: (a) definitionslight, luminous bodies, illuminated bodies, transparent,
translucent, and opaque bodies; (b) rectilinear propaimt ion of light in a homogeneous
medium, shadows, pinhole camera; (c) photometry; intensity of light (source) and
intensity of illumination distinguished; law of iuverse squares; (d) reflection; law of
reflection; regular and diffused reflection; plane and spherical mirrors, position and
character of images; (e) refraction; laws of refraction (qualitative); refraction by plates,
prisms and lenses; leusesconverging and diverging. conjugate Loci, principal focus,
principal axis; position and character of real and virtual inuiges formed by converging
lenses; dispersion, color and the spectrum; applications: the camera, the human eye.
the compound microscope, the telescope.

VI. MAGNETISM: (a) Magnets, permanent and temporary; (b) polarity, magnetic
attraction and repulsion; (e) magnetic induction, magnetic field and lines of form,
permeability; (d) the earth as a magnet, compass, declination, dip.

VII. STATIC ELEcrincrrv: (a) Electrification by friction; two kinds; (b) electrical
attraction and repulsion; electroscopes; (c) coaductors and insulators; electrification
by induction; (d) condensers.

VIII. CURRENT ELECTRICITY: (a) Simple voltaic cell; electro-chemical action;
locitl action and polarization; prevention of polarization; (b) types of cells (Daniel,
Leclanche); (c) electrolysis; the ampere; electrolysis of water, electro-deposition of
metals; storage cell; (d) electro-magnetism; magnetic field around a current; relation
between direction of current and lines of nutgnetic force; electro-magnets, ampere
turns (qualitative); the electric bell and the telegraph; (e) resistance; the ohm:
ohm's law; the volt; power (the wait tpd the watt hour);- ( f ) heating effects; fume'
wire and electric heater; arc and incandescent lamps; (g) measuring instalments
galvanometer, ammeter, voltmeter, resistants) box; (h) series and parallel conwmtion
of cells, lamps, etc.; (i) fall of potential in a circuit; (j) electro-magneticioductioi::
direction and magnitude of the induced electro-motive force; simple 2-pole dynamo
and motor; simple alternating and direct current generator; transformer, induction
coil, telephone.
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1.18T OF EX MitIMENTEI,
MECHANICS:

157

I. Weight of unit viItime of 1 substance, prism, or cylinder.
2. Principle of Archimedes.
3. Specific gravity of a solid body that will sink in water.
4. Specific gravity of it liquid. two methods (bottle and displacement methods); or,
i. Specific gravity era liquid by balancing columns.
6. lioyle's law.
7. Density of air.
h. 110 like's law.
9. Strength of material.
to 'nip straight lever, principle of moments.
I I. I 'enterof gravity and weight of a lever.
12. Parallelogram of forms.
13. Four Frees at right angles in one plane.
14. Ciiflicient of friction between solid bodies-On a level anti by sliding on an

incline.
15. Efficiency test of some elementary machin.e. either pulley, inclined plane, or

wheel and axle.
16. Laws of the peniuluni.
17. Laws of accelerated blot ion.

n EAT:

IS. The mercury thermometrr Relation between pressfire of steam and its tem-
p entium

19. Linear expansion of a solid.
20. Inemasai of pressure of n gas heated at constanevolume; or,
21. Increase of volume of a gas heated at constant pressure.
22. Heat of fusion of ice.
23. Cooling curve Through change of state (during solidificat hip).
24. Ileat of 'vaporization of water.
25. Determination of the dew point.
26. Specific heat of a solid.

Souxn:
27. Velocity of sound.
28. Wave length of sound.
29. Number of vibrations of a I lining. fork.

Latin's
:10. Use of photometer.
31, Images in a plane mirror.
32. Images fori.ed by a convex mirror.
33. Images formed by a concave mirror.
:14. Index of refraction of glass; or,
35. Index of refmction of water.
36. Pot-al length and conjugate foci of a converging hits..
37. Shape and size of a real image formed by a lens.

. .
3t). Magnify.img power of it lens.
39.- Construction of model of telescope or impound microscope.

MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY:
.10. Study of magnetic field.
41. Magnetic induction.
42. Study of a single fluid YOltaie
43. Study of a two fluid voltaic cell. ^

44. Magnetic effect on an electric current.
46. Electrolysis. .

'46
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MAGNETIAkt AND ELECTHICITY--COID haled .
46. Laws of electrical resistance of wiles; various leriths, cross-section, and in

parallel.
47. Resistance measured by volt-ammeter method.
48. Resistance measured by Wheatstone's bridge.
40. Battery resistance combination of cellit
50. Study of induced currents.
51. Power or efficiency test of a small electric no

CEItTIFIt'ATE It Ett I RFD.

glb

In lieu of the presentation of the laboratory notebook at the lime of the P!1111inat
the candidate !oust present a certificate in the following form:

Teacher's wUrtificaIe.

sdp,01.

I certify' that has personally performed
and 'properly recorded in a suitable notebook experiinents in the
physical laboratory of the SA during the year

The entire cronTk has occupied tune equal to. vt.laQrs- of 60 minutes each,
of which- Eourchave been given to the lal ratori wortand loins
to lecture and recitation work.-

Signed
Tcochrr of -/' /war's.

per cent.The teacher May here enter the limit grade of.

CHEMISTRY.

(I unit.

The reuirement. in chemistry is based on the report of I he committee on chemistry. oi t he science delta' I-
meta of the National It:Whittled Association. ...row

-The following out line includes only the indispensable things which must lea 'Idiot
in the classroom and laboratory. The material is, for the most part. common to all
elementary textbooks and laboratory manuals. Each hook makes its own selection
of facys beyond those which may be necessary for the illustration of the principles of
the science. The order of presentation will naturally be determined by the teacher.

Outline.---The chief physical and chemical characteristics. the preparation mid the
recognition of the following elements and their chief compounds; Oxygen, hydrogen,
carbon, -nitrogen. rhlurinr, bromine, iodine, fluoride, sulphur, phosphorus, silicon,
potassium, sodium,_ calcium, magnesium. zinc. copper, mercury, silver, aluminum,
lead, tin, iron. manganese, chromium.

More detailed study should be confined to the italicized elements (as such) and to a
restricted list of compounds, each as: Wilier, hydrochloric acid, carbon-monoxide.
carbon-dioxide, nitric acid, ammonia, surphur dioxide, solphoric...acid, hydrogen--
sulphide, shaium-hydroxide.

Attention shoyld be given to the atmosphere (constitution and relation to aninial
and vegetable Wet. flames, acids, bases. salts, oxidation and reduction, crystallization,
manufacturing processes, familiar substances (illuminating gas, explosives, baking
powder, mortar, glass. metallurgy, steel, common alloys, porcelain, soap) -

Combining proportions by wofght and volume; calculations founded on these and
Boyle's and Charles's laws; symbols and nomenclature (with careful avoidance of
special stress, since these are nonessential): atomic theory, atomic weights and valeni'y
in aiery elethentary way; nascent state; natural grouping of the elements; solo( hill
(solvents and solubility of gases, liquids, and solids, saturation); ionization; mass
action and equilibrium; strength ( activity)' of acids and ,liases; conservation and.
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dissipation of energy; chemical energy (very elementary): electmlysis. Chemical
terms should be defined and explained, and the pupil should be able to illustrate and
apply the Rifts they embody. The theoretical topics are not intended to form atipamte
suldjeets Of study, but should be taught only so far as is necessary for the correlation and
explanation of the experimental facts.

Thy facts should be given as examples from various classes, and not isolated things.
Tlins. to speak of a "standard method of preparing hydrogen," whereby the action of
zinc on hydrochloric acid is meant. shows narrow and infeCtile teaching. It. should
be shown that all acids are acted upon by certain classes of metals to prodluce hydrogen.
Examples of both elastics of metals should be given and t he general principled derived.
The reason for using zinc and hydrochloric acid in the laboratory can then be stated.

It is recommended that. the candidat e's preparation in chemistry should include:
(1) Individual laboratory work. emAnising at least 40 exerciSes selected from a list

of 60 or Inure. not very different from the list given below.
(2) Instruction by lecture-table demonstrations, to be used mainly a..1 4-41asis fur

'questioning upon the general principles involved in the pupil's laboratory
investigations.

(3) Tfie at toly of at least. one standard textbook, to the end that the pupil may gain
a comprehensive and connected view of the most important facts and laws of
elementary chemistry.

L 1 Si cw E XPERIMENTli.
Genrral

Composition of I he atmosphere.
2. Dissociation of mercuric oxide,''and study of resulting products.
:t. Burning I if magnesium. sodium. and potassium in air, and of iron in oxygen,

with.stuily of resulting products.
.1. Combination of substancesprodioed in (3) with water, and study of results.
5. Burning of sulphur and phosphorus in air; study of products.
6. Combination of stub:dances Produced in (5) with water: study of products.
7. Treatment of substances resulting from (3) and (4) with hydrochloric' arid. and

exlimination of final products.
Laws of Gas Volumes and Vapor Toulon

S. itoyle's Law.
9. Charles's Law.

10. Vapor tension as related to temperature.
Common Elements and Compounds--

II. Preparation and study of oxygen.
I2. Weight of a liter of oxygen under standard conditions.
13. Preparation of hydrogen by action of sodium on water. direfill study of by-

product.
14. Preparation ofhydrogen by zinc and acid. More thorough- study of hydrogen

in larger quantities. Study of by-product.
15. Weight of a liter of hydrogen udder standard conditions. (Optional for hest

students.)
16. Proportion by weight in whi* hydrogen and oxygen unite. (Lecture demon-

strations with end ionteter.)
17. Proportion'by weight in which hydrogen and oxygen combine.
lg. Study of boiling point, fflsezing point, action on litmus, and.taste of substance

produced by combining oxygen and hydrogen.
lg. Electrolysis of water, resulting gases being.mteumtel'y measured and tested.
20*Vapor .density of water, e4clusion as to formula for water. (Optional for best

pupils.)
21. Study of sodium, ..tualiunt, lithitim, strontium, calcium, and barium' comb'

pounds: DOection of presence of these metals by flame tests andby spectro-
scope. . .
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Common Elements and Compounds-Continued.
22. Study of salts of cobalt, copper, nickel, manganese, chromium, irort. Tests

forthese metals arni,t bore mentioned in 21 in unknown mixtures.
Study of compound§ of aluminum, magnesium, and zinc. Tests for these in

mixtures of 21 and 22.
24. Tests for silver, lead, and bismuth in unknown mixtures of 21, 22, and 23.
25. Tests for mercury and arsenic in unknown jnixtures of 21, 22, 23, and 24.
26. )(dation and study of chlorine gas. '
P. et tt of a liter of chlorine.
28. Co ntation of chlorine in hydrogen.
29. Prepiration of hydrochloric acid and study of properties.
30. Decomposition of hydrochloric acid gas Icy sodium amalgam, and conclusione

as to percentage composition. rogadru'e Law.
31. Preparation and study of at least 3 chlorides.
32. Preparation and study of bromine.
33. Preparation of at least 3 bromides.
34. Preparation and study of iodine.
35. Preparation of at least :1 iodides.
36. Comparative study of the chernista of chlorine, bromine, and iodine l.v mutual

displacement.
37. Study of hydrofluoric a and fluorides.
38. Determination of the corn ing propirt in of chlorine out zinc and the atomic

weight of zinc.
39. Atomic weight of zinc from specitit: beat. Law of Ditlii4 and Petit.
40. Atomic weight of silver by displacement of zinc.
41. Stuxty of forma of sulphur.
42.i5Trect formation of sulphides.
43. Study of sulphurous oxide. . .
44. Preparation of sulphurous and sulphuric acids.
45. Preparation of at least 2 sulphites and 2 corresponding sulphates. Coinparat e

study of these.
46. Decomposition of amlnonium nitrate and study of nitrous oxide.
47. To determine the composition of nitrous oxide. GuyLuisnic's Lavv.
48. Preparation and study of nitric acid.
49. Preparation of 3 nitrates in 3 different ways.
50-Composition of gas formed by action of cold dilute nitric acid on copper.
51. Corn 'Lion of gas formed by union of nitric oxide and oxygen.
52. Pre arat f chro ithrfdride, chromic acid, chromate.
53. Changing pot m.chrornate to potassium bichromat a back again. Oxida-,

tion and reduction in scflut ions.
54. Chromium as an acid - forming and as a base-forming eleineni. Preparation of

ehroiniunioulphate.
Prepaottion of forous and ferric salts.

(bon and some Carbon Compounds-
58. Poduct of bUrning charcoal. Tests.
fa. Test for presence of carbon in wood, paper, kerosene, coal gas, alcohol.
58. Preparation Of three 1--arbonates.
59. Solubility of carbonates in the presence of carbon dioxide.
80. Effect of heat on suspension of carbonates in solution,

-81. Carbon dioxide (nun fermentation.
62. Alcohol fromlementation.
63. Preparation of ether by alcohol and sulphuric acid.
04.; Preparation of alkaline salts of fatty acids, or soap thaking.
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LABORATORY NOTEBOOK.

While the College Entrancfr Examination Board does not require the submission of
the candidate's lalxiratorishiitebook as pai t of the examination in chemistry, it requires
the submission of a teacher's certificate descriptive of the notebook. The notebotik
should be forwarded directly to the proper authorities of the college or scientific school
which the candidate purposes entering. The notebook must contain:

(1) A brief description in the pupil's own words of the materials and apparatus em-
ployed and the operations performed in each experithent, sketches being
used to represent apparatus where this is practicable.

(2) Records in the pupil's own words of phenomena as actually observed in the
course of each experiment.

(3) A statement of the important. conclusions which may properly be drawn from
the phenomena as observed.

Special importance should be attached to the evidence which the notebook affoids
of independent and careful thought on the part of the pupil, as indiAted by ability to
reo......ize and express learl, the significance of the work actual! performed. State-
ments which have blitrfinCrely Ltanscribed from textbooks or manuals are by no means

j satisfactory. The notebook shotild contain an index of experiments.

CERTIFICATE REQUIRED.

In lieu of the presentation of tnillaisuratory notebook at the time of the examination
the candidate must present a certifitItein the following form:

Teacher's Certificate.
(School)... ..

(City)
(Date) r

I certify that during the academic year .
. /

has-personally pet formed and recorded in a suitable notebook
experiments in the chetnical laboratory f the School,
the experiments being not very clifie%nt from the liat prescribed, by the College
Entrance Examination Board, and that the-notebook constitutes a trim and original
record of the experiments. - ar .- -

The time given to the laboratory work has occupied hours and the time given
1to lectureleand recitatio has occupied hours.
i(S ed)

Teacher of Chemistry.

BOTANY. .
(1 unit.) r:

The requirement In botany Is "[wed on the repor,t or the comthittPe on botany of t Le science department
of the National Education Association, modified by a commit tee of the society fur plant morphology and
pltysiology (now merged with the Botanical Bociety of America).

The following coulee is designed`to include those topics in the leading divisions of
the subject which Are now regarded by moat teachers as fuadazental. Whe general
sequence a topics is that recommended, but this point is not an especially
important, and the sequence, she methods, ana the textbooks are left to the judgment-,
of the individual teacher. Where special circumsta5ift., such as exceptional diJliculty
of obtaining material, etc., prevent the conu5letinard theentire amount while glowing-
its equivalent in thoroughness, it is recoaunended that some of the minor topics here
and there be omitted rather than that the stAimpt should be made to Cover all more

824030--137--41
-

4111
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superficially. To provide for this possibility the examination papers will always
include a number of alternative questions.

Individual laboratory work by the students is essential and should receive at least
double the amount of time given to recitation. In recording the laboratory work
stress should be laid upon diagrammatically accurate drawing and precise expressive
description.

While the College Entrance Examination Board does not require the submission of
the laboratory notebook as part of the examination in botany, but expects that the
notebook will be sent dire'ctly to the proper authorities of the es/liege or scientific
school which the candidate purposes entering, it requires the submission of a teacher's
certificate covering the candidate's laboratory work. The blank form of the certificate
required may be obtained from the secretary of the board.

The full year's course consists of two parts:

PART I. THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF (A) ANATOMY AND MORPHOLOGY, (13) PHYSI-
OLOGY, AND (C) ECOLOGY.

(A) Anatomy and Morphology.

The Seed.Four types (dicotyledon without and with endosperm, a monocotyledon
and a gymnosperm); structure and homologious parts. Fissl supply; experimental
determination of its nature and value. Phenomena of germination and growth of
embryo into a seedling (including bursting from the seed, assumption of position, and
unfolding of parts).

The Shoot. -Gross anatomy of a ical shoot, including the relat ionships of posit ion
of leaf, stem (and r the arras ment of leaves and buds on the stem, and deviat ions
(through light adjus ant, a .), front symmetry. Buds and the mode of origin of
new leaf and stem; uds in particular.

Specialized and me tnorphosed shoots (stones and leaves). General structure and
distribution of the lerding tissues of the shOot; annual growth; shedding of bark and
leaves.

The Root.7--Grose anatomy of a typical root; position It origin of secondary roots;
hair-zone, cap, and growing point. Specialized and metamorphosed roots. General
structure and distribution of the leading.tissues of the root.

The Flower. Structure of a typical flower, especialjy of ovuli and pollen; functions
of the parts. Comparative morphological study of four os more Marked types, wither
the construction of transverse and longitudinal diagrams.

The Fruit. Structure of a typical fruit.. Comparative Morphological study of four'
or more marked types.

This comparatively morphological study of flowers and fruits may advantageously be postponed to the
find of I'art II, and then taken up in connection with classification of Angiosperms.

The Cell.Cytoplasm, Nucleus, Sap-cavity, Wall.

(B) Physiology,

Role of water in the plant; absorption (osmosis), path of transfer, transpiration,
turgidity and its mechaniehl value, plasmolytis.

Photosynthesis; dependence of starch formation upon chlorophyll, light, and carbon
dioxide; evolution of oxygen, observation of starch grains.

Respiration; necessity for oxygen in growth, evolution of carbon dioxide.
Digestion; digestion of starch with diastase, and its r6le in translocation of foods.
Irritability; geotropism, heliotropism, and hydrotropism.
Growth; localization in higher plants; amount in elongating stems; relationships to

temperature.
Fertilization; sexual and vegetative reproduction.

it.
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(C) Ecao9Y.
Modifications (metamorphoses) of parts for special functiorui. Dissemination.

Croespollination. Light relations of green tissue.
Special habitats: Mesophytes, If ydrophytes, Halophytes, Xerophytes; Climbers,

Epiphytes, Parasites (and Saprophytes), Insectivora.

In this connection field work is of great importance. and for some topics is Indispensable. though much
may be done also with potted plants In greenhouses. photographs, and museum specimens. It is strongly
recommended that some systematic field work be considered as an integral part of the course. coordinate
in definiteness and value as far as it goes with the laboratory work. The temptations to haziness andguess-
ing in ecology must be combated.

PART II. THE. NATURAL HISTORY 01, TEE PLANT GROUPS, AN D CLASSIVICATION.

A. comprehensive summary of the great natural groups of plants, based upon the
though study of the structure, reproduction, and adaptations to habitat of one or
Iwo types from each group, supplemented and extended by more rapid study of other
Lonna in those groups. Where living material is wanting for the latter, preserved
material, and even good pictures, may be used, and a standard textbook should be
tlwroughly read, The general homologies front group to group should be noted,
tlealgh it is not expected that these will be known in detail.

Int eromil, in this part of the course, much less attention should be given to the
lower and inconspicuous groups, and pnres:Ovely more to the higher and conspicuous
forms.

Following is a list of recommended types from which, or their equivalents, selec-
tion may he made:

to) Aia. Pleunsocus, Sphierella, Spirogyta, Vauheria, Fuus, Nemalion (or
Polysiphonia or 'ole.sInctet

(fo FUNGI. Ilacteria, Ithizopits it Mucor, Yeast, Puccinia (or a Powdery Mildew),
Cons Smut, Mushrom.

Bacteria and feast hosf. 011V ions disadvantages in such a course, but their great economic importance
n1:1) just ify their introduction.

(r) LICHENS. Phytria. (or Parmelia or 1.51313e,11).

(d) 43nvopit T Es. In I I epaiicir, Itadula (or Pored la or Marchaptiii). In Mucci,
NInitint (or Polytrichtun or Funaria).

(el i'TE lit Dori I rrEm. In Filicincm, Aspidium or equivalent, including, of course,
the prothallus. In Equesetineie, Eeptisettint. In Lycopodinere, 1..yeopotiium, and
Selaginella (orls.,etes).

(J) G Y31 N omP E 1'11111P or equivalent.

(9) A INDIOSPERMS. A monocotyledon and a dicotyledon, to lie studied with refer=
once to the homologies oftheir parts with those in the above ups; together with
representative plants of the leading subdivisions and princip families of Angio-
sperms.

rho preparation of an herbarhun Is neither required nor recommended, except as voluntary work for
those with a taste for collecting. If made, It should not constitute a simple accumulatim of species, but
should represent some distinct ides of plant arsociationa, or of morphology, or of representation of the
groups, etc.

4 GEOGRAPHY.
qt.)

The requirement in geography b heed on *the report of the committee oo physical geography of the
science department of the National liducatbn Association.

. The following outline includes only the most essential facts and principles of physi-
cal iteograPhY,Zhich must be studied in the classroom and laboratory. The material

4



is, for the most part, common to the leading textbooks, though it should be recognized
that no adequate laboratory manual is at present available. The order of presentation
is not essential; it is recommended, however, that the topics be treated in general in
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the order given.
OUTLINE.Recognizing that the field of physical geography in secondary schools

should include (1) the earth asa globe, (2) the ocean, (3) the atmosphere, and (4) the
land, the following outline is planned to-cover these several large topics, with the
further recommendation that the time allowance be proportionately increased in
the order named:
The Earth as a Globe

Shape of earth, how proved, consequences of shape.
Size: how earth is measured; effects of size.
Rotation: character of motion; latitude, longitude, and We.
Revolution: rate, path, direction, and the consequences.
Magnetism: compass, poles, variation.
Map projection.

The Ocean
Form, divisions, and general characteristics of the ocean.
Depth, density, temperature of ocean waters.
Characteristics of ocean floor.
Distribution of life in oceans.
Move Pent of ocean waters: Waveskm and effect ; currents--couses, proofs of

causes, important currents, effect of currents, tidescharacter of motion, cause
of tides, variation of tides, bore.

Work of the ocean.
Claws of shore lines and importance of ehore

The Atmosphere
Compoeition and offices of atmosphere.
Instruments used in study of atmosphere.
TemperatureSource and variation of atmospheric temperatures; isothermal

charts of world, January and July, with special study of isothennals 0( northern
and southern hemispheres, oflocation of heat equator, of cold ple, 1$ crowded
isotherms, etc. .,

Pressuremeasurement of pressure; use of pressure in altitude determinations;
relation to temperature; study of isobars on U. S. weather map; distribution of

pressure over world in January and July; relations of isobars to isotherms.
Circulation of atmospherewinds, classes, directions, causes, effects.
Moisture source, forms, measurement, precipitatioh.
Stormspaths and characters of storms of United States; daily weather at different

seasons; relation of storms to general weather conditions; relation of weather
to climate.

The Land
Several features of land as compared with ocean.
Distribution of land.
Map representation of topography.
Changes in land forms, effects of elevation and depression. _

Plainskinds of plains; characteristics of different kinds; development. of plains;
coastal plain of eastern United States in parts; alluvial plains, their formation

- and importance; relation of life conditions to different forms of plains.
Plateausyoung plateaus, dissected plateaus, oldiplateaus, broken plateaus.
Mountainsblock, folded, domed, and massive mountains.
Volcanoesdistribution, character at different stages.
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The LandContinued. .

Riverslife history of river, work of rivers, topography of valleys at different
stages, lakes and lake basins; revived.rivera; drowned valleys; the great drainage
basins of the United States.

Glaciersexisting ice sheets, kinds of glaciers, work of glaciers, d-"...',7iNc,eristies
of glaciated area of northern United States.

Summary
Relation of man, plants, and animals, to climate, land forms, and oceanic areas,

The outline given can but present the larger topics to be covered, and in a way
suggest the point of view desired. Each topic should be treated so as to show its
causal relations to other topics, and, so far as possible, I he effects of earth features on
life conditions should he emphasized.

The candidate's preparat ion should include:
(I) The study of one of the leading secondary textbooks in physical geography,

that a knowledge may be gained of the essential principles, and of wellselected facts
illustrating those principles.

2 ) Individual laboratory work, comprising at. least 90 exercises selected from n list
not very different from the one given below. From one-third to one-half of the can-
didate's classroom work should he devoted to laboratory exercises. In the autumn
arm( spring field trips should take the place of laboratory exercises.

LIST OF POSSIBLE EXERCISES.'
Earth as n Globe -

Construct a diagram showing inclination of earth's axis and effects of an axis
at right angles and parallel to plane of orbit. [1]

Cause of day and night, and extent of sunlight over surface.
'onstruct a diagram showing position of earth, moon, and sun at the several phases

of moon. [1]

construct a series of tinge to some adopted scale, showing circumference and
diameter of earth, and distance of several leading large cities from New York.Ill

Determination of latitude, north and south line, and high noon. [1]
' Ocean

Study of ocean current maps [I], tide charts [1], types of shore lines [1], positions
lighthouses, life-saving stations, and large cities in relation to southern

Itlantic shore. [1]
Study of map of world, showing heights of land and depths of sea. [1]
Explain selected steamer mutes acmes Atlantic and I'acific. [1]

Atmosphere
Del ination of altitude of hill by barometer. [1]
Det ination of dew point. [1]

tromp n of January and July temperature of 40° N. and S. Let. [2]
Local andrnigration of heat equatorsand cold pole. [2]
Comp icon of temperature over had and water at different seasons. [2]
Study distribution of wind systems by searains, and compare with pressure con-

.* ditions. [2]
hake isotherm and isobar maps from furnished date. [2]
Find average wind directions about a storm center. [1]
Make complete weather maps from furnished data. [2] .

Study distribution of cloudiness and rainfall about a storm center. 11]
Predict weather conditions from data furnished. [1]
Find average rate and direction of motion of storm centers. [I].
Study ennditioaof "cold waves" and "northeasters."

. -
Members In Woken todiosie0, value that skald be given in nitlInating the total numbs, °ea
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Land
Comparisn of areas to scale. [1]
Making cross-sectionl of contour maps to scale. [4]
Croroections of hachure map. and changing hachure to contour map. [2]
Wnting description of models. [4]
Writing description of picture and accompanying Map. [21

emistniction of ricer profile. [1 I

Making drainage map of United Suites. [ I I

Written description of selected maps illustrating dames of land forms [4 I

Planning a journey and describing country to he seen. [ I I

Locating illustrations of comnion land forms on some special contour map II)
Four excursions in autumn, described in detail. [SI

Four excursions in spring, described in detail. [S[

The candidate's practical exercises should be distributed about as follows: Mathe-

tnalicad,geography ocean 5. atmosphere 12, land IS. hi connection with them
the candidate should prepare a notebook in which are recorded with dates the steps
and the results of his lahoratory exercises. This book should contain index of
subjects and should be a true and original record of the pupil's work.

While the eollege Entrance Examination Board does not require the solonisSion
of the laboratory 1111WINNIk as part of the examination in geography, but expects
that the notebook will be sent directly to the proper audp.rities of the college or
scientific school which the candidate purposes entering. it requires the submission
If a teacher's certificate covering the candidate's laboratory work.

ZOOLOGY.

(1 unit

The requirement in ecology Is in accordance with the report of a committee apL)ointed by American

Society of zoototosts.

The following outline includes the principles of zoology which are indispensal ,e
to a general survey of the science. It is not intended to indicate order of study of
the topicsthis must be left to the teacher and the textbook.

I. The general natural histor)7including general external structure in relathm
to adaptations, life histories, geographical range, relations to other plants and ani-
ma's, and economic relationsof common vertebrates and invertebrates, so far
representatives of these groups are obtainable in the locality where the course is given.

The types suggested are a mammal, bird, lizard, snake, turtle, newt, frog. dogfish
or shark, bony fish, clam, snail, starfish, earthworm, planarian, hydra, sea-anemone,
paramwcium. In the case of arthropods, pupils should become familiar with common
crustaceans, spiders, myriapcsis, and insects representing at least five orders.
)Actual examination of common animals With reference to the above points should

--fie supplemented by reading giving natral-history information. It is not expected
that whore will he time for making extensive notebooks on the natural-history work;
rather will the work in this line take the form of laboratory demonstrations. So tar
al time permits, drawings and notes should be made. Thenotebook mentioned
below should contain at least drawings on the external structure of four animals nut
studied under sectiort 'i, preferably two insects, a mollusk, and a second vertebrate.

2. The classification of animals into phyla and leading classes (except the modern
subdivisions of the worms) and the great characteristic's of these groups. In the
case of insects and vertebrates the characteristics of the Ohminent orders.

The teaching of classification should be by practical work, so as to train the pupil
-to recognize animals and to point out the chief taxonomic. characteristics. The
Meaning of species, genera, and larger groupsikhould he developed by constructive
practical work with representatives of insect or vertebrate orders.
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3. The general plan of external and internal structure, not the anatomical min-
mite, of one vertebrate (preferably frog or fish) in general comparison with human
hotly): an arthropod (preferably a decapod); an annelid (earthworm or Nereis); a
adenterate (hydroid, hydra, or sea- anemone): a protozoon (a ciliate, and amceba'
when poasible). In place of any of above types not locally available there may be
substituted a second vertebrate, an insect. a mollusk. or an echinoderm. names,
the study of which is recommended as optional.' should be examined first with the
unaided eye, in such a structure as a frog's leg, and then with a microecope demon-
strate the relation of cells and intercellular substance in epithelium and cartilage;
and. if possible; in other tissues. The functions of the chief tissues and their posi-
tions in the body of a vertebrate should be pointed out.

4. (i) The general physiology Of above types. involving the essentials of digestion,
.n, circulation, respiration, cell metabolism. secretion, excretion, and nervous

fns ,oni.if This should apply comparatively the, essentials of elementary work in
..aman physiology. Remonstrations and experiments, such as are suggested in
high-sluad text bociks on human physiology, should be introduced, or recalled if
not previously well presented in elementary physiology, in connection with the
discussion of the (-KO functions.. As far as practicable structure and function should
be studied together.

(ii) Comparison of the general life processes in animals and plants (in connection
with bounty if zoology is first studied).

5. The very general features of asexual reproduction of a protozoon (preferably
Paranurcimn); alternation of generations in hydmids; reproduction and regenera-
tion of hydra; the very general external features of embryological development in
a fish or frog: and (optional) the general cellular nature (not centmsomes and the
like) of germ cells, fertilization, and -cell division in developing eggs should, as far
as pomade. be demonstrated and briefly described, Also, the most interesting features
of development should be pointed out in the vase of other animals studied.

r. The prominent evidence of relationship, suggesting evolution, within such
groups as the decapods, the insects. and the vertebrates, should be demonstrated. A
few facts indicating the struggle for existence, adaptation to environment, variations
of individuals, and man's selective influence should be pointed out: but the factors of
evolution and the discussion of its theories should not be attempted.

7. (Optional.) Some leading facts regarding the epoch-making discoveries of
biohigical history and the careers of such eminent naturalists as Darwin, Huxley,
Pasteur. and Agassiz should he presented.

The above outline of a course in general zoology should be developed on the basis of
a course of laboratory study guided by definite directions. This should be supple-
mented by the careful reading of at least one modern elementary textbook in general.
zoology. At It'ast two-thirds of the time should be devoted to the practical studies of
the laboratory. if good nature studies have not preceded the course in high - school
zoology, pupils should be encouraged to do supplementary work in the line of natural
history. A notebook with carefully labeled outline drawings of the chief structures
studied anatomically (section 3), and the drawings mentioned under natural history
(section 1), and with notes on demonstrations and in explanation of drawings, with
dates and an index, should be prepared by the candidate in connection with his prac-
tical work.

While the College Entrance Examination Board does not requir the tieteissien of
the laboratory notebook, but expects that the notebook will be sent directly to the
proper authorities of the college or scientific school which the candidate purposes
entering, it requires the submission of a teacher's certificate covering the candidate's
laboratory work.

.

Topics =eked "optional" are regardettaa deeirebk tar the best hlabrbool toology, but *Ora be
required in examinations.
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DRAWING.

(1 unit.)

The requirement in drawing is based upon the statement of entrance requirements in UM; subject us
contained in the catalogues of colleges and universities represented in the College Entrance E xaminst ion
Board.

The candidate's preparation should include freehand drawing of simple geometrical
plane and solid figures and simple pieces of machinery, with a fair knowledge of the
rules of perspective an.} light and shade as applied in freehand sketching. The can.
dictate should be able to reproduce from a clat copy with enlargement or reduction
of size.

For comses in architecture. the preparation should include, in addition to the abovo.
the drawing of simple pieces of erchitect Ural ornament (a Greek ant hemion. design of

iron. scrollwork. etc. 1. ,

For courses in engineering, the preparation should include the copying of marhinury
details.

For courses in general science or in science for teachers. the preparation should
include the copying of still life and simple plant forms.

Every candidate must present at the time of and as part of the examinal ion in draw-
ing a set of freehand drawings executed during a one-year course in a preparatory slip .11
and within a period of 2 years before the time of application for examination.

These drawings Situald be at least 20 in number, and should display the proficiency
of the student in the following points:

1. Ability to sketch freehand from dictation with reasonable accuracy and with
fairly correct steady and clean lines any simple geometrical figure or combination of
figures, straight lines, squares and circles, polygons, spirals, or the like.

2. Ability to sketch from tht: object, with reasonable correctness of proportion.
structure, and form. geometrical models, simple vases, simple details of machinery, or
common objects, such as ordinary household furniture and utensils.

3. Ability to sketch from the copy, enlarging or reducing its dimensions, any simple
object, such as a globe valve, stopcock, or any ordinary historical ornament such as an
acanthus kxtf, egg and dart ornament, anthemion, tile patient, iron serollwork. or
the like.

Correctness of proportion and accuracy in the angles and curves and structural rela-
tion+, of the parts of every figure or object drawn are of the highest ituportance,.and
great care slyuld he taken in laying out the drawings, in the use of construciion (hies,

and in the thawing of general misses and contour before the details are begun.
A certain prbportion of shade drawings from casts may be included; but they arenol

required, and should not form the majority of the drawings submitted.
These drawings must be properly certified by the teacher, and the indorsement

must, in effect, be as follows:

I certify that the accompanying drawings were actually executed. by
during the year 19...., while under systematic instruction in

drawing in school.

Instructor in Drawing.

In case the candidate has not attended r. systematic course of instruction as detailed
abovehe may submit a corresponding set of freehand drawings, duly certified by his
instructor, or with his own signed declaration that the drawings are his own work.
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The reqn:rement in music b based on the report of a Joint commit tee represent Mg the E .st ern Educational

Musical Conference and tilt New England Education 1,eliue.

( MtslcAl, APPRECIATION.

The board will hold a written examination on the first two parts of the following:
I) A general knowledge of the principal musical formssong, classic dance. fugue,

sonata (all nutvements), symphony and of their historical development.
(2) A general knowledge of the lives and environment of at least 10 composers,

including Bach. Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert. Chopin, and 5 of the following: Purcell,
hunMandel. llaydn, eherultini. Welter. Rossini, Glinka Mendelssohn, Schumann,

Wagner, Verdi.
(3) Pamiliarit y with certain designated works. The works set for 1911 are:
Bach: Prelude I and Fugue I from the Well-Tempered Clavichord. Gavotte from

Sixth Violoncello Suite.
Handet: ir wit lk Variations (-The Harmonious Blacksmith "l.
Haydn: Largo from String.Qourtet (op. 74, No. 31.
3lo:ort: Overture :0 "The Magic Flute." Symphony in fl Minor t ire ).

/itethoren:- S)111:1 Patiustique (op. 13, ()mint). Larghet to fnan Sjeontl Symphony.
Allegro COI Brio from Fifth Symphony.

MINT: Overture to Der Freishfitz."
schuberl: Moment Musical in 'Minor (op. 94. No. 3t. Song. The Ed-King."

Song. Ilark. Hark, the Lark."
tfrndetssohn: Scherzo from "Midsummer Night's Dream." "Spinning Song" fop.

(7. No. 41.
Chopio: Polonaise (op. 40, No. 1). Nocturne (op. 37, No. 21.
Schumann: "A ufschwung " (op. 12. No. 2). Si mg, " I in wunderschOnen Monet Mai."

s" Waper: Overture to "Tannhauser." Siegfried's Funeral Man), from "Goner-
.lanunerung." -

The College Entrance Examination Board swill assign a rating oil the written exatni-
nal ion covering Oland [2], upon the befris of hit the college or university concerned
will record a pmvisional pass or a failure." A candidate who receives a provisional-
pat:.)" 1111114 take the examination in 131 at the institution whit))) he or she elects to
enter. In this hitter examination the candit late will be expected to identify charac-
teristic portions of the works set, when idayed by the examiner, and to give intelligent
information (lamenting the form and character of I he works themselves. The test will
lint require ability to perform, or to read from printed music.

(b) HARMONY.
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MUSIC.

(1 unit.)

The examination in harmony will consist only of a mitten teat , there will be no test
in 'performince. The candidate should have acquired: ,-..

(I) The ability to:hannonize, in 4 vocal parts, simple melodies of not fewer than 8
measures, in soprano or in bussthese melodies will require a knowledge of triads and
inversions, of diatonic seventh chords and inversions, in the major and minor modes;
and of tnodulation, trnnsient,orcomplete, to nearly-related keys.

(2) Analytical knowledge of ninth chords, all nonharmonie tones, and altered
chords (including augmented chords). [Students are encouraged to apply this knowl-
edge in their harmonization.] , 0

It is urgently recommended that systematic ear-training (as to interval, melod y, and
chord) be a part of the prepamtiot for this examination. Simple eievises in het-

i

Lmonizatiori at the pianoforte are recemmendtml. The student will be ex toil to have
a full knowledge-of the rudiments of music, scales, interv,als, and' staff-notation,
including the terms and expression marks in common use.
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(e) COUNTERPOINT.

(I unit.)

The examination in eminterpoint will consist only of-a written test ; there will be no
that in performance. The candidate should have had training in pianoforte- playing
sufficient to enable him to render the two-part. inventiimroof Bach. The work shouli
consist principally of written exercises on given or invented themes, as follows;

Chonds and melodies harmonized, with lisle (4 passing and ornamental tones; the
several orders of counterpoint it 2, 3, and 4 voices, With and without (unfits firme:5;
elementary ',miller in double coon terpiint ; imitative counteris.int in the style of the
simpler 2-part anti :I-part inventions and choral preludes of Bach; keneral and analyt-
ical study of contrapuntal composit ions of larger scope, inclutling detailed analysis
(both as to harmonic scheme and as-to mntraptintal treat meat 1 of ma less than 10 pages
from at least 4 fugues of Itaeh's Well- Tempered Clavichord.

There should In smite pract be wit h tin C clef in rew ing and in writing. Familiarity
with the alto and tenor clefs is espcu desirable.



APPENDIX B.

DEFINITIONS OF UNIT COURSES OF STUDY AND REQUIREMENTS IN
CERTAIN SUBJECTS BY THE COMMISSION ON ACCREDITED SCHOOLS
AND COLLEGES OF THE NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COL-
LEGES AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

I NEE C01'104E24 I\ GENERAL.

!. .k Unit Course of Study in a Serninlary SO)/ is 1111111i1 as a CHUM, covering an
acaitemic year Ifiat shall ;1111111de in the aggngate not less I hail 12n sixt y-mititite hours
of clamniont work. 2 hours of manual training or laboratory work being equivalent In
I hour of classroom work.

2. A l7nit Course of SI 'lily in the College is defined as a course covering an acatlemic
year that shall include in the aigrgate not less than 150 sixty-minute hours of
',son work, at least 2 hoursof laboratory, drawink, shop, or field work beingtiquivalent
to I hour of ilasse .44 work.

A. The graduation requirement the'lligii school and the entrance retptirment of
die colletle shall include 15 units as above delimit.

I. All high-m.1mol curricula and all requirements for college entranMiall include
as constants 3 units of English aniI2 units of mathematics.

colt,Eiir. (taint. FOR WORK DONE. IN MITOND.RY Ntio01,M.

I. The commission favors the general itrinciple that colleges should give advanced
credit. for secondary-schol work, when sufficient in amount and qtuflity, done in
addition l i t he 15 units required for admission.

2. In the opinion of the commission no advanced college credit should be given for
hiss than 1 full year of wend:try-school work in any subject. except so far as half units
are specified in the definitions of unit courses, or for any study that is out pursued
hater than the second year of the high-school MONO.

3. The amount of advance (ail to be awanletl in an subject should he deterwined
by the college which that student enters.

MATHEMATICS.
(3 unit...)

A,. Three chik aims should be set for instruction in mathematics in the secondary
school:

I. To inspire and facilitate the twquisition of knowligige in an important field of
human thought ; mathematics is necessiitry to the ompreItnsion and mastery ot nature.

2. To develop the ability to apply this knowledge to practical and theoretical
.

investigations.
3. To develop and strengthen the ability to perceive exact relations and to make

inferences correctly; the teacher's constant aim should be to train the pupil to think
and to formulate clearly the results of his thinking.

II. We may rtasonably expect of students completing a high-school course and
presenting themselves for admission to college:

1. A fair degree of accuracy and rapidity in calculations, and a fair knowledge of the
applications numbers to the solutihn of the common problems of life.
\ 171
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2. A fair degree of skill in making algebraic transformations.
3. The abilityto use the equation as an instrument in the solution of problems.
4. The ability to interpret algebraic results.
5. A fair comprehension of what constitutes a proof in mathematics.
6. A good knowledge of the facts of elementary algebra andiplanc and solid geometry.
C. We recognize the fact that the students of the last high-school year, because of

theirgreater maturity, have much more ability to grasp the abstract thinking of mathe-
matics than do students of the first year. The material offered in the mouses and the
methods of instruction quould be determined with this in View. At. first the simpler
and more concrete ideas of the subject should be dealt with. In later stages, more

. complicated mechanical work and formal theory should be into aced gradually.
D . The units, by title, shall be: (1) Algebra, first course, 1 t nil: (2) plane roan-

I unit! (3a) algebra, 1j unit; (31,) solid geometry; or () plane trig( ttttt mory,

* .

Under any arrangement arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry should be
regardl and treated MdifferVIII phases of one and the same great subjel:1mathemat-
irs. The geometrical, the arithmetical, algebraic, and physical phases of mathe-

,,,matics should be presemeol as far (la poasible from the beginning In the end of the
secondary course. Mach can be dome in this direction by employitig gaymetrical
methods in algebra and by using algebraic processes in geometry. N (onerous exam-
ples taken from physics and problems illustrated graphially and taken from any
source whatever may be advantageously employed.

'E. The'algebra required for entrance to college should include the hollowing topics
(no significance to be attached to the order given here):

1. The fundamental laws of algebra.
2. The general view of algebraic number.
3. The four fundamental operations as applied tointegral, fra(lional, an,' irrali,,nal

expressions..
4. Factoring.
5. Ilinomial theorem for positive integral exponents.
6. Solution of equations in I variable, including simple quadratic, fractional, and

4:5ational equalions.
Solution'of systems cif equation in'2 variables, including linear spoon, linear-

quadratic system, and a few of theladraitic systems that occur more frequently in
practice.

8. Ratio and proportion.
9. The statement and solution of pmblema.
It is recommended that this unit and a half be divided into two portions, an ele-

mentary coulee: Algebra 1, to be given in the first year of high school, hinl a more
advanced course to be given after the courixe in plane geometry in the third or fourth
year.

*
In plane geometry it is suggested that a clearer nception of geometrical renaming

and a firmer grasp upon'geometrical facts can b aired by a thorough consideration
of a small number of theorems than by a hum glance at a larger number. It is
therefore recommended that the more important theorems be emphasized and that
the less important be omitted or passed over without proof. It is suggested that
teachers be free to assume the truth of some of the most evident theorems at fist.
Proof may be given-later if desired. The original demonstration of theorems is of the
utmost importanc% The use of exercises involving algebraic and numerical applica-
tions I to be encouraged. The habit of giving accurate definitions, the perception

4. of what constitutes a demonstration of truth, confidence in' one's own power of
anted reasoning and the ability to discover geometrical relations are of more imp",
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tance than the ability to recall the demonstration of a large number of theorems.
It would be well to omit the theory of limits and incommensurable(' from this course.

Solid geometry, 3b, should comprise the usual topics given in texts. Here, too,
them should be ecentering of attention upon the, more important theorems. More
emphasis should be placed on mensuration.

It may be desirable in sonic schools to rearrange the masria of courses 2 and 3b
so that:course 2 should include the elements of both plane and solid geometry, leaving
to course 3b the more difficult phases of the subject.

Mato- trigonometry, 4, should include the definitions and relations of t he six
trigonometrical functions ut.s ratios, the theory of logarithms and use of tables. the prof
of important fortnulau and considerable practice in trigonometric transformations;
the solution of right and oblique triangles.

HISTORY.

(4 units.)

.1. Ancient history, with special reference to Greek and ROMIU1 history, and includ-
ing also a short introductory study of the more ancient. Nations and the chief events of
the early Middle Ages, Hewn te the death of Charlemagne (814).

2. Medieval and modern European history, front the death of Charlemagne to the
present time.
3. English history.
4. American history, or American history and civil government.
The periods that are here indicated as constituting the four units were recommended

by the committee of seven of the American Historical Association in their report to
the association in 1899. The full report is published under the title "The Study of:
History in Schools." It contains suggestions as to various methods of treating these
periods, and gives further information likely to be of service to the teacher.

*

No definite statement need be made concerning the mode of teaching or the appara-
tus that should be used.. But it may be said that the mere learning of a text will not
give the preparation that the rot leges desire. happily the time is gone when teachers
an inclined to confine their classes.to the memorizing of a single text. Some colleges
in their entrance examination expect the aniidate to present notebooks showing the
amount and character of the work done in the schools. It is desirable that notebooks
or cards should be kept as -a record of the work done. They may contain copious
extracts from- primary and secondmi authorities, references to important material,
sketch maps made by the pupils as illustrations of their studies; and informal notes
on reading that has been done in connection with the course.

w *

The teacher of history in 'the sescondary school should have completed a four-year
college course or the equivalent.. He Should have completed courses in
aggregating at least 12 hours for one year, including one "intensive" or "research"
course. In the selection of these courses at least 3 fields of history represented in the
secondary school units should be chosen. It is also strongly recommended that the
teacher should have pursued elementary courses in economics and political science.

T1* school library or an accessible public library should be equipped with at least
the following numbers of a-ell-selected books on the different units: Ancient history,
25 v9Itunes;Medireval and modern history, each 25 volumes; English history, 50
volt**, and Unipd States history, 75 volumes.

lSt Addition to a good textbook, the pupil should have wad in connection with each
unit of history us a minimum the Iredwing uunowits of carefully selected collateral
material, of which at least one-fiinft should be source material: Ancient history, 200
pages; medieval and modern &impair history, each 150 pages; English history, 300
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pages; Ameriicaa history, 350 pages. (It is underettx)d that civics is additival
Especial care should be exercised by the teacher in testing the reports on outside
reading to see that the beet result:, are obtained.

PHYSICS.

(t unit.)

1. The unit in physics consists of at least 1S0 Periods of 45 minutes each (equal to
120 hours) of assigned work. Two periods of laboratory work count as one of assigned
work.

2. The Work consists of 3 closely related parts, namely, class work, lecture-demon-
stration work, and laboratory work. At least one-fourth of the time shall be devoted
to laboratory work. *.

3. It is very essential that double periods lie arranged for the laboratory work.
4. The class work includes the study of at least one standard text.
5. In the laboratory the student shall perform at least 30 individual experiments,

and shall keep a careful notebook record of them. At least 20 of these should involve
numerical work and the determination of such quantitative relations as may be ex-
pressed in whole numbers. Such quantitative work should aim to finderdhe habit
of thinking quantitatively, but sh2uld not attempt to verify laws with minute accu-
racy nor to-determine knownVhysical onetante with elaborate apparatus. The list
of topics covered by these quantitative experiments,should not differ Nxidel,y from the
fist of 8 ed topics in the syllabus.

6. T .lass work shItuld aim to build up in the student's mind clear concepts of
physics ems and quantities, and an intuitive appreciation of the general principle,
which ma ip the syllabus. lie must be trained in the use of those principles in the
solution of simple, practical, concrete numerical problems.

7. Examinations will be framed to test the student's understanding of and ability
to use the general principles in the required syllabus, as indicated in 6.

8. The teacher is not expected to follow the order of topics in the syllabus unless
he wishes to do -

This list of reqT1ired 'topics is not intended to include ;if rthe material for the year'e
work. It iapurpo+ely made short in order that each teacher may be free to supplement
it in a way that fits his individuaktnvimnment. .11 does Include those topics which
all agree are essential tea first course in physics and kich are capable of comprehen-
d= at least to the 'extent wecified in number (1 of the definitiZm of the unit bop
and girls of high-school agg . ca *

CHEMISTRY.
(t unit.)

chemistiy is an art as well as a science, Aquaintloce with its elements includes
ability to do certain things intelligently as well 2 wenlbmsee of the bare results
of chemical changes. An organized accopt of tge biter is only a sort of desiccated
residuum if it is net illuminated by the experiencgitcquired along with Skill in the
former. The books usuallyand necessarily--give .prominence to the second, (the
systematic aspect), leaving instractiini in the art to the teacher. A requiremtut iu
chemistry, on the other hand, must emphasize the art, for it is universal. It will
lay less stress on any particular lisaof ttubstinces, reaction, or topics, in view of the
extent of the available material, the brief;iese of the school course, anti the consequent
differencee between equilly good individual selections. The art can not, of coulee,
be acquired without a fair systematic knowleclges while a semblance 91 the systematic
knowledge may be acquired without the art. the art is thermion more wbrthy of
emphasis. ' .
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It will be noted that the art of chemistry consists in the practical knowledge of the
physical properties of all kinds of matter and the utilization of this knowledge in
arranging intelligently the conditions before chemical change, in noting all physical
indications during experiment and distinguishing the significant ones, and in inter-
preting the result of this observation. It thus deals almost exclusively with physical
conceptions and facts. It demands, then-fore, a careful training in physical facts,
physical observation, and phrtlical inference. Con, entionalized chemical work
which can prom's) without skill in this art (for example, reiterated observation of
precipitations) is valueless.

Disregarding questions of order, and simply classifying the essential principles of
instract ion; the pupil !Mould be taught:

1 Technique of erpen'rn'entation. Properties of common apparatus in respect tostructure and material. For example, how to make an apparatus air tight and why.
Object of such operations as washing and drying gases and how the object is attained.

Physical properties which May be used for recognition of each substance and for
explanation of all observations.

Judicious use of proportions and materials. Influence of conditions (temperature,
homogeneous and heterogeneous mixture, etc.) on chemicarchartge.

2. Physic's' phenomena, their recognition, description, and physical interpretation.
3. The more strictly chemical application of the results. For example, inference in

regard to the nature of the chemical change which must have led to the results
observed. _Making of the chemical equation from adequate data.

A knowledge of important chemical industries and ability to work simple problems
will be expected.

BOTANY.

(1 unit.)

It'has been the intent of the committee to prepare a statement that is sufficiently
elastic to give adequate recognition to all good courses in high-school-botany, rather
than to present a set line of procedure that must be followed by all. The work that
is done should meet the needs of the pupils regardless of whether any work is to be
done in any higher institution. Emphasis is placed upon the quality and quantity
of the. work done, and upon the preparation of the teacher, rather than upon the par-
ticular things that are to be done.,

The committee wishes to express its appreciation of the work done by the com-
mittee on education of the Botanical Society of Amgiica. This committee, previously
working as the committee of the society of plant morphology and physiology of the
College Entrance Examination Board, and later of the Botanical Society of America,
haveathlished 4 reports, the latest In the School Review for November, 1908. These
rerorts`have been most potent in givini purpose and organization to the teaching of
botany in secondary er hoots.

.Ash / I II
I. tr. purPose and content of the course anti the time that shouhltbe given to it.
1. The ends to be sought through an elementary study M plant life include training

in the scientific method of thinking, partietilarly as relates to plantlife, information'
and a more intelligent and a more active interest in natural phenomena in general,
adelementary knowledge of 'fundamentals of plant life, and a better understanding
of those features and activities of plants that relate to everyday affairs.

2. In determining the content, order, and treatment of topics in any individual
course, the needs and opportunities of the teacher and class should bo dominant.

. To this end this statement includes the general features of the course, the teacher
being left at liberty to adopt such details as beat meet the needs of any particular

...

go
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class of pupils. The quality and quantity of work done by the pupil, evidence of
his ability to do accurate and reliable work, and adequate preparation by the teacher,
bather than the specific content of the course, are emphasized.

3. There is presented a general plan of the "synthetic course," which the majority
of the committee believes to be the best type, though it is not intended to restrict
teachers to this type of course. This course embodies the elements of morphology of
the great groups including the "lower forms" as.well as the seed plants; of physiology,
with experiments upon plant activities; of ecology, with emphasis upon class and
individual field`trips, including sonic acquaintance with local plants; of the relation
of plants to their habitat and to men; At food and timber supply, parasitism, disease,
decay, soil replenishment, etc. I t is recommended, however, that plants be studied
in an elementary way leading into any or all of the above aspects, rather than that the
differentiated divisions of the subject be taken up at one time.

ki elementary consideration of, the relatione of plants to men as shown in plant
andltpimal diseases, hygiene, agriculture, orticulture, erasion, decay, foods, fibers,
etc., should be presented as an organic pa A of the study of botany. The inclusion
of there pr.Ictieal matters as an organic part of the course, rather than as a number of
sections upon the applied aspects of plants, gives appreciable meaning and fuller
significance to the study. An adequate consideration, of such separate applied
sciences as agriculture, forestry, bacteriology, and horticulture should follow the
general study of plants and animals.

4. The time requirement of the course should be the equivalent of 180 periods of
at Isla 40 minutes each; there should be two doubled periods per week for laboratory
or field work, each of these doubled periods counting as one period in making up the
total 180 periods.

II. Suggested plan 1 4 the cour9. This is a plan for a synthetic course. It sug-
gests more material than any one year's work can present. Some of the topics will
receive more phasic at the hands ,,f teachers who prefer 1,1 treat briefly or omitmore

topics c ones selected for full or brief treatment varying with different teachers.
In order of atment consideration may first he made of the strurture and function of
seed plants, or of the characteristics of the great.gmups of plants.

*

III. The qualifications of the teacher of botany.
It is believed that the teacher of botany in the high school should have a minimum

preparation in botany equivalent to 2 yearm of college work, This work should include
the general morphology of the lower and higher groups, elementary- plant physioiog
and ecology; zoology, physiography, and a course in general bacteriology are desir-
able. The teacher should also have some knowledge of the purpose of botany in
high-school education and of current and desirable, practice in teaching botany.'

Sincehe teacher of botany usually teaches other sciences each demanding song-
what similar quantity of preparation, obviously to maintain this standard more general
and more exteqsive preparation needs tee be urged. This standard of preparation
is deemed highly desirable in orclorlo gliie botany its proper place in secondary
education, but it may not always be pritcticable. It is the standard that should be
isetty thoerwho are now preparing to teach the subject.

es
1,''

ZOOLOGY. s

0 unit.)
.

A tigh-echool course in zoology should have for its objects: (1) To acquaint the
student -with the common animals of his own. neighborhood, with' the various envi-
ronments of these animals, with the adaptations which the anrmals show to theft
enivironnient end with their habits and economic importance. (2) To afford train-
ing in critical methods of .making end recording obeeryations both by drawing and by

la-.

ti
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writing, both in the laboratory and in the field. (3) To teach enough of the inter-
pretation of the observed facts that the student may understand the current methods
of interpretation from the morphological, physiological, and ecological standpoints.
In other worlds, with the study of the structures there should go an interpretation of
their use (phytiology, ecology) and of their past Iiistory (evolution). An elementary
training in both experimental and comparative methods should be sought, and the
peculiar yalue of such training as a means of intellectual development should not be
overlooked. Ability fin the part of the student to observe and think independently
is especially desired.

}or a course extending through the year with 4 periodsper week, it is recommended
that the laboratory and field work consist of the study of at least 10 type forms as
indicated in the following list:

An insect, the crayfish, an earthworm, leech, or fresh-water oligochaste, an Amoeba
or other protozoan, hydra or a hydroid, a mussel or snail, a fish, a frog or turtle, a
bird, a mammal.

The animal to be taken as the type under each head may be selected by the teacher
and will vary with the locality. It will usually he most convenient to begin with
insects in the fall and to take up birds before the spring migration, and mammals
later in the spring or in the winter. The order in which the other forms are studied
k5-ary according to convenience. In the above list the crayfish and the earth-
worm have been placed after the insect in order to bring like forms together. Those
who find difficultyin beginning with a form as small as the grasshopper may prefer
to spend the first 2 weeks on the crayfish, but any considerable delay in taking up
insects in the fall rhould be avoided. The other forms are arranged in the usually
accepted logical order which is preferred by most teachers. If, for practical reasons,

deemed best to depart from this order, it will be found that the idea of evolution
may be taught with quite as much force from material within the individual groups
as by fon adherence to the so-called logical order of the groups themselves.

If time permits, the teacher may profitably add to the list of types an echinoderm
and a sponge, to each of which one or two class and laboratory periods may-be devoted.
The student's conception of the animal kingdom is thusgreatly broadened.

A suitable laboratory and field equipment is assumed. Its precise character will
nary with circumstances. in general the better the equipment the better the work
that may be done. While it is true that a course in zoology may be given without
the use of the compound microscope, in the opinion of your committee a much better
course may be given by its'moderate use.

As far as possible the work on each type should be begun by collecting by the
students, chiefly of the type form but incidentally of as many as possible of other
forms belonging to the same group. Some if the animals collected should be kept
alive, and the subsequent study should, where practicable, be made An living animals.
The work on each type should include structure, behavior and habits, study of related
forms, and ecology.

The plat recommended for laboratory and field work may he best made clear by
a specific illustration. Thus the work on insects may be begun with the grasshopper,
with a collecting trip in which each individual student is required to bring into The
laboratory as many kindS of grasshoppers as he can obtain, and together with these
a certain number of insects be'onging tb ether groups. Each student should then
preserve most"of the insects in his collection and after sorting them put them aside
for future use. In this connection instruction may be given in methods of piing
'ad preserving insects and encouragement may be given the pupil to make hisIttu
collection. Many of the-greshoppert collected should be kept alive and their stair 4
now.be undertaken. In this,study function and stricture' should as far ai possible
be considered in eennection.witit one another, Thus the student may observe the

82400°-18-;11,
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ways of walking, hopping, and flying, and in connection with these may study on
preserved material the structure of the legs and wings. At the same time he may
be instructed in the classroom and by the aid of models, preparations, and diagrams
concerning muscles and the movements produced by them. Similarly he may
study the use of the mouth parts in feeding and may then observe the structure of

the mouth parts in greater detail. From this he may proceed to a study of the
structure of the digestive organs either from his own diseectiens or front preparations
and charts. The teacher may then give elementary instruction concerning the
process of digestion. Again, observations may be made on the breathing movements
to be followed by an anatomical study of the spiracles arid trachetQ and an exposi-

tion of the-nature of respiration. Thus in aiLcases, so far as practicable, ilrose core
relation should be made betiven the work on the function.end that on the structure

of the various parts of the body.
* - *

The class should next make a comparative study of the different grasshoppers
collected so as to be able to distinguish the different species in a second field excur-
sion. When a good conception has been gained of the general structure of the body
and of the chief functions of its part, and when a eight recognition of the local species
of grasshoppers is assured, attention may be directed to the life of grasshoppers in
the field and to the adaptations shown by the various species to their conditions Of
'existence (ecology).

When the field work on the grasshopper has been completed, the class should take
up the insects on the first field excursion and should become familiar with the principal

groups of insects. At this point attention may be directed to the economic value of
certain species. Here, again, opportunity will be afforded to stimulate individual
work and the making of collections.

The same plan of work may bEriAllowed in considerable detail with the mollusca.
In the case of other groups the field .work may need to be considerably modified.
Thus birds and mammals may not be collected, but both may be studied in the field.
Protozoa and hydra may be collected, but are not, of course, suitable for field study.
In the caie of each type the plan outlined should be followed in so far as the nature
of the m4erial permits. It is-believed that in the laboratory the plan is feasible in
nearly every case.

The importance of proper field and laboratory notes and drawings should be empha-
sized. Notes, both in field and laboratory, should be made while the work is in progress,

not afterward. They should be criticized by the teacher with reference to their pert i-
nence and completeness and should be perthanently preserved. Such notes may be
made the basisof more careful reports, which should be criticized with a reference to
the arrangement of their contents, tlie character of their conclusions, and their English.
It is suggested that teachers of English will often be found willing to cOopomte in the
correction of such reports. Drawing is of no less importance than note taking. Draw-

ings should be made chiefly in the laboratory and airways front the specimen. It
should be the object of the teacher fo see that Ae drawings are accurate and that their
details have meaning. Meaningless or ambiguous lines or masses of shade haveno
more place in a scientific drawing than meaningless word,s in a sentence.

Attention should also bq,called to the importance of local schoolmuseuma. These
should contain primarily representatives of the local, fauna attractively displayed.
Stuilenta.may be referryil to sgeciniens iesuch,a Museum as they are referred to books
and may use,the museum as they would a library. The Michigan/Academy of Sciences
maintains -e breau the ptirpoetof which is to secure for teachers and others the identi-

. ficationof ecimens collected bytlem and their exchange for other specimens. Infer-
=akin concerning the bumatimay be had from the secretary of the academy, Mr.
Oeorgefihilfer

Agricultural College' Michigan'
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The following recommendation§ are also mgde:
1. That the course be kmt in the second high-school year, rather than in the first,

and that it be preceded by a course in physiography.
2. Each week's work should consist of 2 class exercises and at\least 2 laboratory

exercises. Each laboratory -exercise should consist of at least 2 scRool periods, and
these should, if possible, be the last 2 periods of the afternoon.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS.
G units.)

a. BURIN EHR ARITHMETIC (i UNIT).

The object is first of all absolute accuracy, and secondly speed, in ordinary business
computations. To secure these essentials, not less than half of each recitation should
be devoted to mental drill on simple exercises. For the same reason, no credit what-
ever should be allowed on work involving any Error in computation; and a rigid time
limit should he sot for all written work.

Textbovk, supplomented by numerous live exeihies from current sources, such as
stores, trade papeA, etc. The methods should be planned so as to arouse and sustain
Littlest. The class work must touch life and liTthe the spirit of business."

h. F.1.6! ENTA HI' Ho KKEErING (I' UNIT).

The techni%1 business subjects; especially bookkeeping and stenography, are voca-
tional in purpose and must thereon be taught with a view to practical mastery.
This fact should suggest and co nk. ol the mettld. For example, no credit whatever
should be allowed unless the worn", done neatly, accuratery"; and at a satisfactory rate
of speed. And there should be a combination of class and individual methods of
instruction to secure maximum results. In order to establish sound habits, it is also
well to provide double periods for erementary bookkeeping, and require all work to
be done in the classroom Under the eye of the instructor.

The first requisite is a good, clear, bdsiness handwriting. Unlepts pupils have it,'
which they rarely do, they should be required to do a prescribed amount of practise
writing under the supervision of the instructor.

Definitions of double-entry terms, with rules for debit and credit, kinds and uses of
books. Conduct of a set, including the journal, cash -book, sales-book ledger, check
book, balk pass book, and trial-balance book; closing of books. Single-entry set;
ehangi*Iromsingle to double entry.

Textbook, with exercises so arranged that no two pupils will do exactly the same
work. .

r. ADVANCAD BOOAREEMND AND BUSINESS UtIAE (1 UNITY
4

Thorough drill on the -preparation and interpretation of ltandard business. trots,
such as bills, receipts, checks, notes, time and sight drafts, acceptances, indorse-
ments, invoices, accounts sales, deposit tickets, warehouse receipts, express receipts,
sills of.lading, statementatif account, balance sheets, eta;;;

Explanation of businette symbols and abbreviations.
Bill book, invoice book, special books, ,loose-leaf and voucher systems of book-

' keeping.
Each student is to carry on a business of his own, manufacturing, banking, whole-

sale, retail, jobbing or commission; at first as an individual, .then as a partnership,
finally as a corporation, thfili involving the use of several forma of accounts.

Credit on this comae alibuld mean that the school is ready to vouch for the student
as one thoroughly wiped in the principles and practice of bookkeeping, who lacks
only actual business experience to Weems cOmpetenkbookheelier. .
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d. BUSINESS LAW (4 UNIT).

! The object of this study is not to make "'every man his own lawyer," but rather to
enable him to keep out of legal complications. Ignorance of the law excuses no 01 le.

To this end it is necessary to study the legal principles governing business rela-
tions, especially contracts, their nature, essentials, and effects; further, sitleS, interest
and usury, bills and note's, agency, partnership, corporations; real property and mort-
gages, liens, attachments, surety and guarantyship, bailments, common carrier,
banking, fire insurance, landlord and tenant.

Textbook, supplemented by some study of cases (by way of illustration), discussions
and practice in drawing legal papers. such as a contract, note, bill of exchange, bill
of sale, bill of lading, power of attorney, deed, mortgage, lease, notice of protest, etc.

4. STENOGRAPHY AND TYPEWRITING (2 U NITS).

This work is expected to occupy not less than 2 periods daily for 2 years. No credit
should he given for either shorthand or typewriting if taken alone.

The "touch" method is strongly recommended in typewriting.
The objectis first, accuracy, and second, speed in taking dictation and transcribing

notes. 'Equally essential are correct spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and para-
graphing.

No credit should be given unless the following speed is attained: At end of lirst
year, 75 viordtr per minute in dictation and 25 words per minute on the machine; at
end of second year, 500 words in 5 minutes in dictation, and 35 words per Minute in the
transcription of notes.

Thorough training' should also be given in care of the machine and in methods of
copying, manifolding, and filing papers.

f.BUBINE88 SPELLING AND CORRESPONDENCE (4 UNIT).

Preliminary review of 500 common business words. Thorough drill on business
correspondence, including (1) Form of business letters, beginnings and endings, etc.;
(2) choice of words and structure of sentences with reference to clearness and brevity;
(3) capitalization, punctuation, and paragraphing; (4) writing and answering telegrams
and advertisements.

If the pupil does not write a clear and teat business hand, he should be required
to make good his deficiency, or no credit should be granted for the course. -

Textbook, supplemented by letters relating to the most prominent industries of
the locality.

g. HISTORY OF COMMERCE (4 UNIT).

Knowledge of the past is indispensable to an understanding of the present. The
history of commerce thus forms the natural introduction to the study of present
economic conditions. It should, however, follow the usual course in ancient, medieval,
and modern history.

The principal commodities, centers, "and routes of commerce in successive ages;
relation to stage of economic development, division of labor, means of transpoitation

'and communication; ma -kets and fairs, their functions in commerce; special atten-
tion to England and the United States; and to the growth of modern colonial empires.

Textbook, supplemented by map work and assigned readings.

.h. ECONOMIC HISTORY OF ENGLAND (4 UNYT).

A study of gngliah history, with special. reference to the causes and effects of her
economic development. It should be based on iotno of the amaller economic historical&
such as Cheyney, Prise, or Cunningham adal McArthur.

This course, where given, will naturally follow the courses in general European
Itiotory, and pay take &twigs** of the usual political English Igstory.
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i. ECONOMIC HISTORY OP THE UNITED STATES (4 UNIT),

A study of American history with special attention to the economic facMr. It
should be based on some textbook such as Wright, Curran, or Bogart, supplemented by
collateral readings, espestilly in books such as Semple and Brigham on geographic
influences.

This course will naturalfN follow the one on English history znd may lake the
place of the usual political American history.

j. MATERIALS OP COMMERCE (}

A study of the most important foodstuffs and ,raw materials which: enter exten-
sively into commerce, with special reference to their source, mode of preparation,
and principal uses.

A course supplementary to commercial geography. Textbook, study of specimens
and pictures, collateral reading, visits of inspection, The introduction of this sub-
ject is not recommended unless samples can be provided of at least two dozen of the
chief commercial staples in various stages of preparation.

k. COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY (4 UNIT).

As the, hit:tory of commerce is concerned with the past of commerce, so commercial
geography describes and seeks to explain the geographic distribution of industries
and the resulting course of commerce to-day. It is "a comparative study of the na-
tions of the world, their commercial prominence, and their contest for the trade of the
world."

The introductory work should covtr: (1)-The effect of surface, soil, climate, etc.;
that is, the physical factor in commerce; (2) the influence of race, religion, education,
commercial policies, etc.; that is, the human factor in commerce; (3) the effect of
economic forces on production a _pd commerce; (4) means of transportation and com-
munication.

Following this should come a detailed study of the United States by sections and
then as a whole, with refereitie to physical features and climate, natural resources,
population, leading industries, transportation facilities, and commerce, especially
foreign commerce; then a study of the outlying possessions of the United States; and
finally, a survey of the other important commercial countries from the same viewpoint.

Textbook, supplemtinted try map work and assigned readings. For purposes of
illustration, samples of commercial staples, lantern slides, 'stereoptit'on pictures, etc.,
should be freely employed; and whenever possible visits of inspection should be
made and informal lectures secured by experts in various industries. Should be
preceded by physical geography in tau both phys. and commercial geography
are taken.

ELEMENTARY ECONOMICS (i UNIT).

The study of economics ts indispensable if the business man is to understand the
process in viffich he,has a part, and the teliclinies which are at work in the business
world of to-day.

In the high school his necessary to avoid two extremes: The one, abstract. theory;
the other, controversial questions. While not omitting theory, bmphasis should
therefore be placed on historical and descriptive matter.

Tixtbook, with collateral readings, especially on the economic history of England
and the United States. In the selection,of texts it is well to avoid large and difficult
books intended fig college dame. ,
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MANUAL TRAINING.

(t2 units.)

Manual training comprises a systematic study of the manual arts, tnnbracing i 11

the mechanic arts (shopwurk, drawing); (21 household arts (sewing,. cooking); 43)
freehand drawing and applied arts.

The mimimum time given per year in order to count as a unit should not be less
than the equivalent of 240 hours of 00 minutes. No superior limit is given, but addi-
tional hours should not receive additional credit.

H. SUOI'WORK ('I. UNITS).

Every exercise which is involved in what follows should be planned and executed
to illustnoe an important mochanical principle or process, or a combination of sioli
principles and prcews.

The exposition of a tool and the demonstration of a proce,ts should be before ihe
entire action of pupils conveniently seated so as 14, see all that the leacher does and
hear all that he.alys.

The shop period of first-year boys ought not to exceed 100 minutes in length; but
third and fnurtLyear pupils can profitably have longer but less frequent shop periods.
However, those periods Should never exceed 180 minutes.

Pupils should nevor be left to find out for themselyes the proper ways of using a
tool. The correct ways should be clearly and fully shown and explained. The use
of a wrung tool,..and the adoption of an illogical or unscientific procedure should at
once be chocked, itinl.the error should be plainly pointed out.

b. BENCH WORK (1 UNIT).

(a) Fundamental- fool processee: Measuring, squaring, gauging, sawing, boring,
chiseling; rules for (h) Constructions involving groove joints and halving;
laying out and cutting joints; nee of nails, screws, and glue; carving and finishing.
(c) Making a glue joint; planing joints, gluing, clamping, surfacing, sandpapering.
(d) Construction by means of Mortise- and -tenon joint; laying out duplicate parts, cut-
ting mortise, sawing tenon, gluing and clamping, scraping, finishing. (c) Construc-
tion involving the miter joint; planing parallel edges and sides in the construction
of a miter box; rabbeting, laying out and cull* a brace. CO DI.veta i ing : Laying
out and cutting dovetails, planing corners, inlaying. (o) Construction involving the
WC of the panel: Plowing, fitting, gluing, clamping, putting on hinges, finishing.

c. Wood-turning and elementary metal-working (1-unit).

I. Wood turning. Use of different kinds of wood. ('are'of lathe. (a) Turning
spindle, cylinder, taper, convex curve, concave curve, compound curve; turning to
given dimensions, finishing and polishing in the lathe. (sic),FAceplate turning. fc)
Chuck turning; built-up stock, fitting.

H. Metalworking. Working in a variety of metals, including cast-iron, steel,
brass, tin, zint,..euittpopper. (a) Chipping and filing; chipping with cold chisel and
hammer; filing, testing, tool dressing. (b) Making small tools. Drilling, filing,
fitting, riveting, finishing. (c) Construction in sheet metal; pattern cutting, bending,
fold*, wiring, soldering. (d) Copper work: sawing, beating, hard soldering, re-
peewee, annealing, coloring with heat and chelnicals, etching. (e) Turning: Hand-tool

'turping, filing in lathe, polishing in lathe, thread cutting with tap and die, hardening,
tampering, annealing. (f) Spinning: cutting templet, turning form in wood to fit
templet, spinnihg zinc or Britannia mend{ and copper, polishing, lacquering.
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d.' pattern making, molding and forging (1 unit).

The theory and use of pat terns, how built, how divided and why; pattem-makihg,
bench-Molding of simple and complex patterns; theory and use of cores, construction
of cores and cire-prints; (listing with lead and alloys.

Construction and management of the forgefundamental processes; drawing, up-
setting, bending, punching, splitting, welding, hardening; shapit steel under the
hammer; tempering of different grades; the construction of chainooks. and forgo
1..4,, awd wrought-inv articles from original or selected designs; finally the manu-
fature of, a at of standard steel lathe tools. The design and actual ionstructian of a
piece of ornamental and useful wrought-iron or steel work.

r. Bench and machine metal fitting (1 unit).

...."41uu,ry of met al-tut fling, centering; f wins of cutting mills and tool-grinding; turn-
ing cast -inm, wrought iron, steel, and brass; use of oil, relation of speed to heat de-
veloped; use of taps and dies; FUTON' cutting, chuckwork, mandril and faceplate
work; drilling, slotting, planing, gear cutting, and special work on the milling ma-
chine. having masterell the elements, each student should combine more or lees of
such (dements in a construction, made in accordance with original or selected
drawings.

j. Drawing (52 units).

In all pencil drawinglwith instruments, great care should he taken to make sharp
lines with accurate injersetions. Do not delay precision till ink is used.

I. (a) Stiaight lines; use of T-square, triangles, pencil, ruling pen, dividers, and
scale. Conventional links. Free-hand working sketches. (b) Circles. Use of corn-
paases, center lines, crost hatching. (r) Tangents. Location of centers and points'of
tangency. (d) Planes of projection; elementary priaciplea of projection; revolution
of the planes of projection. Projections of simple geometric figures. (c) Revolution
of Accts. "Views" of objects in simple and inclined positions. (f) Developmkts:
prism, cyliiler, pyramid, cone. (q) Intersections. Axes in thymme plahe, axes in
differevi planes. (h) Isometric and cabinet drawing. (i) Freehand and mechanical
lettering; placing, form, slant, spacing, stroke. (j) Working drawings; furniture.
(k) Working drawings; machine parts.

II. (a) Mechanical perspective. ,(6) Freehand drawing in perspective. (c) Con-
struction of conic sections and helix. (d) Line shading. (c) \Vash drawing. (f) De-
signing for metal work. (g) Either Machine.m architectural drawing. -

household arts anilveience (4 units).

Plain sewing (1 unit). Every exercise in sewing should illustrate an important
principle or process, or a aimple combination of such pr inciples and 'processes. Hand
sewing and sewing machine work must be equally insisted upon.

(a) The various stitches and their special uses.
(b) Iland sewing,. fundamental processes.
(c) The uie and care of sewing machines and theit attachments.
(d) The nature and special uses of cotton, linen, and woolen goods.
(e) The use of patterns; cutting out.
(f) Taking measurements; making of simple garments.

2. Sewing and millinery (1 unit).

(a) Making of (shirt waists, wash dresses, and similar garments.
(I) Millinery: Study of materials for Ipits; making; altering, and covering hat

frames. The planning, making, and trimming olseationable hats of appropriate
materials. .

Throughout tiVi course economy and good taste in drew. -
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Cooking (9 units).

actual cooking. Bread making. The theory and practice of canning and preserving
water and other liquids; experiments with leavening agents, and their uses shown in

fruits, vegetables, and meats. Planning, ct;nking, and -serving meals. Waiting .11

A study of the effect of heat upon foods alone and in combination; with and without
1. Food classified and tested foe food principle*

table.

family dietary: The planning, weighing, and cooking of-apportioned meals. Diets for
2. The cost of food; market prices; the,.cost of meals. Household accounts. 'Fin'

infants, invalids, and convalescents.

dud inK. laundry work.

Freehand drawing and applied arts (.2 unitsl.

Sanitation.: Selection of site, house planning; heating, lighting, and ventilating;
water slimly; d Wpm!, of waste; furnishing and decorating; cleaning processes, in-

Approximately one third the time should be given, to representative tirawing

two-thirds to decorative composition, constructive and decorative design, construct ion

and applied design.
.(a) PictorialPlant study (flowers, sprays of leaves, seeds, pods, etc.); object

study; landseaperoof studies, buildings, etc.; pose drawiurcomiswit
(b) Decorative composition- -Plant forms, object study, landleype pone.
(e) Decorative designPlant analysts (for the purpose of design; conventionalized

plant forms; decorative units, borders, surtaces,,comers, rosettes, posters, bookcovet ,

etc.; stencils, wood-block printing; historic ornament; arrangement of straight line,
and of straight and curved lines; Esometrio design ; letteringilluminating; schemes
for interior decoration.

(d) Constructive designDesigns for pottery, leather, metal, hbokbinding, fur-

niture, cardboard construction, textiles, etc.
(e) CraftsPottery, leather work, metal work, bookbinding, furniture. (Choice

of one or more of the above crafts.)
(f) Appfled deignDesigh applied to the crafts and to cardboaul, textiles, etc.

(g) Illustration.
(It) Talks on history of industry and art, )m civic planning, donTstie anhitertun

and decoration.
(i) Instrumental drawing to be given as needed to meet the requirenwnts of frac( i-

cal designing and construction.
Nora. Mediums tmid: Pencil, charcoal, water colas, crayons, brush, and India

ink, and a combination cif the pure mediums.

1



AP#NDIX C.

SOME STANDARDIZING AGENCIES.

A in erica n Academy of.Nledhine.
American Conference of Pharmaceut ical faculties, 1910.
American Dental Faculties Association.
American Federation of Arts.
American llismrical Associatijn.
American Institute of Hotneopat hy.
American Mathematical Society.
American Pharmaceutical AsSociat hat .
American Philological Association.
American Society on Engineering Education.
American Society of Zoologists.
Association of American Law Schools, 1910-11. a

Association of American Medical. Colleges.
American Medical AFsociation (('ouncil on Medical Education, 1910).
Association of American Universities.
Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Miifille States and Maryland.
Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of th"outhern States, 1911.
Asstxiation of Collegiate Alumme.
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1910.
College Entrance Examination ,Board, 1910.
Confederation of State Medical Examination Boards,.
Dental Faculties Astsoiation of American Universities, 1910.
Eastern Educational Musical Conference.
Methodist Episcopal Church Board of Education, 1911.
Methodist. Episcopal Church South Board of Education, 1911'.
Modern Languor Association.
National Association of Dental Examiners.
National Association of +lute Universities, 1910.

, National (`Inference Committee on Standards of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
National Conference on Uniform Entrance Requirements in English.
National Dental. Association.
National Education Associatfihn (various conunitt and deparimtVits).
New England Association of Colleges and Prepaixt Schools.
New England College Certificate Bove
New England Education League.
New York State Education DejArtment.
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, 1911.
Society of Mechanical Engineers. .
State-boards of educational examiners.
State licensing boards.
Western Drawing and Manual Training Association.
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A.

Academies, definition. 141 id.
Accred ding, standards fur, 161-40.
Admission, methods of, 3G-30.
Admission requirements. Sr( EntrUllee require-

mem s.

Agencies, standardizing.
.11hiuu College, admission requirements, ;fl; re-

quirements for graduation, 41 -47.
ilgelira, requisite for admission ( 1519), 10.
American Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence, resolutions on qualitathe clement. in stand-
ards. 53-54.

American Conference of Phannaceulical F'acult les,'
national syllabus outnmillef, 126.

American Dental Assoiat ion, formed, 110.
American Federation of Arts, organization, CV.
A inehean Institute of Homeopathy, 'standard fur

entrance examination, SI.
American Mod deal Association, formation and work,

70-77.

American Pharmatrutial Association, influence of,
1/1.

' Ame iety of Dental Surgeons, formation,
110.

Andover Seminary, theologies' education, 71.
Angell, .I. It., on entrance requinonents of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, 40.
Arithmetic, requisite for admission (1010), 10.
Art. See Fine arts.
Association xif American law Schools, movement

toward a twoyear standard, 103-104.
Association of Ameran Medical Colleges, require-

ments for admission 07 -814.
AssoclatIonof Colleges ond Preparatory Schools of

of the Southern States, college standards, 08 59;
Altganized, 2.5; outlines of methods of admikskin

presented, 30-38.
sifoclatkin of Collegiate Alumme, dennitkin of

stanclird eollege76111.5"; stal4irds In women's col-
leges, 25. / ,

A ssoplat ions, 'ducat tonal work for standard kat ion ,
I

B.

Distilore, early medical %school, 75-76.
Bank ore College of Dental Surgery, foundation,

Banthrd College, bachelor of music, requirements,
.132. .1

Befeit Colla'i:C, admission riquiremints, 31; distint
tion".0119. marking systein, 04; requirements for

n, 47.
minimum requirements, medical schools,

lloston Medical Society, organization, 75.
Botany, definition of 'requirements, College En-

trance Examinat ion Board. 101- Mt; unit
175 17c,.

Bowdon' College, admission requir,;itients. 31; 111.4
Haitians and marking system, .54; lquirements
for graduat ion, 47.

Brown, E. E., on world movement in standards 7-g.
Brown Universit y, course of study (1500). 17-Is;

elcyt ices, U, ls.
Bryant, W. C., all standards at Williams College

(1010), 11-12.
Bryn Mawr College, defender of examination sys-

tem, 41.
Bureau ofEduent1011. St!' United States Bureau of

Education.
Bush, G. G., on standards in first hie of nineteenth

century, 10.
Butler, N. M., on trunsit ion from secondary school

to college. 4I.

California, University of, adtnission requirements,
32; art school, 130; distinctions and marking sys-
tem, 55; requirements for advanced degrees, 13$1;
requirements for graduation, 4S.

Carleton College, admiSsion. requirements, 3i; dis
Unctions and marking system. 54; requirements
for graduation,

Carnegie Foundat hilt for the Advancement of Teach-
ing, and uniformity of standards, 27-30; on re-
quirements for admission by units, yo.

Catholic University of America, admission require-
ments, 32* law school, 4'l, 1112, 1041 105: theological

..school. 71 -,3.
Ceti Measles, 16-3}1, lowest requirements, in.slitut fans

of Middle West, 02; method of admission, 35-311;
modifications, 40-40.

Chemistry. definition of requirements, College En-
trance Examination Board, 10S 161; minimum 4.
requirement, inedleat schools, 90; unit course,
174-175.

ChlAgo, university of, entrance requirements;
44 -41,j4aw school, 1133, 107; new optrance remain?'
meas. n7; requirements for graduation, 48-49;
theological school, 73-73.

Clark, 'niversity, admission requirements, 32; flexl-
bllit f ent mace requirements% 66.

Colgat University, admission requirements, 81,
requ ments for graduation, 47.

rollege Association of Pennsyleania. See Assad'-
Bon of Colleges and Preparatory schools in the
Middle States and Maryland.

College defined, CeSpegle Foundation, 27.
College eutrarre diploma, history, 27-2g.
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College Entrance Examination Board, definition
of a unit, 35-36; definition of requirements,
143-170; report of committee on standards, 59-60;
work, 26-07.

Oollege entrantv requirements. Sge Entrance
requirements. .

Colleges and' high schools, articulation, 66; defini-
tion of standard, 57-65; departments of education,
52,53; present standards, 24-69; prevailing meth-
ods of admission, 36-38; representative, admis-
sion requteements, 31-34. typical, marking sys-
tem, 54-67.

Colleges and universities, Colonial, 4-9.
Colonial colleges, standards, s-9. terms of admis-

sion,,10.
Columbia University, admission requirements, 32;

art school, 130, 132-133; defender of examination
system. 41; distinctions and marking system, 5.5:
law school. 101, 102, 107; requirements for ad-
vanced degrees, 138; requirements for gradua-
tion, 49; school of engineering, 112; school of
pharmacy, 125-12;.
See also Barnard College-

Colwell, N. P.,.on medical schools, 88-90: oti meth-
ods of investigating medical colleges, 92-95.

Commercial subjects, unit course, 179-182.
Commission of CoHeges in New England on Admis-

sion Requirements, work, 24.
Committee of Ten, and admission requirements.

26.

Composition, English. See English language.
cornet University, admission requirements, 31-32;

art school, 130; distinctions and marking system,
54-55; engineering school, admission require- '
monis, 112; law school, course for bachelor's de-
gree, 107; requirements for advanced degr, 139:
requirements for graduatic, 47,49.

Council on Medical Education, conferences, 77-61:
report on medical education (1900), 78.

Courses of study, Brown University. third quarter
of nineteenth" century, 17-18; dental schools,
114-120; Harvard Celle e, early, 8-9; medical
schools, objections to a id standard, 90; pe,
scribed by Education oard of the Methodist I
Episcopal Church (North), 25-26; schools of en-
gineering, 112-114; schools id pharmacy, 126;
schools, of theology. 73-75; unit, definitions,
171-184; Williams College, 10, 14-17; Yale College,
first half of nineteenth century, 12-14.

Credits. See Marking system.
Curriculum. See Courses of study.

P.
lDanforth, Samuel, and medical educat ion, 73.

Dartmouth College, early medical bast ruction, 75.
Definitions, standard oollege, 57-65.
Degmes, sdranomVun !remake, 138-142; art schools

133; changed significance of A. B., at Harvard,
`,1-1k dental schools, 120- 1; law courses, 107-

'106; medical, 96-97; Is o engineering, 112-
114; schools of p y, 126-127; standard col-
lege, 64; theologies schools, 72.
See also Dhtlnotkins; Graduation.

Dental whoa., standards, 116471. '
Diplomas, academic and college entrance, media.

cations of requirements, 26-70; college entrance,
history, 27-79; lowest requirements, institutions
in Middle West, EL

Distinctions, typical colleges and universities,
51-57.

Drawing, definition of requirements, College En-
trance Examination Board, 168.

Dunster. Presiltnt, and II arvard College, 8-9,,
Durfee. Calvin. option for Greek in 5Villiams Col-

lege. 10.

E.

Economics. Sec Commerciil subjects. -

Education. departments or schools, in 1 Deist arts
colleges, 6263.

Eijkimui, Dr., and world standard of medicine. 1/44.
Elective system, and New England Association of

Colleges, 21; and schools of applied science, 114;
Brown University, 14, 17; Harvard College, 11.
13-14; possible, college entrance requirements, 29;
Yale College, IS.

Eliot, C. W., and university Ideals, 135-146; on
elective system, terms of admission, etc., 19-A);
on standards of admission ut Renard, 22.

Engineering schools, standards, 106-114.
English language, common requirements. 24; deli-

nition of requirements, College Entrance Exami-
nation Board. 143-146.

Entrance examinations, Columbia University,
committee on undergraduate admission. 41

standanls for medical schools, 81-68.
.Entrance requirements, adopted by lows State

Board of Education, 39-40: colonial colleges, 10;
Committee of Ten.2 5; definition, College Entrance
Examination Board, 143-170; dental schools,.

118-119; graduate work and advanced degrees,
universities, 138-142; Harvard University, s-9,
10-22, 42-44; Increase in, 30; law schools, 101-104,
modifications of examining and certificate sys-
tems, 40-46; preparatory (preeollegiate) courses.
2eF26; representative universities and colleges,
31-34, 38-38; schools of engineering, 111-112:

schools of pharmacy, 125; summary, 65-09; theo-
logical schools, 71-72; uniformity of, 24-25, 34-3.5;
University of Chicago, 44-46.
See also Courses of study; Elective system.

Examinations, defenders, 68.
Examinations for admission, 36-36; Bryn Mawr

College, 41; Columbia University, 41; liarvira
University, 41; Lafayette College, 41; modifica-
tions, 01-40; Princeton University, 41; Yale VW-
versa y 4t.

Everett, President, and standards of Harvard, 8.

F.

Fine arts, schools, standards, 129-133.
Flexner, Abraham, report on medical education,

R4-824.

French language, definition of requirements, Col-
lege Entrance Examination Board, 146-150.

D.

General Education Board, and Uniformity of
standards, 27.

Geography, definition of requirements, College En-
trance Examination Board, 162- I66; requisite for
admission (1816), 10.

German language, definition of requirements,
legitEntratfoe Examination Board, 150-161.
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Graduation, art schools,132-133; dental schools, 120;
law !schools, 106-107; representative colleges and
universities, 46-52, 68; schools of engineering,
requirements, 112-114; schools of pharmacy, 125-
126: theological schools, 72-73.

Grammar, English. See English language.
t reek language, definition of requirements,

Entrance Examination Board, 144; requirement
for admission to college. 10. 22.

Grinnell ('ollege. admission requirements. 31.
tinctions and marking system, 54: requirements
for graduation. 47.

;roue systern, discussed, Z4.

Harvard University. art school, 131. admission re- t

quirements, 8-lit, 12, 32-M, 42-44. changed sig.
nilicance of A. B. degree, 21-2'2: common require.
ments in English, 24; defender of examination
system . 41; dental school, 115, 119-121: d istinctions
and marking system. 55: early medical depart-
ment, 75: early professorship of law, 99-100; elec.
ti, e syst em , 12- 14.21; first Instruction In theology.
70. graduate school of applied science, require
nests for graduation and degrees. 11.1. history of
entrance requirements discussed, law'

school, 101. 107-108; requirements for advanced
degrees, 130; requirements for graduation, 49. the-
°laical school, 71-72.

High School Teachers' .isecciation of New York
City, and articulation of high school and college,
06-07.

High schools and colleges, articulation, 66-67.
11111. A. S., and uniformity of entrance require-

ments, 24.
ilLstory definition of requirements, College Iin-

trance Examination Board, 146: unit course, 173-
174.

Hopkins, Albert, and scientific expeditions, 11.
Hopkins, Mark, alumni address (1843), 11.
Hurlbut, Dean, on standards of admission, 59.

t.

Illinois, University of, admission requirements. 31:
distinctions and marking system, 55: require-
ments for advanced degrees, 139; requirements for
graduation, 49: school of pharmacy, achnlesion
requirements, 12.5.

Indiana University, admission requirements, 33;
dint:10.1qm and marking system, 56; law school,
100; report of committee on oombineet courses in
academic and profees'nnal work, 52-53; require-
ments for advanced degrees, 139; requirements for
graduation, p-50.

In.stnictora, qualifications, 68-69.
Iowa, school laws, definition of college, 61-62.
Iowa, State University of, admission requirements,

33: dental school, 119; combined courses, 119; law
Phobi, 101; requirements for advanced degrees,
139; requirements for graduation, Si; school of
pharmacy, 12S.

Iowa State Board of Education, scheme foecret.
Wog and admillni071 requirements, 333-40.

J.

Johns Hopkins.. Unlversiss, admission rtiquire.
made, 33; distinction* skd marking systeM, 56;
requitemmits for graduation, BO.
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K.

Kansas, University of, admission requirements, 33;
requirements for advanced degrees, 139; require-
ments for graduation, 50; school of pharmacy, 125,
127.

King's College, enchoate medical department, 75.
Sre oleo Columbia University.

Lafayette College, admission requirements. 31-32;
defender of .examination system, 41: distinctions
and marking system, 54; requirements for gradu-
ation, 47.

Latin language, definition of requirements, College
Entrance Examination Board, 146-148; speak ing
falls into desuetude, 10.

I.aw schools, methods of instniction.1117; standards,
99-100.100-110.

LaWlY^CO Scientific :411001. admission require,
merits 111-112.

Leland Stanford Junior Universal!, admission
requirements, 33; requirements for advanced
degree, 140; requirements for graduation. 50.

Liberal arts colleges, present atandards, 24-09.
Licensing boards, law, State, 104-105; medical, State,

90-91.

Literature, English. See English language.

M.

McCormick Theological School, atssiun require,
menu. 74 73.

McKenzie, W. 11., object ions to standardization of
theological education, 74.

Manual training, unit course, 182 d84.
Marking system, typical colleges and universities,

54-oi

Massachusetts institute of Technology, admission
requirements, 112; requirements kw gradual ion
and degrees, r12: idariciards, 119 III,

Mathematics, definition of requirements, College
Entrance Examination Board,153-15.5; requisites
for admission (1803), 10: unit course, 171-173.

Medical College of Georgia, reform movement, 76.
Medical colleges, definition, 86; objection to re,

gulled collegiate preparation,(45-96; requiritersz
optional fifth year, 92; requiring at least one year
of collegiate preparation, 92.

Medical education, American standards, 8I-84,914
Medical schools, hours in fundamental branches,

89 -90; !squiring two years of college education,
etc., 91-92; standards, 75-96. 4111

Methodist Episcopal Church ( North), ass standard-
izing agency, 25-26.

Methods of instniction, dental schools, 1114-120.
Michigan, University of, admission reqUirements,

31; dental school, 119, 121i engineering school,
112; law school, 101-102, 106: requirements for
advanced degrees, 140; requirements for gradua-
tion, 50; school of pharmacy, 125-126.

Minnesota, University of, admission requirements,
33; distinctions amd marking system, lin; re
quirements for ,advanced degrees, 140; require-
ments for graduation, 61.

Missouri, University of, admission requirements,
33; distinctions and marking system, 66; require,
aunts for advanced degrees. 141:g requirements
tor grodgetion, 51..
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Morgan, John7 and pharmacy in the United Atatto,
122.

Morrill Act (1882), and Industrial education, III.
Movement for standards,`!. Ste also World stand-

ards.

Music, definition of requiretnents, College n t rani,
Examination Board. 100-179

Mzie schools. standards, 129-111.

N.

National Academy of INsicign. founded. 129.
National Association of Dental Examiners, and

standards of dentistry, 117.
National Association of Denial Faculties. organ-

lad, 116-117.
National Association of State rniversmes, defini-

lion of college, 63; report of committee on stand-
ards, 134 -13&.

National Conference Committee on Standard. of
Colleges and Secondary Schools. and definitions
of entrance requirements, 371.

National Ilental Association, and standards of
dentistry, 117-119.

National Education Association, Committee of Ten,
and admissionloquimmenta to collets-, 25.

Nebraska, l'nivencity of, admission requirements,
34: distinctions and marking system.76: recline-
meats for advanced degrees, 149 requirements
for graduation, 51; school of pharmacy, 125 .121..

New England /Association of ('olle !es, and elect is e
studies, 21.

New England Association of Colleges and Prepara-
tory Schools, organized. 2.5.

New England Certif9ste Board for the Approval of
Schools, 24: work, 27.

New England College Entrance Certificate Board,
organized, 27.

New York, University of the State of. SI( ITO-
verelly of the State of New York.

New York (State), admission requirements for law
schools, 102; dental requirements, 129121.

New York State Education Ikpartment, standards
of law schools, 195.

New York Univensity. law school, Ion.
Nineteenth century, standards In first half, 19-14;

0Indarde in fourth quarter, 1S-21; standards in
third quarter, 14-18.

North Central Association of t'ollegen and Second.
ary Schools, and accrediting of college!, 91:
edmiesion by certificate, 37-341: commission on
accredited schools and colleges, definitions of
unit courses, 171-154; ilolloillon of a college, .57 55;
organization, 25.

0.
Ohio, school lawn, definition of college, al.

P.
1'. W., and art echleation, 120.

Pedagogy, departments or schools, In Mond-arts
colleges, 72-53.

Penpsylvania, school laws and decisions, defln.tion
of colleges and academies, 60.

Pennsylvania, University of, admission require.
manta, 34; dental school, 119, 120: distinctions and
marking system, al; medical school, 7(1 -77; re-
quirements for advanced degrees, 140; require.
meats for graduation, 61; school of pharmacy,
standards, 122.

Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, founded, 129.
Pharmaceutical schools, registration, I2)-125; stand -

ards, 122-12s.

Phannacopcela, effects. 124-124.
Philadelphia, first faculties of medicine, 75.
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, organized, 122

123.

Physics, definition of requirements, College En-
trance Examination Board ,175-15s: minimum re-
quirement, medical schools, 90: unit course, 174.

Pomona ('allege, requirements for graduation, 47.
Porter, Noah, on elttive studies, 22.

igretheologic-al rounIe. commission on. 73.75.
Prineetun University, admission requirements, 34;

;at wheel. 131: dist:n(19in, and marking system,
56 57; requirements for advanced degrees, 140;
requirements fur graduation, 71; I heoloftical
school, 71.72.

P rofessers.:711110:1'..

Q.

qualitative elements, m standards distinctions,
and grades, 53 -74.

K.

Rand, Isaac', and medical education. 77.
Reading. S, r EtiftPti language.
Religious Education Association, commis:aim on

pretheological course, 73 75.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, adml,ciuu re-

quirements, 112: standards, 109 110.
Rust. Thomas, and medical education, 7.7,
Rutgers College, distinctions :and' marking sv stem,

54-55: requirements for gradinit ion, -17.

S.

San Francisco Institute of Art, 130.
Stehool laws. Iowa, defini t km of college, 61-62; I Soo,

definition of college, 61; Pennsylvania, definition
of colleges and academia,. 60.

Sciences, first half of nineteenth century, 10411.
Scientific schools. .Sir Engineering schools.
Secondary `cahoots, cooperation wills I 'fliversff y of

Chicago, 44.

Secondary schools and colleges, standards c Eliot,
19-M.

Sheffield Scientific School, requirements for gradua-
tion and degrees, 112; standards, 119

Spanish language, definition of requirements, Col-
s ego Entrance Examination !Mord, 172-153.

St ardizing agencies,
Shaul qualitative element, 73-74.
Sta ..1 °Misers, definition of standard college er

university, 83-64.
Slate University of Iowa, admission requirements,

33:.dental school, 119; distinctions and marking
systems, 79 requirements for graduation, 50;
school of pharmacy, 125.

T.

Teachers, qualifications, 68-69.
Theological schools, requirement foe admission,

71-72: requirements for graduation and degrees,
72-73; standards, 70-77.

Theology, pkilieologicol course, recofnmentlations
of cotnmission, 73-74.

Thoredike, E. L., en qualitative element In stand-
ands, ti' d1
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Tu Jena University, admission requirements, 32;
Ilist'nctions and marking system, 55. require-
ments fur graduation, 4s,

U.

adorn, it y and units of admission, 34-36.
Union Theological School. admission requirements,

71-72.

United Stales Bureau of Education. and qualita-
tive clement in standards, Si; definition of stan-
dard colleges. 61.

Units, definition, 35. 171-1s1: standard. secondary
schools. uniformity, 34-36.

I'niversit les, art courses. 129-130; defin it ion. 134-115.
142, differentiation from the college. Z17 marking
system, 54-37; prevailing methods of admission.
36-3s; representative. admission requirements.
31-34; standards, 431-14i; State, accrediting .,ys-
teen. 27.

University Dental Faculties Association, rind stan-
dards of dentistry. 121.

University of California, admission requirements.
32, art school. 110; distinctions and marking sys-
tem. V.; requirements for mirrored dogma. 130-
requirements for graduation. 45.

1' tin'ersit y of Chicago, entrance requirements, it -
tut: law school, Int. 107: new entrance require-
ments. 67; requirements for graduations 4449;
theological school, 71, 7i.

Universit y of Illinois. ;1St inctions and marking
system, 53: requirements for advanced degrees,
139; requirements for fermium ion. 49:requirements
for graduation and degrees. 113; school 0f phar.
Macy. 125.

University of Indiana. distinctions and marking
system. 56k requirements fur ntivtuiced degrees,
1:19.

Universit y of Iowa. law school, 101.
University of Kan.stts, requirements for advanced

degrees. 139- 110; school of pharmacy. 125. 127.
1.niversit y of Michigan, admission requirements,

33; dental school, 119. 121; law school, 101-102;
school of pharmacy. 1T-1116; requirements for
advanced degrees. 140; requirement's for grrdua-
lion. 50; school of engineering, 112.

University of Minnesota, admission requirements,
33; distinct ions and marking system. 56; require-
ments for ad vtinced degrees. 140; requirements for
graduation, 51.

University of Missouri, admission requirements, 33;
distinctions and marking system. 56; require-
ments for ad V alleed. degrees. 140; requirements for
graduation. 51.

University of Nebraska, admission reqpirements.
34; dist unctions and marking system. 56; school of
pharmacy. 1113-126; requirements for ativrtteed
degrees. 140; requirements for gra.dual ion, 91.

University of Pennsylvania, admission require-
meats. 34 i.dental school, 118, 120; dist Inc t ions and
marking system, 56; medical school, 76-77; re-
quirements for advanced degrees, 140; require-
ments for graduation, 51; school of pharmacy,
standards, 122.

.114 I

191

" University of the State of New York. and atimr,,,
sion to denial schools, 119; and dental require-
menus, 119, 121, ptlarmacy schools, admission re-

; it irements. 125:registration of pharmacy schools.
124-125.

University of Virginia. admission requirements. 34;
(I ist Lad ions and marking system. 57; law school,
100; requirements for advanced degrees. 110; re-
quirements for gradual ion. 51-32.

University of W iscon.sin, admission requirements.
34; distinctions and marking system. 57: law
school, 101- 102: requirements for advanced de-
grees. 140; req a in men t s for gradual ion. 32; school
of pharmacy. 127.

V.

Vanderbilt l'niversity. admission requirements, 32;
requirements for graduation; 4s: theological
school. 71, 73.

Virginia, University of, admission requirements.
34: distinctions and marking system, 57; law
school, Poi; mquiremedts f-,r aiyanced degrees,
II'': requirements for graduation, 51-51

w.

Wabash College, admission imptinments, 32; re-
quirements for graduation, 4s.

Walker, E. A., and technical education, Ill.
Warren, lohn, schnine fur medical school, 73.
Welch, rof., on medical standards, 93.
Wesleyan College, common requirements in En-

glish, 24.
West, A. F., on A. B. &eve al Harvard, 21-22.
Williams College, admission requirements, 14-15,

32: course of instruction (1173), 16-17; courts., of
instruction (1550-g) 1, 13-16: courts of study, first
hallo( nineteenth ee tit ury . 101- 1 I ; dist ine 1 ions ang4.
marking system. 7.7.. early requirements for ad-
mission, In: nsittintments fur graduathn. 4s.

Winches. ter, Prof., and uniformity of entrance fe-

1

quirements, 24. .

Wisconsin, University of, admission mquirements,
31; distinctions and marking system.: 57:Jaw
school, 101-102: requirements for advance.] de-
gives, 1441; requirements for graduation, 52; school
of khannay. 127.

World standards and E. E. linosii, 7-x.

I'uI,' 11,1111i.',4011 nquirements. 12-13,34:
art school, 130, 132, defender of esiiniination sys-
tem, 41; distinction, and marking system, 57;
electivestudies.lh; low school 1e0.1112. 1(15.107-Ss;
medical sehtiol, 75-76; re- quintments for advanced
degroe4, 141 -112: nsiiiimments for gradual 100, 52;
theological school. 7(1 -72.
err aim Sheffield Seim' int. School.

Z.

; Zoology, definition 1,..frequitemenit, College En-
I trance ExaminatCi Board, 166-167; unit course,
i 176-179.

0


